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Augustine was a social activist and volunteer within the Caribbean community of Toronto, working on issues such as immigrant and women's rights, violence against women, drug abuse and poverty. She founded several community organizations, including the Grenada Association and the Ontario chapter of the Congress of Black Women of Canada. She was also active in the areas of urban education, black youth and cultural events such as Caribana. In the Spring of 1985, Augustine was appointed by Ontario Premier David Peterson to a "transition team" of citizens to facilitate the transfer of power to the newly-elected Liberal-NDP coalition.

On 24 November 1988, she was appointed chair of the Metro Toronto Housing Authority (MTHA), the administrative body for social housing in the city.
In 1993, Augustine was appointed by Liberal Party leader Jean Chrétien as a candidate for the federal riding of Etobicoke-Lakeshore. With her election, Augustine became the first black woman elected to the Parliament of Canada, and later the first black woman in a federal cabinet. Augustine went on to win subsequent federal elections in 1997, 2000, 2002 and 2004. During her time in federal politics, Augustine was Secretary of State for Multiculturalism, and later Multiculturalism and the Status of Women, and was Special Advisor on Grenada. She also acted as Parliamentary Secretary to the Prime Minister, Deputy Speaker and served three terms as Chair of the National Liberal Women's Caucus. While serving as a federal politician, Augustine sat on a number of committees including the Foreign Affairs Committee, the Canada Africa Parliamentary Group, and the Canadian Association of Parliamentarians on Population and Development. She also participated on international boards and associations related to women's issues, human rights, AIDS/HIV, micro credit, population and development, economic development and industry, Africa, immigrant rights, racism and xenophobia. Augustine was part of a Canadian team of election observers during the 1994 election campaign in South Africa, and participated on foreign conferences and delegations for the Asian Forum of Parliamentarians on Population and Development (AFPPD), the World Food Organization, and the World Summit of Women. Jean Augustine was instrumental in establishing the first national recognition of February as Black History Month in 1996. Augustine retired from politics in November 2005. She was later appointed in March 2007 as Fairness Commissioner of Ontario, to advocate on the behalf of immigrants seeking to have their foreign credentials validated in the province.
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Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/005(03) - The many ways of being Canadian: the contribution of Canada's ethnocultural groups

Title: The many ways of being Canadian: the contribution of Canada's ethnocultural groups
ID: 2007-022/005(03)
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/005(04) - Ontario teacher's qualifications record cards

Title: Ontario teacher's qualifications record cards
ID: 2007-022/005(04)
Date: 1980-1984 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/005(05) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: 2007-022/005(05)
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/005(06) - Caribana Toronto : the first Caribana commemorative gala, programme

Title: Caribana Toronto : the first Caribana commemorative gala, programme
ID: 2007-022/005(06)
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/005(07) - Conference of Barbadian Canadian Associations : crossing the bridges and standing together, notes, resource material

Title: Conference of Barbadian Canadian Associations : crossing the bridges and standing together, notes, resource material
ID: 2007-022/005(07)
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/005(08) - "The Eye Specialist" and "Harry's Homecoming", plays by Victor C. Allman sent to Jean Augustine

Title: "The Eye Specialist" and "Harry's Homecoming", plays by Victor C. Allman sent to Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/005(08)
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/005(09) - Notebook

Title: Notebook
ID: 2007-022/005(09)
Date: [ca. 1984] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/005(10) - Seventh biennial conference of the Congress of Black Women of Canada, organization material

Title: Seventh biennial conference of the Congress of Black Women of Canada, organization material
ID: 2007-022/005(10)
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/005(11) - Congress of Black Women of Canada, national conference

Title: Congress of Black Women of Canada, national conference
ID: 2007-022/005(11)
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/005(12) - The first Caribana commemorative gala, programme

Title: The first Caribana commemorative gala, programme
ID: 2007-022/005(12)
Date: 28 July 1984 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
File: 2007-022/005(13) - Congress of Black Women of Canada, Scarborough chapter, notes, resource material

Title: Congress of Black Women of Canada, Scarborough chapter, notes, resource material
ID: 2007-022/005(13)
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/005(14) - CACSW Saskatoon, notes

Title: CACSW Saskatoon, notes
ID: 2007-022/005(14)
Date: 14-16 Feb. 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/005(15) - Congress of Black Women of Canada, eighth biennial conference, evaluations

Title: Congress of Black Women of Canada, eighth biennial conference, evaluations
ID: 2007-022/005(15)
Date: [ca. 1986] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/005(16) - Congress of Black Women, Durham chapter inaugural brunch

Title: Congress of Black Women, Durham chapter inaugural brunch
ID: 2007-022/005(16)
Date: 9 Nov. 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/006(01) - Jamaican-Canadian Association, minutes and resource material

Title: Jamaican-Canadian Association, minutes and resource material
ID: 2007-022/006(01)
Date: 1981-1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/006(02) - Congress of Black Women, agendas, programmes, memos

Title: Congress of Black Women, agendas, programmes, memos
ID: 2007-022/006(02)
Date: 1985-1987 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/006(03) - Congress of Black Women of Canada, correspondence, minutes etc

Title: Congress of Black Women of Canada, correspondence, minutes etc
ID: 2007-022/006(03)
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/006(04) - Ad Hoc Committee of Canadian Women on the Constitution (Meech Lake), notes, resource material

Title: Ad Hoc Committee of Canadian Women on the Constitution (Meech Lake), notes, resource material
ID: 2007-022/006(04)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/006(05) - Ad Hoc Committee of Canadian Women on the Constitution (Meech lake), notes, resource material**

**Title:** Ad Hoc Committee of Canadian Women on the Constitution (Meech lake), notes, resource material

**ID:** 2007-022/006(05)

**Date:** 1987 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Note [generalNote]:**

2 of 2

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/006(06) - Black-Canadian Women Organization, correspondence**

**Title:** Black-Canadian Women Organization, correspondence

**ID:** 2007-022/006(06)

**Date:** 1987 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/006(07) - Catholic Children's Aid Society of Metropolitan Toronto, presentation**

**Title:** Catholic Children's Aid Society of Metropolitan Toronto, presentation
File: 2007-022/006(08) - Coloured Women's Club, Inc.,: 80 years of service and still serving

Title: Coloured Women’s Club, Inc.,: 80 years of service and still serving

ID: 2007-022/006(08)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/006(09) - Congress of Black Women of Canada, correspondence

Title: Congress of Black Women of Canada, correspondence

ID: 2007-022/006(09)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/006(10) - Congress of Black Women of Canada, nomination forms, position statements

Title: Congress of Black Women of Canada, nomination forms, position statements
ID: 2007-022/006(10)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/006(11) - Grenada Association, report of the Provincial Committee on Race Relations

Title: Grenada Association, report of the Provincial Committee on Race Relations
ID: 2007-022/006(11)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/006(12) - Intercede : International Coalition to End Domestics' Exploitation, correspondence

Title: Intercede : International Coalition to End Domestics' Exploitation, correspondence
ID: 2007-022/006(12)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/006(13) - National Action Committee on the Status of Women, information package

Title: National Action Committee on the Status of Women, information package
ID: 2007-022/006(13)
Date: [ca. 1987] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/006(14) - National Council of Jamaicans and Supportive Organizations in Canada, conference proceedings

Title: National Council of Jamaicans and Supportive Organizations in Canada, conference proceedings
ID: 2007-022/006(14)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/006(15) - Papers, reports by Lucie Pepin, M.P.

Title: Papers, reports by Lucie Pepin, M.P.
ID: 2007-022/006(15)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/007(01) - Women of distinction

Title: Women of distinction
ID: 2007-022/007(01)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/007(02) - Congress of Black Women: bloom where you are planted, note cards

Title: Congress of Black Women: bloom where you are planted, note cards
ID: 2007-022/007(02)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/007(03) - Congress of Black Women of Canada, correspondence, resource material

Title: Congress of Black Women of Canada, correspondence, resource material
File: 2007-022/007(04) - Congress of Black Women of Canada, correspondence, memos

Title: Congress of Black Women of Canada, correspondence, memos
ID: 2007-022/007(04)
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/007(05) - Congress of Black Women of Canada, minutes, financial records

Title: Congress of Black Women of Canada, minutes, financial records
ID: 2007-022/007(05)
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/007(06) - Congress of Black Women of Canada, minutes, memos etc

Title: Congress of Black Women of Canada, minutes, memos etc
ID: 2007-022/007(06)
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/007(07) - Immigration legislation, resource material

Title: Immigration legislation, resource material
ID: 2007-022/007(07)
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/007(08) - National Action Committee on the Status of Women, memos, resource material

Title: National Action Committee on the Status of Women, memos, resource material
ID: 2007-022/007(08)
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/007(09) - National Organization of Immigrant and Visible Minority Women of Canada, budget information

Title: National Organization of Immigrant and Visible Minority Women of Canada, budget information

ID: 2007-022/007(09)

Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/007(10) - Access to education in a multicultural society / Multiculturalism and Citizenship Canada

Title: Access to education in a multicultural society / Multiculturalism and Citizenship Canada

ID: 2007-022/007(10)

Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/007(11) - Ad Hoc Committee of Women on the Constitution (Ontario), materials

Title: Ad Hoc Committee of Women on the Constitution (Ontario), materials

ID: 2007-022/007(11)

Date: 1988 (date of creation)
File: 2007-022/007(12) - Becoming responsive to diversity in a multicultural society: proposal for a model for client centred services / Catholic Children's Aid Society

Title: Becoming responsive to diversity in a multicultural society: proposal for a model for client centred services / Catholic Children's Aid Society

ID: 2007-022/007(12)

Date: Sept. 1988 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/007(13) - Caribe: black creative writers

Title: Caribe: black creative writers

ID: 2007-022/007(13)

Date: Dec. 1988 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/007(14) - Congress of Black Women of Canada; progress report on the Ontario region

Title: Congress of Black Women of Canada; progress report on the Ontario region
ID: 2007-022/007(14)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/007(15) - Metropolitan Separate School Board : workshop on dealing with racial or ethnic incidents

Title: Metropolitan Separate School Board : workshop on dealing with racial or ethnic incidents
ID: 2007-022/007(15)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/007(16) - Skills our mother taught me, workshop

Title: Skills our mother taught me, workshop
ID: 2007-022/007(16)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/007(17) - The Canadian Caribbean family: right, privileges, responsibilities, notes for a speech

Title: The Canadian Caribbean family: right, privileges, responsibilities, notes for a speech
ID: 2007-022/007(17)
Date: [ca. 1989] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/008(01) - Multiculturalism and ethnocultural identity, resource material

Title: Multiculturalism and ethnocultural identity, resource material
ID: 2007-022/008(01)
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/008(02) - Creating a vision of success for black youth in Canada, notes

Title: Creating a vision of success for black youth in Canada, notes
ID: 2007-022/008(02)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/008(03) - North York Black Education Committee, resource material

Title: North York Black Education Committee, resource material
ID: 2007-022/008(03)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/008(04) - BLISS group (Black Ladies Investment Savings and Securities), minutes and financial records

Title: BLISS group (Black Ladies Investment Savings and Securities), minutes and financial records
ID: 2007-022/008(04)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/008(05) - Education of immigrant students: issues and answers / Aaron Wolfgang

Title: Education of immigrant students: issues and answers / Aaron Wolfgang
ID: 2007-022/008(05)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/008(06) - Social change and non-violence international conference: a Canadian perspective

Title: Social change and non-violence international conference: a Canadian perspective
ID: 2007-022/008(06)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/008(07) - Social change and non-violence: an international conference, Toronto

Title: Social change and non-violence: an international conference, Toronto
ID: 2007-022/008(07)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/008(08) - Clippings re: Augustine

Title: Clippings re: Augustine
ID: 2007-022/008(08)
Date: 1986-1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/008(09) - Narconon, information package

Title: Narconon, information package
ID: 2007-022/008(09)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/008(10) - Reports, briefs on multiculturalism

Title: Reports, briefs on multiculturalism
ID: 2007-022/008(10)
Date: 1987-1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/008(11) - Caribbean community : annual report of the secretary-general

Title: Caribbean community : annual report of the secretary-general
ID: 2007-022/008(11)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/008(12) - The long road / Austin Clarke, Toronto Star article

Title: The long road / Austin Clarke, Toronto Star article
ID: 2007-022/008(12)
Date: 9 Apr. 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/008(13) - Metro Toronto Housing Authority : overview of the chair's directions and accomplishments

Title: Metro Toronto Housing Authority : overview of the chair's directions and accomplishments
ID: 2007-022/008(13)
Date: 1988-1991 (date of creation)
File: 2007-022/008(14) - Metro Toronto Housing Authority: overview of the chair's directions and accomplishments

Title: Metro Toronto Housing Authority: overview of the chair's directions and accomplishments
ID: 2007-022/008(14)
Date: 1988-1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

File: 2007-022/009(01) - Metro Toronto Housing Authority: overview of the chair's directions and accomplishments

Title: Metro Toronto Housing Authority: overview of the chair's directions and accomplishments
ID: 2007-022/009(01)
Date: 1988-1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/009(02) - MTHA: first annual anti-drug essay competition, the winners

Title: MTHA: first annual anti-drug essay competition, the winners
ID: 2007-022/009(02)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/009(03) - MTHA: newsletters, reference material

Title: MTHA: newsletters, reference material
ID: 2007-022/009(03)
Date: 1989-1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/009(04) - MTHA, note cards

Title: MTHA, note cards
ID: 2007-022/009(04)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/009(05) - MTHA, board of members' reference book

Title: MTHA, board of members' reference book
ID: 2007-022/009(05)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/009(06) - MTHA, correspondence, notes, addresses

Title: MTHA, correspondence, notes, addresses
ID: 2007-022/009(06)
Date: 1988-1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/009(07) - Metro Toronto Housing Authority : policies, programs and strategies, reference manual

Title: Metro Toronto Housing Authority : policies, programs and strategies, reference manual
File: 2007-022/009(08) - Metro Toronto Housing Authority : policies, programs and strategies, reference manual

Title: Metro Toronto Housing Authority : policies, programs and strategies, reference manual
ID: 2007-022/009(08)
Date: 1989-1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/009(09) - Metro Toronto Housing Authority : policies, programs and strategies, reference manual

Title: Metro Toronto Housing Authority : policies, programs and strategies, reference manual
ID: 2007-022/009(09)
Date: 1989-1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/009(10) - The Jean Augustine campaign strategy and plans by committee
Title: The Jean Augustine campaign strategy and plans by committee
ID: 2007-022/009(10)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/009(11) - Mementos of 1993 campaign
Title: Mementos of 1993 campaign
ID: 2007-022/009(11)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/009(12) - Campaign pledges
Title: Campaign pledges
ID: 2007-022/009(12)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/010(01) - Letters of congratulations

Title: Letters of congratulations
ID: 2007-022/010(01)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/010(02) - Letters of congratulations

Title: Letters of congratulations
ID: 2007-022/010(02)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/010(03) - Letters of congratulations

Title: Letters of congratulations
ID: 2007-022/010(03)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/010(04) - Letters of congratulations

Title: Letters of congratulations
ID: 2007-022/010(04)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/010(05) - Letters of congratulations

Title: Letters of congratulations
ID: 2007-022/010(05)
Date: 1993-1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/010(06) - Letters of congratulations

Title: Letters of congratulations
ID: 2007-022/010(06)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/010(07) - Letters of congratulations

Title: Letters of congratulations
ID: 2007-022/010(07)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/010(08) - Letters of congratulations

Title: Letters of congratulations
ID: 2007-022/010(08)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/010(09) - Jean Augustine's French notebook

Title: Jean Augustine's French notebook
ID: 2007-022/010(09)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/010(10) - Guidelines and terms and conditions of members

Title: Guidelines and terms and conditions of members
ID: 2007-022/010(10)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/011(01) - House of Commons duty book

Title: House of Commons duty book
ID: 2007-022/011(01)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/011(02) - Jean Augustine, MP, Etobicoke-Lakeshore, press kit

Title: Jean Augustine, MP, Etobicoke-Lakeshore, press kit
ID: 2007-022/011(02)
Date: [ca. 1995] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/011(03) - Jean Augustine, campaign material

Title: Jean Augustine, campaign material
ID: 2007-022/011(03)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/011(04) - Clippings

Title: Clippings
ID: 2007-022/011(04)
Date: 1993-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/011(05) - Clippings
Title: Clippings
ID: 2007-022/011(05)
Date: 1993-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/011(06) - Correspondence, thank you letters
Title: Correspondence, thank you letters
ID: 2007-022/011(06)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/011(07) - Clippings
Title: Clippings
ID: 2007-022/011(07)
Date: 1993-2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
  1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/011(08) - Clippings
Title: Clippings
ID: 2007-022/011(08)
Date: 1993-2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
  2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/011(09) - Clippings
Title: Clippings
**File: 2007-022/011(10) - Minister's interventions**

**Title:** Minister's interventions  
**ID:** 2007-022/011(10)  
**Date:** 1995-2002 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Note [generalNote]:**  
1 of 3

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/012(01) - Minister's interventions**

**Title:** Minister's interventions  
**ID:** 2007-022/012(01)  
**Date:** 1995-2002 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Note [generalNote]:**  
2 of 3

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/012(02) - Minister's interventions

Title: Minister's interventions  
ID: 2007-022/012(02)  
Date: 1995-2002 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status: Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/012(03) - Jean Augustine reports, communiques

Title: Jean Augustine reports, communiques  
ID: 2007-022/012(03)  
Date: 1999-2002 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status: Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/012(04) - Jean Augustine reports, communiques

Title: Jean Augustine reports, communiques
ID: 2007-022/012(04)
Date: 1999-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/012(05) - A gala evening to celebrate Jean Augustine by Galax Art, Access Caribbean and the Grenada Nationals Association of Montreal

Title: A gala evening to celebrate Jean Augustine by Galax Art, Access Caribbean and the Grenada Nationals Association of Montreal
ID: 2007-022/012(05)
Date: 16 Nov. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/012(06) - Jean Augustine communications, ten percenters

Title: Jean Augustine communications, ten percenters
ID: 2007-022/012(06)
Date: 1995-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/012(07) - Jean Augustine communications, ten percenters

Title: Jean Augustine communications, ten percenters
ID: 2007-022/012(07)
Date: 1995-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2007-022/012(08) - Notebook

Title: Notebook
ID: 2007-022/012(08)
Date: 1995-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/013(01) - Notebook, (loose material)**

**Title:** Notebook, (loose material)

**ID:** 2007-022/013(01)

**Date:** 1995-2003 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Note [generalNote]:**

2 of 2

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/013(02) - Jean Augustine interview with the Ottawa Citizen**

**Title:** Jean Augustine interview with the Ottawa Citizen

**ID:** 2007-022/013(02)

**Date:** 25 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/013(03) - Letters of congratulations on the 10th anniversary of Jean Augustine's election to Parliament**

**Title:** Letters of congratulations on the 10th anniversary of Jean Augustine's election to Parliament

**ID:** 2007-022/013(03)

**Date:** 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/013(04) - Speaker of the House, presiding rolls

Title: Speaker of the House, presiding rolls
ID: 2007-022/013(04)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/013(05) - Swearing in of Cabinet, briefing book

Title: Swearing in of Cabinet, briefing book
ID: 2007-022/013(05)
Date: 12 Dec. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/013(06) - Swearing in of Cabinet, briefing book

Title: Swearing in of Cabinet, briefing book

ID: 2007-022/013(06)

Date: 12 Dec. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/013(07) - Standing orders of the House of Commons including the conflict of interest code for members, (in effect from the first sitting of the 28th Parliament)

Title: Standing orders of the House of Commons including the conflict of interest code for members, (in effect from the first sitting of the 28th Parliament)

ID: 2007-022/013(07)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/013(08) - Minister's interventions

Title: Minister's interventions

ID: 2007-022/013(08)

Date: 2000-2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
File: 2007-022/013(09) - Minister's interventions

Title: Minister's interventions
ID: 2007-022/013(09)
Date: 2000-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

File: 2007-022/013(10) - Jean Augustine communications, householders

Title: Jean Augustine communications, householders
ID: 2007-022/013(10)
Date: 1998-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
File: 2007-022/014(01) - Jean Augustine communications

Title: Jean Augustine communications
ID: 2007-022/014(01)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2007-022/014(02) - Memoranda, briefings for Jean Augustine

Title: Memoranda, briefings for Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/014(02)
Date: 2003-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/014(03) - Memoranda, briefings for Jean Augustine

Title: Memoranda, briefings for Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/014(03)
Date: 2003-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/014(04) - Memoranda, briefings for Jean Augustine

Title: Memoranda, briefings for Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/014(04)
Date: 2003-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

File: 2007-022/014(05) - Memoranda, briefings for Jean Augustine

Title: Memoranda, briefings for Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/014(05)
Date: 2003-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/014(06) - Memoranda, briefings for Jean Augustine

Title: Memoranda, briefings for Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/014(06)
Date: 2003-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Publication status:
Published

File: 2007-022/014(07) - Letters of congratulations

Title: Letters of congratulations
ID: 2007-022/014(07)
Date: 2002-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Publication status:
Published

File: 2007-022/014(08) - Letters of congratulations

Title: Letters of congratulations
File: 2007-022/015(01) - Letters of congratulations

Title: Letters of congratulations
ID: 2007-022/015(01)
Date: 2002-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/015(02) - Householder mail in

Title: Householder mail in
ID: 2007-022/015(02)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/015(03) - Jean Augustine, biography

Title: Jean Augustine, biography
ID: 2007-022/015(03)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/015(04) - Directory of members of the House of Commons, seating arrangements etc

Title: Directory of members of the House of Commons, seating arrangements etc
ID: 2007-022/015(04)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/015(05) - Jean Augustine 2004 donation list

Title: Jean Augustine 2004 donation list
ID: 2007-022/015(05)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
File: 2007-022/015(06) - Etobicoke-Lakeshore Liberal campaign

Title: Etobicoke-Lakeshore Liberal campaign
ID: 2007-022/015(06)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/015(07) - General correspondence

Title: General correspondence
ID: 2007-022/015(07)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/015(08) - Letters of congratulations

Title: Letters of congratulations
ID: 2007-022/015(08)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/015(09) - Letter of congratulations from Dalton McGuinty

Title: Letter of congratulations from Dalton McGuinty
ID: 2007-022/015(09)
Date: 30 June 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/015(10) - Liberal candidate policy and information manual

Title: Liberal candidate policy and information manual
ID: 2007-022/015(10)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/016(01) - Liberal candidate policy and information manual

Title: Liberal candidate policy and information manual
ID: 2007-022/016(01)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/016(02) - Liberal candidate policy and information manual

Title: Liberal candidate policy and information manual
ID: 2007-022/016(02)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/016(03) - Liberal policy and information mini manual : just the facts

Title: Liberal policy and information mini manual : just the facts
ID: 2007-022/016(03)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/016(04) - Mail out information

Title: Mail out information
ID: 2007-022/016(04)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/016(05) - Practical guide for the Speaker

Title: Practical guide for the Speaker
ID: 2007-022/016(05)
Date: Oct. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/016(06) - Practical guide for the Speaker

Title: Practical guide for the Speaker
ID: 2007-022/016(06)
Date: Oct. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
  2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/016(07) - Riding office, correspondence

Title: Riding office, correspondence
ID: 2007-022/016(07)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/016(08) - Thank you letters

Title: Thank you letters
ID: 2007-022/016(08)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
File: 2007-022/016(09) - Clippings

Title: Clippings
ID: 2007-022/016(09)
Date: 2004-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2007-022/016(10) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/016(10)
Date: 1993-1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2007-022/016(11) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/016(11)
Date: 1993-1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/016(12) - Speeches
Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/016(12)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/017(01) - Speeches
Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/017(01)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/017(02) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/017(02)
Date: Apr.-June 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
  1 of 3

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/017(03) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/017(03)
Date: Apr.-June 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
  2 of 3

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/017(04) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/017(04)
Date: Apr.-June 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/017(05) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/017(05)
Date: July-Dec. 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/017(06) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/017(06)
Date: July-Dec. 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/017(07) - Speeches

Title: Speeches

ID: 2007-022/017(07)

Date: 1994-1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/017(08) - Speeches

Title: Speeches

ID: 2007-022/017(08)

Date: 1994-1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/018(01) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/018(01)
Date: 1994-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/018(02) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/018(02)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/018(03) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/018(03)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/018(04) - Speeches : speaking out for Etobicoke-Lakeshore in Parliament

Title: Speeches : speaking out for Etobicoke-Lakeshore in Parliament
ID: 2007-022/018(04)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/018(05) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/018(05)
Date: Jan.-June 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
File: 2007-022/018(06) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/018(06)
Date: Jan.-June 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2007-022/018(07) - Jean Augustine speeches

Title: Jean Augustine speeches
ID: 2007-022/018(07)
Date: July-Dec. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2
File: 2007-022/018(08) - Jean Augustine speeches

Title: Jean Augustine speeches
ID: 2007-022/018(08)
Date: July-Dec. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/018(09) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/018(09)
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/019(01) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/019(01)
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/019(02) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/019(02)
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

3 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/019(03) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/019(03)
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

4 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/019(04) - Jean Augustine speeches

Title: Jean Augustine speeches
ID: 2007-022/019(04)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/019(05) - Jean Augustine speeches

Title: Jean Augustine speeches
ID: 2007-022/019(05)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/019(06) - Jean Augustine speeches

Title: Jean Augustine speeches
ID: 2007-022/019(06)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/019(07) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/019(07)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/019(08) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/019(08)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/020(01) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/020(01)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

3 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/020(02) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/020(02)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

4 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/020(03) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/020(03)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/020(04) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/020(04)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/020(05) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/020(05)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/020(06) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/020(06)
Date: 2002-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/020(07) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/020(07)
Date: 2002-2005 (date of creation)
File: 2007-022/021(01) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/021(01)
Date: 2002-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

File: 2007-022/021(02) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/021(02)
Date: 2002-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/021(03) - Speeches

Title: Speeches
ID: 2007-022/021(03)
Date: 2002-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/021(04) - Tribute to Jean Augustine, MP, PC

Title: Tribute to Jean Augustine, MP, PC
ID: 2007-022/021(04)
Date: 16 Nov. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/021(05) - Jean Augustine milestones

Title: Jean Augustine milestones
ID: 2007-022/021(05)
File: 2007-022/021(06) - Secretary of State (Multiculturalism), (Status of women), milestones, book 2

Title: Secretary of State (Multiculturalism), (Status of women), milestones, book 2

ID: 2007-022/021(06)

Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 3

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/021(07) - Secretary of State (Multiculturalism), (Status of women), milestones, book 2

Title: Secretary of State (Multiculturalism), (Status of women), milestones, book 2

ID: 2007-022/021(07)

Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/021(08) - Secretary of State (Multiculturalism), (Status of women), milestones, book 2

Title: Secretary of State (Multiculturalism), (Status of women), milestones, book 2
ID: 2007-022/021(08)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/022(01) - Secretary of State (Multiculturalism), (Status of women), milestones, book 1

Title: Secretary of State (Multiculturalism), (Status of women), milestones, book 1
ID: 2007-022/022(01)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/022(02) - Secretary of State (Multiculturalism), (Status of women), milestones, book 1

Title: Secretary of State (Multiculturalism), (Status of women), milestones, book 1
ID: 2007-022/022(02)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/022(03) - Secretary of State (Multiculturalism), (Status of women), milestones, book 1

Title: Secretary of State (Multiculturalism), (Status of women), milestones, book 1
ID: 2007-022/022(03)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/022(04) - Edited Hansard : Jean Augustine posterity

Title: Edited Hansard : Jean Augustine posterity
ID: 2007-022/022(04)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/022(05) - Edited Hansard

Title: Edited Hansard
ID: 2007-022/022(05)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/022(06) - Edited Hansard

Title: Edited Hansard
ID: 2007-022/022(06)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/022(07) - Hansard

Title: Hansard
ID: 2007-022/022(07)
Date: Sept. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/022(08) - Hansard

Title: Hansard
ID: 2007-022/022(08)
Date: Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/022(09) - Hansard

Title: Hansard
ID: 2007-022/022(09)
Date: Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/022(10) - Hansard

Title: Hansard
ID: 2007-022/022(10)
Date: Feb. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/023(01) - Hansard

Title: Hansard
ID: 2007-022/023(01)
Date: Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/023(02) - Hansard

Title: Hansard
ID: 2007-022/023(02)
Date: Mar. 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/023(03) - Hansard**

Title: Hansard

ID: 2007-022/023(03)

Date: Apr. 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/023(04) - Hansard**

Title: Hansard

ID: 2007-022/023(04)

Date: May 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/023(05) - Hansard

Title: Hansard
ID: 2007-022/023(05)
Date: Oct. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/023(06) - Hansard

Title: Hansard
ID: 2007-022/023(06)
Date: Nov. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/023(07) - Hansard

Title: Hansard
ID: 2007-022/023(07)
Date: Dec. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/023(08) - Hansard

Title: Hansard
ID: 2007-022/023(08)
Date: Jan.-Feb. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/023(09) - Hansard

Title: Hansard
ID: 2007-022/023(09)
Date: Mar. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/023(10) - Hansard

Title: Hansard
ID: 2007-022/023(10)
Date: Apr. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/023(11) - Hansard
Title: Hansard
ID: 2007-022/023(11)
Date: May 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/024(01) - Hansard
Title: Hansard
ID: 2007-022/024(01)
Date: June 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/024(02) - Hansard
Title: Hansard
ID: 2007-022/024(02)
Date: Sept. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/024(03) - Hansard**

Title: Hansard  
**ID:** 2007-022/024(03)  
**Date:** Oct. 2005 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/024(04) - Hansard**

Title: Hansard  
**ID:** 2007-022/024(04)  
**Date:** Nov. 2005 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/024(05) - Ad Hoc Committee on Refugee Determination Reform**

**Title:** Ad Hoc Committee on Refugee Determination Reform  
**ID:** 2007-022/024(05)  
**Date:** Apr.-May 2004 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/024(06) - Applause Institute Finishing School, cotillion ball programme

Title: Applause Institute Finishing School, cotillion ball programme
ID: 2007-022/024(06)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points: Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/024(07) - Black Cultural Society of Nova Scotia, annual general meeting

Title: Black Cultural Society of Nova Scotia, annual general meeting
ID: 2007-022/024(07)
Date: 6 Nov. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points: Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/024(08) - Black Health Alliance submission to the commission on the future of health care in Canada

Title: Black Health Alliance submission to the commission on the future of health care in Canada
ID: 2007-022/024(08)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/024(09) - Black history month, resource material

Title: Black history month, resource material
ID: 2007-022/024(09)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/024(10) - Black history month: correspondence, resource material

Title: Black history month: correspondence, resource material
ID: 2007-022/024(10)
Date: 2004-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Mathieu da Costa and his time : New France, 1603-1638
ID: 2007-022/024(11)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/024(12) - Black history month : Mathieu da Costa Award

Title: Black history month : Mathieu da Costa Award
ID: 2007-022/024(12)
Date: 1995-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/025(01) - Black history month : Mathieu da Costa

Title: Black history month : Mathieu da Costa
ID: 2007-022/025(01)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/025(02) - Black history month : Mathieu da Costa challenge, final report

Title: Black history month : Mathieu da Costa challenge, final report
ID: 2007-022/025(02)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/025(03) - Black history month : Mathieu da Costa

Title: Black history month : Mathieu da Costa
ID: 2007-022/025(03)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/025(04) - Da Costa 400 : a celebration of black Canadian heritage, final report

Title: Da Costa 400 : a celebration of black Canadian heritage, final report
ID: 2007-022/025(04)
Date: 31 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
File: 2007-022/025(05) - Black history month : Canada's action plan against racism

Title: Black history month : Canada's action plan against racism
ID: 2007-022/025(05)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/025(06) - Black history month : speaking notes, itineraries etc

Title: Black history month : speaking notes, itineraries etc
ID: 2007-022/025(06)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/025(07) - Black pages : guide to Canada's black and Caribbean community

Title: Black pages : guide to Canada's black and Caribbean community
ID: 2007-022/025(07)
Date: 2001-2002 (date of creation)
File: 2007-022/025(08) - A resource guide on black pioneers in British Columbia / the B.C. Black History Awareness Society

Title: A resource guide on black pioneers in British Columbia / the B.C. Black History Awareness Society

ID: 2007-022/025(08)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/025(09) - Black youth violence : causes and cures, report on project in Toronto's African Canadian community / Jamaican Canadian Association, Toronto

Title: Black youth violence : causes and cures, report on project in Toronto's African Canadian community / Jamaican Canadian Association, Toronto

ID: 2007-022/025(09)

Date: May 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/025(10) - Draft response to Beijing + 10 questionnaire
Title: Draft response to Beijing + 10 questionnaire
ID: 2007-022/025(10)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/025(11) - Black Achievement Award speech

Title: Black Achievement Award speech
ID: 2007-022/025(11)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/025(12) - Briefing book on unparliamentary language / deferred divisions

Title: Briefing book on unparliamentary language / deferred divisions
ID: 2007-022/025(12)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/026(01) - Canada-Aboriginal peoples roundtable

Title: Canada-Aboriginal peoples roundtable
ID: 2007-022/026(01)
Date: 19 Apr. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/026(02) - Canada-China Legislative Association, 4th bilateral meeting, briefing book

Title: Canada-China Legislative Association, 4th bilateral meeting, briefing book
ID: 2007-022/026(02)
Date: 19-27 Oct. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/026(03) - Canadian Association of Black Lawyers

Title: Canadian Association of Black Lawyers
ID: 2007-022/026(03)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/026(04) - Caribana Corporation, organizational structure

Title: Caribana Corporation, organizational structure
ID: 2007-022/026(04)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/026(05) - Caribana, correspondence, memos

Title: Caribana, correspondence, memos
ID: 2007-022/026(05)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/026(06) - Caribana festival, final report

Title: Caribana festival, final report
ID: 2007-022/026(06)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/026(07) - Caribana group business plan for 2003-2005

Title: Caribana group business plan for 2003-2005
ID: 2007-022/026(07)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/026(08) - Caribana: official festival guide

Title: Caribana: official festival guide
ID: 2007-022/026(08)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/026(09) - Caribana opening ceremonies, briefing book

Title: Caribana opening ceremonies, briefing book
ID: 2007-022/026(09)
Date: Aug. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/026(10) - Caribana: roundtable and luncheon with high commissioners and ambassadors of the Caribbean

Title: Caribana: roundtable and luncheon with high commissioners and ambassadors of the Caribbean
ID: 2007-022/026(10)
Date: 15 Sept. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/026(11) - Caribbean American Heritage Award, remarks and program

Title: Caribbean American Heritage Award, remarks and program
ID: 2007-022/026(11)
Date: 14 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/026(12) - Report of the Chief Electoral Officer of Canada on the 38th election held on 28 June 2004

Title: Report of the Chief Electoral Officer of Canada on the 38th election held on 28 June 2004
ID: 2007-022/026(12)
Date: 28 June 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/026(13) - Commission of inquiry into the sponsorship and advertising activities**

Title: Commission of inquiry into the sponsorship and advertising activities
ID: 2007-022/026(13)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/027(01) - Community Microskills Development Centre, reports**

Title: Community Microskills Development Centre, reports
ID: 2007-022/027(01)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/027(02) - Correspondence, re. Canada-US Inter-Parliamentary Group

Title: Correspondence, re. Canada-US Inter-Parliamentary Group
ID: 2007-022/027(02)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/027(03) - Canada-Japan Inter-Parliamentary Group, rules

Title: Canada-Japan Inter-Parliamentary Group, rules
ID: 2007-022/027(03)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/027(04) - Canada's national report to the United Nations for the fourth world conference on women, Beijing

Title: Canada's national report to the United Nations for the fourth world conference on women, Beijing
ID: 2007-022/027(04)
Date: Sept. 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/027(05) - The Canadian Museum for Human Rights, press kit and DVD

Title: The Canadian Museum for Human Rights, press kit and DVD
ID: 2007-022/027(05)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/027(06) - Caribbean friendship group

Title: Caribbean friendship group
ID: 2007-022/027(06)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/027(07) - Civil marriage act, correspondence, resource material

Title: Civil marriage act, correspondence, resource material
ID: 2007-022/027(07)
Date: 2004-2005 (date of creation)
**File: 2007-022/027(08) - Equal voice**

**Title:** Equal voice  
**ID:** 2007-022/027(08)  
**Date:** 2005 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/027(09) - Etobicoke-Lakeshore census data**

**Title:** Etobicoke-Lakeshore census data  
**ID:** 2007-022/027(09)  
**Date:** 2004 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/027(10) - Etobicoke-Lakeshore Liberal Association annual general meeting**

**Title:** Etobicoke-Lakeshore Liberal Association annual general meeting
ID: 2007-022/027(10)
Date: Oct. 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/027(11) - Faces of government / Mary Cairo and Luci Soncin

Title: Faces of government / Mary Cairo and Luci Soncin
ID: 2007-022/027(11)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/027(12) - Friendship Group of Parliamentarians for UNESCO (FGPU)

Title: Friendship Group of Parliamentarians for UNESCO (FGPU)
ID: 2007-022/027(12)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/027(13) - The Globe and Mail "New Canada Series"

Title: The Globe and Mail "New Canada Series"
ID: 2007-022/027(13)
Date: 6-28 June 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/027(14) - Gomery commission, correspondence

Title: Gomery commission, correspondence
ID: 2007-022/027(14)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/027(15) - Immigration and refugee protection act

Title: Immigration and refugee protection act
ID: 2007-022/027(15)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
File: 2007-022/028(01) - Immigration and refugee protection act

Title: Immigration and refugee protection act

ID: 2007-022/028(01)

Date: 2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/028(02) - Installation of the Governor General, programme

Title: Installation of the Governor General, programme

ID: 2007-022/028(02)

Date: 27 Sept. 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Inter-American Parliamentary Group on Population and Development, board of directors meeting
ID: 2007-022/028(03)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/028(04) - Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU)

Title: Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU)
ID: 2007-022/028(04)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Liberal Party of Canada : 2005 biennial convention, policy resolution handbook, workshops
ID: 2007-022/028(05)
Date: 3-6 Mar. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/028(06) - A mandate of equality - women and electoral reform: pursuing a feminist policy agenda in Canada / National Association of Women and the U.N.

Title: A mandate of equality - women and electoral reform: pursuing a feminist policy agenda in Canada / National Association of Women and the U.N.

ID: 2007-022/028(06)

Date: Nov. 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/028(07) - Microcredit Council of Canadian Parliamentarians

Title: Microcredit Council of Canadian Parliamentarians

ID: 2007-022/028(07)

Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/028(08) - Visit to Canada by Her Excellency Mrs. Suzanne Mubarak, first lady of Egypt

Title: Visit to Canada by Her Excellency Mrs. Suzanne Mubarak, first lady of Egypt

ID: 2007-022/028(08)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/028(09) - The National Council for Childhood and Motherhood (Egypt)

Title: The National Council for Childhood and Motherhood (Egypt)
ID: 2007-022/028(09)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/028(10) - The girls' education initiative

Title: The girls' education initiative
ID: 2007-022/028(10)
Date: 2002-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/028(11) - The Egyptian girl's education initiative

Title: The Egyptian girl's education initiative
ID: 2007-022/028(11)
Date: 2002/2003-2006/2007 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/029(01) - Girls' education initiative, presentation

Title: Girls' education initiative, presentation

ID: 2007-022/029(01)

Date: 2002-2007 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/029(02) - The National Council for Childhood and Motherhood (Egypt), resource material

Title: The National Council for Childhood and Motherhood (Egypt), resource material

ID: 2007-022/029(02)

Date: 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/029(03) - National African Canadian heritage research centre, proposal submitted to Jean Augustine

Title: National African Canadian heritage research centre, proposal submitted to Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/029(03)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/029(04) - Nunavutmi Angnat Katimayiit : Nunavut Status of Women Council, annual report

Title: Nunavutmi Angnat Katimayiit : Nunavut Status of Women Council, annual report
ID: 2007-022/029(04)
Date: 2002-2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/029(05) - North American black profiles : ten African Canadian women... making a difference

Title: North American black profiles : ten African Canadian women... making a difference
ID: 2007-022/029(05)
Date: 15 June 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
File: 2007-022/029(06) - North American black profiles : ten African Canadian women... making a difference

Title: North American black profiles : ten African Canadian women... making a difference
ID: 2007-022/029(06)
Date: 1 June 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/029(07) - North American black profiles : Jean Augustine

Title: North American black profiles : Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/029(07)
Date: 1 July 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/029(08) - Office of the Ethics Counsellor, reports, correspondence

Title: Office of the Ethics Counsellor, reports, correspondence
ID: 2007-022/029(08)
Date: 2002-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/029(09) - Office of the Ethics Commissioner, disclosure statements**

Title: Office of the Ethics Commissioner, disclosure statements
ID: 2007-022/029(09)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/029(10) - Ontario Heritage Foundation correspondence**

Title: Ontario Heritage Foundation correspondence
ID: 2007-022/029(10)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/029(11) - Parliamentarians for Global Action (PGA)**

Title: Parliamentarians for Global Action (PGA)
ID: 2007-022/029(11)
Date: 2002-2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/029(12) - Paying the price : the human cost of racial profiling / Ontario Human Rights Commission

Title: Paying the price : the human cost of racial profiling / Ontario Human Rights Commission
ID: 2007-022/029(12)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/029(13) - A practical guide to the constitutional agreement

Title: A practical guide to the constitutional agreement
ID: 2007-022/029(13)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/029(14) - Project Canada / Vikto Mitic and Dragan M. Bozic
Title: Project Canada / Vikto Mitic and Dragan M. Bozic
ID: 2007-022/029(14)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/029(15) - Pulling together to strengthen corporate responsibility in the natural resources sector: what African and Canadian parliamentarians can do

Title: Pulling together to strengthen corporate responsibility in the natural resources sector: what African and Canadian parliamentarians can do
ID: 2007-022/029(15)
Date: Sept. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/030(01) - Le racisme, la discrimination raciale, la xenophobie et toutes les formes de descrimination, report by the United Nations

Title: Le racisme, la discrimination raciale, la xenophobie et toutes les formes de descrimination, report by the United Nations
ID: 2007-022/030(01)
Date: 1 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/030(02) - Reducing the democratic deficit through equality-based electoral reform, spring

Title: Reducing the democratic deficit through equality-based electoral reform, spring
ID: 2007-022/030(02)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/030(03) - Sierra Leone Rebuilding Committee

Title: Sierra Leone Rebuilding Committee
ID: 2007-022/030(03)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/030(04) - Sierra Leone Rebuilding Committee

Title: Sierra Leone Rebuilding Committee
ID: 2007-022/030(04)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/030(05) - Some black women: profiles of black women in Canada / Rella Braithwaite and Tessa Benn-Ireland, includes correspondence

Title: Some black women: profiles of black women in Canada / Rella Braithwaite and Tessa Benn-Ireland, includes correspondence

ID: 2007-022/030(05)

Date: 1993 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/030(06) - South Etobicoke regeneration project: blueprint for action

Title: South Etobicoke regeneration project: blueprint for action

ID: 2007-022/030(06)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/030(07) - Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Trade: announcing Canada's foreign policy interests in the South Caucasus and Central Asia

Title: Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Trade: announcing Canada's foreign policy interests in the South Caucasus and Central Asia

ID: 2007-022/030(07)

Date: May 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/030(08) - Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Trade: announcing Canada's foreign policy interests in the South Caucasus and Central Asia

Title: Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Trade: announcing Canada's foreign policy interests in the South Caucasus and Central Asia

ID: 2007-022/030(08)

Date: May 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/030(09) - Summary of reports directly and indirectly related to the manifestations of anti-black racism in Canada

Title: Summary of reports directly and indirectly related to the manifestations of anti-black racism in Canada

ID: 2007-022/030(09)

Date: Sept. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/030(10) - Supreme Court decision on civil marriage, information package

Title: Supreme Court decision on civil marriage, information package

ID: 2007-022/030(10)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/030(11) - Win with women-strengthen political parties, global action plan / National Democratic Institute

Title: Win with women-strengthen political parties, global action plan / National Democratic Institute

ID: 2007-022/030(11)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/030(12) - Women's caucus - House of Commons, powerpoint presentation

Title: Women's caucus - House of Commons, powerpoint presentation
ID: 2007-022/030(12)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/030(13) - Women, political parties and social movements in South Asia, occasional paper by Amrita Basu

Title: Women, political parties and social movements in South Asia, occasional paper by Amrita Basu
ID: 2007-022/030(13)
Date: July 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/030(14) - Women's program accountability framework

Title: Women's program accountability framework
ID: 2007-022/030(14)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/031(01) - Women for peace: dialogue for action, conference report**

Title: Women for peace: dialogue for action, conference report

ID: 2007-022/031(01)

Date: 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/031(02) - World AIDS Day: media kit**

Title: World AIDS Day: media kit

ID: 2007-022/031(02)

Date: 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/031(03) - South Africa**

Title: South Africa

ID: 2007-022/031(03)
Date: Apr. 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/031(04) - South Africa**

Title: South Africa

ID: 2007-022/031(04)

Date: Apr. 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/031(05) - NGO forum on women, Beijing '95, program**

Title: NGO forum on women, Beijing '95, program

ID: 2007-022/031(05)

Date: 1995 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/031(06) - Habitat II : Vancouver '76 - Istanbul '96

Title: Habitat II : Vancouver '76 - Istanbul '96
ID: 2007-022/031(06)
Date: 3-14 June 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/031(07) - Canada-Cuba seminar on women's rights, Ottawa

Title: Canada-Cuba seminar on women's rights, Ottawa
ID: 2007-022/031(07)
Date: 16-17 June 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/031(08) - Canada-Cuba seminar on women's rights, Ottawa

Title: Canada-Cuba seminar on women's rights, Ottawa
ID: 2007-022/031(08)
Date: 16-17 June 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/031(09) - Parliamentary conference of the Americas, Quebec City

Title: Parliamentary conference of the Americas, Quebec City
ID: 2007-022/031(09)
Date: 18-22 Sept. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/032(01) - Parliamentary conference of the Americas, second briefing book, Quebec City

Title: Parliamentary conference of the Americas, second briefing book, Quebec City
ID: 2007-022/032(01)
Date: 18-22 Sept. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/032(02) - Parliamentary conference of the Americas, second briefing book, Quebec City

Title: Parliamentary conference of the Americas, second briefing book, Quebec City
ID: 2007-022/032(02)
Date: 18-22 Sept. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/032(03) - Parliamentary conference of the Americas, first briefing book, Quebec City

Title: Parliamentary conference of the Americas, first briefing book, Quebec City
ID: 2007-022/032(03)
Date: 18-22 Sept. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/032(04) - Parliamentary conference of the Americas, first briefing book, Quebec City
Title: Parliamentary conference of the Americas, first briefing book, Quebec City
ID: 2007-022/032(04)
Date: 18-22 Sept. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/032(05) - Parliamentary conference of the Americas, first briefing book, Quebec City
Title: Parliamentary conference of the Americas, first briefing book, Quebec City
ID: 2007-022/032(05)
Date: 18-22 Sept. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/032(06) - Organization of African Unity
Title: Organization of African Unity
ID: 2007-022/032(06)
Date: 25 May 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/032(07) - Visit to Cuba, Jamaica, Mexico and Nicaragua

Title: Visit to Cuba, Jamaica, Mexico and Nicaragua
ID: 2007-022/032(07)
Date: 7-11 Jan. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2007-022/032(08) - Visit to Cuba, Jamaica, Mexico and Nicaragua

Title: Visit to Cuba, Jamaica, Mexico and Nicaragua
ID: 2007-022/032(08)
Date: 7-11 Jan. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2007-022/033(01) - International forum of parliamentarians on the ICPD + 5 review, the Hague
Title: International forum of parliamentarians on the ICPD + 5 review, the Hague
ID: 2007-022/033(01)
Date: 4-6 Feb. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/033(02) - International forum of parliamentarians on the ICPD + 5 review, the Hague
Title: International forum of parliamentarians on the ICPD + 5 review, the Hague
ID: 2007-022/033(02)
Date: 4-6 Feb. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/033(03) - Roundtable discussion with secretary of state for Latin America and Africa
Title: Roundtable discussion with secretary of state for Latin America and Africa
ID: 2007-022/033(03)
Date: Mar. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/033(04) - Roundtable discussion with secretary of state for Latin America and Africa

Title: Roundtable discussion with secretary of state for Latin America and Africa
ID: 2007-022/033(04)
Date: Mar. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2007-022/033(05) - Visit to Geneva : achievements and impact-global report

Title: Visit to Geneva : achievements and impact-global report
ID: 2007-022/033(05)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/033(06) - Commonwealth ministers responsible for women's affairs, sixth meeting, New Delhi

Title: Commonwealth ministers responsible for women's affairs, sixth meeting, New Delhi

ID: 2007-022/033(06)

Date: 16-19 Apr. 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/033(07) - Commonwealth ministers responsible for women's affairs, sixth meeting, New Delhi

Title: Commonwealth ministers responsible for women's affairs, sixth meeting, New Delhi

ID: 2007-022/033(07)

Date: 16-19 Apr. 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/033(08) - Organization of American States, first ministerial meeting for the advancement of women, Washington
Title: Organization of American States, first ministerial meeting for the advancement of women, Washington

ID: 2007-022/033(08)

Date: Apr. 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/034(01) - Organization of American States, first ministerial meeting for the advancement of women, Washington

Title: Organization of American States, first ministerial meeting for the advancement of women, Washington

ID: 2007-022/034(01)

Date: Apr. 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/034(02) - Pan American Health Organization : quit the dependency on tobacco

Title: Pan American Health Organization : quit the dependency on tobacco

ID: 2007-022/034(02)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/034(03) - Visit to Geneva to 57th session of the U.N. Commission on Human Rights

Title: Visit to Geneva to 57th session of the U.N. Commission on Human Rights
ID: 2007-022/034(03)
Date: 7-14 Apr. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/034(04) - IV games of la Francophonie, briefing book

Title: IV games of la Francophonie, briefing book
ID: 2007-022/034(04)
Date: July 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/034(05) - Inter-Europe Parliamentary Forum on Pollution and Development, Moscow

Title: Inter-Europe Parliamentary Forum on Pollution and Development, Moscow

ID: 2007-022/034(05)

Date: 17-18 Dec. 2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/034(06) - International network on cultural policy, Lucerne

Title: International network on cultural policy, Lucerne

ID: 2007-022/034(06)

Date: 24-26 Sept. 2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/034(07) - Gender-based analysis policy training participant handbook

Title: Gender-based analysis policy training participant handbook

ID: 2007-022/034(07)

Date: 2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/034(08) - Notes for remarks by Jean Augustine on the occasion of the Congress of Black Women of Canada, grand cotillion ball**

Title: Notes for remarks by Jean Augustine on the occasion of the Congress of Black Women of Canada, grand cotillion ball

ID: 2007-022/034(08)

Date: 24 Nov. 2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/034(09) - Global summit of women : briefing book, Barcelona, Spain**

Title: Global summit of women : briefing book, Barcelona, Spain

ID: 2007-022/034(09)

Date: 11-13 July 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/034(10) - VIII International Congress of the World Federation of Ukrainian Women's Organizations, Toronto**

Title: VIII International Congress of the World Federation of Ukrainian Women's Organizations, Toronto
ID: 2007-022/034(10)
Date: 24 Oct. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/035(01) - Trip to Saskatchewan and Alberta

Title: Trip to Saskatchewan and Alberta
ID: 2007-022/035(01)
Date: Nov. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/035(02) - Trip to Saskatchewan and Alberta

Title: Trip to Saskatchewan and Alberta
ID: 2007-022/035(02)
Date: Nov. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/035(03) - Trip to Saskatchewan and Alberta**

*Title:* Trip to Saskatchewan and Alberta

*ID:* 2007-022/035(03)

*Date:* Nov. 2002 (date of creation)

*Physical description:* 1 folder of textual records

*Note [generalNote]:*

3 of 3

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/035(04) - International parliamentarians' conference on the implementation of the ISPO programme of action, Ottawa**

*Title:* International parliamentarians' conference on the implementation of the ISPO programme of action, Ottawa

*ID:* 2007-022/035(04)

*Date:* 21-22 Nov. 2002 (date of creation)

*Physical description:* 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/035(05) - Speaking notes for Jean Augustine on an organization for security and cooperation in Europe conference on racism, xenophobia and discrimination, Vienna

Title: Speaking notes for Jean Augustine on an organization for security and cooperation in Europe conference on racism, xenophobia and discrimination, Vienna

ID: 2007-022/035(05)

Date: 4 Sept. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/035(06) - Eighth international metropolis conference, Vienna

Title: Eighth international metropolis conference, Vienna

ID: 2007-022/035(06)

Date: 15-19 Sept. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/035(07) - Eighth international metropolis conference, Vienna

Title: Eighth international metropolis conference, Vienna

ID: 2007-022/035(07)

Date: 15-19 Sept. 2003 (date of creation)
**File: 2007-022/035(08) - Meeting with special rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related tolerance, Toronto**

**Title:** Meeting with special rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related tolerance, Toronto  
**ID:** 2007-022/035(08)  
**Date:** 24 Sept. 2003 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/036(01) - Speech on the occasion of 10th anniversary recognition reception**

**Title:** Speech on the occasion of 10th anniversary recognition reception  
**ID:** 2007-022/036(01)  
**Date:** 29 Sept. 2003 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**
File: 2007-022/036(02) - CWWL, meeting of ministers of women's affairs

Title: CWWL, meeting of ministers of women's affairs
ID: 2007-022/036(02)
Date: 7-8 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/036(03) - CWWL, meeting of ministers of women's affairs

Title: CWWL, meeting of ministers of women's affairs
ID: 2007-022/036(03)
Date: 7-8 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/036(04) - Council of Women World Leaders (CWWL), meeting of ministers of women's affairs

Title: Council of Women World Leaders (CWWL), meeting of ministers of women's affairs
ID: 2007-022/036(04)
Date: 7-8 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/036(05) - Conference on fundamental rights in a plural society, the Hague
Title: Conference on fundamental rights in a plural society, the Hague
ID: 2007-022/036(05)
Date: 20-21 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/036(06) - Conference on fundamental rights in a plural society, the Hague
Title: Conference on fundamental rights in a plural society, the Hague
ID: 2007-022/036(06)
Date: 20-21 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2
File: 2007-022/036(07) - Trip to Brazil

Title: Trip to Brazil
ID: 2007-022/036(07)
Date: 23-27 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2007-022/036(08) - Trip to Brazil

Title: Trip to Brazil
ID: 2007-022/036(08)
Date: 23-27 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/036(09) - Canadian heritage trading card series proposal, developed and designed by Luanga Azique Nuwame

Title: Canadian heritage trading card series proposal, developed and designed by Luanga Azique Nuwame

ID: 2007-022/036(09)

Date: 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/037(01) - Film screening celebrating black history month, Library and Archives Canada, Ottawa

Title: Film screening celebrating black history month, Library and Archives Canada, Ottawa

ID: 2007-022/037(01)

Date: 23 Feb. 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/037(02) - Film screening celebrating black history month, Library and Archives Canada, Ottawa

Title: Film screening celebrating black history month, Library and Archives Canada, Ottawa

ID: 2007-022/037(02)

Date: 23 Feb. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/037(03) - Trip to Western Canada

Title: Trip to Western Canada
ID: 2007-022/037(03)
Date: 27-29 Feb. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/037(04) - Trip to Western Canada

Title: Trip to Western Canada
ID: 2007-022/037(04)
Date: 27-29 Feb. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/037(05) - Global summit of women, colloquium 2004 : creative a level playing field for women**

*Title:* Global summit of women, colloquium 2004 : creative a level playing field for women  
*ID:* 2007-022/037(05)  
*Date:* 4-5 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)  
*Physical description:* 1 folder of textual records

*Publication status:*  
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/037(06) - Ministerial trip to Montreal**

*Title:* Ministerial trip to Montreal  
*ID:* 2007-022/037(06)  
*Date:* 20-21 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)  
*Physical description:* 1 folder of textual records

*Publication status:*  
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/037(07) - Trip to Fredericton, New Brunswick**

*Title:* Trip to Fredericton, New Brunswick  
*ID:* 2007-022/037(07)  
*Date:* 26-27 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)  
*Physical description:* 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/037(08) - Trip to Fredericton, New Brunswick

Title: Trip to Fredericton, New Brunswick
ID: 2007-022/037(08)
Date: 26-27 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2007-022/037(09) - Trip to Fredericton, New Brunswick

Title: Trip to Fredericton, New Brunswick
ID: 2007-022/037(09)
Date: 26-27 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
**File: 2007-022/038(01) - Trip to Fredericton, New Brunswick**

**Title:** Trip to Fredericton, New Brunswick  
**ID:** 2007-022/038(01)  
**Date:** 26-27 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/038(02) - Economic Club of Toronto**

**Title:** Economic Club of Toronto  
**ID:** 2007-022/038(02)  
**Date:** 31 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/038(03) - Canada-Aboriginal peoples roundtable, Ottawa**

**Title:** Canada-Aboriginal peoples roundtable, Ottawa  
**ID:** 2007-022/038(03)  
**Date:** 19 Apr. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
PUBLISHED

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/038(04) - Canada-Aboriginal peoples roundtable, Ottawa

Title: Canada-Aboriginal peoples roundtable, Ottawa
ID: 2007-022/038(04)
Date: 19 Apr. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:
PUBLISHED

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/038(05) - Organization of American States: inter-American commission of women, second ministerial meeting, advancement of women

Title: Organization of American States: inter-American commission of women, second ministerial meeting, advancement of women
ID: 2007-022/038(05)
Date: 21-23 Apr. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:
PUBLISHED
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/038(06) - Second meeting of ministers responsible for the advancement of women in the OAS member states, Washington D.C.

Title: Second meeting of ministers responsible for the advancement of women in the OAS member states, Washington D.C.

ID: 2007-022/038(06)

Date: 21-23 Apr. 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/038(07) - Second meeting of ministers responsible for the advancement of women in the OAS member states, Washington D.C.

Title: Second meeting of ministers responsible for the advancement of women in the OAS member states, Washington D.C.

ID: 2007-022/038(07)

Date: 21-23 Apr. 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/038(08) - Second ministerial meeting, advancement of women, Washington

Title: Second ministerial meeting, advancement of women, Washington
ID: 2007-022/038(08)
Date: 21-23 Apr. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/038(09) - 12th New Pioneers Awards of Skills for Change, Toronto

Title: 12th New Pioneers Awards of Skills for Change, Toronto
ID: 2007-022/038(09)
Date: Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/038(10) - York Centre for Feminist Research conference, Toronto

Title: York Centre for Feminist Research conference, Toronto
ID: 2007-022/038(10)
Date: 30 Apr. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/039(01) - Event in Oakville**

**Title:** Event in Oakville  
**ID:** 2007-022/039(01)  
**Date:** 29 May 2004 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

---

**File: 2007-022/039(02) - From enforcement and prevention to civic engagement: research colloquium on community safety, a contribution to the mayor's panel on community safety**

**Title:** From enforcement and prevention to civic engagement: research colloquium on community safety, a contribution to the mayor's panel on community safety  
**ID:** 2007-022/039(02)  
**Date:** 25 June 2004 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

---

**File: 2007-022/039(03) - Department of Public Information / non-governmental organizations, conference**

**Title:** Department of Public Information / non-governmental organizations, conference  
**ID:** 2007-022/039(03)  
**Date:** 2004 (date of creation)
File: 2007-022/039(04) - Trip to Toronto, general

Title: Trip to Toronto, general
ID: 2007-022/039(04)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/039(05) - Biannual regional conference of presiding officers and clerks : enhancing the parliamentary process, briefing book

Title: Biannual regional conference of presiding officers and clerks : enhancing the parliamentary process, briefing book
ID: 2007-022/039(05)
Date: 20-25 Feb. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
**File: 2007-022/039(06) - Biannual regional conference of presiding officers and clerks : enhancing the parliamentary process, briefing book**

**Title:** Biannual regional conference of presiding officers and clerks : enhancing the parliamentary process, briefing book

**ID:** 2007-022/039(06)

**Date:** 20-25 Feb. 2005 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Note [generalNote]:**

2 of 3

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/039(07) - Biannual regional conference of presiding officers and clerks : enhancing the parliamentary process, briefing book**

**Title:** Biannual regional conference of presiding officers and clerks : enhancing the parliamentary process, briefing book

**ID:** 2007-022/039(07)

**Date:** 20-25 Feb. 2005 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Note [generalNote]:**

3 of 3

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/039(08) - The relevance of philanthropy in developing countries, Caribbean regional conference on philanthropy, Kingston, Jamaica

Title: The relevance of philanthropy in developing countries, Caribbean regional conference on philanthropy, Kingston, Jamaica

ID: 2007-022/039(08)

Date: 24 Feb. 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/039(09) - Speaking notes for destination Europe youth mobilization day, Ottawa

Title: Speaking notes for destination Europe youth mobilization day, Ottawa

ID: 2007-022/039(09)

Date: 22 Mar. 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/039(10) - Luncheon in honour of the Honourable Dr. Kenny Anthony, Prime Minister of St. Lucia

Title: Luncheon in honour of the Honourable Dr. Kenny Anthony, Prime Minister of St. Lucia

ID: 2007-022/039(10)

Date: July 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/039(11) - Saskatchewan African Canadian Heritage Museum centennial banquet

Title: Saskatchewan African Canadian Heritage Museum centennial banquet
ID: 2007-022/039(11)
Date: 24 Sept. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/039(12) - Multiple lenses : voices from the diaspora located in Canada, conference programme

Title: Multiple lenses : voices from the diaspora located in Canada, conference programme
ID: 2007-022/039(12)
Date: 26-28 Oct. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/039(13) - Multiple lenses conference : key issues in the education of black students

Title: Multiple lenses conference : key issues in the education of black students
ID: 2007-022/039(13)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: National conference: multiple lenses: voices from a diaspora located in Canada, Halifax, Nova Scotia
ID: 2007-022/040(01)
Date: 18-26 Oct. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/040(02) - Caribbean regional conference on philanthropy, Kingston, Jamaica

Title: Caribbean regional conference on philanthropy, Kingston, Jamaica
ID: 2007-022/040(02)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/040(03) - Caribbean conference on philanthropy, Kingston, Jamaica, conference material

Title: Caribbean conference on philanthropy, Kingston, Jamaica, conference material
ID: 2007-022/040(03)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/040(04) - Group of Women Parliamentarians of the Americas, final report - first regional forum

Title: Group of Women Parliamentarians of the Americas, final report - first regional forum
ID: 2007-022/040(04)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/040(05) - Ontario Bar Association 4th annual charter conference

Title: Ontario Bar Association 4th annual charter conference
ID: 2007-022/040(05)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/040(06) - Ontario Bar Association 4th annual charter conference
Title: Ontario Bar Association 4th annual charter conference
ID: 2007-022/040(06)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/040(07) - Ontario Bar Association 4th annual charter conference
Title: Ontario Bar Association 4th annual charter conference
ID: 2007-022/040(07)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/040(08) - CAPPD, briefing book for Canadian delegation, fourth United Nations conference on women, Beijing, China

Title: CAPPD, briefing book for Canadian delegation, fourth United Nations conference on women, Beijing, China

ID: 2007-022/040(08)

Date: 4-15 Sept. 1995 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/040(09) - CAPPD, U.N. programme of action adopted at the international conference on population and development, Cairo

Title: CAPPD, U.N. programme of action adopted at the international conference on population and development, Cairo

ID: 2007-022/040(09)

Date: 5-13 Sept. 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/040(10) - Action Canada for Population and Development (ACPD), women's health forum, reproductive and sexual health workshop kit, Ottawa

Title: Action Canada for Population and Development (ACPD), women's health forum, reproductive and sexual health workshop kit, Ottawa

ID: 2007-022/040(10)

Date: 8-10 Aug. 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/040(11) - Action Canada for Population and Development (ACPD), world population and growth and movement; towards the 21st century, paper by Michael Shenstone

Title: Action Canada for Population and Development (ACPD), world population and growth and movement; towards the 21st century, paper by Michael Shenstone

ID: 2007-022/040(11)

Date: 30 June 1997 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/041(01) - Action Canada for Population and Development (ACPD), report: global population assistance, Canada's score

Title: Action Canada for Population and Development (ACPD), report: global population assistance, Canada's score

ID: 2007-022/041(01)

Date: [ca. 1996] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Asian Forum of Parliamentarians on Population and Development: report of activities
ID: 2007-022/041(02)
Date: 1990-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/041(03) - CAPPD communications

Title: CAPPD communications
ID: 2007-022/041(03)
Date: 1997-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/041(04) - CAPPD backgrounder

Title: CAPPD backgrounder
ID: 2007-022/041(04)
Date: 30 Oct. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
File: 2007-022/041(05) - Introductory comments by Jean Augustine at the launch of CAPPD

Title: Introductory comments by Jean Augustine at the launch of CAPPD
ID: 2007-022/041(05)
Date: 30 Oct. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/041(06) - CAPPD communications

Title: CAPPD communications
ID: 2007-022/041(06)
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/041(07) - CAPPD communications

Title: CAPPD communications
ID: 2007-022/041(07)
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)
File: 2007-022/041(08) - CAPPD communications

Title: CAPPD communications
ID: 2007-022/041(08)
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/041(09) - Partners in population and development annual report

Title: Partners in population and development annual report
ID: 2007-022/041(09)
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
File: 2007-022/041(10) - UNFPA, the state of the world population

Title: UNFPA, the state of the world population
ID: 2007-022/041(10)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: CAPPD : African women and economic development - investing in our future, international conference, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
ID: 2007-022/041(11)
Date: 28 Apr.-1 May 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/041(12) - CAPPD, world population day

Title: CAPPD, world population day
ID: 2007-022/041(12)
Date: 11 July 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/042(01) - Report of the CAPPD study tour to Vietnam and Japan**

**Title:** Report of the CAPPD study tour to Vietnam and Japan

**ID:** 2007-022/042(01)

**Date:** 3-14 July 1998 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/042(02) - CAPPD, first anniversary forum, deliverables**

**Title:** CAPPD, first anniversary forum, deliverables

**ID:** 2007-022/042(02)

**Date:** 29 Oct. 1998 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Note [generalNote]:**

1 of 3

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/042(03) - CAPPD, first anniversary forum, deliverables**

**Title:** CAPPD, first anniversary forum, deliverables

**ID:** 2007-022/042(03)
Date: 29 Oct. 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 3

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/042(04) - CAPPD, first anniversary forum, deliverables

Title: CAPPD, first anniversary forum, deliverables

ID: 2007-022/042(04)

Date: 29 Oct. 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/042(05) - Partners in population and development: a south-south initiative: basic documents for executive committee and board meeting, Cairo, Egypt

Title: Partners in population and development: a south-south initiative: basic documents for executive committee and board meeting, Cairo, Egypt

ID: 2007-022/042(05)

Date: 7-13 Nov. 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/042(06) - Partners in population and development : a south-south initiative, newsletter

Title: Partners in population and development : a south-south initiative, newsletter
ID: 2007-022/042(06)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/042(07) - Action Canada for Population and Development (ACPD), fact sheets, papers

Title: Action Canada for Population and Development (ACPD), fact sheets, papers
ID: 2007-022/042(07)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/042(08) - CAPPD, background papers

Title: CAPPD, background papers
ID: 2007-022/042(08)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/042(09) - CAPPD communications

Title: CAPPD communications
ID: 2007-022/042(09)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/043(01) - CAPPD communications

Title: CAPPD communications
ID: 2007-022/043(01)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published
Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/043(02) - CAPPD communications**

Title: CAPPD communications

ID: 2007-022/043(02)

Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/043(03) - CAPPD communications**

Title: CAPPD communications

ID: 2007-022/043(03)

Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 4

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/043(04) - CAPPD communications**

Title: CAPPD communications
ID: 2007-022/043(04)

Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 4

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/043(05) - CAPPD communications

Title: CAPPD communications

ID: 2007-022/043(05)

Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

3 of 4

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/043(06) - CAPPD communications

Title: CAPPD communications

ID: 2007-022/043(06)

Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

4 of 4
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/043(07) - CAPPD newsletters

Title: CAPPD newsletters
ID: 2007-022/043(07)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/043(08) - CAPPD parliamentary research branch notes

Title: CAPPD parliamentary research branch notes
ID: 2007-022/043(08)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/043(09) - UNFPA technical report no. 46, partnership with civil society, the Hague, the Netherlands

Title: UNFPA technical report no. 46, partnership with civil society, the Hague, the Netherlands
ID: 2007-022/043(09)
Date: 6-7 Feb. 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: United Nations, population fund, state of the world population 1999, Canadian launch report

ID: 2007-022/043(10)

Date: 22 Sept. 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/044(01) - 6 billion : a time for choices / UNFPA, state of world population

Title: 6 billion : a time for choices / UNFPA, state of world population

ID: 2007-022/044(01)

Date: 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/044(02) - CAPPD : exploratory meeting towards a Caribbean parliamentary movement for population and development

Title: CAPPD : exploratory meeting towards a Caribbean parliamentary movement for population and development

ID: 2007-022/044(02)
Date: Nov. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/044(03) - Asian Forum newsletter

Title: Asian Forum newsletter
ID: 2007-022/044(03)
Date: 1996-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Asian Forum of Parliamentarians on Population and Development, brochure
ID: 2007-022/044(04)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
File: 2007-022/044(05) - CAPPD : Africa recovery

Title: CAPPD : Africa recovery
ID: 2007-022/044(05)
Date: 1998-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/044(06) - United Nations population fund publications

Title: United Nations population fund publications
ID: 2007-022/044(06)
Date: 1998-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/044(07) - CAPPD communications

Title: CAPPD communications
ID: 2007-022/044(07)
Date: 1999-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/044(08) - CAPPD communications
Title: CAPPD communications
ID: 2007-022/044(08)
Date: 1999-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/044(09) - CAPPD communications
Title: CAPPD communications
ID: 2007-022/044(09)
Date: 1999-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/044(10) - The sixteenth Asian parliamentarians' meeting on population and development, Bangkok, Thailand

Title: The sixteenth Asian parliamentarians' meeting on population and development, Bangkok, Thailand

ID: 2007-022/044(10)

Date: 18-20 Mar. 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/045(01) - CAPPD, Commonwealth ministers responsible for women's affairs, sixth meeting, New Delhi, India

Title: CAPPD, Commonwealth ministers responsible for women's affairs, sixth meeting, New Delhi, India

ID: 2007-022/045(01)

Date: 16-19 Apr. 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/045(02) - UNFPA population issues briefing kits

Title: UNFPA population issues briefing kits

ID: 2007-022/045(02)

Date: 1998-2001 (date of creation)
File: **2007-022/045(03) - UNFPA, the state of world population**

Title: UNFPA, the state of world population  
**ID**: 2007-022/045(03)  
**Date**: 2001 (date of creation)  
**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status**:  
Published  

**Access points**:  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: **2007-022/045(04) - The seventeenth Asian parliamentarians' meeting on population and development, Auckland, New Zealand**

Title: The seventeenth Asian parliamentarians' meeting on population and development, Auckland, New Zealand  
**ID**: 2007-022/045(04)  
**Date**: 4-5 May 2001 (date of creation)  
**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status**:  
Published  

**Access points**:  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: **2007-022/045(05) - CAPPD communications**
File: 2007-022/045(06) - CAPPD communications

Title: CAPPD communications
ID: 2007-022/045(06)
Date: 1999-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/045(07) - Population issues - the conditions of human survival and future of our society, report of the 20th anniversary APDA International Forum

Title: Population issues - the conditions of human survival and future of our society, report of the 20th anniversary APDA International Forum
ID: 2007-022/045(07)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/045(08) - Reproductive health : the briefing pack / Marie Stopes International

Title: Reproductive health : the briefing pack / Marie Stopes International
ID: 2007-022/045(08)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: African Canadian Community Coalition on Racial Profiling : crisis conflict and accountability consensus conference on racial profiling and data collection, conference report and recommendations
ID: 2007-022/045(09)
Date: [ca. 2004] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/045(10) - Africa - relief organizations: the African women food farmer - her future is Africa's future / the hunger project

Title: Africa - relief organizations: the African women food farmer - her future is Africa's future / the hunger project
ID: 2007-022/045(10)
Date: [ca. 1999] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/045(11) - Africa - relief organizations: executive summary of the commission for Africa

Title: Africa - relief organizations: executive summary of the commission for Africa
ID: 2007-022/045(11)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/045(12) - Africa - relief organizations: manual on gender specific rights litigation and protection strategies / Shelter Rights Initiative

Title: Africa - relief organizations: manual on gender specific rights litigation and protection strategies / Shelter Rights Initiative
ID: 2007-022/045(12)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/045(13) - Africa - relief organizations : a needs assessment survey of slum settlements in the cities of lagos and onitsha / Shelter Rights Initiative

Title: Africa - relief organizations : a needs assessment survey of slum settlements in the cities of lagos and onitsha / Shelter Rights Initiative
ID: 2007-022/045(13)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/045(14) - By-laws of the Canada-Africa Parliamentary Group

Title: By-laws of the Canada-Africa Parliamentary Group
ID: 2007-022/045(14)
Date: 8 Nov. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Africa - relief organizations : global multi-cultural dialogue documents on the situation in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
ID: 2007-022/045(15)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/046(01) - Africa - relief organizations : the hunger project global record of directors, meeting, New York

Title: Africa - relief organizations : the hunger project global record of directors, meeting, New York
ID: 2007-022/046(01)
Date: 14 Oct. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/046(02) - Africa - relief organizations : Canada's policy towards Africa - the case of Zimbabwe / global multi-cultural dialogue

Title: Africa - relief organizations : Canada's policy towards Africa - the case of Zimbabwe / global multi-cultural dialogue
ID: 2007-022/046(02)
Date: 27 Feb. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/046(03) - Canada-Africa parliamentary group, membership forms, pamphlets etc.

Title: Canada-Africa parliamentary group, membership forms, pamphlets etc.
ID: 2007-022/046(03)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/046(04) - Canada-Africa; clippings, resource material

Title: Canada-Africa; clippings, resource material
ID: 2007-022/046(04)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Canada-Africa : human security in Sudan : the report of a Canadian assessment mission
ID: 2007-022/046(05)
Date: Jan. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/046(06) - Canada-Africa, correspondence, reports
Title: Canada-Africa, correspondence, reports
ID: 2007-022/046(06)
Date: 1999-2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/046(07) - Canada-Africa Parliamentary Group, plan of action
Title: Canada-Africa Parliamentary Group, plan of action
ID: 2007-022/046(07)
Date: 2000-2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/046(08) - Canada-Africa Parliamentary Group members
Title: Canada-Africa Parliamentary Group members
ID: 2007-022/046(08)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/046(09) - Canada-Africa : Meropa Heritage, correspondence, press kit
Title: Canada-Africa : Meropa Heritage, correspondence, press kit
ID: 2007-022/046(09)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Africa - relief organizations : Amnesty International 2002 UN Commission on Human Rights : rights at risk, summary
ID: 2007-022/046(10)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/046(11) - Canada-Africa : Global Coalition for Africa : preparatory for the GCA plenary
Title: Canada-Africa : Global Coalition for Africa : prepatory for the GCA plenary
ID: 2007-022/046(11)
Date: 11-12 June 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/046(12) - Canada-Africa - a new initiative : merger of the millennium partnership for the African recovery programme (MAP) and omega plan

Title: Canada-Africa - a new initiative : merger of the millennium partnership for the African recovery programme (MAP) and omega plan
ID: 2007-022/046(12)
Date: July 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/046(13) - Canada-Africa : African initiative : merger of the millennium partnership for the Africa recovery programme and omega plan

Title: Canada-Africa : African initiative : merger of the millennium partnership for the Africa recovery programme and omega plan
ID: 2007-022/046(13)
Date: July 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Title: Canada-Africa : an analysis of the new African initiative policy framework by trades centre
ID: 2007-022/046(14)
Date: Oct. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/046(15) - Africa - relief organizations, general

Title: Africa - relief organizations, general
ID: 2007-022/046(15)
Date: 2000-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Canada-Africa : securing progress for Africa and the world : a report of Canadian priorities for the 2002 G8 summit
ID: 2007-022/046(16)
Date: June 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/046(17) - African Canadian Community Coalition conference, Toronto

Title: African Canadian Community Coalition conference, Toronto
ID: 2007-022/046(17)
Date: 18 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/047(01) - Canada-Africa Parliamentary Association

Title: Canada-Africa Parliamentary Association
ID: 2007-022/047(01)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/047(02) - Canada-Africa Parliamentary Association

Title: Canada-Africa Parliamentary Association
ID: 2007-022/047(02)
Date: 2001-2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/047(03) - Pan-African Parliament, guide, roles of procedure, resource material

Title: Pan-African Parliament, guide, roles of procedure, resource material
ID: 2007-022/047(03)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/047(04) - Pan-African Parliament, programme, notes

Title: Pan-African Parliament, programme, notes
ID: 2007-022/047(04)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/047(05) - III meeting of parliamentarians of Afro descent of the Americas, San Jose, Costa Rica

Title: III meeting of parliamentarians of Afro descent of the Americas, San Jose, Costa Rica
ID: 2007-022/047(05)
Date: 28-31 Aug. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/047(06) - Africa-Canada policy dialogue, Saly, Senegal

Title: Africa-Canada policy dialogue, Saly, Senegal
ID: 2007-022/047(06)
Date: 12-14 Sept. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/047(07) - Opening ceremony of the pan-African Parliament, Midrand, South Africa

Title: Opening ceremony of the pan-African Parliament, Midrand, South Africa
ID: 2007-022/047(07)
Date: 29 Mar.-1 Apr. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/047(08) - Grenada : special advisor, notebook**

- **Title:** Grenada : special advisor, notebook
- **ID:** 2007-022/047(08)
- **Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
- **Publication status:** Published
- **Access points:**
  - Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/047(09) - Grenada : contact information**

- **Title:** Grenada : contact information
- **ID:** 2007-022/047(09)
- **Date:** 2004-2005 (date of creation)
- **Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
- **Publication status:** Published
- **Access points:**
  - Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/048(01) - Grenada, correspondence**

- **Title:** Grenada, correspondence
- **ID:** 2007-022/048(01)
- **Date:** 2004-2005 (date of creation)
- **Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
- **Note [generalNote]:**
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/048(02) - Grenada, correspondence

Title: Grenada, correspondence
ID: 2007-022/048(02)
Date: 2004-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/048(03) - Grenada, correspondence

Title: Grenada, correspondence
ID: 2007-022/048(03)
Date: 2004-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status: Published
File: 2007-022/048(04) - Grenada, correspondence

Title: Grenada, correspondence
ID: 2007-022/048(04)
Date: 2004-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


File: 2007-022/048(05) - Grenada : media and news releases

Title: Grenada : media and news releases
ID: 2007-022/048(05)
Date: 2004-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


File: 2007-022/048(06) - Grenada : media and news releases

Title: Grenada : media and news releases
File: 2007-022/048(07) - Grenada : special advisor report, appendix

Title: Grenada : special advisor report, appendix
ID: 2007-022/048(07)
Date: 2004-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/048(08) - Grenada : official letter for Jean Augustine's appointment to Special Advisor for Grenada

Title: Grenada : official letter for Jean Augustine's appointment to Special Advisor for Grenada
ID: 2007-022/048(08)
Date: 13 Sept. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/048(09) - Activities of Jean Augustine, Special Advisor for Grenada
Title: Activities of Jean Augustine, Special Advisor for Grenada
ID: 2007-022/048(09)
Date: Nov. 2004-Sept. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/048(10) - Activities of Jean Augustine, Special Advisor for Grenada
Title: Activities of Jean Augustine, Special Advisor for Grenada
ID: 2007-022/048(10)
Date: Nov. 2004-Sept. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Grenada: Agency for Reconstruction and Development, press releases
ID: 2007-022/049(01)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/049(02) - Grenada : Canada corps proposal**

Title: Grenada : Canada corps proposal
ID: 2007-022/049(02)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/049(03) - Grenada : Randolph Coddett**

Title: Grenada : Randolph Coddett
ID: 2007-022/049(03)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/049(04) - Grenada : correspondence**

Title: Grenada : correspondence
ID: 2007-022/049(04)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/049(05) - Grenada : correspondence

Title: Grenada : correspondence
ID: 2007-022/049(05)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/049(06) - Grenada : correspondence, reports

Title: Grenada : correspondence, reports
ID: 2007-022/049(06)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/049(07) - Grenada : global literacy

Title: Grenada : global literacy
ID: 2007-022/049(07)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/049(08) - Grenada : letters

Title: Grenada : letters
ID: 2007-022/049(08)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/049(09) - Grenada, T.P. Miller

Title: Grenada, T.P. Miller
ID: 2007-022/049(09)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/049(10) - Grenada : Office of the Prime Minister, press release

Title: Grenada : Office of the Prime Minister, press release
ID: 2007-022/049(10)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/049(11) - Grenada, miscellaneous items**

Title: Grenada, miscellaneous items
ID: 2007-022/049(11)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/049(12) - Grenada : press releases**

Title: Grenada : press releases
ID: 2007-022/049(12)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/050(01) - Grenada : press release**

Title: Grenada : press release
ID: 2007-022/050(01)
Date: 3-4 May 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/050(02) - Grenada: press releases

Title: Grenada: press releases
ID: 2007-022/050(02)
Date: 6 May 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/050(03) - Grenada: press releases, week of

Title: Grenada: press releases, week of
ID: 2007-022/050(03)
Date: 26-20 Sept. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/050(04) - Grenada: press releases
Title: Grenada : press releases
ID: 2007-022/050(04)
Date: 17-21 Oct. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/050(05) - Grenada : PMO press releases

Title: Grenada : PMO press releases
ID: 2007-022/050(05)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/050(06) - Grenada : Dave Smith

Title: Grenada : Dave Smith
ID: 2007-022/050(06)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/050(07) - Multiculturalism : Canada's multicultural model

Title: Multiculturalism : Canada's multicultural model
ID: 2007-022/050(07)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/050(08) - Funding for multiculturalism (pamphlet)

Title: Funding for multiculturalism (pamphlet)
ID: 2007-022/050(08)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/050(09) - Multiculturalisme : mettons fin au racisme!, press kit

Title: Multiculturalisme : mettons fin au racisme!, press kit
ID: 2007-022/050(09)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/050(10) - Multiculturalism : the multiculturalism policy of Canada
Title: Multiculturalism : the multiculturalism policy of Canada
ID: 2007-022/050(10)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/050(11) - Multiculturalism, press kits

Title: Multiculturalism, press kits
ID: 2007-022/050(11)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/050(12) - Multiculturalism : socio-demographic factors affecting the tolerance attitudes of Canadians towards minorities - a multiple regression analysis, copy of paper by Chanchal Bhattacharya

Title: Multiculturalism : socio-demographic factors affecting the tolerance attitudes of Canadians towards minorities - a multiple regression analysis, copy of paper by Chanchal Bhattacharya
ID: 2007-022/050(12)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/050(13) - Multiculturalism: international convention on the elimination of all forms of racial discrimination (United Nations)

**Title:** Multiculturalism: international convention on the elimination of all forms of racial discrimination (United Nations)

**ID:** 2007-022/050(13)

**Date:** 1985 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/050(14) - Multiculturalism; in the web of racism: the African experience, a report on behalf of the Canadian Ghanaian Organization

**Title:** Multiculturalism; in the web of racism: the African experience, a report on behalf of the Canadian Ghanaian Organization

**ID:** 2007-022/050(14)

**Date:** Jan. 1996 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/050(15) - Multiculturalism: challenging racism - going beyond recommendations

**Title:** Multiculturalism: challenging racism - going beyond recommendations

**ID:** 2007-022/050(15)

**Date:** Oct. 1997 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Title: Multiculturalism: human rights education and human rights treaties (United Nations)
ID: 2007-022/050(16)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/050(17) - Multiculturalism: a humanitarian appeal for children and women

Title: Multiculturalism: a humanitarian appeal for children and women
ID: 2007-022/050(17)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/050(18) - Department of Canadian Heritage overview

Title: Department of Canadian Heritage overview
ID: 2007-022/050(18)
Date: May 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/051(01) - Multiculturalism : Canada-Africa Parliamentary Group
Title: Multiculturalism : Canada-Africa Parliamentary Group
ID: 2007-022/051(01)
Date: 2000-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/051(02) - Multiculturalism : Canada-Africa Parliamentary Group
Title: Multiculturalism : Canada-Africa Parliamentary Group
ID: 2007-022/051(02)
Date: 2000-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/051(03) - Canadian Geographic collector's edition : the new Canada**

**Title:** Canadian Geographic collector's edition : the new Canada  
**ID:** 2007-022/051(03)  
**Date:** Jan.-Feb. 2001 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/051(04) - Multiculturalism : notes, resource material on racism**

**Title:** Multiculturalism : notes, resource material on racism  
**ID:** 2007-022/051(04)  
**Date:** 2001 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/051(05) - Multiculturalism : respecting our differences, press kit**

**Title:** Multiculturalism : respecting our differences, press kit  
**ID:** 2007-022/051(05)  
**Date:** 2001 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**File: 2007-022/051(06) - Multiculturalism : UN world conference against racism, xenophobia and related intolerance, presentation by Sikh human rights group UK**

Title: Multiculturalism : UN world conference against racism, xenophobia and related intolerance, presentation by Sikh human rights group UK

**ID:** 2007-022/051(06)

**Date:** 2001 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**File: 2007-022/051(07) - Multiculturalism : UN world conference against racism, preparatory material**

Title: Multiculturalism : UN world conference against racism, preparatory material

**ID:** 2007-022/051(07)

**Date:** 2001 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**File: 2007-022/051(08) - Multiculturalism : United Nations world conference against racism, preparatory material**

Title: Multiculturalism : United Nations world conference against racism, preparatory material
ID: 2007-022/051(08)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/051(09) - Multiculturalism : Africa communications
Title: Multiculturalism : Africa communications
ID: 2007-022/051(09)
Date: 2000-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/051(10) - Multiculturalism : Africa communications
Title: Multiculturalism : Africa communications
ID: 2007-022/051(10)
Date: 2000-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/051(11) - Annual report on the operation of the Canadian multiculturalism act**

**Title**: Annual report on the operation of the Canadian multiculturalism act

**ID**: 2007-022/051(11)

**Date**: 2001-2002 (date of creation)

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status**: Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/052(01) - Multiculturalism and Aboriginal people's programs branch survival guide**

**Title**: Multiculturalism and Aboriginal people's programs branch survival guide

**ID**: 2007-022/052(01)

**Date**: 2002 (date of creation)

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Note [generalNote]**:

1 of 4

**Publication status**: Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/052(02) - Multiculturalism and Aboriginal people's programs branch survival guide

Title: Multiculturalism and Aboriginal people's programs branch survival guide
ID: 2007-022/052(02)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/052(03) - Multiculturalism and Aboriginal people's programs branch survival guide

Title: Multiculturalism and Aboriginal people's programs branch survival guide
ID: 2007-022/052(03)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/052(04) - Multiculturalism and Aboriginal people's programs branch survival guide

Title: Multiculturalism and Aboriginal people's programs branch survival guide
ID: 2007-022/052(04)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
4 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/052(05) - Annual report of the operation of the Canadian multiculturalism act
Title: Annual report of the operation of the Canadian multiculturalism act
ID: 2007-022/052(05)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/052(06) - Letters of introduction to key organizations working in areas relevant to multiculturalism
Title: Letters of introduction to key organizations working in areas relevant to multiculturalism
ID: 2007-022/052(06)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
File: 2007-022/052(07) - Multiculturalism: removing barriers - a proposal for youth participation, leadership and capacity building in a multicultural community

Title: Multiculturalism: removing barriers - a proposal for youth participation, leadership and capacity building in a multicultural community

ID: 2007-022/052(07)

Date: Sept. 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/052(08) - Secretariat of State for Multiculturalism, overview binder

Title: Secretariat of State for Multiculturalism, overview binder

ID: 2007-022/052(08)

Date: 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/052(09) - Secretariat of State for Multiculturalism, overview binder

Title: Secretariat of State for Multiculturalism, overview binder

ID: 2007-022/052(09)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Multiculturalism: annual report on the operation of the Canadian multiculturalism act, 2002-2003, draft

ID: 2007-022/052(10)

Date: 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/053(01) - Multiculturalism briefings on racism

Title: Multiculturalism briefings on racism

ID: 2007-022/053(01)

Date: 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/053(02) - Multiculturalism : Canadian diversity - respecting our differences

Title: Multiculturalism : Canadian diversity - respecting our differences
ID: 2007-022/053(02)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/053(03) - Multiculturalism : information kit

Title: Multiculturalism : information kit
ID: 2007-022/053(03)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/053(04) - Multiculturalism : information kit

Title: Multiculturalism : information kit
ID: 2007-022/053(04)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/053(05) - Multiculturalism: memos

Title: Multiculturalism: memos
ID: 2007-022/053(05)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/053(06) - Multiculturalism: minister's forum on diversity and culture, list of participants

Title: Multiculturalism: minister's forum on diversity and culture, list of participants
ID: 2007-022/053(06)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/053(07) - Multiculturalism: minister's forum on diversity and culture, background papers

Title: Multiculturalism: minister's forum on diversity and culture, background papers
ID: 2007-022/053(07)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/053(08) - Multiculturalism: notes and resource material

Title: Multiculturalism: notes and resource material
ID: 2007-022/053(08)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/053(09) - National forum on policing in a multicultural society, background papers

Title: National forum on policing in a multicultural society, background papers
ID: 2007-022/053(09)
Date: 27-28 Feb. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/053(10) - National forum on policing in a multicultural society: report on strategies, recommendations and best practices

Title: National forum on policing in a multicultural society: report on strategies, recommendations and best practices

ID: 2007-022/053(10)

Date: 27-28 Feb. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/053(11) - Multiculturalism: facts into acts - action and research on political participation, working group on racial equity

Title: Multiculturalism: facts into acts - action and research on political participation, working group on racial equity

ID: 2007-022/053(11)

Date: June 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/054(01) - Multiculturalism: settlement and integration: a sense of belong "Feeling at Home", report of the standing committee on citizenship and immigration
Title: Multiculturalism: settlement and integration: a sense of belong "Feeling at Home", report of the standing committee on citizenship and immigration
ID: 2007-022/054(01)
Date: June 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/054(02) - Multiculturalism: policy dinner on diversity

Title: Multiculturalism: policy dinner on diversity
ID: 2007-022/054(02)
Date: 3 June 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/054(03) - Multiculturalism: strategic plan on diversity and culture

Title: Multiculturalism: strategic plan on diversity and culture
ID: 2007-022/054(03)
Date: June 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/054(04) - Multiculturalism : Immigration Canada consigns - Canada at the crossroads

Title: Multiculturalism : Immigration Canada consigns - Canada at the crossroads
ID: 2007-022/054(04)
Date: July 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/054(05) - Culturally diverse inventory, book I and II

Title: Culturally diverse inventory, book I and II
ID: 2007-022/054(05)
Date: Sept. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/054(06) - Culturally diverse inventory, book I and II

Title: Culturally diverse inventory, book I and II
ID: 2007-022/054(06)
Date: Sept. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

York University Archives & Special Collections (CTASC)
File: 2007-022/054(07) - Culturally diverse inventory, book I and II

Title: Culturally diverse inventory, book I and II
ID: 2007-022/054(07)
Date: Sept. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2007-022/054(08) - Multiculturalism : briefing material for special rapporteur's visit (UN)

Title: Multiculturalism : briefing material for special rapporteur's visit (UN)
ID: 2007-022/054(08)
Date: Sept. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/054(09) - Multiculturalism: release of ethnic diversity survey data

Title: Multiculturalism: release of ethnic diversity survey data
ID: 2007-022/054(09)
Date: Sept. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/054(10) - Ethnic diversity survey: portrait of a multicultural society

Title: Ethnic diversity survey: portrait of a multicultural society
ID: 2007-022/054(10)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/054(11) - Multiculturalism: ethnic diversity survey on media coverage

Title: Multiculturalism: ethnic diversity survey on media coverage
ID: 2007-022/054(11)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
File: 2007-022/054(12) - Multiculturalism: ethnic diversity survey

Title: Multiculturalism: ethnic diversity survey
ID: 2007-022/054(12)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/054(13) - Multiculturalism: briefing for parliamentarians on results of ethnic diversity survey, Ottawa

Title: Multiculturalism: briefing for parliamentarians on results of ethnic diversity survey, Ottawa
ID: 2007-022/054(13)
Date: 7 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/054(14) - Strategic framework to foster immigration to francophone minority communities

Title: Strategic framework to foster immigration to francophone minority communities
ID: 2007-022/054(14)
Date: Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/055(01) - Multiculturalism : ethnic diversity survey presentation to community organizations**

Title: Multiculturalism : ethnic diversity survey presentation to community organizations

**ID:** 2007-022/055(01)

**Date:** Dec. 2003 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/055(02) - Department of Canadian Heritage overview, book I**

Title: Department of Canadian Heritage overview, book I

**ID:** 2007-022/055(02)

**Date:** Dec. 2002 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/055(03) - Department of Canadian Heritage overview, book II**

Title: Department of Canadian Heritage overview, book II

**ID:** 2007-022/055(03)

**Date:** Dec. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/055(04) - Department of Canadian Heritage overview, book II

Title: Department of Canadian Heritage overview, book II
ID: 2007-022/055(04)
Date: Dec. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Multiculturalism : Mathieu da Costa challenge 2003-2004, information guide
ID: 2007-022/055(05)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/055(06) - Annual report to Parliament on immigration

Title: Annual report to Parliament on immigration
ID: 2007-022/055(06)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/055(07) - Multiculturalism : 2nd Parkdale cultural mosaic festival, funding

Title: Multiculturalism : 2nd Parkdale cultural mosaic festival, funding
ID: 2007-022/055(07)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/055(08) - Mandate for multiculturalism

Title: Mandate for multiculturalism
ID: 2007-022/055(08)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/055(09) - Multiculturalism : Mathieu da Costa
Title: Multiculturalism : Mathieu da Costa
ID: 2007-022/055(09)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/055(10) - Statistical studies, minority issues
Title: Statistical studies, minority issues
ID: 2007-022/055(10)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/055(11) - Statistical studies, minority issues
Title: Statistical studies, minority issues
ID: 2007-022/055(11)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 3

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/056(01) - Statistical studies, minority issues

Title: Statistical studies, minority issues

ID: 2007-022/056(01)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/056(02) - Multiculturalism, notes

Title: Multiculturalism, notes

ID: 2007-022/056(02)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published
File: 2007-022/056(03) - Multiculturalism: creating a new brand for multiculturalism and Canada: Canada as the 21st century's first "Global Society"

**Title:** Multiculturalism: creating a new brand for multiculturalism and Canada: Canada as the 21st century's first "Global Society"

**ID:** 2007-022/056(03)

**Date:** 2004 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/056(04) - Multiculturalism: Canadian Council of Christians and Jews, correspondence, information package

**Title:** Multiculturalism: Canadian Council of Christians and Jews, correspondence, information package

**ID:** 2007-022/056(04)

**Date:** 2004 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/056(05) - Racism: a Canada for all - Canada's action plan against racism

**Title:** Racism: a Canada for all - Canada's action plan against racism

**ID:** 2007-022/056(05)
Date: [ca. 2004] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/056(06) - Racism : anti-racism action plan

Title: Racism : anti-racism action plan

ID: 2007-022/056(06)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/056(07) - Racism : memos and briefs re: racism

Title: Racism : memos and briefs re: racism

ID: 2007-022/056(07)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/056(08) - Multiculturalism : connectivity 2004 : strengthening the participatory process of visible minorities in federal initiatives
Title: Multiculturalism : connectivity 2004 : strengthening the participatory process of visible minorities in federal initiatives

ID: 2007-022/056(08)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/056(09) - Minister of State (Multiculturalism and Status of Women), briefing book

Title: Minister of State (Multiculturalism and Status of Women), briefing book

ID: 2007-022/056(09)

Date: June 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/056(10) - Minister of State (Multiculturalism and Status of Women), briefing book

Title: Minister of State (Multiculturalism and Status of Women), briefing book

ID: 2007-022/056(10)

Date: June 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
Publication status: Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/056(11) - Multiculturalism : memos, briefs**

**Title:** Multiculturalism : memos, briefs

**ID:** 2007-022/056(11)

**Date:** 2004 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/056(12) - Reflecting Canadians : best practices for cultural diversity in private television**

**Title:** Reflecting Canadians : best practices for cultural diversity in private television

**ID:** 2007-022/056(12)

**Date:** July 2004 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Note [generalNote]:**

1 of 2

Publication status: Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/056(13) - Reflecting Canadians: best practices for cultural diversity in private television

Title: Reflecting Canadians: best practices for cultural diversity in private television
ID: 2007-022/056(13)
Date: July 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/057(01) - Multiculturalism: second chance scholarship foundation black history month

Title: Multiculturalism: second chance scholarship foundation black history month
ID: 2007-022/057(01)
Date: 15 Feb. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/057(02) - Multiculturalism: roundtable on African Canadian heritage, Ottawa

Title: Multiculturalism: roundtable on African Canadian heritage, Ottawa
ID: 2007-022/057(02)
Date: 26 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/057(03) - Multiculturalism : a Canada for all - Canada's action plan to combat racism, draft, memos

Title: Multiculturalism : a Canada for all - Canada's action plan to combat racism, draft, memos
ID: 2007-022/057(03)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/057(04) - Multiculturalism : a Canada for all - Canada's action plan to combat racism, draft, memos

Title: Multiculturalism : a Canada for all - Canada's action plan to combat racism, draft, memos
ID: 2007-022/057(04)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/057(05) - Multiculturalism : report of the commission for Africa

Title: Multiculturalism : report of the commission for Africa
ID: 2007-022/057(05)
Date: Mar. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/057(06) - Multiculturalism : report of the commission for Africa

Title: Multiculturalism : report of the commission for Africa
ID: 2007-022/057(06)
Date: Mar. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/057(07) - Multiculturalism : report of the commission for Africa

Title: Multiculturalism : report of the commission for Africa
ID: 2007-022/057(07)
Date: Mar. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/057(08) - Women's conferences : American Council for Quebec Studies

Title: Women's conferences : American Council for Quebec Studies
ID: 2007-022/057(08)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/057(09) - Women's issues : childcare resource and research unit, University of Toronto

Title: Women's issues : childcare resource and research unit, University of Toronto
ID: 2007-022/057(09)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Women's conferences: Council of Women World Leaders, J.F.K. School of Government, Harvard University
ID: 2007-022/057(10)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/057(11) - Women's issues: developing countries

Title: Women's issues: developing countries
ID: 2007-022/057(11)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/058(01) - Women's issues: documenting the experiences of women of colour assaulted by their male partners as charges proceed through the criminal justice system
Title: Women's issues: documenting the experiences of women of colour assaulted by their male partners as charges proceed through the criminal justice system

ID: 2007-022/058(01)

Date: 1997 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/058(02) - Women's issues: dumping on women: gender and privatization of waste management / Melanie Samson

Title: Women's issues: dumping on women: gender and privatization of waste management / Melanie Samson

ID: 2007-022/058(02)

Date: 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/058(03) - Women's issues: equality

Title: Women's issues: equality

ID: 2007-022/058(03)

Date: 1985-2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/058(04) - Women's issues : equality

Title: Women's issues : equality
ID: 2007-022/058(04)
Date: 1985-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
PUBLISHED

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/058(05) - Women's issues : equality

Title: Women's issues : equality
ID: 2007-022/058(05)
Date: 1985-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
PUBLISHED

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/058(06) - Women's issues: the first CEDAW impact study, final report

Title: Women's issues: the first CEDAW impact study, final report
ID: 2007-022/058(06)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/058(07) - Women's issues: general

Title: Women's issues: general
ID: 2007-022/058(07)
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/058(08) - Women's conferences, general

Title: Women's conferences, general
ID: 2007-022/058(08)
Date: 1997-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/058(09) - Women's conferences, general**

Title: Women's conferences, general  
ID: 2007-022/058(09)  
Date: 1997-2000 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Note [generalNote]: 2 of 3

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/059(01) - Women's conferences, general**

Title: Women's conferences, general  
ID: 2007-022/059(01)  
Date: 1997-2000 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Note [generalNote]: 3 of 3

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/059(02) - Women's issues : government information and programs, general

Title: Women's issues : government information and programs, general
ID: 2007-022/059(02)
Date: 1999-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/059(03) - Women's issues : government information and programs : guide for women

Title: Women's issues : government information and programs : guide for women
ID: 2007-022/059(03)
Date: 1999-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/059(04) - Women's issues : government information and programs : re/working benefits

Title: Women's issues : government information and programs : re/working benefits
ID: 2007-022/059(04)
Date: Feb. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/059(05) - Women's issues - health conferences, general

Title: Women's issues - health conferences, general
ID: 2007-022/059(05)
Date: 1995-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/059(06) - Women's issues - health conferences : women's health forum, workshop kit

Title: Women's issues - health conferences : women's health forum, workshop kit
ID: 2007-022/059(06)
Date: 8-10 Aug. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/059(07) - Women's issues - health conferences : women's health forum

Title: Women's issues - health conferences : women's health forum
ID: 2007-022/059(07)
Date: 8-10 Aug. 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/059(08) - Women's issues - health conferences: women's health forum, Health Canada's women's health strategy

Title: Women's issues - health conferences: women's health forum, Health Canada's women's health strategy
ID: 2007-022/059(08)
Date: 8-10 Aug. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/059(09) - Women's issues - health conferences, women in Bahrain

Title: Women's issues - health conferences, women in Bahrain
ID: 2007-022/059(09)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/059(10) - Women's issues: integrating gender, UNIFEM
Title: Women's issues : integrating gender, UNIFEM  
ID: 2007-022/059(10)  
Date: 1998 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  

Publication status:  
Published  

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)  

File: 2007-022/060(01) - Women's conferences : meeting of ministers of women's affairs  
Title: Women's conferences : meeting of ministers of women's affairs  
ID: 2007-022/060(01)  
Date: 7-8 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  

Publication status:  
Published  

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)  

File: 2007-022/060(02) - Women's issues : nowhere to turn? : responding to partner violence against immigrant and visible minority women  
Title: Women's issues : nowhere to turn? : responding to partner violence against immigrant and visible minority women  
ID: 2007-022/060(02)  
Date: 2004 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  

Publication status:  
Published  

Access points:
File: 2007-022/060(03) - Women's issues : politics

Title: Women's issues : politics
ID: 2007-022/060(03)
Date: 1998-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/060(04) - Women's issues : politics

Title: Women's issues : politics
ID: 2007-022/060(04)
Date: 1998-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/060(05) - Women's issues : setting the stage for the next century - the federal plan for gender equity

Title: Women's issues : setting the stage for the next century - the federal plan for gender equity
ID: 2007-022/060(05)
Date: Aug. 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/060(06) - Women's issues : speeches

Title: Women's issues : speeches
ID: 2007-022/060(06)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/060(07) - Women's issues : unionization and quality in early childhood programs

Title: Women's issues : unionization and quality in early childhood programs
ID: 2007-022/060(07)
Date: Mar. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/060(08) - Women's issues: women's rights are human rights, the United Nations fourth world conference on women, report

Title: Women's issues: women's rights are human rights, the United Nations fourth world conference on women, report

ID: 2007-022/060(08)

Date: 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/060(09) - Women's issues: women in Canada - towards equality

Title: Women's issues: women in Canada - towards equality

ID: 2007-022/060(09)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/060(10) - Women's issues: women and men in Canada, a statistical glance

Title: Women's issues: women and men in Canada, a statistical glance

ID: 2007-022/060(10)

Date: 2000-2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
File: 2007-022/060(11) - Women's issues : women of colour in Canada / Dolores Sandoval

Title: Women's issues : women of colour in Canada / Dolores Sandoval
ID: 2007-022/060(11)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/060(12) - Women's issues : women and men in Hong Kong, key statistics

Title: Women's issues : women and men in Hong Kong, key statistics
ID: 2007-022/060(12)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/060(13) - Status of Women Canada : Atlantic Centre of Excellence for Women's Health

Title: Status of Women Canada : Atlantic Centre of Excellence for Women's Health
ID: 2007-022/060(13)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/061(01) - Status of Women Canada, memos, reports

Title: Status of Women Canada, memos, reports
ID: 2007-022/061(01)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/061(02) - Status of Women Canada, memos, reports

Title: Status of Women Canada, memos, reports
ID: 2007-022/061(02)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/061(03) - Status of Women Canada: from Cairo to Beijing

Title: Status of Women Canada: from Cairo to Beijing
ID: 2007-022/061(03)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/061(04) - Status of Women Canada: Canadian experience in gender mainstreaming

Title: Status of Women Canada: Canadian experience in gender mainstreaming
ID: 2007-022/061(04)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/061(05) - Status of Women Canada: the impact of relationship recognition on lesbian women in Canada

Title: Status of Women Canada: the impact of relationship recognition on lesbian women in Canada
ID: 2007-022/061(05)
Date: Sept. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/061(06) - Status of Women Canada : Canadian AIDS Society

Title: Status of Women Canada : Canadian AIDS Society
ID: 2007-022/061(06)
Date: 1999-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/061(07) - Status of Women Canada : Canadian strategy on HIV/AIDS

Title: Status of Women Canada : Canadian strategy on HIV/AIDS
ID: 2007-022/061(07)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/061(08) - National Council of Women of Canada

Title: National Council of Women of Canada
ID: 2007-022/061(08)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Publications:

**File: 2007-022/061(09) - Status of Women Canada : NGO : Canadian AIDS Society**

- **Title:** Status of Women Canada : NGO : Canadian AIDS Society
- **ID:** 2007-022/061(09)
- **Date:** 2002 (date of creation)
- **Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publications:

**File: 2007-022/061(10) - Status of Women Canada : programme national d'appui a la protection et a la promotion des groupes vulnerables, Cotonou**

- **Title:** Status of Women Canada : programme national d'appui a la protection et a la promotion des groupes vulnerables, Cotonou
- **ID:** 2007-022/061(10)
- **Date:** Nov. 2002 (date of creation)
- **Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Title: Status of Women Canada: 25 years - the journey continues, Nova Scotia Advisory Council on the Status of Women

ID: 2007-022/061(11)

Date: 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/062(01) - Status of Women Canada: in the best interests of the girl child, phase II report

Title: Status of Women Canada: in the best interests of the girl child, phase II report

ID: 2007-022/062(01)

Date: Jan. 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/062(02) - Status of Women Canada: mental health promotion among newcomer female youth

Title: Status of Women Canada: mental health promotion among newcomer female youth

ID: 2007-022/062(02)

Date: June 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/062(03) - Status of Women Canada : Aboriginal policy research conference

Title: Status of Women Canada : Aboriginal policy research conference
ID: 2007-022/062(03)
Date: 26-28 Nov. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/062(04) - Status of Women Canada : correspondence, memos

Title: Status of Women Canada : correspondence, memos
ID: 2007-022/062(04)
Date: 2000-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/062(05) - Women's issues : the famous five : nation builders

Title: Women's issues : the famous five : nation builders
ID: 2007-022/062(05)
Date: [ca. 2003] (date of creation)
File: 2007-022/062(08) - Status of Women Canada : visit to Yellowknife, Northwest Territories

Title: Status of Women Canada : visit to Yellowknife, Northwest Territories

ID: 2007-022/062(08)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/062(09) - Status of Women Canada : women's history month in Canada

Title: Status of Women Canada : women's history month in Canada

ID: 2007-022/062(09)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/062(10) - Status of Women Canada : background book

Title: Status of Women Canada : background book

ID: 2007-022/062(10)
Date: Jan. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/063(01) - Status of Women Canada: women in non-standard jobs, the public policy challenge**

**Title:** Status of Women Canada: women in non-standard jobs, the public policy challenge  
**ID:** 2007-022/063(01)  
**Date:** Mar. 2003 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/063(02) - Status of Women Canada: UN commission on status of women**

**Title:** Status of Women Canada: UN commission on status of women  
**ID:** 2007-022/063(02)  
**Date:** Mar. 2003 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/063(03) - Status of Women Canada: the participation of women's groups in regional health and social services planning in Quebec**

**Title:** Status of Women Canada: the participation of women's groups in regional health and social services planning in Quebec
File: 2007-022/063(04) - Diving beyond the edge: the impact of trends in non-standard work on single/lone parent mothers

Title: Diving beyond the edge: the impact of trends in non-standard work on single/lone parent mothers

ID: 2007-022/063(04)

Date: June 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/063(05) - Status of Women Canada: launch video and website for "Women and the Economy", initiative by United Nations platform committee, Manitoba coordinating committee

Title: Status of Women Canada: launch video and website for "Women and the Economy", initiative by United Nations platform committee, Manitoba coordinating committee

ID: 2007-022/063(05)

Date: June 2007 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Title: Status of Women Canada : Prince Edward Island Advisory Council on the Status of Women, policy guide

ID: 2007-022/063(06)

Date: June 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/063(07) - Status of Women Canada : summary for secretary of state meeting with the FMSF, re. school success by gender

Title: Status of Women Canada : summary for secretary of state meeting with the FMSF, re. school success by gender

ID: 2007-022/063(07)

Date: Aug. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/063(08) - Status of Women Canada : presentation to the UN special rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance

Title: Status of Women Canada : presentation to the UN special rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance
ID: 2007-022/063(08)
Date: 15 Sept. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/063(09) - Status of Women Canada: briefing with the secretary of state
Title: Status of Women Canada: briefing with the secretary of state
ID: 2007-022/063(09)
Date: 22 Sept. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/063(10) - CWWL meeting of ministers of women's affairs
Title: CWWL meeting of ministers of women's affairs
ID: 2007-022/063(10)
Date: 7-8 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/063(11) - Status of Women Canada : Governor General's Awards in commemoration of the Persons case

Title: Status of Women Canada : Governor General's Awards in commemoration of the Persons case
ID: 2007-022/063(11)
Date: 20 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/063(12) - Status of Women Canada : news conference to release the report of the Prime Minister's Task Force on Women Entrepreneurs

Title: Status of Women Canada : news conference to release the report of the Prime Minister's Task Force on Women Entrepreneurs
ID: 2007-022/063(12)
Date: 29 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/063(13) - Status of Women Canada : gender equality issues questions and answers

Title: Status of Women Canada : gender equality issues questions and answers
ID: 2007-022/063(13)
Date: Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/063(14) - Status of Women Canada: gender equality issues questions and answers

Title: Status of Women Canada: gender equality issues questions and answers
ID: 2007-022/063(14)
Date: Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

File: 2007-022/064(01) - Status of Women Canada: transition book

Title: Status of Women Canada: transition book
ID: 2007-022/064(01)
Date: Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/064(02) - Status of Women Canada : transition book

Title: Status of Women Canada : transition book
ID: 2007-022/064(02)
Date: Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/064(03) - Status of Women Canada : visit of Minister of State to Brazil

Title: Status of Women Canada : visit of Minister of State to Brazil
ID: 2007-022/064(03)
Date: 23-28 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/064(04) - Mandate letter, Minister of State (Multiculturalism and the Status of Women)

Title: Mandate letter, Minister of State (Multiculturalism and the Status of Women)
ID: 2007-022/064(04)
Date: 12 Dec. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/064(05) - Status of Women Canada : B.C. Coalition of Women's Centres**

**Title:** Status of Women Canada : B.C. Coalition of Women's Centres  
**ID:** 2007-022/064(05)  
**Date:** 2003-2004 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/064(06) - Millennium goals**

**Title:** Millennium goals  
**ID:** 2007-022/064(06)  
**Date:** 2003-2004 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Note [generalNote]:**

1 of 2

**Publication status:** Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/064(07) - Millennium goals**

**Title:** Millennium goals
ID: 2007-022/064(07)
Date: 2003-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/064(08) - Status of Women Canada : Newfoundland and Labrador

Title: Status of Women Canada : Newfoundland and Labrador
ID: 2007-022/064(08)
Date: 2003-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/064(09) - Status of Women Canada : commission on the status of women

Title: Status of Women Canada : commission on the status of women
ID: 2007-022/064(09)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/064(10) - Status of Women Canada : gender equality review

Title: Status of Women Canada : gender equality review
ID: 2007-022/064(10)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/064(11) - Status of Women Canada : gender policies

Title: Status of Women Canada : gender policies
ID: 2007-022/064(11)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/064(12) - Status of Women Canada : gender studies and statistics

Title: Status of Women Canada : gender studies and statistics
ID: 2007-022/064(12)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/065(01) - Status of Women Canada : gender studies and statistics

Title: Status of Women Canada : gender studies and statistics
ID: 2007-022/065(01)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: Status of Women Canada : glass ceilings : the status of women as officials and managers in the private sector / U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
ID: 2007-022/065(02)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/065(03) - Status of Women Canada: key messages, Speech from the Throne

Title: Status of Women Canada: key messages, Speech from the Throne
ID: 2007-022/065(03)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/065(04) - Glass ceilings: the status of women as officials and managers in the private sector

Title: Glass ceilings: the status of women as officials and managers in the private sector
ID: 2007-022/065(04)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/065(05) - Status of Women Canada: global action plan of the National Democratic Institute

Title: Status of Women Canada: global action plan of the National Democratic Institute
ID: 2007-022/065(05)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/065(06) - Status of Women Canada: international women's week, summary

Title: Status of Women Canada: international women's week, summary
ID: 2007-022/065(06)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/065(07) - Status of Women Canada: live-in caregivers

Title: Status of Women Canada: live-in caregivers
ID: 2007-022/065(07)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/065(08) - Status of Women Canada: memo re. the global summit of women International Planning Committee meeting and colloquium on global diversity

Title: Status of Women Canada: memo re. the global summit of women International Planning Committee meeting and colloquium on global diversity

York University Archives & Special Collections (CTASC)
File: 2007-022/065(09) - Status of Women Canada : memos and briefings, general

Title: Status of Women Canada : memos and briefings, general
ID: 2007-022/065(09)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/065(10) - Memo to Jean Augustine, re release of research report funded by the policy research fund

Title: Memo to Jean Augustine, re release of research report funded by the policy research fund
ID: 2007-022/065(10)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/065(11) - Research : multicultural and women's issues

Title: Research : multicultural and women's issues 
ID: 2007-022/065(11)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/065(12) - Status of Women Canada : UNDP regional gender programme

Title: Status of Women Canada : UNDP regional gender programme
ID: 2007-022/065(12)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/065(13) - Status of Women Canada : women's issues

Title: Status of Women Canada : women's issues 
ID: 2007-022/065(13)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/065(14) - Status of Women Canada, notes

Title: Status of Women Canada, notes
ID: 2007-022/065(14)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/066(01) - Status of Women Canada : memo on gender equality

Title: Status of Women Canada : memo on gender equality
ID: 2007-022/066(01)
Date: Jan. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/066(02) - Status of Women Canada : action plan for gender equality, draft 1

Title: Status of Women Canada : action plan for gender equality, draft 1
ID: 2007-022/066(02)
Date: Feb. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/066(03) - Status of Women Canada: briefing with the Minister of State

Title: Status of Women Canada: briefing with the Minister of State
ID: 2007-022/066(03)
Date: Feb. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/066(04) - Status of Women Canada: violence against sex trade workers meeting, Vancouver

Title: Status of Women Canada: violence against sex trade workers meeting, Vancouver
ID: 2007-022/066(04)
Date: Feb. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/066(05) - Status of Women Canada: memo for meeting with the Canadian Federation of University Women

Title: Status of Women Canada: memo for meeting with the Canadian Federation of University Women

ID: 2007-022/066(05)
Date: Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/066(06) - State of Women Canada: National Action Committee on the Status of Women (NAC)

Title: State of Women Canada: National Action Committee on the Status of Women (NAC)
ID: 2007-022/066(06)
Date: Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/066(07) - Status of Women Canada: global summit of women, International Planning Committee

Title: Status of Women Canada: global summit of women, International Planning Committee
ID: 2007-022/066(07)
Date: 4-5 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/066(08) - Status of Women Canada: Coalition for Women's Equality

Title: Status of Women Canada: Coalition for Women's Equality
ID: 2007-022/066(08)
Date: 12 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/066(09) - Status of Women Canada: report on plans and priorities for 2004-2005

Title: Status of Women Canada: report on plans and priorities for 2004-2005
ID: 2007-022/066(09)
Date: 2004-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/066(10) - Status of Women Canada: assessing violence against women: a statistical profile

Title: Status of Women Canada: assessing violence against women: a statistical profile
ID: 2007-022/066(10)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/066(11) - Status of Women Canada : Beijing + 5**

Title: Status of Women Canada : Beijing + 5  
ID: 2007-022/066(11)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/066(12) - Status of Women Canada : fact sheets on published reports**

Title: Status of Women Canada : fact sheets on published reports  
ID: 2007-022/066(12)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/066(13) - Status of Women Canada : information package**

Title: Status of Women Canada : information package  
ID: 2007-022/066(13)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/066(14) - Status of Women Canada: memos, briefings, general

Title: Status of Women Canada: memos, briefings, general
ID: 2007-022/066(14)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/066(15) - Status of Women Canada: policy on consultation with stakeholders

Title: Status of Women Canada: policy on consultation with stakeholders
ID: 2007-022/066(15)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/066(16) - Status of Women Canada: women, power and politics

Title: Status of Women Canada: women, power and politics
ID: 2007-022/066(16)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/066(17) - Status of Women Canada: women's CED network

Title: Status of Women Canada: women's CED network
ID: 2007-022/066(17)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/067(01) - Status of Women Canada: South Africa's national policy framework for women's empowerment and gender equality

Title: Status of Women Canada: South Africa's national policy framework for women's empowerment and gender equality
ID: 2007-022/067(01)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/067(02) - Status of Women Canada: a motherhood issue: discourses on mothering under duress

Title: Status of Women Canada: a motherhood issue: discourses on mothering under duress
ID: 2007-022/067(02)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/067(03) - Toronto teachers' college '63, yearbook
Title: Toronto teachers' college '63, yearbook
ID: 2007-022/067(03)
Date: 1963 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/067(04) - Toronto teachers' college, yearbook
Title: Toronto teachers’ college, yearbook
ID: 2007-022/067(04)
Date: 1964 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/067(05) - Scrapbook
Title: Scrapbook
ID: 2007-022/067(05)
Date: 1977-1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/067(06) - Scrapbook

Title: Scrapbook
ID: 2007-022/067(06)
Date: 1977-1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/067(07) - Women's issues, press releases

Title: Women's issues, press releases
ID: 2007-022/067(07)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/068(01) - Boston Housing Authority, resource material

Title: Boston Housing Authority, resource material
ID: 2007-022/068(01)
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/068(02) - Boston Housing Authority, resource material

Title: Boston Housing Authority, resource material

ID: 2007-022/068(02)

Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/068(03) - Ontario Ministry of Education : equal opportunity / affirmative action sex equity documents

Title: Ontario Ministry of Education : equal opportunity / affirmative action sex equity documents

ID: 2007-022/068(03)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published
File: 2007-022/068(04) - Pornography, resource material

Title: Pornography, resource material
ID: 2007-022/068(04)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/068(05) - Metro Toronto Housing Authority, notes and documents

Title: Metro Toronto Housing Authority, notes and documents
ID: 2007-022/068(05)
Date: [ca. 1990] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/068(06) - Slavery and the black family, essay by Jean Augustine

Title: Slavery and the black family, essay by Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/068(06)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
File: 2007-022/068(07) - Catholic principle in housing hot seat, article about Jean Augustine in agenda! : Catholic teachers in action

Title: Catholic principle in housing hot seat, article about Jean Augustine in agenda! : Catholic teachers in action
ID: 2007-022/068(07)
Date: Oct. 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/068(08) - After the door has been opened : mental health issues affecting immigrants and refugees in Canada

Title: After the door has been opened : mental health issues affecting immigrants and refugees in Canada
ID: 2007-022/068(08)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/068(09) - Black studies : a resource guide for teachers, intermediate division

Title: Black studies : a resource guide for teachers, intermediate division
ID: 2007-022/068(09)
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/068(10) - The development of a policy on race and ethnocultural equity: report of the Provincial Advisory Committee on Race Relations

Title: The development of a policy on race and ethnocultural equity: report of the Provincial Advisory Committee on Race Relations
ID: 2007-022/068(10)
Date: Sept. 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/068(11) - Getting there: producing photo stories with immigrant women

Title: Getting there: producing photo stories with immigrant women
ID: 2007-022/068(11)
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/068(12) - St. Francis de Sales Catholic school

Title: St. Francis de Sales Catholic school
ID: 2007-022/068(12)
Date: 1971-1980 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/068(13) - Jean Augustine database

Title: Jean Augustine database
ID: 2007-022/068(13)
Date: 30 Mar. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/068(14) - Jean Augustine database

Title: Jean Augustine database
ID: 2007-022/068(14)
Date: 30 Mar. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/068(15) - Jean Augustine database**

*Title:* Jean Augustine database

*ID:* 2007-022/068(15)

*Date:* 30 Mar. 2000 (date of creation)

*Physical description:* 1 folder of textual records

*Note [generalNote]:*

3 of 3

---

**File: 2007-022/068(16) - Business card file**

*Title:* Business card file

*ID:* 2007-022/068(16)

*Physical description:* 1 folder of textual records

*Note [generalNote]:*

1 of 5
File: 2007-022/069(01) - Business card file

Title: Business card file
ID: 2007-022/069(01)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/069(02) - Business card file

Title: Business card file
ID: 2007-022/069(02)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

3 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/069(03) - Business card file

Title: Business card file
ID: 2007-022/069(03)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/069(04) - Business card file

Title: Business card file
ID: 2007-022/069(04)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/069(05) - Press clippings and communications

Title: Press clippings and communications
ID: 2007-022/069(05)
Date: 1992-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/069(06) - Press clippings and communications

Title: Press clippings and communications
ID: 2007-022/069(06)
Date: 1992-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/069(07) - Press clippings and communications

Title: Press clippings and communications
ID: 2007-022/069(07)
Date: 1992-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/070(01) - Press clippings binder

Title: Press clippings binder
ID: 2007-022/070(01)
Date: 1993-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/070(02) - Press clippings binder
Title: Press clippings binder
ID: 2007-022/070(02)
Date: 1993-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/070(03) - Press clippings binder
Title: Press clippings binder
ID: 2007-022/070(03)
Date: 1993-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/070(04) - Jean Augustine's voting record, 36th Parliament

Title: Jean Augustine's voting record, 36th Parliament
ID: 2007-022/070(04)
Date: 1999-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/070(05) - Ethnic media list

Title: Ethnic media list
ID: 2007-022/070(05)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/070(06) - Media list

Title: Media list
ID: 2007-022/070(06)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/070(07) - Media and contact lists

Title: Media and contact lists
ID: 2007-022/070(07)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

File: 2007-022/070(08) - Media and contact lists

Title: Media and contact lists
ID: 2007-022/070(08)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2
File: 2007-022/071(01) - Communications binder

Title: Communications binder  
ID: 2007-022/071(01)  
Date: 2000 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/071(02) - Communications binder

Title: Communications binder  
ID: 2007-022/071(02)  
Date: 2000 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/071(03) - Key ethnic and community media list

Title: Key ethnic and community media list  
ID: 2007-022/071(03)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/071(04) - Letters of congratulations

Title: Letters of congratulations
ID: 2007-022/071(04)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/071(05) - Orders in council

Title: Orders in council
ID: 2007-022/071(05)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/071(06) - Correspondence from Jean Chretien

Title: Correspondence from Jean Chretien
ID: 2007-022/071(06)
Date: 1996-2000 (date of creation)
File: 2007-022/071(07) - Letters of congratulations, birthday greetings etc

Title: Letters of congratulations, birthday greetings etc
ID: 2007-022/071(07)
Date: 1997-2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/071(08) - Letters of congratulations for being appointed to Cabinet

Title: Letters of congratulations for being appointed to Cabinet
ID: 2007-022/071(08)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/071(09) - Letters of congratulations for the ten years of service in Parliament

Title: Letters of congratulations for the ten years of service in Parliament
ID: 2007-022/071(09)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/071(10) - Speeches, agenda, certificates, grants

Title: Speeches, agenda, certificates, grants
ID: 2007-022/071(10)
Date: 1997-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 6

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/071(11) - Speeches, agenda, certificates, grants

Title: Speeches, agenda, certificates, grants
ID: 2007-022/071(11)
Date: 1997-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 6

Publication status:
File: 2007-022/072(01) - Speeches, agenda, certificates, grants

Title: Speeches, agenda, certificates, grants
ID: 2007-022/072(01)
Date: 1997-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 6

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/072(02) - Speeches, agenda, certificates, grants

Title: Speeches, agenda, certificates, grants
ID: 2007-022/072(02)
Date: 1997-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
4 of 6

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/072(03) - Speeches, agenda, certificates, grants

Title: Speeches, agenda, certificates, grants
ID: 2007-022/072(03)
Date: 1997-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
5 of 6

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/072(04) - Speeches, agenda, certificates, grants

Title: Speeches, agenda, certificates, grants
ID: 2007-022/072(04)
Date: 1997-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
6 of 6

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/072(05) - Sample date : selected characteristics for federal districts

Title: Sample date : selected characteristics for federal districts
ID: 2007-022/072(05)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
File: 2007-022/072(06) - University of Toronto, spring convocation programme

Title: University of Toronto, spring convocation programme
ID: 2007-022/072(06)
Date: 16 June 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/072(07) - Invitations

Title: Invitations
ID: 2007-022/072(07)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/072(08) - Invitations

Title: Invitations
ID: 2007-022/072(08)
Date: 2004-2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/072(09) - Pierre Elliott Trudeau, state funeral programme

Title: Pierre Elliott Trudeau, state funeral programme

ID: 2007-022/072(09)

Date: 3 Oct. 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/072(10) - Programme for state dinner in honour of Thabo Mbeki, President of South Africa

Title: Programme for state dinner in honour of Thabo Mbeki, President of South Africa

ID: 2007-022/072(10)

Date: 3 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/072(11) - Programme for the Speech from the Throne, opening of the first session of the thirty-eighth Parliament

Title: Programme for the Speech from the Throne, opening of the first session of the thirty-eighth Parliament

ID: 2007-022/072(11)

Date: 5 Oct. 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/072(12) - Programmes

Title: Programmes

ID: 2007-022/072(12)

Date: 2001-2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/072(13) - Programme for Canadian bravery decorations ceremony

Title: Programme for Canadian bravery decorations ceremony

ID: 2007-022/072(13)

Date: 24 June 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
File: 2007-022/072(14) - Programme for the installation of the Governor General

Title: Programme for the installation of the Governor General  
ID: 2007-022/072(14)  
Date: 27 Sept. 2005 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/072(15) - Programme for the installation of the President and Vice-Chancellor of Ryerson University

Title: Programme for the installation of the President and Vice-Chancellor of Ryerson University  
ID: 2007-022/072(15)  
Date: 2 Nov. 2005 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/073(01) - Women in Parliament and the Senate, historical list

Title: Women in Parliament and the Senate, historical list  
ID: 2007-022/073(01)  
Date: 1997 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/073(02) - Augustine office index**

Title: Augustine office index
ID: 2007-022/073(02)
Date: Mar. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/073(03) - Contact lists**

Title: Contact lists
ID: 2007-022/073(03)
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
  1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/073(04) - Contact lists**

Title: Contact lists
ID: 2007-022/073(04)
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/073(05) - Contact lists

Title: Contact lists

ID: 2007-022/073(05)

Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/073(06) - Contact lists

Title: Contact lists

ID: 2007-022/073(06)

Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
File: 2007-022/073(07) - Jean Augustine's Christmas card list

Title: Jean Augustine's Christmas card list
ID: 2007-022/073(07)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/073(08) - Prime Minister's Christmas card list

Title: Prime Minister's Christmas card list
ID: 2007-022/073(08)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/073(09) - Jean Augustine's contacts

Title: Jean Augustine's contacts
ID: 2007-022/073(09)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
**File: 2007-022/073(10) - Jean Augustine's contacts**

**Title:** Jean Augustine's contacts  
**ID:** 2007-022/073(10)  
**Date:** 2004 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

---

**File: 2007-022/073(11) - Prime Minister's Christmas card list**

**Title:** Prime Minister's Christmas card list  
**ID:** 2007-022/073(11)  
**Date:** 2005 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/073(12) - Jean Augustine's contact list

Title: Jean Augustine's contact list
ID: 2007-022/073(12)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/073(13) - Jean Augustine's Christmas card list

Title: Jean Augustine's Christmas card list
ID: 2007-022/073(13)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/074(01) - Black Learners Advisory Committee (BLAC) report on education, volume 1, summary

Title: Black Learners Advisory Committee (BLAC) report on education, volume 1, summary
ID: 2007-022/074(01)
Date: Dec. 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
File: 2007-022/074(02) - Black Learners Advisory Committee (BLAC) report on education, volume 2: the history of black education in Nova Scotia

Title: Black Learners Advisory Committee (BLAC) report on education, volume 2: the history of black education in Nova Scotia
ID: 2007-022/074(02)
Date: Dec. 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Black history: Niagara's freedom trail: a guide to African-Canadian history on the Nigerian peninsula / Owen A. Thomas
ID: 2007-022/074(03)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Black history month: the slave route: a memory unchained, UNESCO sources, no. 99
ID: 2007-022/074(04)
Date: Mar. 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/074(05) - Black history month

Title: Black history month
ID: 2007-022/074(05)
Date: 1997-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/074(06) - The preserver, a publication of the Black Cultural Society of Nova Scotia

Title: The preserver, a publication of the Black Cultural Society of Nova Scotia
ID: 2007-022/074(06)
Date: Aug. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Black history month: journey - African Canadian history instructional guide
ID: 2007-022/074(07)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/074(08) - Black history month: Nelson Mandela visit to Canada

Title: Black history month: Nelson Mandela visit to Canada
ID: 2007-022/074(08)
Date: 19 Nov. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/074(09) - Oakville's black history / Deborah Hudson

Title: Oakville's black history / Deborah Hudson
ID: 2007-022/074(09)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/074(10) - The system of national historic sites of Canada: commemorating the underground railroad in Canada

Title: The system of national historic sites of Canada: commemorating the underground railroad in Canada
ID: 2007-022/074(10)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/074(11) - Black history month, speaking notes

Title: Black history month, speaking notes
ID: 2007-022/074(11)
Date: 2001, 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/074(12) - Black history month: correspondence, talking notes

Title: Black history month: correspondence, talking notes
ID: 2007-022/074(12)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/074(13) - Black history month : people

Title: Black history month : people
ID: 2007-022/074(13)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/074(14) - Black history month : background

Title: Black history month : background
ID: 2007-022/074(14)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/074(15) - Black history month certificate

Title: Black history month certificate
ID: 2007-022/074(15)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/074(16) - Black history month: correspondence, speaking notes
Title: Black history month: correspondence, speaking notes
ID: 2007-022/074(16)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/074(17) - Black history month: correspondence, memos, notes
Title: Black history month: correspondence, memos, notes
ID: 2007-022/074(17)
Date: 2003-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/074(18) - Black history month: resource material
Title: Black history month: resource material
ID: 2007-022/074(18)
File: 2007-022/074(19) - Black history month events on Parliament Hill; itinerary

Title: Black history month events on Parliament Hill; itinerary
ID: 2007-022/074(19)
Date: 8 Feb. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/075(01) - Sugar caucus, correspondence, memos, reports

Title: Sugar caucus, correspondence, memos, reports
ID: 2007-022/075(01)
Date: 1996-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Note [generalNote]:
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File: 2007-022/075(02) - Sugar caucus, correspondence, memos, reports

Title: Sugar caucus, correspondence, memos, reports
ID: 2007-022/075(02)
Date: 1996-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/075(03) - Sugar caucus, correspondence, memos, reports

Title: Sugar caucus, correspondence, memos, reports
ID: 2007-022/075(03)
Date: 1996-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/075(04) - Sugar caucus, correspondence, reports

Title: Sugar caucus, correspondence, reports
ID: 2007-022/075(04)
Date: 1996-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/075(05) - National sugar caucus, report

Title: National sugar caucus, report
ID: 2007-022/075(05)
Date: Fall 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/075(06) - Over-heard en route : the voice of Canadians from coast to coast, Jean Augustine and the travelling human resources development committee listen to Canadians on social security reforms

Title: Over-heard en route : the voice of Canadians from coast to coast, Jean Augustine and the travelling human resources development committee listen to Canadians on social security reforms
ID: 2007-022/075(06)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/075(07) - OECD high level conference : women in the city-housing, services and the urban environment
Title: OECD high level conference: women in the city-housing, services and the urban environment
ID: 2007-022/075(07)
Date: 4-6 Oct. 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

1 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/075(08) - OECD high-level conference: women in the city-housing, services and the urban environment
Title: OECD high-level conference: women in the city-housing, services and the urban environment
ID: 2007-022/075(08)
Date: 5-6 Oct. 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/076(01) - OECD high-level conference: women in the city-housing, services and the urban environment
Title: OECD high-level conference: women in the city-housing, services and the urban environment
ID: 2007-022/076(01)
Date: 5-6 Oct. 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

3 of 5

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/076(02) - OECD high level conference: women in the city-housing, services and the urban environment

Title: OECD high level conference: women in the city-housing, services and the urban environment

ID: 2007-022/076(02)

Date: 5-6 Oct. 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

4 of 5

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/076(03) - OECD high level conference: women in the city-housing, services and the urban environment

Title: OECD high level conference: women in the city-housing, services and the urban environment

ID: 2007-022/076(03)

Date: 5-6 Oct. 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

5 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/076(04) - Women, development and public policy, international symposium, Israel

Title: Women, development and public policy, international symposium, Israel
ID: 2007-022/076(04)
Date: 2-8 Apr. 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/076(05) - Visit to Grenada with Jean Chretien

Title: Visit to Grenada with Jean Chretien
ID: 2007-022/076(05)
Date: 3-6 Mar. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/076(06) - Speech from the Throne to open the first session thirty-sixth Parliament of Canada

Title: Speech from the Throne to open the first session thirty-sixth Parliament of Canada
ID: 2007-022/076(06)
Date: 23 Sept. 1997 (date of creation)
File: 2007-022/076(07) - Cotillion ball, programme

Title: Cotillion ball, programme
ID: 2007-022/076(07)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/076(08) - World health day : safe motherhood

Title: World health day : safe motherhood
ID: 2007-022/076(08)
Date: 7 Apr. 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/076(09) - Sixth meeting of Commonwealth ministers responsible for women's affairs, New Delhi

Title: Sixth meeting of Commonwealth ministers responsible for women's affairs, New Delhi
ID: 2007-022/076(09)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/076(10) - Atlantic union college international week celebration, speaking notes

Title: Atlantic union college international week celebration, speaking notes
ID: 2007-022/076(10)
Date: 29 Mar. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/076(11) - Inter-country workshop for parliamentary advocacy for the elimination of violence against women in East and South-East Asia and the Pacific, Bangkok

Title: Inter-country workshop for parliamentary advocacy for the elimination of violence against women in East and South-East Asia and the Pacific, Bangkok
ID: 2007-022/076(11)
Date: 19-21 June 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/076(12) - Independence ceremonies of East Timor

Title: Independence ceremonies of East Timor
ID: 2007-022/076(12)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/076(13) - Note from Jean Chretien, re. the 17th annual North American soccer tournament, hosted by the Eritrean Canadian Association of Ontario

Title: Note from Jean Chretien, re. the 17th annual North American soccer tournament, hosted by the Eritrean Canadian Association of Ontario
ID: 2007-022/076(13)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/076(14) - Speaking notes for Jean Augustine on the occasion of her 10th anniversary recognition reception

Title: Speaking notes for Jean Augustine on the occasion of her 10th anniversary recognition reception
ID: 2007-022/076(14)
Date: 29 Sept. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/077(01) - Speech from the Throne to open the first session of the thirty-eighth Parliament of Canada**

**Title:** Speech from the Throne to open the first session of the thirty-eighth Parliament of Canada  
**ID:** 2007-022/077(01)  
**Date:** 5 Oct. 2004 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---


**Title:** Building on achievements: report of the secretary-general on the implementation of the 1995 Commonwealth plan of action on gender and development and its update (2000-2005)  
**ID:** 2007-022/077(02)  
**Date:** Nov. 2003 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/077(03) - Canadian heritage and Canadian communities, press kit**
Title: Canadian heritage and Canadian communities, press kit

ID: 2007-022/077(03)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/077(04) - Canada-Caribbean friendship group, draft constitution

Title: Canada-Caribbean friendship group, draft constitution

ID: 2007-022/077(04)

Date: 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/077(05) - Annual meeting of CIDA and the voluntary sector

Title: Annual meeting of CIDA and the voluntary sector

ID: 2007-022/077(05)

Date: Nov. 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/077(06) - Educating girls : gaps and gains, 1998 report on progress toward world population stabilization

Title: Educating girls : gaps and gains, 1998 report on progress toward world population stabilization
ID: 2007-022/077(06)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/077(07) - CAPPD and OXFAM roundtable on food security, list of invites

Title: CAPPD and OXFAM roundtable on food security, list of invites
ID: 2007-022/077(07)
Date: [ca. 1999] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/077(08) - National Liberal caucus : national children's agenda caucus, agenda

Title: National Liberal caucus : national children's agenda caucus, agenda
ID: 2007-022/077(08)
Date: 21 Oct. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/077(09) - Our Lady of Good Counsel, Caribbean Catholic Church and Centre silver jubilee, 1975-2000

Title: Our Lady of Good Counsel, Caribbean Catholic Church and Centre silver jubilee, 1975-2000
ID: 2007-022/077(09)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/077(10) - Milestone radio, application to CRTC

Title: Milestone radio, application to CRTC
ID: 2007-022/077(10)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/077(11) - Milestone radio, application to CRTC

Title: Milestone radio, application to CRTC
File: 2007-022/077(12) - Milestone radio, application to CRTC

Title: Milestone radio, application to CRTC
ID: 2007-022/077(12)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/077(13) - Elements for a revised strategy and world plan of action for ageing : an NGO perspective

Title: Elements for a revised strategy and world plan of action for ageing : an NGO perspective
ID: 2007-022/077(13)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/077(14) - Standing committee of human rights and disabilities, resource material

Title: Standing committee of human rights and disabilities, resource material
ID: 2007-022/077(14)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/078(01) - Standing committee on human rights and disabilities, resource material

Title: Standing committee on human rights and disabilities, resource material
ID: 2007-022/078(01)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/078(02) - Parliamentary human rights group, meeting

Title: Parliamentary human rights group, meeting
ID: 2007-022/078(02)
Date: 26 Feb. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/078(03) - Programming opportunities in the justice and security sectors in the Caribbean : a report presented to the Caribbean programme, CIDA

Title: Programming opportunities in the justice and security sectors in the Caribbean : a report presented to the Caribbean programme, CIDA
ID: 2007-022/078(03)
Date: 1 Nov. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/078(04) - Report on the briefing session on bill c-9, an act to amend the patent act and the food and drugs act

Title: Report on the briefing session on bill c-9, an act to amend the patent act and the food and drugs act
ID: 2007-022/078(04)
Date: 9 Feb. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
File: 2007-022/078(05) - CAPPD : mondial

Title: CAPPD : mondial

ID: 2007-022/078(05)

Date: Jan. 2000 (date of creation)

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2007-022/079(01) - Early education material

Title: Early education material

ID: 2007-022/079(01)

Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/079(02) - Metro Toronto and region chapter of the National Congress of Black Women of Canada, correspondence and draft constitution

Title: Metro Toronto and region chapter of the National Congress of Black Women of Canada, correspondence and draft constitution

ID: 2007-022/079(02)

Date: 1983 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
**File: 2007-022/079(03) - A brief pictorial history of blacks in nineteenth century Ontario / Ontario Human Rights Commission**

**Title:** A brief pictorial history of blacks in nineteenth century Ontario / Ontario Human Rights Commission

**ID:** 2007-022/079(03)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/079(04) - Congress of Black Women of Canada, minutes, notes**

**Title:** Congress of Black Women of Canada, minutes, notes

**ID:** 2007-022/079(04)

**Date:** 1985 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/079(05) - Correspondence**

**Title:** Correspondence

**ID:** 2007-022/079(05)
Date: 1983-1988 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/079(06) - Caribana 1990 information kit

Title: Caribana 1990 information kit

ID: 2007-022/079(06)

Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/079(07) - Material, re. Miss Black Ontario Pageant

Title: Material, re. Miss Black Ontario Pageant

ID: 2007-022/079(07)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/079(08) - Notes and material on race and ethnocultural equality in education

Title: Notes and material on race and ethnocultural equality in education
ID: 2007-022/079(08)
Date: 1989-1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/079(09) - Nelson Mandela fund
Title: Nelson Mandela fund
ID: 2007-022/079(09)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/079(10) - Notes and resource material on black youth in education
Title: Notes and resource material on black youth in education
ID: 2007-022/079(10)
Date: 1989-1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/079(11) - Correspondence
Title: Correspondence

ID: 2007-022/079(11)

Date: 1992-1995, 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Strategies for minority communities in the 1990s: report of the second Anglo-Dutch conference of Caribbean people

ID: 2007-022/079(12)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/079(13) - Invitation to and programme for the funeral of Pierre Elliott Trudeau

Title: Invitation to and programme for the funeral of Pierre Elliott Trudeau

ID: 2007-022/079(13)

Date: 3 Oct. 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/079(14) - Multi : post Sept 11 advisory committee

Title: Multi : post Sept 11 advisory committee
ID: 2007-022/079(14)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/079(15) - Clippings re. Jean Augustine

Title: Clippings re. Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/079(15)
Date: 1993-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/079(16) - Clippings re. Jean Augustine

Title: Clippings re. Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/079(16)
Date: 1993-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/079(17) - Address book**

Title: Address book

ID: 2007-022/079(17)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/079(18) - Notebook**

Title: Notebook

ID: 2007-022/079(18)

Date: 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/080(01) - Notebook**

Title: Notebook

ID: 2007-022/080(01)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/080(02) - Personal mementos**

Title: Personal mementos
**ID:** 2007-022/080(02)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/080(03) - Jean Augustine : samples of House of Commons stationary**

Title: Jean Augustine : samples of House of Commons stationary
**ID:** 2007-022/080(03)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/080(04) - Members of the House of Commons, 35th Parliament, unofficial photo album**

Title: Members of the House of Commons, 35th Parliament, unofficial photo album
**ID:** 2007-022/080(04)
File: 2007-022/080(05) - Standing orders of the House of Commons, consolidated version

Title: Standing orders of the House of Commons, consolidated version
ID: 2007-022/080(05)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/080(06) - Jean Augustine '97 campaign literature

Title: Jean Augustine '97 campaign literature
ID: 2007-022/080(06)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/080(07) - Election material
Title: Election material
ID: 2007-022/080(07)
Date: 1996-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/080(08) - Notes and collected ephemera
Title: Notes and collected ephemera
ID: 2007-022/080(08)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/080(09) - Jean Augustine reports
Title: Jean Augustine reports
ID: 2007-022/080(09)
Date: 1996-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/080(10) - The Jean Augustine report
Title: The Jean Augustine report
ID: 2007-022/080(10)
Date: 1998-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/080(11) - Jean Augustine calendars

Title: Jean Augustine calendars
ID: 2007-022/080(11)
Date: 1994-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/080(12) - Clippings

Title: Clippings
ID: 2007-022/080(12)
Date: 2001-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/080(13) - Guidelines on the conduct of ministers, ministers of state, exempt staff and public servants during an election

Title: Guidelines on the conduct of ministers, ministers of state, exempt staff and public servants during an election
ID: 2007-022/080(13)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/080(14) - Letter from Judy Sgro, re. evening to honour Jean Augustine

Title: Letter from Judy Sgro, re. evening to honour Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/080(14)
Date: 19 Nov. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/080(15) - Jean Augustine : the economic and fiscal update

Title: Jean Augustine : the economic and fiscal update
ID: 2007-022/080(15)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/080(16) - Poster: "the Librano$", Canadian politics. redefined

Title: Poster: "the Librano$", Canadian politics. redefined
ID: 2007-022/080(16)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/080(17) - Poster: international women's day

Title: Poster: international women's day
ID: 2007-022/080(17)
Date: 8 Mar. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/080(18) - Citizenship and Immigration Canada, information kit

Title: Citizenship and Immigration Canada, information kit
ID: 2007-022/080(18)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/080(19) - Correspondence, re. Toronto Waterfront Corporation

Title: Correspondence, re. Toronto Waterfront Corporation
ID: 2007-022/080(19)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/080(20) - Memos

Title: Memos
ID: 2007-022/080(20)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/080(21) - Status of Women Canada : moving forward on the government's agenda, action plan for gender equality

Title: Status of Women Canada : moving forward on the government's agenda, action plan for gender equality
ID: 2007-022/080(21)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/080(22) - A Canada for all: Canada's action plan against racism

Title: A Canada for all: Canada's action plan against racism

ID: 2007-022/080(22)

Date: 6 May 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/080(23) - A Canada for all: Canada's action plan against racism

Title: A Canada for all: Canada's action plan against racism

ID: 2007-022/080(23)

Date: 6 May 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/081(01) - A Canada for all : Canada's action plan against racism

Title: A Canada for all : Canada's action plan against racism
ID: 2007-022/081(01)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
• 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/081(02) - A Canada for all : Canada's action plan against racism

Title: A Canada for all : Canada's action plan against racism
ID: 2007-022/081(02)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
• 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/081(03) - Gallery of human migration, press kit

Title: Gallery of human migration, press kit
ID: 2007-022/081(03)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/082(01) - Mementos, verses

Title: Mementos, verses
ID: 2007-022/082(01)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/082(02) - Letter of thanks and congratulations (includes one letter from George Elliot Clarke)

Title: Letter of thanks and congratulations (includes one letter from George Elliot Clarke)
ID: 2007-022/082(02)
Date: 2003-2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/082(03) - Awards and certificates
Title: Awards and certificates
ID: 2007-022/082(03)
Date: 1987-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/082(04) - Awards and certificates

Title: Awards and certificates
ID: 2007-022/082(04)
Date: 2001-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/082(05) - Letters of thanks and appreciation

Title: Letters of thanks and appreciation
ID: 2007-022/082(05)
Date: 2000-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/082(06) - Good news

Title: Good news  
ID: 2007-022/082(06)  
Date: 1994-1996 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Note [generalNote]:  
1 of 2

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/082(07) - Good news

Title: Good news  
ID: 2007-022/082(07)  
Date: 1994-1996 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Note [generalNote]:  
2 of 2

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/082(08) - Good news

Title: Good news  
ID: 2007-022/082(08)  
Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)
File: 2007-022/082(09) - Good news

Title: Good news
ID: 2007-022/082(09)
Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2007-022/082(10) - Name tags, Jean Augustine

Title: Name tags, Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/082(10)
Date: 1995-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-022/082(11) - Newsletters, mementos

Title: Newsletters, mementos
ID: 2007-022/082(11)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/082(12) - Copies of plaques, awards and mounted certificates

Title: Copies of plaques, awards and mounted certificates
ID: 2007-022/082(12)
Date: 1982-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Note: Photocopies of originals made December 2007.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/083(01) - Financial ledger for the Caribbean Alliance Council of Ontario

Title: Financial ledger for the Caribbean Alliance Council of Ontario
ID: 2007-022/083(01)
Date: 1975-1978 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/083(02) - Financial records for the Caribbean Alliance Council of Ontario

Title: Financial records for the Caribbean Alliance Council of Ontario
ID: 2007-022/083(02)
Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/083(03) - Correspondence re. multilingual broadcasting in Toronto

Title: Correspondence re. multilingual broadcasting in Toronto
ID: 2007-022/083(03)
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/083(04) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: 2007-022/083(04)
Date: 1980-1995 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/083(05) - Materials re. advocacy in education

Title: Materials re. advocacy in education
ID: 2007-022/083(05)
Date: [between 1980 and 1986?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/083(06) - Clippings and news releases

Title: Clippings and news releases
ID: 2007-022/083(06)
Date: 1980-1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/083(07) - Contact lists and directories

Title: Contact lists and directories
ID: 2007-022/083(07)
Date: [between 1980 and 1995?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Restricted.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/083(08) - Urban Alliance on Race Relations materials
Title: Urban Alliance on Race Relations materials
ID: 2007-022/083(08)
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/083(09) - Downsview Resource Group materials
Title: Downsview Resource Group materials
ID: 2007-022/083(09)
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/083(10) - Congress of Black Women of Canada, Metro Action Committee on Public Violence Against Women and Children, Toronto Catholic School Board reports and contact lists

Title: Congress of Black Women of Canada, Metro Action Committee on Public Violence Against Women and Children, Toronto Catholic School Board reports and contact lists

ID: 2007-022/083(10)

Date: 1984-1986 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/083(11) - Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women

Title: Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women

ID: 2007-022/083(11)

Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/083(12) - Personal income tax returns

Title: Personal income tax returns

ID: 2007-022/083(12)

Date: 1993 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

York University Archives & Special Collections (CTASC)
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/083(13) - Election pamphlet for Nelson Mandela

Title: Election pamphlet for Nelson Mandela
ID: 2007-022/083(13)
Date: [ca. 1994] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/083(14) - Youth Opportunity Deficit notes

Title: Youth Opportunity Deficit notes
ID: 2007-022/083(14)
Date: [ca. 1994] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/083(15) - List of campaign contributors and donors

Title: List of campaign contributors and donors
ID: 2007-022/083(15)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Restricted.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/083(16) - Information package on Augustine's activities as MP

Title: Information package on Augustine's activities as MP
ID: 2007-022/083(16)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/083(17) - Correspondence and reports re. United Nations Forth World Conference on Women (Beijing, China)

Title: Correspondence and reports re. United Nations Forth World Conference on Women (Beijing, China)
ID: 2007-022/083(17)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Includes 6 units of currency.
File: 2007-022/083(18) - Ottawa and constituency office budgets and staff job descriptions

**Title:** Ottawa and constituency office budgets and staff job descriptions

**ID:** 2007-022/083(18)

**Date:** 1995-1996 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Note [generalNote]:**

Restricted.

---

File: 2007-022/083(19) - Agenda, meeting notes, cue cards for Riding Executive meeting : press releases, media reports re. election campaign

**Title:** Agenda, meeting notes, cue cards for Riding Executive meeting : press releases, media reports re. election campaign

**ID:** 2007-022/083(19)

**Date:** 2000 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

---
File: 2007-022/083(20) - Etobicoke-Lakeshore Federal Liberal Association agendas, memos and press releases re. election campaign

Title: Etobicoke-Lakeshore Federal Liberal Association agendas, memos and press releases re. election campaign

ID: 2007-022/083(20)

Date: 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/083(21) - Notes, correspondence, reports and statistics on election campaign

Title: Notes, correspondence, reports and statistics on election campaign

ID: 2007-022/083(21)

Date: 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/083(22) - Newsletters and reports

Title: Newsletters and reports

ID: 2007-022/083(22)

Date: 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/084(01) - Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), Social Policy Caucus, proposed flat tax reports and memos

Title: Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), Social Policy Caucus, proposed flat tax reports and memos
ID: 2007-022/084(01)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/084(02) - Strategic Newsletter Communications Plan 2000-2001

Title: Strategic Newsletter Communications Plan 2000-2001
ID: 2007-022/084(02)
Date: 15 Feb. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/084(03) - Sixth Meeting of Commonwealth Ministers Responsible for Women's Affairs (New Delhi, India) notes

Title: Sixth Meeting of Commonwealth Ministers Responsible for Women's Affairs (New Delhi, India) notes
File: 2007-022/084(04) - Riding Executive meeting notes

Title: Riding Executive meeting notes
ID: 2007-022/084(04)
Date: 1 Apr. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/084(05) - Policy notes, speeches on public policy and violence against women and children

Title: Policy notes, speeches on public policy and violence against women and children
ID: 2007-022/084(05)
Date: June 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/084(06) - Communications plan for election

Title: Communications plan for election
ID: 2007-022/084(06)
Date: June 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/084(07) - Press releases, newsletters and memos on government policy, political opponents, election campaign

Title: Press releases, newsletters and memos on government policy, political opponents, election campaign
ID: 2007-022/084(07)
Date: June-July 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/084(08) - Christmas cards and correspondence

Title: Christmas cards and correspondence
ID: 2007-022/084(08)
Date: [between 1989 and 2005?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2
File: 2007-022/084(09) - Christmas cards and correspondence

Title: Christmas cards and correspondence
ID: 2007-022/084(09)
Date: [between 1989 and 2005?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/084(10) - Pamphlets, travel brochures and assorted ephemera

Title: Pamphlets, travel brochures and assorted ephemera
ID: 2007-022/084(10)
Date: [between 1992 and 2005?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/085(01) - Notes, itinerary and postcards from trip to Singapore, Bali, China and Malaysia
Title: Notes, itinerary and postcards from trip to Singapore, Bali, China and Malaysia  
**ID:** 2007-022/085(01)  
**Date:** [after 1993?] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/085(02) - Office messages for Jean Augustine**

**Title:** Office messages for Jean Augustine  
**ID:** 2007-022/085(02)  
**Date:** 1993-1994 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/085(03) - Questionnaire, car insurance documents, business cards and ephemera**

**Title:** Questionnaire, car insurance documents, business cards and ephemera  
**ID:** 2007-022/085(03)  
**Date:** [ca. 1994] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/085(04) - Correspondence re. Metro Toronto Housing Authority mismanagement

Title: Correspondence re. Metro Toronto Housing Authority mismanagement
ID: 2007-022/085(04)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/085(05) - Promotional information package re. Augustine's activities in Parliament

Title: Promotional information package re. Augustine's activities in Parliament
ID: 2007-022/085(05)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/085(06) - Correspondence, property tax documents

Title: Correspondence, property tax documents
ID: 2007-022/085(06)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
File: 2007-022/085(07) - Awards for Canadian citizens

Title: Awards for Canadian citizens
ID: 2007-022/085(07)
Date: Apr. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/085(08) - Address book and day planner

Title: Address book and day planner
ID: 2007-022/085(08)
Date: [ca. 1989] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/085(09) - Correspondence, dinner menus and assorted ephemera

Title: Correspondence, dinner menus and assorted ephemera
ID: 2007-022/085(09)
Date: 1995-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/086(01) - Business cards

Title: Business cards
ID: 2007-022/086(01)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/086(02) - Photocopied contents of scrapbook

Title: Photocopied contents of scrapbook
ID: 2007-022/086(02)
Date: 1962-1986, predominant 1983-1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
Original scrapbook de-accessioned.

Publication status: Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/086(03) - Loose correspondence, reports, invitations and photographs removed from scrapbook
Title: Loose correspondence, reports, invitations and photographs removed from scrapbook  
ID: 2007-022/086(03)  
Date: 1962-1986, predominant 1983-1986 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/086(04) - Miscellaneous news clippings

Title: Miscellaneous news clippings  
ID: 2007-022/086(04)  
Date: 1980-2002 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/086(05) - Scrapbook of activities and organization of The Seventh Congress of Black Women Conference

Title: Scrapbook of activities and organization of The Seventh Congress of Black Women Conference  
ID: 2007-022/086(05)  
Date: 1984 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/086(06) - Photocopied contents of scrapbook

Title: Photocopied contents of scrapbook
ID: 2007-022/086(06)
Date: 1995-1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
    Original scrapbook de-accessioned.

Publication status:
    Published

Access points:
    • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/086(07) - Guest book for Black History Month events

Title: Guest book for Black History Month events
ID: 2007-022/086(07)
Date: 1996-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
    Published

Access points:
    • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(19) - Candidates Diskette - Revised List of Electors

Title: Candidates Diskette - Revised List of Electors
ID: 2007-022/158(19)
Date: 20 May 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 computer disk
Note [generalNote]:
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(20) - Candidates Diskette - Revised List of Electors

Title: Candidates Diskette - Revised List of Electors
ID: 2007-022/158(20)
Date: 20 May 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 computer disk
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(21) - 1200.ZIP Poll 1-120 Identified Liberals

Title: 1200.ZIP Poll 1-120 Identified Liberals
ID: 2007-022/158(21)
Date: 1 June 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 computer disk
Note [generalNote]:

1 of 3

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(22) - 1980.ZIP Poll 121-198 Identified Liberals

Title: 1980.ZIP Poll 121-198 Identified Liberals
ID: 2007-022/158(22)
Date: 1 June 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 computer disk
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(23) - 5000.ZIP Poll 500 Identified Liberals

Title: 5000.ZIP Poll 500 Identified Liberals
ID: 2007-022/158(23)
Date: 1 June 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 computer disk
Note [generalNote]:
3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(24) - Elections Canada National Register of Electors October 1999 Extract
Scope and content:
Contains MSWord and PowerPoint documents.

Physical description: 1 compact disk (654 MB)

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Jean Augustine Campaign 2000 Database backup.
ID: 2007-022/158(27)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 ZIP disk

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Jean Augustine Campaign 2000 Database backup.
ID: 2007-022/158(28)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 ZIP disk

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/158(29) - ManagElect Database From Liberal Research.**

**Title:** ManagElect Database From Liberal Research.

**ID:** 2007-022/158(29)

**Date:** 15 Sept. 2000 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Contains MSAccess database.

**Physical description:** 1 compact disk (39.6 MB)

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/158(30) - Etobicoke-Lakeshore 35022.**

**Title:** Etobicoke-Lakeshore 35022.

**ID:** 2007-022/158(30)

**Date:** 18 Oct. 2000 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Contains MSAccess database.

**Physical description:** 1 compact disk (43.9 MB)

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
**File: 2007-022/158(31) - Etobicoke Database**

**Title:** Etobicoke Database  
**ID:** 2007-022/158(31)  
**Physical description:** 1 computer disk

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/158(32) - Reports.EXE.**

**Title:** Reports.EXE.  
**ID:** 2007-022/158(32)  
**Physical description:** 1 computer disk

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/158(33) - Poll Labels : MS Word 6.0 Milestones.**

**Title:** Poll Labels : MS Word 6.0 Milestones.  
**ID:** 2007-022/158(33)  
**Physical description:** 1 computer disk

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/158(34) - Priority Polls.**
Title: Priority Polls.
ID: 2007-022/158(34)
Physical description: 1 compact disk

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Psyte ElectSYS Psyte Codes Etobicoke-Lakeshore.
ID: 2007-022/158(35)
Physical description: 1 computer disk

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/001(01) - Grant Communications : The Palm Channel
Title: Grant Communications : The Palm Channel
ID: 2017-022/001(01)
Date: [2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/001(02) - Metropolis World Bulletin: Social Cohesion

Title: Metropolis World Bulletin: Social Cohesion
ID: 2017-022/001(02)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/001(03) - Immigrants in Canada: Aspects of Integration/ G. Varhelyi

Title: Immigrants in Canada: Aspects of Integration/ G. Varhelyi
ID: 2017-022/001(03)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/001(04) - Women's Day no cause for celebration in South Africa

Title: Women's Day no cause for celebration in South Africa
ID: 2017-022/001(04)
Date: 7 Mar. 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
- English

Publication status:
- Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/001(05) - Selected Research Summaries 2006-2008: Multiculturalism and Human Rights Branch

Title: Selected Research Summaries 2006-2008: Multiculturalism and Human Rights Branch
ID: 2017-022/001(05)
Date: Mar. 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
- English

Publication status:
- Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/001(06) - Renewing Immigration: Towards a Convergence and Consolidation of Canada’s Immigration Policies and Systems

Title: Renewing Immigration: Towards a Convergence and Consolidation of Canada’s Immigration Policies and Systems
ID: 2017-022/001(06)
Date: July 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
- English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/001(07) - Metropolis: Conference : Speech Material

Title: Metropolis: Conference : Speech Material
ID: 2017-022/001(07)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/001(08) - Metropolis: Conference Program : Expanding the Debate

Title: Metropolis: Conference Program : Expanding the Debate
ID: 2017-022/001(08)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/001(09) - Metropolis 2008 : Participant’s List
Title: Metropolis 2008 : Participant’s List
ID: 2017-022/001(09)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/001(10) - Inter-parliamentary Union : Strengthening Democracy

Title: Inter-parliamentary Union : Strengthening Democracy
ID: 2017-022/001(10)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/001(11) - Inter-parliamentary Union

Title: Inter-parliamentary Union
ID: 2017-022/001(11)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/001(12) - Rethinking Canada’s International Priorities

Title: Rethinking Canada’s International Priorities
ID: 2017-022/001(12)
Date: 2 Nov. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/001(13) - Lead issue no.6

Title: Lead issue no.6
ID: 2017-022/001(13)
Date: [2009?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/001(14) - Black EOE Journal : Interview Tips and Reasons to Vote

Title: Black EOE Journal : Interview Tips and Reasons to Vote
ID: 2017-022/001(14)
Date: [201-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/001(15) - Draft Constitution of the Commonwealth of Grenada

Title: Draft Constitution of the Commonwealth of Grenada
ID: 2017-022/001(15)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Checking our Constitution at 30 : The Influence of the Canadian and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms on Legislation, Identities and Freedom
ID: 2017-022/001(16)
Date: Apr. 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/001(17) - Swearing-in Ceremony for Members of the Executive Council of the province of Ontario
Title: Swearing-in Ceremony for Members of the Executive Council of the province of Ontario
ID: 2017-022/001(17)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/001(18) - Canadian foundation for the Prevention of Family Violence : Financial Statements
Title: Canadian foundation for the Prevention of Family Violence : Financial Statements
ID: 2017-022/001(18)
Date: 31 Dec. 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication status:</th>
<th>Published</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access points:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Textual record (documentary form)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**File: 2017-022/001(19) - Government as employer of skilled Immigrants : Report**

**Title:** Government as employer of skilled Immigrants : Report  
**ID:** 2017-022/001(19)  
**Date:** Oct. 2014 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English

**Publication status:** 
Published

**Access points:** 
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication status:</th>
<th>Published</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access points:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Textual record (documentary form)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**File: 2017-022/001(20) - Fairness Commissioner farewell reception**

**Title:** Fairness Commissioner farewell reception  
**ID:** 2017-022/001(20)  
**Date:** 2015 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English

**Publication status:** 
Published

**Access points:** 
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/001(21) - 64th Anniversary Liberation Day celebration

Title: 64th Anniversary Liberation Day celebration
ID: 2017-022/001(21)
Date: 2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: ASALH : 101st Annual Meeting : Black History theme : Hallowed grounds : Sites of African American Memories
ID: 2017-022/001(22)
Date: 5-9 Oct. 2016 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: ASALH : 101st Annual Meeting : Black History theme : Hallowed grounds : Sites of African American Memories
**File: 2017-022/001(24) - Roll Call / George Elliott Clarke**

**Title:** Roll Call / George Elliott Clarke  
**ID:** 2017-022/001(24)  
**Date:** 2017 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English  
**Publication status:**  
Published  
**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/001(25) - Queen's Golden Jubilee Medal**

**Title:** Queen's Golden Jubilee Medal  
**ID:** 2017-022/001(25)  
**Date:** 2002 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English  
**Publication status:**  
Published  
**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: Building the Future : A Time for Reconciliation : Abridged Report

ID: 2017-022/002(01)

Date: [2008?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/002(02) - Michael Ignatieff

Title: Michael Ignatieff

ID: 2017-022/002(02)

Date: [2005?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
### File: 2017-022/002(03) - Draft bill on the Sovereignty of Quebec : A message from the Prime Minister

**Title:** Draft bill on the Sovereignty of Quebec : A message from the Prime Minister  
**ID:** 2017-022/002(03)  
**Date:** 1994 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English  

**Publication status:** Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

### File: 2017-022/002(04) - Toronto Life Fashion : The Feminine contract

**Title:** Toronto Life Fashion : The Feminine contract  
**ID:** 2017-022/002(04)  
**Date:** [1996?] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English  

**Publication status:** Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

### File: 2017-022/002(05) - Election list manager : Questionnaire de list electorale

**Title:** Election list manager : Questionnaire de list electorale  
**ID:** 2017-022/002(05)
**Date**: 1997 (date of creation)

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records
11 computer diskettes: 9 x 9 cm

**Language of the material**: English

**Restrictions on access**: Restricted to protect third party privacy.

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/002(06) - Asian meltdown, human crisis: Global lessons for sustainable recovery**

**Title**: Asian meltdown, human crisis: Global lessons for sustainable recovery

**ID**: 2017-022/002(06)

**Date**: Sept. 1998 (date of creation)

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material**: English

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/002(07) - Employment of visible minorities in the public service**

**Title**: Employment of visible minorities in the public service

**ID**: 2017-022/002(07)

**Date**: [200-?] (date of creation)

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2017-022/002(08) - Equal Voice : Where are the women in Canadian politics : Bookmark

Title: Equal Voice : Where are the women in Canadian politics : Bookmark
ID: 2017-022/002(08)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/002(09) - Universal Peace Federation hand book

Title: Universal Peace Federation hand book
ID: 2017-022/002(09)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/002(10) - Past sign locations (sorted by street name and poll)**

**Title:** Past sign locations (sorted by street name and poll)

**ID:** 2017-022/002(10)

**Date:** 2000 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
- English

**Restrictions on access:**
- Restricted to protect third party privacy.

**Publication status:**
- Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/002(11) - Liberal women's caucus directory : 37th Parliament**

**Title:** Liberal women's caucus directory : 37th Parliament

**ID:** 2017-022/002(11)

**Date:** Mar. 2002 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
- English

**Publication status:**
- Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/002(12) - Women in politics

Title: Women in politics
ID: 2017-022/002(12)
Date: 23 Mar. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/002(13) - National Liberal Caucus Research Bureau : Corporate social responsibility

Title: National Liberal Caucus Research Bureau : Corporate social responsibility
ID: 2017-022/002(13)
Date: 25 Mar. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/002(14) - “Does you vote really count?” Rate of all MP’s or MPPs

Title: “Does you vote really count?” Rate of all MP’s or MPPs
ID: 2017-022/002(14)
Date: 7 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
### File: 2017-022/002(15) - Ironworkers local 721 tribute dinner

**Title:** Ironworkers local 721 tribute dinner  
**ID:** 2017-022/002(15)  
**Date:** 1 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:** Published  
**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

#### File: 2017-022/002(16) - End the shootings : Break the silence

**Title:** End the shootings : Break the silence  
**ID:** 2017-022/002(16)  
**Date:** 13 Feb. 2004 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English

**Publication status:** Published  
**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/002(17) - The Two-Tier Settlement System: A review of current newcomer settlement services in Canada

Title: The Two-Tier Settlement System: A review of current newcomer settlement services in Canada
ID: 2017-022/002(17)
Date: Nov. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/002(18) - Organisation des femmes centrafricaines (OFCA)

Title: Organisation des femmes centrafricaines (OFCA)
ID: 2017-022/002(18)
Date: ca.2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: French

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/002(19) - Canadian-Jamaican foreign domestic worker program

Title: Canadian-Jamaican foreign domestic worker program
ID: 2017-022/002(19)
Date: 2004-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/002(20) - African/Carib research visible minorities

Title: African/Carib research visible minorities
ID: 2017-022/002(20)
Date: 2004,[200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/002(21) - Borys Wrzensnewsky : Fact-finding mission to Somalia

Title: Borys Wrzensnewsky : Fact-finding mission to Somalia
ID: 2017-022/002(21)
Date: 5-8 Aug. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
File: 2017-022/002(22) - Coalition of African Canadian community organizations speaks out on gun violence and calls for a summit with all three levels of government

Title: Coalition of African Canadian community organizations speaks out on gun violence and calls for a summit with all three levels of government

ID: 2017-022/002(22)

Date: 22 Aug. 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/002(23) - Summary of the Canada-Africa Parliamentary Association’s 20 October 2005 briefing session on the export of generic HIV/AIDS drugs to Africa

Title: Summary of the Canada-Africa Parliamentary Association’s 20 October 2005 briefing session on the export of generic HIV/AIDS drugs to Africa

ID: 2017-022/002(23)

Date: 26. Oct. 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/002(24) - Universal Peace Federation**

**Title:** Universal Peace Federation  
**ID:** 2017-022/002(24)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English  

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/002(25) - Global Summit of Women : Cairo, Egypt 2006 : International planning committee meeting**

**Title:** Global Summit of Women : Cairo, Egypt 2006 : International planning committee meeting  
**ID:** 2017-022/002(25)  
**Date:** 14 Nov. 2005 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English  

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/002(26) - LAMP community health centre**
Title: LAMP community health centre
ID: 2017-022/002(26)
Date: 22 Nov. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/002(27) - Parliamentarians for Global Africa : Strategic Plan for 2006-2010

Title: Parliamentarians for Global Africa : Strategic Plan for 2006-2010
ID: 2017-022/002(27)
Date: 9 Dec. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/002(28) - Canadian Issues : Newcomers, Minorities and Political Participation in Canada/ Metropolis

Title: Canadian Issues : Newcomers, Minorities and Political Participation in Canada/ Metropolis
ID: 2017-022/002(28)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/002(29) - Ch.11 : Providing legal services to persons with disabilities/ ARCH

Title: Ch.11 : Providing legal services to persons with disabilities/ ARCH

ID: 2017-022/002(29)

Date: [2005?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/002(30) - Women and migration : per-conference workshop : 11th International Metropolis Conference : Lisbon, Portugal

Title: Women and migration : per-conference workshop : 11th International Metropolis Conference : Lisbon, Portugal

ID: 2017-022/002(30)

Date: 2 Oct. 2006 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
File: 2017-022/002(31) - Tribunals for diverse users : DCA research series

Title: Tribunals for diverse users : DCA research series
ID: 2017-022/002(31)
Date: Jan. 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/002(32) - Immigration overview : Errata

Title: Immigration overview : Errata
ID: 2017-022/002(32)
Date: [2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points:
File: 2017-022/002(33) - The Pink Book : A policy framework for Canada’s future

Title: The Pink Book : A policy framework for Canada’s future
ID: 2017-022/002(33)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/003(01) - Richard

Title: Richard
ID: 2017-022/003(01)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   File pertains to a constituent's work incident medical notes.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Restrictions on access:
   Restricted to protect third party privacy.
Publication status:
   Published
Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/003(02) - Employee applications and references

Title: Employee applications and references
ID: 2017-022/003(02)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/003(03) - Past sign locations (sorted by street name and poll)

Title: Past sign locations (sorted by street name and poll)
ID: 2017-022/003(03)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains addresses of individuals involved with election strategies.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2017-022/003(04) - Riding association membership list

Title: Riding association membership list

ID: 2017-022/003(04)

Date: 10 Oct. 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Restrictions on access:

Restricted to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/003(05) - Identified liberal voters (1997 campaign)

Title: Identified liberal voters (1997 campaign)

ID: 2017-022/003(05)

Date: 10 Oct. 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Restrictions on access:

Restricted to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/003(06) - Identified liberal voters (1997 campaign)

Title: Identified liberal voters (1997 campaign)
ID: 2017-022/003(06)
Date: 10 Oct. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/003(07) - Jean Augustine : Campaign 2000 : Database back-up

Title: Jean Augustine : Campaign 2000 : Database back-up
ID: 2017-022/003(07)
Date: 1998-2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 compact disc
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/003(08) - Campaign lists : Volunteers, sign, association executive

Title: Campaign lists : Volunteers, sign, association executive
**File: 2017-022/003(09) - Elections Canada : National Register of Electors**

**Title:** Elections Canada : National Register of Electors  
**ID:** 2017-022/003(09)  
**Date:** 15 Oct. 1997, 2001 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
4 computer diskettes : 9 x 9 cm  
**Language of the material:**  
English  

**Restrictions on access:**  
Restricted to protect third party privacy.  

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)
ID: 2017-022/003(10)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/003(11) - Correspondence: Envelopes

Title: Correspondence: Envelopes
ID: 2017-022/003(11)
Date: 1985, 1986, 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/003(12) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: 2017-022/003(12)
Date: 1982, 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/003(13) - Assorted correspondence for Jean’s attention**

**Title:** Assorted correspondence for Jean’s attention  
**ID:** 2017-022/003(13)  
**Date:** 1982, 1983 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File includes business luncheon program from Caribfest 1982, an invitation to the Toronto Historical Board reception in honour of Caribana (1983), a letter regarding Augustine's appointment as Principal at St. Felix Catholic School in 1983.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

---

**File: 2017-022/003(14) - Letters**

**Title:** Letters  
**ID:** 2017-022/003(14)  
**Date:** 1977-2017, predominately 1980-1986 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File includes a letter regarding Augustine's appointment as Acting Principal at St. Felix Catholic School in 1982 and permanent appointment in 1984 and a letter of recommendation for Augustine to attend graduate school.

**Physical description:** 1 photograph

**Language of the material:**

English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/003(15) - Elections data

Title: Elections data
ID: 2017-022/003(15)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 5 computer diskettes
2 compact discs
Language of the material:
English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/004(01) - Correspondence : Greeting cards and invitations

Title: Correspondence : Greeting cards and invitations
ID: 2017-022/004(01)
Date: 1986, 1991-2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
File: 2017-022/004(02) - Letters on appointment- MTHA

Title: Letters on appointment- MTHA
ID: 2017-022/004(02)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   File includes a letter from Naomi Black.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/004(03) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: 2017-022/004(03)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   File primarily contains holiday greeting cards.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/004(04) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: 2017-022/004(04)
Date: 1993-2016 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/004(05) - Mother’s day card from Valerie

Title: Mother’s day card from Valerie
ID: 2017-022/004(05)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/004(06) - Etobicoke riding

Title: Etobicoke riding
ID: 2017-022/004(06)
Date: 2000-2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes constituent newsletter, promotional material, and community event information.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/004(07) - Detail of the vote : Etobicoke- Lakeshore

Title: Detail of the vote : Etobicoke- Lakeshore
ID: 2017-022/004(07)
Date: 27 Nov. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/004(08) - 37th general election 2000 : Official voting results

Title: 37th general election 2000 : Official voting results
ID: 2017-022/004(08)
Date: 1 May 2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/004(09) - Jean’s private member’s bill

Title: Jean’s private member’s bill
ID: 2017-022/004(09)
Date: 12 June 2001 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File pertains to Bill C-385: An act to facilitate micro cred for self-sufficiency.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/004(10) - Correspondence government

Title: Correspondence government
ID: 2017-022/004(10)
Date: 2002-2006 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
File: 2017-022/004(11) - Golden Jubilee Gala

Title: Golden Jubilee Gala
ID: 2017-022/004(11)
Date: 10 Oct. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/004(12) - Toronto electoral changes

Title: Toronto electoral changes
ID: 2017-022/004(12)
Date: 10 Oct. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2017-022/004(13) - Birthday wishes
Title: Birthday wishes
ID: 2017-022/004(13)
Date: Sept. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/004(14) - Directory of members of the House of Commons : 38th Parliament : Unofficial draft
Title: Directory of members of the House of Commons : 38th Parliament : Unofficial draft
ID: 2017-022/004(14)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/004(15) - Election material
Title: Election material
ID: 2017-022/004(15)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains promotional material.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 compact disc

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/004(16) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence

ID: 2017-022/004(16)

Date: 2005 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File primarily pertains to changes of addresses following election day.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/004(17) - House of Commons Debates : PM speech on Civil Marriage Act

Title: House of Commons Debates : PM speech on Civil Marriage Act
ID: 2017-022/004(17)
Date: 16 Feb. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/004(18) - Riding ‘wish list’

Title: Riding ‘wish list’
ID: 2017-022/004(18)
Date: 22 Aug. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/004(19) - House of Commons Communique : Not seeking re-election

Title: House of Commons Communique : Not seeking re-election
ID: 2017-022/004(19)
Date: 28 Nov. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
File: 2017-022/004(20) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: 2017-022/004(20)
Date: Dec. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/004(21) - Correspondence : University involvement

Title: Correspondence : University involvement
ID: 2017-022/004(21)
Date: 2006-2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
**File: 2017-022/004(22) - Correspondence : Lakeshore Collegiate Institute**

**Title:** Correspondence : Lakeshore Collegiate Institute  
**ID:** 2017-022/004(22)  
**Date:** 10 Jan. 2006 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English  

**Publication status:** Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)  

---

**File: 2017-022/004(23) - Correspondence**

**Title:** Correspondence  
**ID:** 2017-022/004(23)  
**Date:** 2009-2010 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File primarily pertains to Augustine's appointment to the Order of Canada.  

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English  

**Publication status:** Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)  

---

**File: 2017-022/004(24) - Correspondence : Office of the fairness commissioner**

**Title:** Correspondence : Office of the fairness commissioner  
**ID:** 2017-022/004(24)
Date: 2012-2014 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/004(25) - Correspondence : Office of the fairness commissioner

Title: Correspondence : Office of the fairness commissioner

ID: 2017-022/004(25)

Date: 2012-2014 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/004(26) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence

ID: 2017-022/004(26)

Date: 2014-2015 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/004(27) - 00B : Correspondence

Title: 00B : Correspondence
ID: 2017-022/004(27)
Date: 3 Dec. 2016 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/004(28) - Correspondence : Greeting cards

Title: Correspondence : Greeting cards
ID: 2017-022/004(28)
Date: 2009, [201-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/004(29) - Agency for reconstruction [ : Grenada after disastrous hurricane]

Title: Agency for reconstruction [ : Grenada after disastrous hurricane]
ID: 2017-022/004(29)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/004(30) - Etobicoke-Lakeshore : Poll by poll analysis : 1997 federal election and 199 provincial election

Title: Etobicoke-Lakeshore : Poll by poll analysis : 1997 federal election and 199 provincial election
ID: 2017-022/004(30)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/005(01) - Jamaican-Canadian association community contributions

Title: Jamaican-Canadian association community contributions
ID: 2017-022/005(01)
Date: 1977,2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains association president's report for the annual general meeting on 19 February 1977.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/005(02) - Installation of the Hon. Lincoln Alexander: Invitation and program**

**Title:** Installation of the Hon. Lincoln Alexander: Invitation and program

**ID:** 2017-022/005(02)

**Date:** 1985 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/005(03) - Grenada**

**Title:** Grenada

**ID:** 2017-022/005(03)

**Date:** 1986 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File contains invitation from Herbert Blaize, the Prime Minister of Grenada, to attend the 12th anniversary of independence.
File: 2017-022/005(04) - The Grenada Association (Toronto) : Celebration of Grenada 12th Anniversary of Independence : Programme

Title: The Grenada Association (Toronto) : Celebration of Grenada 12th Anniversary of Independence : Programme
ID: 2017-022/005(04)
Date: 7 Feb. 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published
Access points: • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(05) - U of T

Title: U of T
ID: 2017-022/005(05)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains letter about convocation photographs.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
No photographs received in file.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/005(06) - University of Toronto : Spring Convocation : Program**

**Title:** University of Toronto : Spring Convocation : Program

**ID:** 2017-022/005(06)

**Date:** 16 June 1994 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/005(07) - Pact Program**

**Title:** Pact Program

**ID:** 2017-022/005(07)

**Date:** [200-?] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File contains PACT (Participation Acknowledgement Commitment Transformation) Urban peace program overview brochure.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/005(08) - Rotary Foundation : African museum and Rotary club**

**Title:** Rotary Foundation : African museum and Rotary club  
**ID:** 2017-022/005(08)  
**Date:** 2001-2003 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/005(09) - Speeches : Status of Women Canada workshop**

**Title:** Speeches : Status of Women Canada workshop  
**ID:** 2017-022/005(09)  
**Date:** 12 Sept. 2002 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:** English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
File: 2017-022/005(10) - Recapturing the African spirit

Title: Recapturing the African spirit
ID: 2017-022/005(10)
Date: 3-9 Dec. 2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains newspaper clipping from Pride.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(11) - Speeches : Status of Women

Title: Speeches : Status of Women
ID: 2017-022/005(11)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(13) - York University: Black heritage knowledge bowl

Title: York University: Black heritage knowledge bowl
ID: 2017-022/005(13)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(14) - 'Black focused' school plan avoids real problems

Title: 'Black focused' school plan avoids real problems
ID: 2017-022/005(14)
Date: 2 Mar. 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains newspaper clipping.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2017-022/005(15) - World Harmony Run

Title: World Harmony Run
ID: 2017-022/005(15)
Date: 2 June 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(16) - Jean : Althea Thauberger : Public exhibition

Title: Jean : Althea Thauberger : Public exhibition
ID: 2017-022/005(16)
Date: 16 June 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2017-022/005(17) - Commonwealth parliamentary association : Post of secretary-general

Title: Commonwealth parliamentary association : Post of secretary-general
ID: 2017-022/005(17)
Date: 14 Oct. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(18) - Canada Extra : Jean Augustine bows out of the House

Title: Canada Extra : Jean Augustine bows out of the House
ID: 2017-022/005(18)
Date: 1-7 Dec. 2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains newspaper clipping.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/005(19) - Birthday celebration programs

Title: Birthday celebration programs
ID: 2017-022/005(19)
Date: 2007, 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(20) - Speeches : Sample speeches for convocation

Title: Speeches : Sample speeches for convocation
ID: 2017-022/005(20)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(21) - Speeches : Overcoming barriers on foreign credentials recognition in Canada

Title: Speeches : Overcoming barriers on foreign credentials recognition in Canada
ID: 2017-022/005(21)
Date: 4 June 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/005(22) - Speeches : Teacher’s press conference

Title: Speeches : Teacher’s press conference
ID: 2017-022/005(22)
Date: 13 Aug. 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/005(23) - Speeches : Library and Archives Canada remarks : Overcoming barriers

Title: Speeches : Library and Archives Canada remarks : Overcoming barriers
ID: 2017-022/005(23)
Date: 20 Feb. 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/005(24) - Speeches : Fred Sherman**

**Title:** Speeches : Fred Sherman  
**ID:** 2017-022/005(24)  
**Date:** Oct. 2008 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/005(25) - Speeches : Ethical regulation : Doing the right thing for the right reason**

**Title:** Speeches : Ethical regulation : Doing the right thing for the right reason  
**ID:** 2017-022/005(25)  
**Date:** 3 Nov. 2008 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Language of the material:**  
English

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/005(26) - Speeches : The role of the settlement sector in Canada conference

Title: Speeches : The role of the settlement sector in Canada conference
ID: 2017-022/005(26)
Date: 4 Nov. 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(27) - Speeches : McGill Convocation address

Title: Speeches : McGill Convocation address
ID: 2017-022/005(27)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(28) - Jean Augustine Girls’ Leadership Academy

Title: Jean Augustine Girls’ Leadership Academy
ID: 2017-022/005(28)
Date: [201-?] (date of creation)
File: 2017-022/005(29) - The inaugural Jean Augustine Legacy award dinner

Title: The inaugural Jean Augustine Legacy award dinner
ID: 2017-022/005(29)
Date: [201-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(30) - Remarks by Doug Holyday on award recognizing the career of Jean Augustine

Title: Remarks by Doug Holyday on award recognizing the career of Jean Augustine
ID: 2017-022/005(30)
Date: [201-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: 2017-022/005(31) - Order of Canada: Newspaper clippings

Title: Order of Canada: Newspaper clippings
ID: 2017-022/005(31)
Date: 7 Jan. 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: 2017-022/005(32) - Jamaican-Canadian Association: Certificate of appreciation

Title: Jamaican-Canadian Association: Certificate of appreciation
ID: 2017-022/005(32)
Date: 2 May 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/005(33) - Passion and wonder: Fund raising gala and dinner in support of the Jean Augustine chair

Title: Passion and wonder: Fund raising gala and dinner in support of the Jean Augustine chair
ID: 2017-022/005(33)
Date: 14 May 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(34) - Sir Royston Oliver Hopkin, KCMG

Title: Sir Royston Oliver Hopkin, KCMG
ID: 2017-022/005(34)
Date: 4 June 2010 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(35) - Women Achiever’s Award Night

Title: Women Achiever’s Award Night
ID: 2017-022/005(35)
Date: 13 June 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(36) - Jean Augustine Park
Title: Jean Augustine Park
ID: 2017-022/005(36)
Date: 26 Aug. 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(37) - Order of Canada
Title: Order of Canada
ID: 2017-022/005(37)
Date: Sept. 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(38) - York University: Honorary degree
Title: York University: Honorary degree
ID: 2017-022/005(38)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(39) - George Brown College foundation
Title: George Brown College foundation
ID: 2017-022/005(39)
Date: 15 Feb. 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/005(40) - York Convocation : Honorary degree

Title: York Convocation : Honorary degree
ID: 2017-022/005(40)
Date: Spring 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 compact disc
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(41) - Association for the study of African American Life and History : Life membership

Title: Association for the study of African American Life and History : Life membership
ID: 2017-022/005(41)
Date: April 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(42) - Speeches : Al Hamilton Scholarship award

Title: Speeches : Al Hamilton Scholarship award
ID: 2017-022/005(42)
Date: 17 Nov. 2011 (date of creation)
File: 2017-022/005(43) - Speeches : Fair licensing in the professions

Title: Speeches : Fair licensing in the professions
ID: 2017-022/005(43)
Date: 12 Apr. 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/005(44) - Queen Elizabeth II : Diamond Jubilee Medal

Title: Queen Elizabeth II : Diamond Jubilee Medal
ID: 2017-022/005(44)
Date: June 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(01) - 10th anniversary of the Mathieu Da Costa Challenge

Title: 10th anniversary of the Mathieu Da Costa Challenge
ID: 2017-022/006(01)
Date: 25 Nov. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(02) - Ontario Bicentenary of the Abolition of the British Slave Trade Act/ Planet Africa Group

Title: Ontario Bicentenary of the Abolition of the British Slave Trade Act/ Planet Africa Group
ID: 2017-022/006(02)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
2 compact discs
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/006(03) - D'Oyley memorial list

Title: D'Oyley memorial list
ID: 2017-022/006(03)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Restrictions on access:
Restricted to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(04) - She’s the Mayor Productions

Title: She’s the Mayor Productions
ID: 2017-022/006(04)
Date: [2010?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(05) - Black history month poster : Kennedy Employment and Social Services

Title: Black history month poster : Kennedy Employment and Social Services
ID: 2017-022/006(05)
Date: 7 Feb. 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(06) - Slavery in America : The Montgomery Slave Trade/ Equal Justice Initiative
Title: Slavery in America : The Montgomery Slave Trade/ Equal Justice Initiative
ID: 2017-022/006(06)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(07) - Inaugural 100 accomplished Black Canadian women
Title: Inaugural 100 accomplished Black Canadian women
ID: 2017-022/006(07)
Date: 2014-2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Restrictions on access:
Restricted to protect third party privacy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/006(08) - Grenada : 40th anniversary of independence program

Title: Grenada : 40th anniversary of independence program
ID: 2017-022/006(08)
Date: 7 Feb. 2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/006(09) - 29th anniversary BBPA [Black Business and Professional Association] National Scholarships

Title: 29th anniversary BBPA [Black Business and Professional Association] National Scholarships
ID: 2017-022/006(09)
Date: 2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published
File: 2017-022/006(10) - Black history month events

Title: Black history month events
ID: 2017-022/006(10)
Date: 2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(11) - Centennial College : Celebrating student success

Title: Centennial College : Celebrating student success
ID: 2017-022/006(11)
Date: 2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph : b&w ; 12 x 18 cm
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

Title: National Museum of African American history and culture : Lift every voice : Planning guide
ID: 2017-022/006(12)
Date: 2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points: 
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(13) - Pride : 30th annual African Canadian achievement awards

Title: Pride : 30th annual African Canadian achievement awards
ID: 2017-022/006(13)
Date: 2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points: 
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(14) - University of the West Indies : Toronto benefit gala

Title: University of the West Indies : Toronto benefit gala
ID: 2017-022/006(14)
Date: 2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
File: 2017-022/006(15) - U. S. Lifts Cuba trade restrictions

Title: U. S. Lifts Cuba trade restrictions
ID: 2017-022/006(15)
Date: 19 Sept. 2015 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains newspaper clipping.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(16) - Black female lawyers in Ontario

Title: Black female lawyers in Ontario
ID: 2017-022/006(16)
Date: 2016 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/006(17) - Black history in Canada : Education guide**

Title: Black history in Canada : Education guide
ID: 2017-022/006(17)
Date: 2016 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/006(18) - Black history month : Oro African Church in Oro-Medanle**

Title: Black history month : Oro African Church in Oro-Medanle
ID: 2017-022/006(18)
Date: 2016 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 photograph : b&w ; 20 x25 cm
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/006(19) - Things falling apart theatre company : Just for a moment**
Title: Things falling apart theatre company : Just for a moment
ID: 2017-022/006(19)
Date: 2016 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(20) - Women make movies : Catalogue

Title: Women make movies : Catalogue
ID: 2017-022/006(20)
Date: 2016 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(21) - International Women’s Day : Women’s Festival Toronto

Title: International Women’s Day : Women’s Festival Toronto
ID: 2017-022/006(21)
Date: 4-5 Mar. 2016 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/006(22) - Ontario Black History Society lifetime patron membership

Title: Ontario Black History Society lifetime patron membership
ID: 2017-022/006(22)
Date: 5 Aug. 2016 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/006(23) - Celebrating the birthday of the Dr. The Rt. Honourable Keith Claudius Mitchell

Title: Celebrating the birthday of the Dr. The Rt. Honourable Keith Claudius Mitchell
ID: 2017-022/006(23)
Date: 12 Nov. 2016 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: York U archives : Fonds pamphlet
ID: 2017-022/006(24)
Date: 2017 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(25) - Pierre Berton Award : Dr. Karolyn Smardz Frost

Title: Pierre Berton Award : Dr. Karolyn Smardz Frost
ID: 2017-022/006(25)
Date: 28 Apr. 2017 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(26) - Ballot South African election

Title: Ballot South African election
ID: 2017-022/006(26)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2017-022/006(27) - Black pages directory**

Title: Black pages directory
ID: 2017-022/006(27)
Date: 2006-2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2017-022/006(28) - 30th Annual African Canadian Achievement Awards [program]**

Title: 30th Annual African Canadian Achievement Awards [program]
ID: 2017-022/006(28)
Date: 2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
File: 2017-022/007(08) - Jean Augustine at Parliament [ : oath ceremony?] 
Title: Jean Augustine at Parliament [ : oath ceremony?] 
ID: 2017-022/007(08) 
Date: [1993?] (date of creation) 
Physical description: 2 photographs ; col. ; 12 x 18 cm 
Language of the material: 
English 
Publication status: 
Published 
Access points: 
• Graphic material (documentary form) 

File: 2017-022/007(09) - Certificate : completion of Internet training and commitment to finding new solution on the Information Highway 
Title: Certificate : completion of Internet training and commitment to finding new solution on the Information Highway 
ID: 2017-022/007(09) 
Date: [200-?] (date of creation) 
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records 
Language of the material: 
English 
Publication status: 
Published 
Access points: 
• Textual record (documentary form) 

Item: 2017-022/007(32) - 100 Accomplished Black Canadian Women
Title: 100 Accomplished Black Canadian Women

**ID:** 2017-022/007(32)

**Date:** 2017 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File pertains to book launch at A Different Booklist.

**Physical description:** 1 poster ; 22 x 15 cm

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/007(33) - Mustard-Coloured Suit**

**Title:** Mustard-Coloured Suit

**ID:** 2017-022/007(33)

**Date:** [201-?] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File contains didactic for a photograph.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2017-022/007(34) - Macklin Public School**

**Title:** Macklin Public School

**ID:** 2017-022/007(34)

**Date:** 26 Feb. 2016 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains certificate recognizing her distinction as the first Black female member of parliament.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: 2017-022/009(01) - Greeting card : congratulations**

**Title:** Greeting card : congratulations

**ID:** 2017-022/009(01)

**Date:** [200-?] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**
English

**Note [generalNote]:**
File pertains to Augustine receiving an honorary doctorate.

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**Item: 2017-022/009(02) - Office of the Fairness Commissioner website**

**Title:** Office of the Fairness Commissioner website

**ID:** 2017-022/009(02)

**Date:** 2007 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File contains print outs of webpages.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
**File: 2017-022/009(03) - 7th Annual Community Picnic**

**Title:** 7th Annual Community Picnic  
**ID:** 2017-022/009(03)  
**Date:** 27 Aug. 2000 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File contains a graphic for the community picnic and a picture with Jean Chretien.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
1 photograph : col. ; 50 cm x 25 cm

**Language of the material:**  
English

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

**Item: 2017-022/009(04) - Estonian-Canadian Gold Medal of Merit**

**Title:** Estonian-Canadian Gold Medal of Merit  
**ID:** 2017-022/009(04)  
**Date:** 24 Feb. 2001 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Language of the material:**  
English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/009(07) - Appreciation on behalf of the Egyptian Community in Canada

Title: Appreciation on behalf of the Egyptian Community in Canada
ID: 2017-022/009(07)
Date: July 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains a letter of appreciation from Ambassador Sallama Shaker alongside artwork.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/009(08) - Universal Peace Federation: Ambassador for Peace acknowledgement

Title: Universal Peace Federation: Ambassador for Peace acknowledgement
ID: 2017-022/009(08)
Date: [ca. 2012] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/009(11) - Lincoln Alexander Award

Title: Lincoln Alexander Award
ID: 2017-022/009(11)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File features Jean Augustine, Lincoln Alexander, and award recipients.

Physical description: 1 photograph : col. ; 30 x 20 cm
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/009(12) - Embracing our community mosaic

Title: Embracing our community mosaic
ID: 2017-022/009(12)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File features a print of hands holding a drawing of a house.

Physical description: 1 print : poster
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/009(15) - Honorary citizen of Huntsville

Title: Honorary citizen of Huntsville
ID: 2017-022/009(15)
Date: [199-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/009(16) - Minister of State (Multiculturalism and status of women) : appointment

Title: Minister of State (Multiculturalism and status of women) : appointment
ID: 2017-022/009(16)
Date: 12 Dec. 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Great seal of Canada affixed to document.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: 2017-022/009(17) - Minister of State (Multiculturalism and status of women) : appointment

Title: Minister of State (Multiculturalism and status of women) : appointment
ID: 2017-022/009(17)
Date: 26 May 2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Great seal of Canada affixed to document.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/009(18) - Parliamentary Secretary : appointment

Title: Parliamentary Secretary : appointment
ID: 2017-022/009(18)
Date: 20 Apr. 1994 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Great seal of Canada affixed to document.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: 2017-022/009(19) - Toronto Legacy Award/Working Mother Media
Title: Toronto Legacy Award/Working Mother Media
ID: 2017-022/009(19)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 object : quilt
Language of the material:
  English
Publication status:
  Published
Access points:
  • Object (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/010 - Planet in Africa Magazine, Volume 6, Issue 2
Title: Planet in Africa Magazine, Volume 6, Issue 2
ID: 2017-022/010
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
  File contains magazine article about Jean Augustine in South Africa affixed to a wooden plaque.
Physical description: 1 object : plaque
Language of the material:
  English
Publication status:
  Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/011(02) - University of Toronto : Medical Society
Title: University of Toronto : Medical Society

ID: 2017-022/011(02)

Date: 2007, 2008 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains two awards from the society recognizing Augustine's support for student-directed outreach initiatives.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/011(03) - Jean Augustine Girls' Leadership Academy @ Highland Heights Junior Public School

Title: Jean Augustine Girls' Leadership Academy @ Highland Heights Junior Public School

ID: 2017-022/011(03)

Date: 11 Feb. 2014 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains poster for parent information night.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
Item: 2017-022/011(04) - Strangers in new homelands 2012 Conference

Title: Strangers in new homelands 2012 Conference
ID: 2017-022/011(04)
Date: 1-2 Nov. 2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains poster featuring Augustine as a keynote speaker.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/011(05) - We Stand on Guard for Thee: The African Canadian Experience in the War of 1812

Title: We Stand on Guard for Thee: The African Canadian Experience in the War of 1812
ID: 2017-022/011(05)
Date: 10-11 May 2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains poster featuring Augustine with the launch of “Breaking the Chains”.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
Series: S00376 - Political and personal photographs

Title: Political and personal photographs

ID: S00376

Date: 1957-2005, predominant 1990-2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Series consists of amateur and professional photographs taken and accumulated by Jean Augustine during her personal and professional life in Canada. This series documents Augustine's personal and family life in Grenada and Canada from the 1940s through to 2005, including her emigration to Canada, her social activities as a young woman in Toronto, her life as a young mother, social activist, teacher and student.

Photographs also document her early involvement in the 1970s and 1980s in community movements, cultural events, social justice and political organizations, as well as her professional career as an elementary school teacher and principal in the Metropolitan Separate School Board, her activities as part of Premier David Peterson's 'transition team' in 1985 and her work as chair of the Metro Toronto Housing Authority. Events documented include the election campaign of American politician Jesse Jackson, the earliest celebrations of the Caribana parade in Toronto, women's rights events and protests, and local Black History Month celebrations.

Photographs also document Augustine's activities as a federal politician, including her activities on Parliament Hill, her administration of federal committees and the Secretariats of Multiculturalism (later Multiculturalism and Status of Women), as well as her election campaigns (including door-to-door campaigning; fund raising; speeches; debates and promotion), and local activities (including celebrations at her constituency office; round table discussions and meetings with community organizations; annual Christmas parties; summer picnics; community celebrations; banquets; and Remembrance Day ceremonies).

Photographs also document Augustine's extensive travel overseas in the Caribbean, the United States, South America, Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Eastern Europe, Asia, Central Asia and the Far East, both in her official capacity as a politician and cabinet member, and as a tourist and traveler.

Physical description: 16,091 photographs : b&w and col. ; 33 x 48 cm or smaller
9,676 negatives : b&w and col. ; 46mm and 35 mm or smaller
224 prints : col. and b&w ; 21.5 x 28.5 cm or smaller
48 compact disks : ca. 9 GB (ca. 4466 jpegs) of graphic material

Arrangement:

Chronological arrangement has been imposed on these materials by the archivist to facilitate access and identification. Where possible, original order has been maintained, as in the case of photograph albums.

Publication status:

Published
File: 2007-022/087(01) - Carnival Play 'Mas in Grenada

Title: Carnival Play 'Mas in Grenada
ID: 2007-022/087(01)
Date: [before 1959?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Annotations on reverse.
Physical description: 13 photographs : b&w ; 13.9 x 8.5 cm and smaller
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/087(02) - Photographs of Jean Augustine with family, friends and community

Title: Photographs of Jean Augustine with family, friends and community
ID: 2007-022/087(02)
Date: [after 1959] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photo of Sr. Enda, nun who secured scholarship for Augustine in Grenada.
Physical description: 64 photographs : col. and b&w ; 14.7 x 10.0 cm and smaller
28 negatives : col. ; 46 and 15 mm
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/087(03) - Carnival pageant in Grenada

Title: Carnival pageant in Grenada
ID: 2007-022/087(03)
Date: 1962 (date of creation)
Physical description: 8 photographs ; b&w ; 14 x 9 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/087(04) - Toronto Teachers' College or Master's of Education graduation portrait proof

Title: Toronto Teachers' College or Master's of Education graduation portrait proof
ID: 2007-022/087(04)
Date: [ca. 1963] (date of creation)
Physical description: 10 photographs : col. ; 8.8 x 11.3 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/087(05) - Jean Augustine in the classroom and with students

Title: Jean Augustine in the classroom and with students
ID: 2007-022/087(05)
Date: [after 1963] (date of creation)
Physical description: 53 photographs : col. & b&w ; 15 x 10 cm and smaller
15 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/087(06) - First Caribana parade

Title: First Caribana parade
ID: 2007-022/087(06)
Date: 1967 (date of creation)
Physical description: 9 photographs : col. ; 9 x 9 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/087(07) - Caribana parade at Varsity Stadium and the University of Toronto

Title: Caribana parade at Varsity Stadium and the University of Toronto
ID: 2007-022/087(07)
Date: [after 1967?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 8 photographs : col. ; 8.8 x 11 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/087(08) - School and class portraits

Title: School and class portraits
ID: 2007-022/087(08)
Date: 1972 - 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 89 photographs : col. and b&w ; 20.5 x 25 cm and smaller + two yearbooks

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/087(09) - Jean Augustine in the classroom, at school assemblies, with students and family**

**Title:** Jean Augustine in the classroom, at school assemblies, with students and family  
**ID:** 2007-022/087(09)  
**Date:** [198-?] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 25 photographs : col. and b&w ; 10 x 10.5 cm and 8.9 x 12.5 cm  
20 negatives : col. ; 16 mm

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:  
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/087(10) - Jean Augustine with daughters, sisters, friends and community**

**Title:** Jean Augustine with daughters, sisters, friends and community  
**ID:** 2007-022/087(10)  
**Date:** 1980-1982 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 7 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:  
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/087(11) - Convocation ceremony at the University of Toronto**

**Title:** Convocation ceremony at the University of Toronto  
**ID:** 2007-022/087(11)
Date: June 1980 (date of creation)

Physical description: 3 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/087(12) - Photo album of trip to France

Title: Photo album of trip to France

ID: 2007-022/087(12)

Date: 1982 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau.

Physical description: 44 photographs : col. ; 13 x 10.2 cm
44 negatives : col. (on circular disk) ; 10 mm
0.1 cm of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)


Title: Loose slides of trips to France, England, Kenya, Cameroon, Nigeria, Senegal and Gambia

ID: 2007-022/087(13)

Date: 1982-1986 (date of creation)

Physical description: 90 photographs : col. Slides

Publication status:
Published
File: 2007-022/087(14) - Trip to Japan, Hong Kong, Macau, Canton (China)
Title: Trip to Japan, Hong Kong, Macau, Canton (China)
ID: 2007-022/087(14)
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Physical description: 40 photographs : col. ; 12.9 x 10.2 cm
64 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/087(15) - Visit of Pope John Paul II to Toronto, Jean Augustine with niece and family
Title: Visit of Pope John Paul II to Toronto, Jean Augustine with niece and family
ID: 2007-022/087(15)
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Physical description: 15 photographs : col. ; 10 x 13 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/087(16) - Trip to Kenya, Cameroon, Nigeria, Senegal and Gambia : UN Decade for Women Conference
Title: Trip to Kenya, Cameroon, Nigeria, Senegal and Gambia : UN Decade for Women Conference
ID: 2007-022/087(16)
Date: 15-26 July 1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 67 photographs : col. slides
File: 2007-022/087(17) - Trip to Kenya, Cameroon, Nigeria, Senegal and Gambia

Title: Trip to Kenya, Cameroon, Nigeria, Senegal and Gambia
ID: 2007-022/087(17)
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 29 photographs : col. slides
Note [generalNote]:
  Found in projector, filed in order.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/087(18) - Trip to Germany and the Berlin Wall

Title: Trip to Germany and the Berlin Wall
ID: 2007-022/087(18)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 4 photographs : col. ; 8.8 x 12.5 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/087(19) - Trip to Jordan, Israel and Egypt
Title: Trip to Jordan, Israel and Egypt
ID: 2007-022/087(19)
Date: Mar. 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 67 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
252 negatives : col. ; 35mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/087(20) - Trip to Jordan, Israel and Egypt
Title: Trip to Jordan, Israel and Egypt
ID: 2007-022/087(20)
Date: Mar. 1986 (date of creation)
Note [generalNote]:
Found in projector, filed in order.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/087(21) - National Alliance of Black School Educators (NABSE) Task Force conference (Washington, DC) with choir performance
Title: National Alliance of Black School Educators (NABSE) Task Force conference (Washington, DC) with choir performance
ID: 2007-022/087(21)
Date: Nov. 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 12 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
33 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/088(01) - Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago, A.N.R. Robinson greeting Jean Augustine, Jean Augustine in Halloween costume

Title: Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago, A.N.R. Robinson greeting Jean Augustine, Jean Augustine in Halloween costume
ID: 2007-022/088(01)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs : b&w and col. ; 25.4 x 20 cm and 10 x 15 cm
Note [generalNote]:
Copyright : Toronto Star Syndicate.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/088(02) - Photo album of Edgeley School activities and staff members : Tobermory community activities

Title: Photo album of Edgeley School activities and staff members : Tobermory community activities
ID: 2007-022/088(02)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 17 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/088(03) - Portraits for cover of Excellence magazine (May 1987)

Title: Portraits for cover of Excellence magazine (May 1987)
ID: 2007-022/088(03)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 8.5 x 10.6 cm
0.3 cm of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/088(04) - Activities and events related to Metro Toronto Housing Authority and transition of Premier David Peterson

Title: Activities and events related to Metro Toronto Housing Authority and transition of Premier David Peterson
ID: 2007-022/088(04)
Date: [between 1987 and 1993?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 16 photographs : col. and b&w ; 20 x 25 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/088(05) - Photo album of Second Annual Anti-Drug Essay Competition : Celebrity Chef event

Title: Photo album of Second Annual Anti-Drug Essay Competition : Celebrity Chef event
ID: 2007-022/088(05)
Date: [between 1988 and 1991?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of Lt. Governor Lincoln Alexander, hip hop artist Maestro FreshWes, journalist Mark Dailey.

Physical description: 40 photographs : col. and b&w ; 17.6 x 12.6 and 13.3 x 10 cm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/088(06) - Loose photographs of Jean Augustine at speaking engagements, celebrity chef event, Blue Jays Rookie League and Anti-Drug Essay Competition

Title: Loose photographs of Jean Augustine at speaking engagements, celebrity chef event, Blue Jays Rookie League and Anti-Drug Essay Competition
ID: 2007-022/088(06)
Date: [between 1988 and 1992?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Physical description: 27 photographs : b&w ; 17.6 x 12.5 cm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/088(07) - Photographs of Jean Augustine at backyard pool party

Title: Photographs of Jean Augustine at backyard pool party
ID: 2007-022/088(07)
Date: [1988?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 6 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
File: 2007-022/088(08) - Caribana parade in Toronto: speaking engagement with Coretta Scott King: informal shots of Rev. Jesse Jackson

Title: Caribana parade in Toronto: speaking engagement with Coretta Scott King: informal shots of Rev. Jesse Jackson
ID: 2007-022/088(08)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 14 photographs: col.; 10 x 15 cm
37 negatives: col.; 34 mm
Note [generalNote]:
Some photos blurry and underexposed.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/088(09) - Photo album of public events, community involvement, work with Metro Toronto Housing Authority, Blue Jays Rookie League and government of David Peterson

Title: Photo album of public events, community involvement, work with Metro Toronto Housing Authority, Blue Jays Rookie League and government of David Peterson
ID: 2007-022/088(09)
Date: 1989-1992 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of MP Art Eggleton, Prince and Princess of Benin, Lt. Governor Lincoln Alexander and Richard Gosling, Head of Recreation for MTHA, Byron Hill, General Manager of MTHA, MPP John Sweeney, Doreen Thibert, Talan Tongs and Tim Casey, and Much Music personality Michael Williams.
Physical description: 105 photographs : col. and b&w ; 18 x 25.4 cm and smaller
0.1 cm of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/088(10) - Photo album of public events, community involvement, work with Metro Toronto Housing Authority, Blue Jays Rookie League and government of David Peterson

Title: Photo album of public events, community involvement, work with Metro Toronto Housing Authority, Blue Jays Rookie League and government of David Peterson

ID: 2007-022/088(10)

Date: 1989-1992 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Physical description: 69 photographs : b&w ; 18 x 25.4 cm and smaller

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/088(11) - Photo album of Blue Jays Rookie League, W.I.V.Y.P., First Annual Appreciation Dinner and Dance, speech by Coretta Scot King and community events
Title: Photo album of Blue Jays Rookie League, W.I.V.Y.P., First Annual Appreciation Dinner and Dance, speech by Coretta Scot King and community events

ID: 2007-022/088(11)

Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of Mel Lastman, Miss Black Ontario.

Physical description: 31 photographs : col. ; 15 x 10 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/088(12) - Photo album of community activities : Metro Toronto Housing Authority : Blue Jays Rookie League : Metro "Jr." Blues Hockey Association

Title: Photo album of community activities : Metro Toronto Housing Authority : Blue Jays Rookie League : Metro "Jr." Blues Hockey Association

ID: 2007-022/088(12)

Date: 1989-1991 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Physical description: 37 photographs : col. and b&w ; 20 x 25 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/088(13) - Jean Augustine at outdoor community gathering

Title: Jean Augustine at outdoor community gathering
ID: 2007-022/088(13)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/088(14) - Jean Augustine with Shelagh Johnson, Executive Director, at Catholic Children's Aid Society Foundation fund raiser

Title: Jean Augustine with Shelagh Johnson, Executive Director, at Catholic Children's Aid Society Foundation fund raiser
ID: 2007-022/088(14)
Date: 4 May 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photograph : b&w ; 20 x 25 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/088(15) - Jean Augustine speaking on CityPlan '91 :Forum on the Future of the City of Toronto panel

Title: Jean Augustine speaking on CityPlan '91 :Forum on the Future of the City of Toronto panel
ID: 2007-022/088(15)
Date: 27-31 May 1989 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Panelists include Nadine Nowlan, Robert Fulford, Harry Brown.

Physical description: 3 photographs : b&w ; 17.7 x 12.4 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/088(16) - Blue Jays baseball game, steel drum and First Nations drumming event, receptions, concerts and speaking events, community activities

Title: Blue Jays baseball game, steel drum and First Nations drumming event, receptions, concerts and speaking events, community activities
ID: 2007-022/088(16)
Date: June-Dec. 1989 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of Toronto Police Chief William J. McCormack, Premier David Peterson.

Physical description: 67 photographs : col. ; 20 x 30 cm and smaller
150 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/088(17) - Jean Augustine playing baseball in The Sky Dome, with participants and officials of Blue Jays Rookie League

Title: Jean Augustine playing baseball in The Sky Dome, with participants and officials of Blue Jays Rookie League
ID: 2007-022/088(17)
Date: 4 July 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 3 photographs : col. ; 20 x 30 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/088(18) - Photo album of Metro Toronto Housing Authority events, Blue Jays Rookie League, community events

Title: Photo album of Metro Toronto Housing Authority events, Blue Jays Rookie League, community events

ID: 2007-022/088(18)

Date: 1990-1992 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photos of athlete William Hayward "Mookie" Wilson.

Physical description: 145 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/088(19) - Photo album of conference and public activities

Title: Photo album of conference and public activities

ID: 2007-022/088(19)

Date: 1990-1992 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Physical description: 160 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/089(01) - Photo album of Metro Toronto Housing Authority activities, events, town halls, summer camps, concerts, speaking engagements

**Title:** Photo album of Metro Toronto Housing Authority activities, events, town halls, summer camps, concerts, speaking engagements  
**ID:** 2007-022/089(01)  
**Date:** 1990-1992 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 223 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/089(02) - Photo album of visit to Spain and Morocco

**Title:** Photo album of visit to Spain and Morocco  
**ID:** 2007-022/089(02)  
**Date:** 9-22 Mar. 1990 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Includes map, four postcards and itinerary.  
**Physical description:** 96 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm and 8.8 x 12.4 cm  
0.2 cm of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
- Textual record (documentary form)  
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/089(03) - Jean Augustine at public events

**Title:** Jean Augustine at public events  
**ID:** 2007-022/089(03)  
**Date:** [1990?] (date of creation)
File: 2007-022/089(04) - Loose photographs of community activism and work on Metro Toronto Housing Authority

**Title:** Loose photographs of community activism and work on Metro Toronto Housing Authority

**ID:** 2007-022/089(04)

**Date:** 1990 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Includes photos of OHC Conference (Thunder Bay, ON, 1-3 June), Galloway Girls Basketball Awards, Literacy event with Premier Bob Rae, Columbus Centre Leadership Training Graduates, and MTHA-MTHCL and CityHome Joint Housing Conference (28 November - 7 December).

**Physical description:** 62 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
267 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/089(05) - Loose photographs and negatives of trip to Spain : conference : reception with Lt. Governor Lincoln Alexander

**Title:** Loose photographs and negatives of trip to Spain : conference : reception with Lt. Governor Lincoln Alexander

**ID:** 2007-022/089(05)

**Date:** Mar. - Apr. 1990 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 28 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
126 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/089(06) - Speech by Coretta Scott King in church**

**Title:** Speech by Coretta Scott King in church  
**ID:** 2007-022/089(06)  
**Date:** 30 May 1990 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 6 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/089(07) - Banquet in honour of Nelson Mandela (Seattle, WA)**

**Title:** Banquet in honour of Nelson Mandela (Seattle, WA)  
**ID:** 2007-022/089(07)  
**Date:** 19 June 1990 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
   - Includes two postcards and photos of Prime Minister Brian Mulroney.

**Physical description:** 26 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm  
26 negatives : col. ; 35 mm  
0.1 cm of textual material

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
- Textual record (documentary form)  
- Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/089(08) - Photo album of Jean Augustine in Grenada with Prime Minister Dr. Keith Mitchell and his family members, and Augustine at community event

Title: Photo album of Jean Augustine in Grenada with Prime Minister Dr. Keith Mitchell and his family members, and Augustine at community event

ID: 2007-022/089(08)

Date: [ca. 1991?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 30 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Copyright : Grenada Today/Pye Noel.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/089(09) - Photo album of office : community activities : participation on government panel

Title: Photo album of office : community activities : participation on government panel

ID: 2007-022/089(09)

Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photos of Philomen Wright, Juanita Westmoreland-Traoré and Charlie Roach.

Physical description: 12 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/089(10) - Photo album of community activities, event at Queen's Park, awards ceremony, Ghandi- King Conference (Social Change and non-violence International conference) with Stephen Lewis

Title: Photo album of community activities, event at Queen's Park, awards ceremony, Ghandi- King Conference (Social Change and non-violence International conference) with Stephen Lewis

ID: 2007-022/089(10)

Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Physical description: 18 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/089(11) - Photo album of community activism : Metro Toronto Housing Authority events : office and home: members of personal staff: Blue Jays Rookie League

Title: Photo album of community activism : Metro Toronto Housing Authority events : office and home: members of personal staff: Blue Jays Rookie League

ID: 2007-022/089(11)

Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of Bruce Sinclair, mayor of Etobicoke, members of the board of the MTHA and the Ontario Housing Corporation.

Physical description: 20 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/089(12) - Photo album of Falstaff Family Picnic
Title: Photo album of Falstaff Family Picnic

ID: 2007-022/089(12)

Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Physical description: 25 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/089(13) - Loose photographs and negatives of public activities, speaking engagements, community events, and Blue Jays Rookie League

Title: Loose photographs and negatives of public activities, speaking engagements, community events, and Blue Jays Rookie League

ID: 2007-022/089(13)

Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes 5 signed baseball cards of Blue Jays and Buffalo Bison team members.

Physical description: 46 photographs : col. and b&w ; 20 x 30 cm and smaller
207 negatives : col. ; 35 mm.
0.2 cm of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/089(14) - Professional portraits with contact sheets

Title: Professional portraits with contact sheets

ID: 2007-022/089(14)

Date: 21 Feb. 1991 (date of creation)

Physical description: 11 photographs : col. ; 20 x 25 cm
Publication status: Published

Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/089(15) - Reception regarding Caribana, including Tom Bradley, mayor of Los Angeles

Title: Reception regarding Caribana, including Tom Bradley, mayor of Los Angeles
ID: 2007-022/089(15)
Date: 27 Aug. 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 19 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status: Published
Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/090(01) - Photo album of visit to China, Hong Kong, Thailand, Singapore and Indonesia

Title: Photo album of visit to China, Hong Kong, Thailand, Singapore and Indonesia
ID: 2007-022/090(01)
Date: Mar. 1992 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
  Includes annotated map and 32 postcards.
Physical description: 264 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
  3 cm of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
  1 of 2

Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/090(02) - Photo album of visit to China, Hong Kong, Thailand, Singapore and Indonesia**

**Title:** Photo album of visit to China, Hong Kong, Thailand, Singapore and Indonesia

**ID:** 2007-022/090(02)

**Date:** Mar. 1992 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Includes 16 postcards and a list of travels by Augustine from 1955 to 1992.

**Physical description:** 203 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
0.2 cm of textual records

**Note [generalNote]:**
2 of 2

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/090(03) - Loose photographs and negatives of community activities, speaking engagements, concerts, awards ceremonies, Caribana festival, events at Toronto city hall**

**Title:** Loose photographs and negatives of community activities, speaking engagements, concerts, awards ceremonies, Caribana festival, events at Toronto city hall

**ID:** 2007-022/090(03)

**Date:** 1992 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 62 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
303 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/090(04) - Loose photographs and negatives of community activities, banquet speech and trip to China, Hong Kong, Thailand, Singapore and Indonesia

Title: Loose photographs and negatives of community activities, banquet speech and trip to China, Hong Kong, Thailand, Singapore and Indonesia
ID: 2007-022/090(04)
Date: Jan.-Mar. 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 43 photographs : col. ; 20 x 25.4 cm
514 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/090(05) - Jean Augustine with fellow guests at banquet

Title: Jean Augustine with fellow guests at banquet
ID: 2007-022/090(05)
Date: June 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 20 x 25.4 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/090(06) - Jean Augustine with Bishop Frederick [last name unknown] and four unidentified persons at memorial service for Rob McDill

Title: Jean Augustine with Bishop Frederick [last name unknown] and four unidentified persons at memorial service for Rob McDill
ID: 2007-022/090(06)
Date: 18 June 1992 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes programme from memorial celebration of Robert McDill.

Physical description: 3 photographs : col. ; 25.3 x 20 cm and 10 x 15 cm
0.3 cm of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/090(07) - Jean Augustine at banquet, local community event

Title: Jean Augustine at banquet, local community event
ID: 2007-022/090(07)
Date: 14-24 Oct. 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 25 slides : col., Kodachrome ; 50 mm
1 negative : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/091(01) - Photo album of election campaign

Title: Photo album of election campaign
ID: 2007-022/091(01)
Date: May-Oct. 1993 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photographs of Jean Chretien and Aline Chretien, MPs Art Eggleton, Paul Martin, Alan Rock, J.C. Flis, campaigners Agnes Potts, Lilian Clark, Constance Mcauliffe and other members of Liberal Party.
File: 2007-022/091(02) - Photo album of election campaign, political activities, public appearances and trip to South Africa

Title: Photo album of election campaign, political activities, public appearances and trip to South Africa

ID: 2007-022/091(02)

Date: 1993-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photographs of Jean Chretien, MPs Paul Martin, and Elinor Caplan.

Physical description: 101 photographs : col. and b&w : 20 x 25 cm and smaller

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

File: 2007-022/091(03) - Photo album of election campaign, political activities, public appearances and trip to South Africa

Title: Photo album of election campaign, political activities, public appearances and trip to South Africa

ID: 2007-022/091(03)

Date: 1993-1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of South African elections, laminated poems and newspaper clippings.
Physical description: 96 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
0.3 cm of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/091(04) - Photo album of election campaign, visit to Vietnam, visiting Canadian troops in the Balkans, visit of Nelson Mandela to Ottawa, activities in Ottawa and in constituency : honorary degree from University of Toronto

Title: Photo album of election campaign, visit to Vietnam, visiting Canadian troops in the Balkans, visit of Nelson Mandela to Ottawa, activities in Ottawa and in constituency : honorary degree from University of Toronto
ID: 2007-022/091(04)
Date: 1993-1998 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photographs of Jean Chretien, Aline Chretien, MPs Art Eggleton, Scott Brison.

Physical description: 201 photographs : col. and b&w ; 10 x 15 and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/091(05) - Photo album of Jean Augustine campaigning, speaking with supporters, at community events and political rallies, trips overseas

Title: Photo album of Jean Augustine campaigning, speaking with supporters, at community events and political rallies, trips overseas
ID: 2007-022/091(05)
Date: 1993-1998 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of Prime Minister of Grenada, Keith Mitchell and letter from Liberal candidate Michael Brown.

Physical description: 205 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
0.1 cm of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/091(06) - Photo album of Jean Augustine campaigning, speaking with supporters, at community events and political rallies, trips overseas

Title: Photo album of Jean Augustine campaigning, speaking with supporters, at community events and political rallies, trips overseas

ID: 2007-022/091(06)

Date: 1993-1998 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of Desmond Tutu, Mayor of Toronto Mel Lastman and MPPs Dalton McGuinty and Laurel Broten.

Physical description: 207 photographs : 10 x 15 cm

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/091(07) - Photo album of Jean Augustine's swearing-in ceremony, activities in the House of Commons

Title: Photo album of Jean Augustine's swearing-in ceremony, activities in the House of Commons
ID: 2007-022/091(07)
Date: 1993-1994 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Physical description: 36 photographs : col. and b&w ; 17.7 x 12.7 cm and less
0.1 cm of textual records
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/092(01) - Jean Augustine with daughter and eight unidentified persons at The Consular Ball

Title: Jean Augustine with daughter and eight unidentified persons at The Consular Ball
ID: 2007-022/092(01)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photograph : col. ; 25 x20 cm (in matte frame 29.5 x 24 cm)
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/092(02) - Jean Augustine on vacation, with supporters, at dinner party, at Jane-Finch Community Centre for Black History Month celebration
Title: Jean Augustine on vacation, with supporters, at dinner party, at Jane-Finch Community Centre for Black History Month celebration

ID: 2007-022/092(02)

Date: Jan.-Feb. 1993 (date of creation)

Physical description: 78 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
102 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/092(03) - Loose photographs and negatives of public appearances, campaigning, outdoor summer events, wedding, and community events

Title: Loose photographs and negatives of public appearances, campaigning, outdoor summer events, wedding, and community events

ID: 2007-022/092(03)

Date: June-Sept. 1993 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of librarian and literacy activist Rita Cox.

Physical description: 91 photographs : col. 12.5 x 18 cm and 10 x 15 cm
360 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/092(04) - Photographs and contact sheets of formal portrait for political campaign

Title: Photographs and contact sheets of formal portrait for political campaign

ID: 2007-022/092(04)

Date: [before 25 Oct. 1993] (date of creation)
Physical description: 28 photographs : b&w; 20 x 25 cm and smaller

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright: The Sterling Group.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/092(05) - Jean Augustine campaigning door-to-door

Title: Jean Augustine campaigning door-to-door
ID: 2007-022/092(05)
Date: [before 25 Oct. 1993] (date of creation)
Physical description: 67 photographs : col. and b&w; 20 x 25 cm and 10 x 15 cm
119 negatives : b&w; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/092(06) - Jean Augustine at her swearing-in ceremonies as member of Parliament and Parliamentary Secretary

Title: Jean Augustine at her swearing-in ceremonies as member of Parliament and Parliamentary Secretary
ID: 2007-022/092(06)
Date: Oct.-14 Dec. 1993 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of Jean Chretien and Senator Anne Cools.

Physical description: 20 photographs : col. and b&w; 20 x 25 cm and smaller
Note [generalNote]:
Copyright: Fernand R. Leclair.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/092(07) - Jean Augustine at a celebration at her home, visiting office of Senator Anne Cools

Title: Jean Augustine at a celebration at her home, visiting office of Senator Anne Cools
ID: 2007-022/092(07)
Date: 11-24 Nov. 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 24 photographs: col.; 10 x 15 cm
26 negatives: col.; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/092(08) - Jean Augustine attending community event, speaking at Non Palma Sine Labore G.B.S.S.

Title: Jean Augustine attending community event, speaking at Non Palma Sine Labore G.B.S.S.
ID: 2007-022/092(08)
Date: Dec. 1993-Mar. 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 7 photographs: col.; 10 x 15 cm
39 negatives: col.; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/092(09) - Jean Augustine speaking at Blue Jays Rookie League media event : Trip to Scotland with daughter

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at Blue Jays Rookie League media event : Trip to Scotland with daughter
ID: 2007-022/092(09)
Date: [after 1993?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 14 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
52 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/092(10) - Jean Augustine in constituency office, in House of Commons and committee meetings

Title: Jean Augustine in constituency office, in House of Commons and committee meetings
ID: 2007-022/092(10)
Date: [between 1993 and 2005?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of MPs Pierre Pettigrew and Peter Milliken.
Physical description: 10 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 18 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/092(11) - Jean Augustine speaking at community art mural project, summer community event

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at community art mural project, summer community event
ID: 2007-022/092(11)
Date: [between 1993 and 2005?] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 17 photographs: col.; 10 x 15 cm
24 negatives: col.; 35 mm

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/092(12) - Jean Augustine at summer picnic with constituents, musicians and folk dance performers**

**Title:** Jean Augustine at summer picnic with constituents, musicians and folk dance performers

**ID:** 2007-022/092(12)

**Date:** [between 1993 and 2005?] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 37 photographs: b&w; 12.5 x 18 cm

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/092(13) - Jean Augustine at ribbon-cutting ceremony: photographs of damage to car**

**Title:** Jean Augustine at ribbon-cutting ceremony: photographs of damage to car

**ID:** 2007-022/092(13)

**Date:** [between 1993 and 2005?] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 18 photographs: col.; 10 x 15 cm
24 negatives: col.; 35 mm

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/092(14) - Formal portraits of Jean Augustine at constituency office with support staff

Title: Formal portraits of Jean Augustine at constituency office with support staff
ID: 2007-022/092(14)
Date: [between 1993 and 2005?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of Steve Williams, Fred Sherman, Roman Didenko and High Commissioner of the OECS (Organization of Easter Caribbean States).

Physical description: 22 photographs: col.; 12.5 x 17.5 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/092(15) - Jean Augustine at Remembrance Day events at cenotaph, Royal Canadian Legion; at Ribbon-cutting for Toronto District School Board event

Title: Jean Augustine at Remembrance Day events at cenotaph, Royal Canadian Legion; at Ribbon-cutting for Toronto District School Board event
ID: 2007-022/092(15)
Date: [between 1993 and 2005?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 33 photographs: col.; 17.5 x 10 cm and 15 x 10 cm
Note [generalNote]:
Some photographs are underexposed.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/092(16) - Event and reception with Pierre Pettigrew at Valhalla Inn, Toronto

Title: Event and reception with Pierre Pettigrew at Valhalla Inn, Toronto
ID: 2007-022/092(16)
Date: [between 1993 and 2005?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 6 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
43 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/092(17) - Prime Minister Jean Chretien giving speech wearing Vancouver Canucks' hockey jersey

Title: Prime Minister Jean Chretien giving speech wearing Vancouver Canucks' hockey jersey
ID: 2007-022/092(17)
Date: [between 1993 and 2005?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 4 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
6 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/092(18) - Undated negatives of Jean Augustine at summer picnics, public receptions, outdoor events

Title: Undated negatives of Jean Augustine at summer picnics, public receptions, outdoor events
ID: 2007-022/092(18)
Date: [between 1993 and 2005?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 100 negatives : col. ; 35mm
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/093(01) - Photo album of public activities, trips overseas, events on Parliament Hill and local constituency

Title: Photo album of public activities, trips overseas, events on Parliament Hill and local constituency
ID: 2007-022/093(01)
Date: [between 1993 and 2005?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 121 photographs : col. and b&w ; 17.7 x 12.7 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/093(02) - Photo album of political activities, public appearances, community activism

Title: Photo album of political activities, public appearances, community activism
ID: 2007-022/093(02)
Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photographs of Aline Chretien, Mayor of Toronto, Barbara Hall, MP Paul Martin.
Physical description: 114 photographs : col. and b&w ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/093(03) - Photo stats of Jean Augustine with supporters and political delegates

Title: Photo stats of Jean Augustine with supporters and political delegates
ID: 2007-022/093(03)
Date: [ca. 1994?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 10 images : b&w ; 25 x 20 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/093(04) - Contact sheet of portraits of Jean Augustine

Title: Contact sheet of portraits of Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/093(04)
Date: [ca. 1994?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 5 photographs : b&w ; 7 x 5 cm (on 21.5 x 28 cm sheet)
Note [generalNote]:
Copyright : Andy Shott.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/093(05) - Jean Augustine posing with fellow officials at Canada/Ontario Infrastructure Work meeting

Title: Jean Augustine posing with fellow officials at Canada/Ontario Infrastructure Work meeting
ID: 2007-022/093(05)
Date: [1994 or 1995?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 4 photographs : b&w ; 12.7 x 17.7 cm
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/093(06) - Jean Augustine at speaking engagements, receptions, with visitors to Parliament Hill, with state officials

Title: Jean Augustine at speaking engagements, receptions, with visitors to Parliament Hill, with state officials

ID: 2007-022/093(06)

Date: [1994 or 1995?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes two signed photographs of Prime Minister Jean Chretien.

Physical description: 42 photographs : col. and b&w ; 20 x 25 cm and smaller

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/093(07) - Loose photographs of Jean Augustine at speaking engagements, receptions, with supporters and politicians at Parliament Hill

Title: Loose photographs of Jean Augustine at speaking engagements, receptions, with supporters and politicians at Parliament Hill

ID: 2007-022/093(07)

Date: 1994 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photographs of Aline Chretien, Rosemary Brown.

Physical description: 14 photographs : col. and b&w ; 25.5 x 20.5 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/093(08) - Photograph of Jean Augustine at Grenada Association's Dinner and Dance

Title: Photograph of Jean Augustine at Grenada Association's Dinner and Dance
ID: 2007-022/093(08)
Date: 5 Feb. 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photograph : b&w ; 25.5 x 20.5 cm
Note [generalNote]:
Copyright : Lincoln Depradine.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/093(09) - Jean Augustine on vacation in the Caribbean

Title: Jean Augustine on vacation in the Caribbean
ID: 2007-022/093(09)
Date: Mar.-Apr. 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 39 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
60 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/093(10) - Jean Augustine speaking at Spice Island Ladies Cultural Association Inc. banquet at Ritz Carlton, Montreal. - 14 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm.

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at Spice Island Ladies Cultural Association Inc. banquet at Ritz Carlton, Montreal. - 14 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm.
ID: 2007-022/093(10)
Date: 10 Apr. 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2007-022/093(11) - Jean Augustine in England, South Africa and South America : with cadets : at community event with mascot

Title: Jean Augustine in England, South Africa and South America : with cadets : at community event with mascot
ID: 2007-022/093(11)
Date: Apr.-May 1994 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of elections observers (including Augustine, and MPs Svend Robinson, Ovid Jackson and Peter Milliken) and Stephen Biko's wife Ntsiki Mashalaba.

Physical description: 119 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
156 negatives : col. ; 35mm

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/093(12) - Jean Augustine speaking at the Sheraton Inn : at wedding anniversary celebration

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at the Sheraton Inn : at wedding anniversary celebration
ID: 2007-022/093(12)
Date: 24-29 May 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 10 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
26 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/093(13) - Fashion show at Somali National Week : Jean Augustine at home

Title: Fashion show at Somali National Week : Jean Augustine at home

ID: 2007-022/093(13)

Date: [ca. June 1994?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 6 photographs : col. ; 15 x 10 cm
8 negatives : col. ; 35mm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/093(14) - Jean Augustine at awards ceremony and reception

Title: Jean Augustine at awards ceremony and reception

ID: 2007-022/093(14)

Date: 11 June 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 15 photographs : col. ; 15 x 10 cm
18 negatives : col. ; 35mm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/093(15) - Jean Augustine at Liberal Party reception : hot air balloon festival

Title: Jean Augustine at Liberal Party reception : hot air balloon festival

ID: 2007-022/093(15)

Date: Aug.-Sept. 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 24 photographs : col. ; 15 x 10 cm
106 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/093(16) - Jean Augustine on vacation in the tropics : at receptions : planting trees with constituents

Title: Jean Augustine on vacation in the tropics : at receptions : planting trees with constituents

ID: 2007-022/093(16)

Date: Oct. 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 30 photographs : col. ; 15 x 10 cm
51 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/093(17) - Jean Augustine speaking at Sai Woo hall : Liberal Party members playing musical instruments : trip to Far North

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at Sai Woo hall : Liberal Party members playing musical instruments : trip to Far North

ID: 2007-022/093(17)

Date: Nov.-Dec. 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 45 photographs : col. ; 15 x 10 cm
F0515 Jean Augustine fonds

52 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/094(01) - Photo album of Liberal Party receptions and speeches

Title: Photo album of Liberal Party receptions and speeches
ID: 2007-022/094(01)
Date: [between 1995 and 2005?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes MPs Allan Rock, Paul Martin, and Sheila Copps.

Physical description: 95 photographs : b&w ; 21.5 x 15 cm and 10 x 15 cm
25 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/094(02) - Photo album of public activities, trips to South East Asia, Africa, Senegal, Japan, Israel, events on Parliament Hill and local constituency, twentieth anniversary of Grenada's independence

Title: Photo album of public activities, trips to South East Asia, Africa, Senegal, Japan, Israel, events on Parliament Hill and local constituency, twentieth anniversary of Grenada's independence
ID: 2007-022/094(02)
Date: 1995-1996 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of Prime Minister of Grenada, Dr. Keith Mitchell, MPs Brian Tobin, Peter Miliken, Karen Kraft Stone, Hedy Fry, Audrey MacLaughlin, and Svend Robinson.

Physical description: 139 photographs : col. and b&w ; 20.5 x 25.5 cm and smaller
78 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/094(03) - Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

Title: Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

ID: 2007-022/094(03)

Date: 1994-1996, predominant 1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes three letters and photos of Aline Chretien, MPs Lloyd Axworthy, Hedy Fry, Sheila Copps, Peter Miliken, Brian Tobin, Jane Stewart and others.

Physical description: 36 photographs : col. and b&w ; 18 x 13 cm and smaller
0.1 cm of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/094(04) - Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

Title: Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

ID: 2007-022/094(04)

Date: 1994-1997, predominant 1995-1996 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of PM Jean Chretien, MPs Ivan Grose and Lloyd Axworthy.

**Physical description:** 31 photographs : col. ; 18 x 13 cm and 10 x 15 cm
37 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/094(05) - Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter**

**Title:** Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

**ID:** 2007-022/094(05)

**Date:** 1995-1999, predominant 1995-1996 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

**Physical description:** 81 photographs : col. and b&w ; 20 x 15 cm and smaller

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/094(06) - Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter**

**Title:** Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

**ID:** 2007-022/094(06)
Date: 1995-2001, predominant 1995-1996 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes two notes and photos of Mayor of Mississauga, Hazel McCallion, PM Jean Chretien, PM of Grenada, Keith Mitchell, President of Greece, Constantinos Stephanopoulos, MPs Hedy Fry, Gurbax Singh Malhi, John Manley, Tony Ianno, and Sergio Marchi.

Physical description: 50 photographs : col. ; 18 x 13 cm and 10 x 15 cm
0.1 cm of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/094(07) - Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

Title: Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

ID: 2007-022/094(07)

Date: 1995-2002, predominant 1995-1999 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photos of MPs Hedy Fry, Sheila Copps, MPP Laurel Broten.

Physical description: 20 photographs : col. ; 18 x 13 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status: Published

Access points:

- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/094(08) - Dinner with women parliamentarians : award for students and seniors

Title: Dinner with women parliamentarians : award for students and seniors
ID: 2007-022/094(08)

Date: [between 1995 and 2005?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 26 photographs : col. ; 17.7 x 10 and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/094(09) - Community dinner, visit of Prime Minister of Grenada, Keith Mitchell, posing with guests

Title: Community dinner, visit of Prime Minister of Grenada, Keith Mitchell, posing with guests

ID: 2007-022/094(09)

Date: [ca. 1995?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 16 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

0.1 cm of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/094(10) - Jean Augustine posing with guests on Parliament Hill : at event in Colonel Samuel Smith Park

Title: Jean Augustine posing with guests on Parliament Hill : at event in Colonel Samuel Smith Park

ID: 2007-022/094(10)

Date: [ca. 1995?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Physical description: 26 photographs : col. ; 18 x 13 cm and 10 x 15 cm
File: 2007-022/094(11) - Jean Augustine in House of Commons, at speaking engagements

Title: Jean Augustine in House of Commons, at speaking engagements
ID: 2007-022/094(11)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of PM Jean Chretien, MPs Paul Martin, Allan Rock.
Physical description: 14 photographs : col. and b&w ; 13 x 18 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/094(12) - Prime Minister Jean Chretien speaking outside of home

Title: Prime Minister Jean Chretien speaking outside of home
ID: 2007-022/094(12)
Date: [1995?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 3 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
20 negatives : col. ; 35mm.

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/095(01) - Jean Augustine in the House of Commons : with visiting dignitaries and supporters

**Title:** Jean Augustine in the House of Commons : with visiting dignitaries and supporters

**ID:** 2007-022/095(01)

**Date:** [ca. 1995] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Includes photo of US President Bill Clinton addressing the House of Commons.

**Physical description:** 9 photographs : col. and b&w ; 20.5 x 25.5 and smaller

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/095(02) - Jean Augustine with Ms. Koba Kenny, Acting High Commissioner of South Africa at reception

**Title:** Jean Augustine with Ms. Koba Kenny, Acting High Commissioner of South Africa at reception

**ID:** 2007-022/095(02)

**Date:** 1995 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 54 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

59 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

1 print : b&w ; 21.5 x 28.5 cm

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/095(03) - Trip to Cuba : visit with Prime Minister of Grenada : community activities

**Title:** Trip to Cuba : visit with Prime Minister of Grenada : community activities

**ID:** 2007-022/095(03)
Date: 8-15 Jan., 1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes 17 post cards, an itinerary and photos of President Fidel Castro.

Physical description: 90 photographs : col. and b&w ; 15 x 20 cm and smaller
126 negatives : col. ; 35mm
2 cm of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/095(04) - Visit of First Lady, Hilary Clinton

Title: Visit of First Lady, Hilary Clinton

ID: 2007-022/095(04)

Date: 24 Feb., 1995 (date of creation)

Physical description: 4 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 19 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Copyright : Andy Shott and J.M. Carisse.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/095(05) - Jean Augustine at political speech, 100th birthday of Otto M. Thompson and banquet

Title: Jean Augustine at political speech, 100th birthday of Otto M. Thompson and banquet

ID: 2007-022/095(05)

Date: Apr. 1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of PM Jean Chretien, MPPs Alvin Curling, Lloyd Perry, and Wayne Adams.

**Physical description:** 18 photographs : col. ; 20.5 x 25.5 cm and smaller
32 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/095(06) - Jean Augustine at community events, with army cadets**

**Title:** Jean Augustine at community events, with army cadets

**ID:** 2007-022/095(06)

**Date:** May 1995 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Includes negative of Augustine with poet May Angelou and Rosemary Brown, Commissioner of the Ontario Human Rights Commission.

**Physical description:** 25 photographs :col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm.
11 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/095(07) - Photo album and loose photographs of Jean Augustine hosting LIAC-LINC group's trip to Ottawa**

**Title:** Photo album and loose photographs of Jean Augustine hosting LIAC-LINC group's trip to Ottawa

**ID:** 2007-022/095(07)

**Date:** 16 June, 1995 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 26 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/095(08) - Trip to Washington, D.C., at community events, in House of Commons, planting trees**

**Title:** Trip to Washington, D.C., at community events, in House of Commons, planting trees

**ID:** 2007-022/095(08)

**Date:** June-July 1995 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 22 photographs : col.; 10 x 15 cm
90 negatives : col.; 35mm

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/095(09) - Jean Augustine on trip to Grenada, attending formal ceremony, in factory, with baseball team and at dinner with friends**

**Title:** Jean Augustine on trip to Grenada, attending formal ceremony, in factory, with baseball team and at dinner with friends

**ID:** 2007-022/095(09)

**Date:** July-Aug. 1995 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Includes photos of Prime Minister of Grenada, Dr. Keith Mitchell.

**Physical description:** 54 photographs : col.; 10 x 15 cm
125 negatives : col.; 35mm

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/095(10) - Jean Augustine at community events, meetings, banquets, picnics and ribbon-cutting ceremonies

**Title:** Jean Augustine at community events, meetings, banquets, picnics and ribbon-cutting ceremonies  
**ID:** 2007-022/095(10)  
**Date:** Aug. 1995 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Includes photos of PM Jean Chretien, Aline Chretien, MP Ovid Jackson.

**Physical description:** 20 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm  
26 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

**Note [generalNote]:**  
Copyright on one photo : J.M. Carisse.

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/095(11) - Photo album of participation in Forth World Conference on Women (Beijing, China)

**Title:** Photo album of participation in Forth World Conference on Women (Beijing, China)  
**ID:** 2007-022/095(11)  
**Date:** 30 Aug. - 12 Sept., 1995 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Includes currency and photos of MPs Hedy Fry, Paddy Torsney and Senator Sheila Finestone.

**Physical description:** 164 photographs : col ; 10 x 15 cm  
195 negatives : col. ; 35mm

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/095(12) - Jean Augustine at community events, on Parliament Hill, at candlelight vigil

**Title:** Jean Augustine at community events, on Parliament Hill, at candlelight vigil

**ID:** 2007-022/095(12)

**Date:** 25-28 Sept. 1995 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Includes photos of PM Jean Chretien, MPs Sheila Copps, Hedy Fry and others.

**Physical description:** 17 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
24 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/096(01) - Photo albums of Here's My Hand Unity Campaign, activities on Parliament Hill and Canadian Unity rally

**Title:** Photo albums of Here's My Hand Unity Campaign, activities on Parliament Hill and Canadian Unity rally

**ID:** 2007-022/096(01)

**Date:** Oct. 1995 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 102 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
26 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/096(02) - Jean Augustine at unity rallies, Here's My Hand campaign, touring factory, in community meeting, with Prime Minister of Grenada
Title: Jean Augustine at unity rallies, Here's My Hand campaign, touring factory, in community meeting, with Prime Minister of Grenada

ID: 2007-022/096(02)

Date: Oct. 1995 (date of creation)

Physical description: 21 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
127 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/096(03) - Jean Augustine with constituents, state visitors on Parliament Hill and community events

Title: Jean Augustine with constituents, state visitors on Parliament Hill and community events

ID: 2007-022/096(03)

Date: Oct. 1995 (date of creation)

Physical description: 13 photographs : col. and b&w ; 20.5 x 25.5 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/096(04) - Trip to Caribbean, Liberal Party meeting, event at Ryerson University, fund raising event

Title: Trip to Caribbean, Liberal Party meeting, event at Ryerson University, fund raising event

ID: 2007-022/096(04)

Date: Oct.-Nov. 1995 (date of creation)

Physical description: 23 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
38 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/096(05) - Trip to the Caribbean, conference dinner, Remembrance Day event, Christmas party on Parliament Hill

Title: Trip to the Caribbean, conference dinner, Remembrance Day event, Christmas party on Parliament Hill

ID: 2007-022/096(05)

Date: Nov.-Dec. 1995 (date of creation)

Physical description: 47 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
53 negatives : col. ; 35mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/096(06) - Technology Task Force with computer demonstration

Title: Technology Task Force with computer demonstration

ID: 2007-022/096(06)

Date: 13 Dec. 1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of MPs Georgette Sheridan, John Finlay, Peter Milliken, Pat O'Brien.

Physical description: 10 photographs ; b&w ; 19.5 x 25 cm and 12.7 x 18 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/096(07) - Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal newsletter

Title: Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal newsletter

ID: 2007-022/096(07)

Date: 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 19 photographs : col. and b&w ; 18 x 12.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/096(08) - Jean Augustine speaking at public event and posing with delegates

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at public event and posing with delegates

ID: 2007-022/096(08)

Date: [ca. 1996?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 11 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/096(09) - Jean Augustine posing with local boy scout troop, with Liberal Party delegates, with female athletes

Title: Jean Augustine posing with local boy scout troop, with Liberal Party delegates, with female athletes

ID: 2007-022/096(09)

Date: [ca. 1996?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of Vicki Keith Munro, the first swimmer to cross all the Great Lakes, Sharon and Shirley Firth, cross-country skiing Olympians.

**Physical description**: 4 photographs : col. and b&w ; 20.5 x 25 cm and 12.5 x 18 cm

**Note [generalNote]**:

Copyright on one photograph : MTRCA.

**Publication status**:

Published

**Access points**:

- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/096(10) - Correspondence and photographs from Karen Weitzel and David Dingwall**

**Title**: Correspondence and photographs from Karen Weitzel and David Dingwall

**ID**: 2007-022/096(10)

**Date**: 1996 (date of creation)

**Scope and content**:

Includes photos of David Dingwall, Minister of Health at Canada-USA Women's Health Forum and students from Second St. Public School (Etobicoke, ON).

**Physical description**: 5 photographs : col. 12.5 x 18 cm and 10 x 15 cm

0.2 cm of textual material

**Publication status**:

Published

**Access points**:

- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/096(11) - Professional portrait**

**Title**: Professional portrait

**ID**: 2007-022/096(11)

**Date**: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 28 photographs : col. and b&w ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and smaller

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright : Courvette/Ottawa.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/096(12) - Professional portrait**

**Title:** Professional portrait

**ID:** 2007-022/096(12)

**Date:** Feb. 1996 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 6 photographs : b&w ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and smaller
6 prints : b&w ; 21.5 x 28 cm

**Note [generalNote]:**
Copyright : F.N. Leclair.

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/096(13) - Portrait painting of Jean Augustine by Viktor Mitić**

**Title:** Portrait painting of Jean Augustine by Viktor Mitić

**ID:** 2007-022/096(13)

**Date:** [after 1996?] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 2 photographs : col. ; 11 x 9 cm and 11 x 10 cm

**Publication status:**
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/096(14) - Jean Augustine at Official Black History Month celebration

Title: Jean Augustine at Official Black History Month celebration
ID: 2007-022/096(14)
Date: 13 Feb. 1996 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of Prime Minister Jean Chretien, MPs Ovid Jackson, Svend Robinson, Sheila Copps, Hedy Fry, Gurbax Singh Malhi, John Murphy, Mary Clancy, Gilbert Parent, Senator Anne Cools, MPP Wayne Adams, Ontario Black History Society President Rosemary Sadlier, Denham Jolly and others.

Physical description: 51 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 18 cm
95 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/097(01) - Jean Augustine speaking at community events, posing with delegates, at Hamilton Mountain Federal Liberal Association, local awards ceremony with daughter, in Geneva with delegates

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at community events, posing with delegates, at Hamilton Mountain Federal Liberal Association, local awards ceremony with daughter, in Geneva with delegates
ID: 2007-022/097(01)
Date: 13 Mar.-8 Apr. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 26 photographs : 18.5 x 12.4 cm and 10 x 15 cm
26 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/097(02) - Jean Augustine at UNAIDS conference in Geneva, speaking at conference

Title: Jean Augustine at UNAIDS conference in Geneva, speaking at conference
ID: 2007-022/097(02)
Date: 10 Apr. 1996-3 May, 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 17 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
25 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/097(03) - Jean Augustine at meeting

Title: Jean Augustine at meeting
ID: 2007-022/097(03)
Date: 29 May 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 8 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
9 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/097(04) - Jean Augustine at Second United Nations Conference on Human Settlements - Habitat II (Istanbul, Turkey) ; travel in Turkey

Title: Jean Augustine at Second United Nations Conference on Human Settlements - Habitat II (Istanbul, Turkey) ; travel in Turkey
ID: 2007-022/097(04)
Date: 3-14 June 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 44 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
52 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
File: 2007-022/097(05) - Jean Augustine at Metro Toronto round table discussion, community events, Union United Church Annual Heritage Week, hosting Canada Day party

Title: Jean Augustine at Metro Toronto round table discussion, community events, Union United Church Annual Heritage Week, hosting Canada Day party

ID: 2007-022/097(05)

Date: 13 June-1 July 1996 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of actors Shemar Moore and Tonya Lee Williams, Augustine with Elvis impersonator.

Physical description: 24 photographs : col ; 10 x 15 cm
26 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright on two photos : Owen Rowe.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/097(06) - Jean Augustine at Canada Day party, Striker Spirit Soccer Tournament, Molson Indy car race, Marquee Active Care senior support event, on vacation in New Orleans, at Liberal Party barbecue

Title: Jean Augustine at Canada Day party, Striker Spirit Soccer Tournament, Molson Indy car race, Marquee Active Care senior support event, on vacation in New Orleans, at Liberal Party barbecue

ID: 2007-022/097(06)

Date: July 1996 (date of creation)
File: 2007-022/097(07) - Jean Augustine at large African wedding, Canada-U.S.A Women's Health Forum (Ottawa), at Caribana, on vacation in Dominican Republic

Title: Jean Augustine at large African wedding, Canada-U.S.A Women's Health Forum (Ottawa), at Caribana, on vacation in Dominican Republic

ID: 2007-022/097(07)

Date: 24 July-17 Aug., 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 23 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
26 negatives : col. ; 35mm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/097(08) - Jean Augustine speaking at women's conference, summer picnic

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at women's conference, summer picnic

ID: 2007-022/097(08)

Date: 4 July-25 Aug. 1996 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photos of MP Hedy Fry, Councillor Connie McCalley and High Commissioner of Jamaica, Maxine Roberts.

Physical description: 52 photographs : col. and b&w ; 10 x 15 cm
67 negatives : col. and b&w ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/097(09) - Jean Augustine visiting with family, friends, meeting and visit to United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, school rally with Donovan Bailey

Title: Jean Augustine visiting with family, friends, meeting and visit to United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, school rally with Donovan Bailey

ID: 2007-022/097(09)

Date: 28 Aug.-28 Sept. 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 23 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
25 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/097(10) - Jean Augustine at school rally with Donovan Bailey, with visitors to Parliament Hill, family overseas, luncheon at 24 Sussex with foreign dignitary

Title: Jean Augustine at school rally with Donovan Bailey, with visitors to Parliament Hill, family overseas, luncheon at 24 Sussex with foreign dignitary

ID: 2007-022/097(10)

Date: Oct. 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 27 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
24 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright on two photos : J.M. Carisse.

Publication status: Published
File: 2007-022/097(11) - Jean Augustine with Liberal Party delegates constituents, at International Meeting of Parliamentarians on Food Security, Population and Development (Geneva, Switzerland) and at World Food Summit (Rome, Italy)

Title: Jean Augustine with Liberal Party delegates constituents, at International Meeting of Parliamentarians on Food Security, Population and Development (Geneva, Switzerland) and at World Food Summit (Rome, Italy)

ID: 2007-022/097(11)

Date: 29 Oct.-30 Nov. 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 48 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and smaller
50 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/097(12) - Jean Augustine at Liberal Party rally, at Sixth Conferencia de Esposas de Jefes de Estado y de Gobierno de las Americas/Conference of Spouses of Heads of State and Government of the Americas (La Paz, Bolivia)

Title: Jean Augustine at Liberal Party rally, at Sixth Conferencia de Esposas de Jefes de Estado y de Gobierno de las Americas/Conference of Spouses of Heads of State and Government of the Americas (La Paz, Bolivia)

ID: 2007-022/097(12)

Date: 30 Nov.-6 Dec. 1996 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes 8 postcards. Includes photos of First Lady Hilary Clinton and other spouses of heads of state.

Physical description: 70 photographs : col. ; 15 x 21 cm and smaller
64 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
1 cm of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/097(13) - Jean Augustine at community Christmas party

Title: Jean Augustine at community Christmas party
ID: 2007-022/097(13)
Date: 22 Dec. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 5 photographs : col. 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/097(14) - Photo album of public activities, trips to Senegal, Japan, Israel, events at Parliament Hill, in local constituency

Title: Photo album of public activities, trips to Senegal, Japan, Israel, events at Parliament Hill, in local constituency
ID: 2007-022/097(14)
Date: [between 1997 and 2005?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of Prime Minister Jean Chretien, President of Senegal, Abdou Diouf, MPs Ethel Blondin-Andrew, Lloyd Axworthy, David Kilgour, and the US Consul General.

Physical description: 88 photographs : col. ; 20.5 x 25.5 cm and smaller
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/097(15) - Photo album of public activities, trips to Senegal, Japan, Israel, events at Parliament Hill, in local constituency

Title: Photo album of public activities, trips to Senegal, Japan, Israel, events at Parliament Hill, in local constituency
ID: 2007-022/097(15)
Date: [between 1997 and 2005?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of Daniel Ben-Natan, President of the Israel Association for Canadian Studies.

Physical description: 121 photographs : col. ; 20.5 x 25.5 cm and smaller
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2
Copyright on some photos : Douglas Guthrie.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/098(01) - Photo album of of public activities, trips overseas, election campaign, swearing-in ceremony and events, in local constituency

Title: Photo album of of public activities, trips overseas, election campaign, swearing-in ceremony and events, in local constituency
ID: 2007-022/098(01)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of actor Sidney Poitier, Mercedes Peters, High Commissioner of Barbados, Bill Lighfoot, Madily Edmonds, Pat Pfaff, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Modise, High Commissioner of South Africa, Augustine's sister Unette Harris.

Physical description: 53 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
File: 2007-022/098(02) - Professional portrait

Title: Professional portrait
ID: 2007-022/098(02)
Date: [between 1997 and 2005?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 17 photographs : col. and b&w ; 20 x 25 cm and smaller
Note [generalNote]:
  Copyright: Courvette/Ottawa.

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/098(03) - Loose photographs and negatives of public activities, receptions, events on Parliament Hill and in local constituency

Title: Loose photographs and negatives of public activities, receptions, events on Parliament Hill and in local constituency
ID: 2007-022/098(03)
Date: [between 1997 and 2005?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
  Includes photographs of MPs Paul Martin, Alan Rock, Elinor Caplan and others.

Physical description: 53 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
38 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/098(04) - Jean Augustine speaking at Caribbean Development Bank conference (Toronto, Ontario)

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at Caribbean Development Bank conference (Toronto, Ontario)
ID: 2007-022/098(04)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 14 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/098(05) - Jean Augustine on vacation, speaking at community event

Title: Jean Augustine on vacation, speaking at community event
ID: 2007-022/098(05)
Date: Jan. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 67 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
22 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
Note [generalNote]:
Some photos from 30 December 1996.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/098(06) - Jean Augustine at speaking at school event, with constituents, touring museum exhibit, event on Parliament Hill

Title: Jean Augustine at speaking at school event, with constituents, touring museum exhibit, event on Parliament Hill
ID: 2007-022/098(06)
Date: Feb. 1997 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of PM Jean Chretien, MP Paul Martin, MPP Dalton McGuinty.

Physical description: 55 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm
47 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/098(07) - Jean Augustine at Liberal Party event, 40th anniversary of Ghana’s Independence, with high school students

Title: Jean Augustine at Liberal Party event, 40th anniversary of Ghana’s Independence, with high school students
ID: 2007-022/098(07)
Date: 27 Feb. - 10 Apr., 1997 (date of creation)

Physical description: 33 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
39 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/098(08) - Jean Augustine at MTHL International Sports centre and portrait of members of the Ontario Caucus of the 35th Parliament

Title: Jean Augustine at MTHL International Sports centre and portrait of members of the Ontario Caucus of the 35th Parliament
ID: 2007-022/098(08)
Date: Mar. 1997 (date of creation)

Physical description: 3 photographs : col. ; 25.3 x 20.3 cm and 10 x 15 cm
File: 2007-022/098(09) - Jean Augustine with Prime Minister Jean Chretien at dinner for female Parliamentarians

Title: Jean Augustine with Prime Minister Jean Chretien at dinner for female Parliamentarians
ID: 2007-022/098(09)
Date: 19 Mar. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 7 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm
Note [generalNote]:
Copyright : J.M. Carisse.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/098(10) - Professional portrait for election campaign

Title: Professional portrait for election campaign
ID: 2007-022/098(10)
Date: Apr. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 16 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
22 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/098(11) - Jean Augustine at banquet with men in uniform

Title: Jean Augustine at banquet with men in uniform
ID: 2007-022/098(11)
Date: 14 Apr. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 20.3 x 30 cm
Note [generalNote]:
  Copyright: Goldyn Foto.

Publication status: Published

Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/098(12) - Jean Augustine at banquet and reception

Title: Jean Augustine at banquet and reception
ID: 2007-022/098(12)
Date: [ca. May 1997] (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs (contact sheets) : col. ; 20.4 x 25.5 cm
  62 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
Note [generalNote]:
  Copyright: Julien LeBourdais Photography.

Publication status: Published

Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/098(13) - Jean Augustine at campaign office with supporters, speaking at reception with MP Paul Martin, at motivational talk at local school
Title: Jean Augustine at campaign office with supporters, speaking at reception with MP Paul Martin, at motivational talk at local school
ID: 2007-022/098(13)
Date: [before 2 June 1997] (date of creation)
Physical description: 77 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
17 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/098(14) - Jean Augustine at elections results party in local riding
Title: Jean Augustine at elections results party in local riding
ID: 2007-022/098(14)
Date: 2 June 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 24 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
26 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/098(15) - Jean Augustine at summer picnic, conference, banquet and OECS (Organization of Eastern Caribbean States) National Day reception
Title: Jean Augustine at summer picnic, conference, banquet and OECS (Organization of Eastern Caribbean States) National Day reception
ID: 2007-022/098(15)
Date: 6-18 June 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 44 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
25 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
0.1 cm of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/098(16) - Jean Augustine at banquet in honour of Queen Elizabeth II

Title: Jean Augustine at banquet in honour of Queen Elizabeth II
ID: 2007-022/098(16)
Date: [after 23 June 1997] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of Queen Elizabeth II, Lieutenant Governor Hilary Weston, Prime Minister Jean Chretien, MPS Tony Ianno, Elizabeth Phinney, and Aline Chretien.

Physical description: 16 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/098(17) - Jean Augustine at Canada Day event, Toronto Chinese Community Services Association Funfest, Acmachyya gathering

Title: Jean Augustine at Canada Day event, Toronto Chinese Community Services Association Funfest, Acmachyya gathering
ID: 2007-022/098(17)
Date: predomin (date of creation)
Physical description: 14 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
0.1 cm of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/098(18) - Jean Augustine on vacation in Caribbean, at Caribana festival, at summer picnic with Stanley Cup and hockey players

Title: Jean Augustine on vacation in Caribbean, at Caribana festival, at summer picnic with Stanley Cup and hockey players

ID: 2007-022/098(18)

Date: July - Aug. 1997 (date of creation)

Physical description: 33 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
26 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/098(19) - Jean Augustine hosting annual summer picnic, with supporters and local constituents

Title: Jean Augustine hosting annual summer picnic, with supporters and local constituents

ID: 2007-022/098(19)

Date: Aug. 1997 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes portrait of Canadian astronaut Bjarni Tryggvason.

Physical description: 24 photographs : 20.5 x 25.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright on some photos : John Korec.

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/098(20) - Jean Augustine with supporters at swearing-in ceremony
Title: Jean Augustine with supporters at swearing-in ceremony

ID: 2007-022/098(20)

Date: 22 Aug. 1997 (date of creation)

Physical description: 88 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
64 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/099(01) - Jean Augustine at reception on Parliament Hill, at ribbon-cutting ceremony, signing condolence book re. Princess Diana, commemoration of Women are Persons Too sculpture

Title: Jean Augustine at reception on Parliament Hill, at ribbon-cutting ceremony, signing condolence book re. Princess Diana, commemoration of Women are Persons Too sculpture

ID: 2007-022/099(01)

Date: Sept.-Oct. 1997 (date of creation)

Physical description: 25 photographs : col. and b&w ; 20.5 x 25.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
25 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/099(02) - Jean Augustine visiting Canadian troops overseas in the Balkans

Title: Jean Augustine visiting Canadian troops overseas in the Balkans

ID: 2007-022/099(02)

Date: 7-12 Nov. 1997 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
- Includes photos of MP Scott Brison.
File: 2007-022/099(03) - Jean Augustine at reception on Parliament Hill, at ribbon-cutting ceremony

Title: Jean Augustine at reception on Parliament Hill, at ribbon-cutting ceremony
ID: 2007-022/099(03)
Date: Nov.-Dec. 1997 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of MPs Pierre Pettigrew, Gilles Parent, and Sheila Copps.

Physical description: 12 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
26 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/099(04) - Photo album of public activities, trips to Senegal, U.S.A., the Bahamas, Taiwan and India, activities on Parliament Hill and local constituency

Title: Photo album of public activities, trips to Senegal, U.S.A., the Bahamas, Taiwan and India, activities on Parliament Hill and local constituency
ID: 2007-022/099(04)
Date: [between 1998 and 2000?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photographs of MPs Art Eggleton, Alan Rock.

Physical description: 155 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and smaller

Note [generalNote]:
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/099(05) - Photo album of public activities, trips to South Africa, Senegal, Ivory Coast, U.S.A., the Bahamas, Taiwan and India

Title: Photo album of public activities, trips to South Africa, Senegal, Ivory Coast, U.S.A., the Bahamas, Taiwan and India
ID: 2007-022/099(05)
Date: [between 1998 and 2000?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of Premier of British Columbia, Ujjal Singh Dosanjh, MPs Gurbax Singh Malhi, Allan Rock, Elinor Caplan.

Physical description: 81 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and smaller

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/099(06) - Photo album of trips to South Africa, Ivory Coast, Senegal, public activities on Parliament Hill and local constituency

Title: Photo album of trips to South Africa, Ivory Coast, Senegal, public activities on Parliament Hill and local constituency
ID: 2007-022/099(06)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of Desmond Tutu, Mayor of Toronto, Mel Lastman, demonstration of mine removal in rural Africa.

Physical description: 104 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/099(07) - Loose photographs and negatives of trips to Senegal, Asia and other foreign countries

Title: Loose photographs and negatives of trips to Senegal, Asia and other foreign countries
ID: 2007-022/099(07)
Date: [before Apr. 1998?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 46 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
112 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/099(08) - Photo album of trip to Vietnam

Title: Photo album of trip to Vietnam
ID: 2007-022/099(08)
Date: 6 July- 18 Aug. 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 115 photographs : col. ;12.6 x 17.8 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/099(09) - Dinner with members of Jewish community in honour of Mel Lastman

Title: Dinner with members of Jewish community in honour of Mel Lastman

ID: 2007-022/099(09)

Date: [between 1998 and 2003?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photo of Bob Kaplan, former member of Cabinet.

Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/099(10) - Negatives of public activities on Parliament Hill and in local constituency

Title: Negatives of public activities on Parliament Hill and in local constituency

ID: 2007-022/099(10)

Date: [ca. 1998?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 77 negatives : col. ; 35mm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/099(11) - Jean Augustine with supporters, at public events on Parliament Hill and in local constituency

Title: Jean Augustine with supporters, at public events on Parliament Hill and in local constituency

ID: 2007-022/099(11)

Date: [ca. 1998?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 7 photographs : col. and b&w ; 20.5 x 25.5 cm and smaller
0.1 cm of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/100(01) - Jean Augustine at Heritage Community Church, Sheffield Park, Sixth Annual Unity Dinner and Dance (Congress of Black Women of Canada) and vacation in Grenada with family

Title: Jean Augustine at Heritage Community Church, Sheffield Park, Sixth Annual Unity Dinner and Dance (Congress of Black Women of Canada) and vacation in Grenada with family
ID: 2007-022/100(01)
Date: Jan. 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 34 photographs : col. ; 20 x 30 cm and smaller
24 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/100(02) - Jean Augustine at public events on Parliament Hill and local constituency, awards ceremonies, cultural festival, reading to school children and Twenty-Eighth Annual Meeting of Caribbean Development Bank

Title: Jean Augustine at public events on Parliament Hill and local constituency, awards ceremonies, cultural festival, reading to school children and Twenty-Eighth Annual Meeting of Caribbean Development Bank
ID: 2007-022/100(02)
Date: May 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 29 photographs : col. ; 20.5 x 28.5 cm and smaller
26 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/100(03) - Jean Augustine with supporters, constituents, graduates from Lakeshore Collegiate

Title: Jean Augustine with supporters, constituents, graduates from Lakeshore Collegiate
ID: 2007-022/100(03)
Date: June 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 4 photographs : col. ; 10 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/100(04) - Jean Augustine with delegation in Vietnam and Japan for APDA (Asian Population and Development Association)

Title: Jean Augustine with delegation in Vietnam and Japan for APDA (Asian Population and Development Association)
ID: 2007-022/100(04)
Date: July-Aug. 1998 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes 32 postcards.

Physical description: 50 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and smaller
93 negatives : col. ; 35mm
2 cm of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/100(05) - Jean Augustine at Annual Mimico Festival and summer picnic

Title: Jean Augustine at Annual Mimico Festival and summer picnic
ID: 2007-022/100(05)
Date: [ca. Aug. 1998?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 6 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
52 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/100(06) - Performers at local community concert

Title: Performers at local community concert
ID: 2007-022/100(06)
Date: [before 13 Aug., 1998?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 5 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/100(07) - Jean Augustine at CAPPD (Canadian Association of Parliamentarians on Population and Development) meeting, at events on Parliament Hill, at birthday, at banquet for Archbishop Dr. Doloris Seiveright, at Nelson Mandela State Dinner

Title: Jean Augustine at CAPPD (Canadian Association of Parliamentarians on Population and Development) meeting, at events on Parliament Hill, at birthday, at banquet for Archbishop Dr. Doloris Seiveright, at Nelson Mandela State Dinner
ID: 2007-022/100(07)
Date: Sept. - Oct. 1998 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of MPP Alvin Curling, Oscar Adriaans, Derek Moyo of the High Commission of South Africa.

Physical description: 17 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 8.8 x 10.8 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/100(08) - Jean Augustine visiting Parliament of Australia

Title: Jean Augustine visiting Parliament of Australia
ID: 2007-022/100(08)
Date: [after Oct. 1998?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 3 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/100(09) - Jean Augustine at Forth Annual Board Meeting of Partners in Population and Development (Cairo, Egypt)

Title: Jean Augustine at Forth Annual Board Meeting of Partners in Population and Development (Cairo, Egypt)
ID: 2007-022/100(09)
Date: 8-11 Nov. 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 21 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
14 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/100(10) - Jean Augustine at Clean Water Summit (Toronto, Ontario)

Title: Jean Augustine at Clean Water Summit (Toronto, Ontario)
ID: 2007-022/100(10)
Date: 21 Nov. 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 5 photographs : col. and b&w ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/100(11) - Jean Augustine speaking at Reality Check panel, AIDS Clearing House information booth, with delegates and visitors

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at Reality Check panel, AIDS Clearing House information booth, with delegates and visitors
ID: 2007-022/100(11)
Date: Dec. 1998 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of PM Jean Chretien and MPs Elinor Caplan, Preston Manning, John Nunziata.
Physical description: 21 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 8.8 x 12.7 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/100(12) - Photo album of Jean Augustine meeting with heads of state, visitors to Parliament Hill, and members of the press : attending VIIIe Sommet des chefs d'etat et de gouvernement des pays ayant le francais en partage (Moncton, NB, 3-5 September) : event hosted by High Commission of Trinidad and Tobago
Title: Photo album of Jean Augustine meeting with heads of state, visitors to Parliament Hill, and members of the press: attending VIIIe Sommet des chefs d'etat et de gouvernement des pays ayant le francais en partage (Moncton, NB, 3-5 September): event hosted by High Commission of Trinidad and Tobago

ID: 2007-022/100(12)

Date: [1999] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photos of PM Jean Chretien, the King of Jordan, Abdullah II and MPs Ovid Jackson, Gurbax Singh Malhi, David Kilgour, and Tony Ianno.

Physical description: 62 photographs: 13 x 18 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/100(13) - Photo album of Jean Augustine at political reception, with heads of state, overseas and at Microcredit Summit

Title: Photo album of Jean Augustine at political reception, with heads of state, overseas and at Microcredit Summit

ID: 2007-022/100(13)

Date: 1998-1999, predominant 1999 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes one letter and photos of Prime Minister of the Bahamas, Hubert Alexander Ingraham, politician John Fraser, MPs Gurbax Singh Malhi, Hedy Fry, Lloyd Axworthy, Alan Rock and Herb Dhaliwal, and MPP Laurel Broten.

Physical description: 23 photographs: col.; 13 x 19 cm
0.1 cm of textual material

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/100(14) - Photo album of public activities, trips to Ghana, Taiwan, Scotland, election activities, swearing-in ceremony, events on Parliament Hill, and local constituency

Title: Photo album of public activities, trips to Ghana, Taiwan, Scotland, election activities, swearing-in ceremony, events on Parliament Hill, and local constituency

ID: 2007-022/100(14)

Date: [between 1999 and 2000?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 114 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/100(15) - Photo album of public activities, trips to Ghana, Taiwan, Scotland, election activities, swearing-in ceremony, events on Parliament Hill, and local constituency

Title: Photo album of public activities, trips to Ghana, Taiwan, Scotland, election activities, swearing-in ceremony, events on Parliament Hill, and local constituency

ID: 2007-022/100(15)

Date: [between 1999 and 2000?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 88 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/101(01) - Photo album of public activities, trips to Kazakhstan, Grenada, India, Japan, events on Parliament Hill, and local constituency

Title: Photo album of public activities, trips to Kazakhstan, Grenada, India, Japan, events on Parliament Hill, and local constituency

ID: 2007-022/101(01)

Date: [between 1999 and 2000?] (date of creation)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/101(02) - Photo album of public activities, trips to Kazakhstan, Grenada, India, Japan, events on Parliament Hill, and local constituency

Title: Photo album of public activities, trips to Kazakhstan, Grenada, India, Japan, events on Parliament Hill, and local constituency

ID: 2007-022/101(02)

Date: [between 1999 and 2000?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 94 photographs : col. ; 13 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm
42 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/101(03) - Jean Augustine at Calypso Monarch Competition, at Polish Community Centre dinner, posing with supporters
Title: Jean Augustine at Calypso Monarch Competition, at Polish Community Centre dinner, posing with supporters

ID: 2007-022/101(03)

Date: 1999 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of MP Lloyd Axworthy.

Physical description: 3 photographs : col. ; 13 x 17.7 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/101(04) - Jean Augustine meeting with delegates in the Government Information Office in China

Title: Jean Augustine meeting with delegates in the Government Information Office in China

ID: 2007-022/101(04)

Date: 29 Mar. 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 6 photographs : col. ; 20 x 15 cm and 12.7 x 17.7 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/101(05) - Jean Augustine with Sheila Copps and others on Parliament Hill

Title: Jean Augustine with Sheila Copps and others on Parliament Hill

ID: 2007-022/101(05)

Date: Mar. 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 13 x 17.7 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/101(06) - Jean Augustine at Entrepreneurial youth discussion group, Youth Parliamentary Debate, Community Alliance Scholarship dinner, speech in Parliament, governmental reception and African event in stadium**

**Title:** Jean Augustine at Entrepreneurial youth discussion group, Youth Parliamentary Debate, Community Alliance Scholarship dinner, speech in Parliament, governmental reception and African event in stadium

**ID:** 2007-022/101(06)

**Date:** 1 Apr.-29 May 1999 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Includes one letter and photos of MPs David Kilgour, Lloyd Axworthy.

**Physical description:**
- 48 photographs : 13 x 17 cm and smaller
- 50 negatives : col. (in rolls) ; 35 mm
- 0.1 cm of textual records

**Note [generalNote]:**
Many of the photographs are underexposed.

---

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/101(07) - Opening ceremonies at the Pan-Am Games (Winnipeg, MA)**

**Title:** Opening ceremonies at the Pan-Am Games (Winnipeg, MA)

**ID:** 2007-022/101(07)

**Date:** [23 July 1999?] (date of creation)

**Physical description:**
- 14 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
- 26 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
File: 2007-022/101(08) - Photo album of Jean Augustine with delegates of Sierra Leone Rebuilding Committee

Title: Photo album of Jean Augustine with delegates of Sierra Leone Rebuilding Committee
ID: 2007-022/101(08)
Date: Aug. 1999 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes original binder signed by committee members and photos of Archbishop Desmond Tutu.

Physical description: 19 photographs : col. 10 x 15 cm
1 photo album : 16.3 x 17 x 5 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/101(09) - Jean Augustine on Parliament Hill, at Roglades Enfantines summer picnic, at community Christmas party

Title: Jean Augustine on Parliament Hill, at Roglades Enfantines summer picnic, at community Christmas party
ID: 2007-022/101(09)
Date: Sept.-Dec. 1999 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of Prime Minister Jean Chretien, Aline Chretien and MP Armand Conant.

Physical description: 3 photographs : col. ; 13 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright on some photos : J.M. Carisse, Diana Murphy.
File: 2007-022/101(10) - Jean Augustine meeting President Mbeki of South Africa and his wife with Governor General Adrienne Clarkson

Title: Jean Augustine meeting President Mbeki of South Africa and his wife with Governor General Adrienne Clarkson

ID: 2007-022/101(10)

Date: [after 1999?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 photograph : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/102(01) - Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

Title: Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

ID: 2007-022/102(01)

Date: [ca. 2000?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
- Includes photos of PM Jean Chretien, and MPP Howard Hampton.

Physical description: 7 photographs : col. ; 13 x 17.7 cm and smaller

Note [generalNote]:
- Copyright on some photos: J.M. Carisse. Most photographs annotated.

Publication status:
File: 2007-022/102(02) - Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

Title: Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

ID: 2007-022/102(02)

Date: [ca. 2000?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of "Pinball" Clemons and Mayor of Toronto, Mel Lastman.

Physical description: 7 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/102(03) - Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

Title: Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

ID: 2007-022/102(03)

Date: [between 2000 and 2001?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of Joe Slobodnik, Honourary Consul for Slovenia, President of South Africa, Nelson Mandela addressing Parliament and President of Greece, Konstantinos Stephanopoulos.

Physical description: 33 photographs : col. ; 13 x 17.7 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/102(04) - Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

Title: Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

ID: 2007-022/102(04)

Date: [between 2000 and 2002?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of MP Elinor Caplan, former MP Flora MacDonald, and MPs Lloyd Axworthy, Bill Graham, Sheila Copps, Alexa McDonogh, Joe Clark, Karen Craft Stone and Ovid Jackson.

Physical description: 16 photographs : col. ; 13 x 17.7 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/102(05) - Jean Augustine at sculpture exhibit and meeting of Centro Dominicano de Desarrollo, Inc. (Dominican Republic)

Title: Jean Augustine at sculpture exhibit and meeting of Centro Dominicano de Desarrollo, Inc. (Dominican Republic)

ID: 2007-022/102(05)

Date: [between 2000 and 2004?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 17 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
**File: 2007-022/102(06) - Jean Augustine on trip to Grenada, United Kingdom**

**Title:** Jean Augustine on trip to Grenada, United Kingdom  
**ID:** 2007-022/102(06)  
**Date:** [between 2000 and 2005?] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 11 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm  
11 negatives : col. ; 35mm

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/102(07) - Photo album of speeches by Jean Augustine and Paul Martin at Jamaican Canadian Community Centre; at Liberal Party reception, with sign for Pierre Trudeau's death**

**Title:** Photo album of speeches by Jean Augustine and Paul Martin at Jamaican Canadian Community Centre; at Liberal Party reception, with sign for Pierre Trudeau's death  
**ID:** 2007-022/102(07)  
**Date:** [ca. 2000] (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Includes photos of MPs Alan Rock and Judy Sgro.  
**Physical description:** 154 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/102(08) - Jean Augustine at Black History Month event with Toronto Police Service and attending The Hunger Project's Africa Prize gala**
Title: Jean Augustine at Black History Month event with Toronto Police Service and attending The Hunger Project's Africa Prize gala
ID: 2007-022/102(08)
Date: [after 2000?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of Chief of Police Julian Fantino.
Physical description: 24 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
24 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/102(09) - Jean Augustine at summer event with Toronto city counsellor Blake Kinahan
Title: Jean Augustine at summer event with Toronto city counsellor Blake Kinahan
ID: 2007-022/102(09)
Date: [ca. 2000?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 3 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/102(10) - Jean Augustine at community cultural events, summer picnics and Liberal Party events
Title: Jean Augustine at community cultural events, summer picnics and Liberal Party events
ID: 2007-022/102(10)
Date: [ca. 2000?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of MPs Pierre Pettigrew, Alan Rock, Judy Sgro, Paul Martin, Art Eggleton, John McCallum.

**Physical description**: 9 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.7 cm and smaller

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/102(11) - Trip to Kazakhstan and Central Asia**

**Title**: Trip to Kazakhstan and Central Asia

**ID**: 2007-022/102(11)

**Date**: [ca. 2000?] (date of creation)

**Physical description**: 157 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/102(12) - Jean Augustine at fund raising event, with Canada-Cuba Friendship Association, Ukrainian student interns, at fund raising event**

**Title**: Jean Augustine at fund raising event, with Canada-Cuba Friendship Association, Ukrainian student interns, at fund raising event

**ID**: 2007-022/102(12)

**Date**: 2000 (date of creation)

**Scope and content**:
- Includes photo of MP Elinor Caplan, former mayor of Toronto, Barbara Hall.

**Physical description**: 4 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17 cm

**Publication status**: Published
Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/102(13) - Jean Augustine giving speech and presenting awards at The Old Mill Inn**

*Title:* Jean Augustine giving speech and presenting awards at The Old Mill Inn  
*ID:* 2007-022/102(13)  
*Date:* Jan. 2000 (date of creation)  
*Physical description:* 25 photographs : col. ; 10 x 17.7 cm  
25 negatives : col. (in roll) ; 35mm

*Publication status:*  
Published

Access points:  
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/102(14) - Jean Augustine at Eighty-second anniversary of Lithuanian independence, at first Independence Dinner and Dance (Grenada Association of B.C.)**

*Title:* Jean Augustine at Eighty-second anniversary of Lithuanian independence, at first Independence Dinner and Dance (Grenada Association of B.C.)  
*ID:* 2007-022/102(14)  
*Date:* Feb. 2000 (date of creation)  
*Scope and content:*  
Includes photo of Mayor of Mississauga, Hazel McCallion.

*Physical description:* 5 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm

*Publication status:*  
Published

Access points:  
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

Title: Jean Augustine on Parliament Hill, hosting Canadian Parliamentary Press Gallery event

ID: 2007-022/102(15)

Date: Mar. 2000 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photo of PM Jean Chretien.

Physical description: 10 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.7 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/102(16) - Jean Augustine at Jean Augustine Scholarship awards banquet, at Brazilian Ball, at Ouagadougou Airport Meeting (Burkina Faso)

Title: Jean Augustine at Jean Augustine Scholarship awards banquet, at Brazilian Ball, at Ouagadougou Airport Meeting (Burkina Faso)

ID: 2007-022/102(16)

Date: Apr. 2000 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photos of George and Helen Vari, MP David Kilgour.

Physical description: 25 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
25 negatives : col. ; 35mm

Restrictions on access:

Restricted : fax correspondence contains personal information.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/102(17) - Jean Augustine at fund raising event with Elinor Caplan, at Africa Direct Mission to Canada dinner with David Kilgour, at Asian Heritage Month outdoor event

Title: Jean Augustine at fund raising event with Elinor Caplan, at Africa Direct Mission to Canada dinner with David Kilgour, at Asian Heritage Month outdoor event

ID: 2007-022/102(17)

Date: May 2000 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photos of former mayor of Toronto, Barbara Hall.

Physical description: 89 photographs : col. ; 10 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/102(18) - Jean Augustine at outdoor citizenship ceremony, awards ceremonies, committee meetings, banquets and community events

Title: Jean Augustine at outdoor citizenship ceremony, awards ceremonies, committee meetings, banquets and community events

ID: 2007-022/102(18)

Date: June 2000 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photo of Augustine with actor Jeff Bridges.

Physical description: 78 photographs : col. ; 13 x 17 cm and smaller

0.1 cm of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/102(19) - Jean Augustine on trip to Jerusalem, at Fourth Regional Conference on African Women Ministers and Parliamentarians (Windhoek, Namibia), with visitors to Parliament Hill, local community meeting, Polish Scout camp and at Caribana event at Metro Toronto Police Headquarters

Title: Jean Augustine on trip to Jerusalem, at Fourth Regional Conference on African Women Ministers and Parliamentarians (Windhoek, Namibia), with visitors to Parliament Hill, local community meeting, Polish Scout camp and at Caribana event at Metro Toronto Police Headquarters

ID: 2007-022/102(19)

Date: July-Aug. 2000 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of MP Elinor Caplan.

Physical description: 81 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
78 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/102(20) - Jean Augustine on Parliament Hill, local event and hosting annual summer picnic

Title: Jean Augustine on Parliament Hill, local event and hosting annual summer picnic

ID: 2007-022/102(20)

Date: Aug. 2000 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of PM Jean Chretien.

Physical description: 92 photographs : col. ; 13 x 17 cm and 10 x 15 cm
51 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright on some photos: John Korec, J.M. Carisse.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/103(01) - Jean Augustine at event for The Waterford building project, with intern

Title: Jean Augustine at event for The Waterford building project, with intern
ID: 2007-022/103(01)
Date: Oct. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 4 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
0.1 cm of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/103(02) - Jean Augustine at re-election campaign events, at community events, canvassing and posing with constituents

Title: Jean Augustine at re-election campaign events, at community events, canvassing and posing with constituents
ID: 2007-022/103(02)
Date: [before 11 Nov. 2000] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of MP Alan Rock and Augustine's Chief Financial Officer and Michel May.

Physical description: 194 photographs : 10 x 15 cm
214 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/103(03) - Jean Augustine at celebration at Jamaican Canadian Community Centre, events at elementary school and cenotaph for Remembrance Day

Title: Jean Augustine at celebration at Jamaican Canadian Community Centre, events at elementary school and cenotaph for Remembrance Day

ID: 2007-022/103(03)

Date: [ca. 11 Nov. 2000] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of Augustine's family and journalist Dwight Drummond.

Physical description: 56 photographs : col. ; 13 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/103(04) - Jean Augustine at re-election campaign events, speaking to reporters, with interns, campaign staff and constituents

Title: Jean Augustine at re-election campaign events, speaking to reporters, with interns, campaign staff and constituents

ID: 2007-022/103(04)

Date: [before 27 Nov. 2000] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of MPP Joe Cordiano, Rita Cox and Armand Conant.

Physical description: 36 photographs : col. and b&w ; 10 x 15 cm
37 negatives

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/103(05) - Jean Augustine at election night gathering and election celebration

Title: Jean Augustine at election night gathering and election celebration

ID: 2007-022/103(05)

Date: [ca. 27 Nov. 2000] (date of creation)

Physical description: 53 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/103(06) - Jean Augustine at swearing-in ceremony, at events on Parliament Hill and in local constituency

Title: Jean Augustine at swearing-in ceremony, at events on Parliament Hill and in local constituency

ID: 2007-022/103(06)

Date: Dec. 2000 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of PM Jean Chretien.

Physical description: 32 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright on some photos : Diane Murphy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/103(07) - Photo album of public activities, community events, receptions with MPs John Manley and Anne McLellan, LAMP Community
Services, Governor General Awards for the Performing Arts and trip to Paris and conference in Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso)

Title: Photo album of public activities, community events, receptions with MPs John Manley and Anne McLellan, LAMP Community Services, Governor General Awards for the Performing Arts and trip to Paris and conference in Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso)

ID: 2007-022/103(07)

Date: [between 2001 and 2002?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 108 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
120 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/103(08) - Photo album of public activities, community events, receptions with MPs John Manley and Anne McLellan, LAMP Community Services, Governor General Awards for the Performing Arts and trip to Paris and conference in Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso)

Title: Photo album of public activities, community events, receptions with MPs John Manley and Anne McLellan, LAMP Community Services, Governor General Awards for the Performing Arts and trip to Paris and conference in Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso)

ID: 2007-022/103(08)

Date: [between 2001 and 2002?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photos of actor Christopher Plummer and MP Carolyn Bennett, Mayor of Toronto Mel Lastman and Archbishop Dr. Doloris Seiveright.

Physical description: 140 photographs : col. ; 13 x 17 cm and 10 x 15 cm
23 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2
File: 2007-022/103(09) - Jean Augustine at community conference and speaking at event

Title: Jean Augustine at community conference and speaking at event
ID: 2007-022/103(09)
Date: [ca. 2001?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
  Includes photos of MPP Laurel Broten.
Physical description: 10 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
Publication status:
  Published
Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/103(10) - Photographs by Owen Rowe

Title: Photographs by Owen Rowe
ID: 2007-022/103(10)
Date: [ca. 2001?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
  Includes photos of Augustine with Chief Justice Julius Isaac.
Physical description: 7 photographs : col. ; 14.5 x 9.5 cm. and smaller
  0.1 cm of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
  Some photos taken at earlier date.
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/103(11) - Jean Augustine on Parliament Hill, celebrating Black History Month and Estonian Independence Day

Title: Jean Augustine on Parliament Hill, celebrating Black History Month and Estonian Independence Day
ID: 2007-022/103(11)
Date: Jan.-Feb. 2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
- Includes photo of Senator Terry Mercer.

Physical description: 4 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/103(12) - Jean Augustine at World Tuberculosis Day event, reception on Parliament Hill, meeting with Minister for the Environment, and at Daily Bread Food Bank

Title: Jean Augustine at World Tuberculosis Day event, reception on Parliament Hill, meeting with Minister for the Environment, and at Daily Bread Food Bank
ID: 2007-022/103(12)
Date: Mar. 2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
- Includes photos of MPS Peter Miliken, Judy Sgro, and David Anderson.

Physical description: 26 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm
25 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/103(13) - Jean Augustine with Michael "Pinball" Clemons and MP Ovid Jackson on Parliament Hill

Title: Jean Augustine with Michael "Pinball" Clemons and MP Ovid Jackson on Parliament Hill
ID: 2007-022/103(13)
Date: Apr. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 3 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/104(01) - Jean Augustine at reception with Commonwealth delegates in Great Britain

Title: Jean Augustine at reception with Commonwealth delegates in Great Britain
ID: 2007-022/104(01)
Date: 18 May 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 8 photographs : col. ; 20.3 x 15.2 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/104(02) - Presentation of Millennium Hope Candle to MPs and Prime Minister

Title: Presentation of Millennium Hope Candle to MPs and Prime Minister
ID: 2007-022/104(02)
Date: [29 May 2001?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Physical description: 18 photographs: col.; 12.5 x 17.7 cm
16 prints: col. and b&w; 21.5 x 28 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Copyright: Diane Murphy.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/104(03) - Jean Augustine on Parliament Hill with art installation and foreign dignitaries, at roundtable discussion and BBI Conference (Halifax, NS)

Title: Jean Augustine on Parliament Hill with art installation and foreign dignitaries, at roundtable discussion and BBI Conference (Halifax, NS)

ID: 2007-022/104(03)

Date: June 2001 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photos of Senator Vivienne Poy, MPs Gilbert Parent, Karen Kraft Sloan, Maria Minna and Ovid Jackson.

Physical description: 73 photographs: col.; 21.5 x 28 cm and smaller

Note [generalNote]:

Copyright on some photos: Paul Adams.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/104(04) - Jean Augustine at Liberal Party BBQ and international conference with MPs Paddy Torsney and Senator Sheila Finestone

Title: Jean Augustine at Liberal Party BBQ and international conference with MPs Paddy Torsney and Senator Sheila Finestone

ID: 2007-022/104(04)

Date: July 2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 5 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm
0.1 cm of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/104(05) - Jean Augustine at conference in Washington DC (USA), local riding meeting, Mimico Baptist Church National Night Out Party in the Park event

Title: Jean Augustine at conference in Washington DC (USA), local riding meeting, Mimico Baptist Church National Night Out Party in the Park event

ID: 2007-022/104(05)

Date: Aug. 2001 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of MP Stephan Dion.

Physical description: 58 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
63 negatives : col. ; 35mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/104(06) - Jean Augustine hosting annual summer picnic
Title: Jean Augustine hosting annual summer picnic  
**ID:** 2007-022/104(06)  
**Date:** 26 Aug. 2001 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 75 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm  
55 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/104(07) - Jean Augustine at World Conference Against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance (Durban, South Africa)**

Title: Jean Augustine at World Conference Against Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance (Durban, South Africa)  
**ID:** 2007-022/104(07)  
**Date:** 31 Aug. - 07 Sept. 2001 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 26 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm  
25 negatives : col. ; 35mm

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/104(08) - Jean Augustine on Parliament Hill with delegates and meeting on food security**

Title: Jean Augustine on Parliament Hill with delegates and meeting on food security  
**ID:** 2007-022/104(08)  
**Date:** Sept.-Oct. 2001 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Includes photos of Prime Minister Jean Chretien, MPs Peter Miliken, Wendy Lill and representatives from Doctors Without Borders/Medicins Sans Frontieres.
File: 2007-022/104(09) - Jean Augustine participating at Remembrance Day ceremonies, community meeting, opening of Cineplex Odeon theatre, graduation ceremony

Title: Jean Augustine participating at Remembrance Day ceremonies, community meeting, opening of Cineplex Odeon theatre, graduation ceremony
ID: 2007-022/104(09)
Date: Nov.-Dec. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 43 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
50 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/104(10) - Jean Augustine hosting annual Christmas party and birthday

Title: Jean Augustine hosting annual Christmas party and birthday
ID: 2007-022/104(10)
Date: Dec. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 58 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/104(11) - Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter**

**Title:** Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for personal website and newsletter

**ID:** 2007-022/104(11)

**Date:** [ca. 2002] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 26 photographs : col. ; 13 x 17.7 cm and smaller
15 photo stats : b&w ; 21.5 x 28 cm and smaller

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/104(12) - Photo album of trip to Slovenia, Global Summit of Women (Barcelona, Spain), Canada Day celebrations and local events**

**Title:** Photo album of trip to Slovenia, Global Summit of Women (Barcelona, Spain), Canada Day celebrations and local events

**ID:** 2007-022/104(12)

**Date:** 2002 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 186 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/104(13) - Photo album of Golden Jubilee Medal ceremonies, Liberal Party fund raiser with MP Denis Coderre and local events**
Title: Photo album of Golden Jubilee Medal ceremonies, Liberal Party fund raiser with MP Denis Coderre and local events

ID: 2007-022/104(13)

Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 186 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
241 negatives : col. ; 35mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/105(01) - Photo album of public events, activities and conferences

Title: Photo album of public events, activities and conferences

ID: 2007-022/105(01)

Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos from Aboriginal Research Conference (22 November 2002), Diversity and Culture Forum (May 2003), Rexdale Women's 25th Anniversary event (25 June 2003), delegation from Russia and Women in Politics Breakfast.

Physical description: 109 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm
59 negatives : col. ; 60 mm

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright on some photos : Thomas Sandier.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/105(02) - Photo album of public events, activities and conferences

Title: Photo album of public events, activities and conferences

ID: 2007-022/105(02)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


Physical description: 99 photographs : 21.5 x 28 cm and smaller
5 prints : col. ; 21.5 x 28 cm
3 compact disks

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/105(03) - Jean Augustine in East Timor

Title: Jean Augustine in East Timor
ID: 2007-022/105(03)
Date: [ca. 2002?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Includes photos of MP Svend Robinson.

Physical description: 14 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Date based on when East Timor was formally recognised as an independent state.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/105(04) - Jean Augustine at governmental meeting

Title: Jean Augustine at governmental meeting
ID: 2007-022/105(04)
File: 2007-022/105(05) - Jean Augustine overseas in Russia and Grenada, at local events, community meetings and ribbon-cutting ceremonies Scotiabank and the Daily Bread Food Bank

Title: Jean Augustine overseas in Russia and Grenada, at local events, community meetings and ribbon-cutting ceremonies Scotiabank and the Daily Bread Food Bank

ID: 2007-022/105(05)

Date: Jan.-Feb. 2002 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of the Prime Minister of Grenada, Dr. Keith Mitchell, MPs Herb Dhaliwal, Gilles Ducieppe, Alexa McDonough and former mayor of Toronto, Barbara Hall.

Physical description: 109 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and smaller
87 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright on some photos : Jean-Marc Carisse.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/105(06) - Jean Augustine at local community event, posting with interns

Title: Jean Augustine at local community event, posting with interns

ID: 2007-022/105(06)

Date: Mar. 2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of MPP Laurel Broten and former mayor of Toronto, Barbara Hall.

Physical description: 20 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)


Title: Jean Augustine overseas in South Africa, Algeria and Ethiopia for United Nations World Food Program

ID: 2007-022/105(07)

Date: Mar.-Apr. 2002 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of PM Jean Chretien, MPs Ovid Jackson and Mauril Belanger.

Physical description: 104 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
25 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
0.1 cm of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright on some photos : Serge Fournier, Diana Murphy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/105(08) - Jean Augustine at celebration in honour of Mary Hennessey

Title: Jean Augustine at celebration in honour of Mary Hennessey

ID: 2007-022/105(08)
Date: 26 Apr. 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 20 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
25 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/106(01) - Jean Augustine overseas in East Timor, meeting visitors to Parliament Hill, at swearing-in ceremony, at local Metro Toronto Police event and ribbon-cutting ceremony

Title: Jean Augustine overseas in East Timor, meeting visitors to Parliament Hill, at swearing-in ceremony, at local Metro Toronto Police event and ribbon-cutting ceremony

ID: 2007-022/106(01)

Date: May 2002 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of Speaker of the Ghana House of Parliament, Peter Ala Adjetey, Governor General Adrienne Clarkson, MPs Peter Miliken and Elsie Wayne.

Physical description: 48 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
36 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright on some photos : Marek J. Goldyn.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/106(02) - Jean Augustine and Sheila Copps at reception in honour of painting of Parliament Buildings by M. Keyhani at Westmount Gallery

Title: Jean Augustine and Sheila Copps at reception in honour of painting of Parliament Buildings by M. Keyhani at Westmount Gallery
ID: 2007-022/106(02)

Date: 25 June 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 33 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
25 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Note [generalNote]:

Copyright on some photos : Margaert Dalton.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/106(03) - Jean Augustine overseas at Global Summit of Women (Barcelona, Spain), attending public events, picnics, World Youth Day (Toronto)

Title: Jean Augustine overseas at Global Summit of Women (Barcelona, Spain), attending public events, picnics, World Youth Day (Toronto)

ID: 2007-022/106(03)

Date: June - July 2002 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photos of PM Jean Chretien.

Physical description: 87 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/106(04) - Jean Augustine hosing annual summer picnic, with delegates in Ottawa and giving speech in Toronto

Title: Jean Augustine hosing annual summer picnic, with delegates in Ottawa and giving speech in Toronto

ID: 2007-022/106(04)
Date: July-Aug. 2002 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of former mayor of Toronto, Barbara Hall, Canadian Labour Congress Secretary Hassan Yousef.

Physical description: 40 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm. 10 x 15 cm
79 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright on some photos: John Korec.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/106(05) - Jean Augustine travelling in Quebec

Title: Jean Augustine travelling in Quebec
ID: 2007-022/106(05)
Date: Aug. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 22 photographs : col. ; 28.7 x 22 cm and smaller

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright on some photos: Jean-Eudes Tremblay.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/106(06) - Photo album of trip to Oslo, Norway for Seventh International Metropolis Conference attending Mimico Baptist Church National Night Out Party in the Park

Title: Photo album of trip to Oslo, Norway for Seventh International Metropolis Conference attending Mimico Baptist Church National Night Out Party in the Park
ID: 2007-022/106(06)
Date: Sept. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 49 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
25 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/106(07) - Jean Augustine at her sixty-fifth birthday party

Title: Jean Augustine at her sixty-fifth birthday party
ID: 2007-022/106(07)
Date: [ca. 9 Sept. 2002] (date of creation)
Physical description: 29 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
45 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/106(08) - Jean Augustine receiving South African Women for Women award, posing with art work and artists, at APEC (Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation) meeting, and Ministers Responsible for the Status of Women meeting (Whitehorse, Yukon)

Title: Jean Augustine receiving South African Women for Women award, posing with art work and artists, at APEC (Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation) meeting, and Ministers Responsible for the Status of Women meeting (Whitehorse, Yukon)
ID: 2007-022/106(08)
Date: Sept. 2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of Archbishop Desmond Tutu.

Physical description: 76 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
File: 2007-022/106(09) - Photo album of Governor General's Awards in commemoration of the Person's Case

Title: Photo album of Governor General's Awards in commemoration of the Person's Case  
ID: 2007-022/106(09)  
Date: 10 Oct. 2002 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Includes photos of Governor General Adrienne Clarkson and recipients Margaret-Ann Arbour, Francoise David, Michele Landsberg, Elisapie Ootova, Megan Reid, and Nancy Riche.  
Physical description: 27 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm  
Publication status:  
Published  
Access points:  
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/106(10) - Jean Augustine at public events, outdoor event with Prince Philip, Eighth Congress of the World Federation of Ukrainian Women's Organizations and Les francophones du Quebec Congres femmes

Title: Jean Augustine at public events, outdoor event with Prince Philip, Eighth Congress of the World Federation of Ukrainian Women's Organizations and Les francophones du Quebec Congres femmes  
ID: 2007-022/106(10)  
Date: Oct. 2002 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 12 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm  
Note [generalNote]:  
Copyright on some photos : Marina Lessard and John Korec.
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/106(11) - Professional portrait and Christmas card for constituents

Title: Professional portrait and Christmas card for constituents
ID: 2007-022/106(11)
Date: [ca. Dec. 2002?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 3 photographs : col. and b&w ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10.2 x 12.5 cm
Note [generalNote]:
Copyright on photos: Couvrette.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/106(12) - Jean Augustine at community dinners and banquets, memorial for Carl Redhead,

Title: Jean Augustine at community dinners and banquets, memorial for Carl Redhead,
ID: 2007-022/106(12)
Date: Nov.-Dec. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 45 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
50 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/106(13) - Jean Augustine hosting annual community Christmas party

Title: Jean Augustine hosting annual community Christmas party
ID: 2007-022/106(13)
Date: Dec. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 25 photographs : 10 x 17 cm and 10 x 15 cm
25 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/107(01) - Images of work by Etobicoke artists for calendar

Title: Images of work by Etobicoke artists for calendar
ID: 2007-022/107(01)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes material on Adam Wieckowski, Bozic Dragan, David Golden, Ken Kettlewell, Kenneth Fuentes, Marko Mitic, Miguel Cisneros, Nazareth Mebrathu and Viktor Mitic.

Physical description: 1 compact disk : 114 MB of textual records and photographic material
Note [generalNote]:

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/107(02) - Photo album of contact sheets of Jean Augustine at Success Gala (Vancouver, BC), Black Women's Congress (Hamilton, ON), Jamaican
**Canadian event, Rexdale Women's twenty-fifth Anniversary, South African Women for Women Awards, Caribana and student awards ceremony**

**Title:** Photo album of contact sheets of Jean Augustine at Success Gala (Vancouver, BC), Black Women's Congress (Hamilton, ON), Jamaican Canadian event, Rexdale Women's twenty-fifth Anniversary, South African Women for Women Awards, Caribana and student awards ceremony

**ID:** 2007-022/107(02)

**Date:** 2003 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Includes photos of Stephen Lewis, Premier of British Columbia, Gordon Campbell.

**Physical description:** 29 photographs : col. ; 20.2 x 28 cm
4 compact disks : 793.3 MB (700 jpegs)

**Note [generalNote]:**
Copyright: Kenny Photographic Productions, Kent Kallberg, Thomas Sadlier.

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/107(03) - Photo album of Jean Augustine overseas in Brazil, at receptions, conferences, Black History Month event, events on Parliament Hill and in local constituency**

**Title:** Photo album of Jean Augustine overseas in Brazil, at receptions, conferences, Black History Month event, events on Parliament Hill and in local constituency

**ID:** 2007-022/107(03)

**Date:** 2002-2003, predominant 2003 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Includes photographs of Prime Minister Jean Chretien, former Lieutenant Governor, Lincoln Alexander, MPS Gilles Ducieppe, Jack Layton, Hedy Fry, Ovid Jackson, Carole-Marie Allard, Elsie Wayne, and Rahim Jaffer.

**Physical description:** 198 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
52 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/107(04) - Photo album of Jean Augustine at receptions, conferences, Black History Month events, film screenings, Racism:Stop It awards ceremony, events on Parliament Hill and in local constituency

Title: Photo album of Jean Augustine at receptions, conferences, Black History Month events, film screenings, Racism:Stop It awards ceremony, events on Parliament Hill and in local constituency
ID: 2007-022/107(04)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 180 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2
Copyright on some photos : Mike Pinder.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/107(05) - Photo album of Jean Augustine at receptions, conferences, Black History Month events, film screenings, Rosemary Brown Tribute, Racism:Stop It awards ceremony, events on Parliament Hill and in local constituency. 44 photographs (contact sheets) : col. ; 20.5 x 28 cm

Title: Photo album of Jean Augustine at receptions, conferences, Black History Month events, film screenings, Rosemary Brown Tribute, Racism:Stop It awards ceremony, events on Parliament Hill and in local constituency. 44 photographs (contact sheets) : col. ; 20.5 x 28 cm
ID: 2007-022/107(05)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 3 compact disks : 627.9 MB of graphic material (358 jpegs)
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/108(01) - Portraits of Jean Augustine in her office
Title: Portraits of Jean Augustine in her office
ID: 2007-022/108(01)
Date: [ca. 2003?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 4 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/108(02) - Jean Augustine with delegates from South Africa and Barbados
Title: Jean Augustine with delegates from South Africa and Barbados
ID: 2007-022/108(02)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Delegates include Andre Jacquet, Ambassador to South Africa and High Commissioner of Barbados.

Physical description: 3 photographs : 12.5 x 17.5 cm
Note [generalNote]:
Copyright: Estelle Sirieix.

Publication status:
File: 2007-022/108(03) - Jean Augustine with committee members at Global Summit planning meeting (Washington, DC), at event with Halifax Regional Police and Umoja theatre group

**Title:** Jean Augustine with committee members at Global Summit planning meeting (Washington, DC), at event with Halifax Regional Police and Umoja theatre group  
**ID:** 2007-022/108(03)  
**Date:** 2003 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 6 photographs (contact sheets, 24 images) : 21.8 x 28 cm

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/108(04) - Jean Augustine in Washington DC, at awards ceremonies, banquets and local constituents

**Title:** Jean Augustine in Washington DC, at awards ceremonies, banquets and local constituents  
**ID:** 2007-022/108(04)  
**Date:** 2003 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 12 photographs (contact sheets, 45 images) : col. ; 21.8 x 28 cm

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/108(05) - Trip to Grenada and correspondence from diplomat Donald Bobiash
Title: Trip to Grenada and correspondence from diplomat Donald Bobiash

ID: 2007-022/108(05)

Date: Jan. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 31 photograph : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
1 compact disk : 223 MB of graphic material and moving images (229 jpeg images and 5 mpegs)

Note [generalNote]:

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/108(06) - Jean Augustine attending Black History Month Banquet (Regina, SK), speaking at Woodsworth College (Toronto, ON), at Mathieu Da Costa Awards Ceremony and at local reception

Title: Jean Augustine attending Black History Month Banquet (Regina, SK), speaking at Woodsworth College (Toronto, ON), at Mathieu Da Costa Awards Ceremony and at local reception

ID: 2007-022/108(06)

Date: Feb. 2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of members of the Saskatchewan Caribbean Canadian Association and the Canadian Council of Professional Engineers.

Physical description: 21 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/108(07) - Jean Augustine at Black History Month poster press conference, with representatives from PEERS (Prostitutes Empowerment Education Resource Society), reception and speech in Canadiana Restaurant (Toronto, ON)

**Title:** Jean Augustine at Black History Month poster press conference, with representatives from PEERS (Prostitutes Empowerment Education Resource Society), reception and speech in Canadiana Restaurant (Toronto, ON)

**ID:** 2007-022/108(07)

**Date:** Mar. 2003 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Includes photos of PM Jean Chretien, MPPs Dalton McGuinty, Laurel Broten, former mayor of Toronto Barbara Hall.

**Physical description:** 32 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
25 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/108(08) - Jean Augustine hosting Queen's Jubilee awards ceremony and meeting of religious leaders

**Title:** Jean Augustine hosting Queen's Jubilee awards ceremony and meeting of religious leaders

**ID:** 2007-022/108(08)

**Date:** Apr. 2003 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Includes photos of MPs David Kilgour and Paul Martin, Toronto Chief of Police Julian Fantino, Pandit Dr. Madhu R. Sahasrabudhe, Rohahes Ian Phillips, Deacon Rick McLellan, Iman Gamal Solaiman, Rabbi Reuven Bulka, Reverend Dr. Karen Hamilton, Monseigneur Shane Parker.

**Physical description:** 61 photographs : col. ; 12 x 17.5 cm and 12.5 x 17.5 cm

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
File: **2007-022/108(09)** - Photo album of Asian Heritage Month reception and press conference

**Title:** Photo album of Asian Heritage Month reception and press conference  
**ID:** 2007-022/108(09)  
**Date:** 14 May 2003 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Includes photos of Senator Vivienne Poy and MP Sheila Copps.

**Physical description:** 114 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm  
**Note [generalNote]:**  
Copyright: David Trattles.

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: **2007-022/108(10)** - Visit of Victor Yushchenko of Ukraine to Canada

**Title:** Visit of Victor Yushchenko of Ukraine to Canada  
**ID:** 2007-022/108(10)  
**Date:** 16 May 2003 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 3 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm  
**Note [generalNote]:**  
Copyright: John Korec.

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Graphic material (documentary form)

Title: Jean Augustine at Native Women's Regional Forum (Dartmouth, NS), Diversity and Inclusion Panel, UNPAC (United Nations Platform for Action Committee) Launch event, Canadian Multiculturalism Day, Ontario Liberal Party Annual General Meeting, event at the Royal Ontario Museum, with Ukrainian interns and Miss Canada Plus

ID: 2007-022/108(11)

Date: June 2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photos of Lieutenant Governor Hilary Weston, Premier of Ontario, Ernie Eves, Michael Lee-Chin and athlete and advocate Rick Hansen.

Physical description: 27 photographs : col. ; 21.8 x 28 cm and smaller
5 compact disks : 50.4 MB (153 jpegs) of graphic material

Note [generalNote]:

Copyright on some photos : Denis Drever, McCaughan Photography, Adams Photography.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/108(12) - Jean Augustine at Global Summit for Women (Marakech, Morocco)

Title: Jean Augustine at Global Summit for Women (Marakech, Morocco)

ID: 2007-022/108(12)

Date: 28-30 June 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 91 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
100 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/108(13) - Photo album of Jean Augustine hosting annual summer picnic, reception for Africa delegates for 2010 Hamilton bid for Commonwealth Games

Title: Photo album of Jean Augustine hosting annual summer picnic, reception for Africa delegates for 2010 Hamilton bid for Commonwealth Games

ID: 2007-022/108(13)

Date: Aug. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 77 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 12.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
1 compact disk : 31MB (37 jpegs) of graphic material

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/108(14) - Jean Augustine at Pan American Games (Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic)

Title: Jean Augustine at Pan American Games (Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic)

ID: 2007-022/108(14)

Date: 1-17 Aug. 2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of former Olympic athlete Charmaine Crooks.

Physical description: 52 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/108(15) - Jean Augustine at Caribana, picnic with Toronto Crime Prevention Association

Title: Jean Augustine at Caribana, picnic with Toronto Crime Prevention Association
ID: 2007-022/108(15)
Date: Aug. 2003 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of former mayor of Toronto Barbara Hall, MPP Laurel Broten.

Physical description: 49 photographs : col. ; 10 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
29 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
0.1 cm of textual material
1 compact disk : 25 MB (66 jpegs) of graphic material

Note [generalNote]:

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/108(16) - Jean Augustine at Thermal Energy meeting

Title: Jean Augustine at Thermal Energy meeting
ID: 2007-022/108(16)
Date: Sept. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 compact disk : 14.3 MB (18 jpegs) of graphic material.

Note [generalNote]:

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/109(01) - Photo album of 2003 Governor General's Awards in commemoration of The Persons Case

**Title:** Photo album of 2003 Governor General's Awards in commemoration of The Persons Case

**ID:** 2007-022/109(01)

**Date:** 17 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Includes photos of Governor General Adrienne Clarkson and award recipients Nicole Demers, Eira Friesen, Joyce Hayden, Jennifer Hustwitt, Marilou McPhedran, and Jayanti Negi.

**Physical description:** 23 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
1 photo album

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/109(02) - Correspondence from Fr. Roger Aboteyuure (Bolgatanga, Ghana)

**Title:** Correspondence from Fr. Roger Aboteyuure (Bolgatanga, Ghana)

**ID:** 2007-022/109(02)

**Date:** Oct. 2003 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 2 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm
0.2 cm of textual material

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/109(03) - Jean Augustine attending University of Ottawa event in Chateau Laurier and Multicultural Conference (Dartmouth, NS)
Title: Jean Augustine attending University of Ottawa event in Chateau Laurier and Multicultural Conference (Dartmouth, NS)

ID: 2007-022/109(03)

Date: 4-8 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 3 compact disks : 64 MB of graphic material.

Note [generalNote]:

Copyright: D. Drever. Compact disks contain 99 jpeg images.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/109(04) - Jean Augustine at Liberal Party fund raiser, banquet for Institute for Caribbean Studies, with delegates from the African Millennium Project and speaking at Nucleo de Estodos Canadenses at the Universidade do Estado da Bahia (Salvador, Brazil)

Title: Jean Augustine at Liberal Party fund raiser, banquet for Institute for Caribbean Studies, with delegates from the African Millennium Project and speaking at Nucleo de Estodos Canadenses at the Universidade do Estado da Bahia (Salvador, Brazil)

ID: 2007-022/109(04)

Date: Nov. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 6 photographs : col. ; 15 x 21.5 cm and smaller

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/109(05) - Jean Augustine at the Sociedade de Cultura Combali (Democracy and Communication: Inclusion is Imperative) Conference (Brasilia, Brazil)

Title: Jean Augustine at the Sociedade de Cultura Combali (Democracy and Communication: Inclusion is Imperative) Conference (Brasilia, Brazil)
ID: 2007-022/109(05)
Date: 25-27 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 117 photographs : col. ; 15 x 21.5 cm
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/109(06) - Jean Augustine at the Sociedade de Cultura Combali (Democracy and Communication: Inclusion is Imperative) Conference (Brasilia, Brazil)

Title: Jean Augustine at the Sociedade de Cultura Combali (Democracy and Communication: Inclusion is Imperative) Conference (Brasilia, Brazil)
ID: 2007-022/109(06)
Date: 25-27 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 76 photographs : col. ; 15 x 21.5 cm
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/109(07) - Jean Augustine at the Sociedade de Cultura Combali (Democracy and Communication: Inclusion is Imperative) Conference (Brasilia, Brazil)

Title: Jean Augustine at the Sociedade de Cultura Combali (Democracy and Communication: Inclusion is Imperative) Conference (Brasilia, Brazil)
ID: 2007-022/109(07)
Date: 25-27 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 62 photographs : col. ; 15 x 21.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/110(01) - Jean Augustine at banquet with Sebastien Gladon

Title: Jean Augustine at banquet with Sebastien Gladon

ID: 2007-022/110(01)

Date: [ca. Dec. 2003] (date of creation)

Physical description: 5 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/110(02) - Jean Augustine at Confederation Dinner with Paul and Sheila Martin, with office staff, at swearing-in ceremony and cabinet

Title: Jean Augustine at Confederation Dinner with Paul and Sheila Martin, with office staff, at swearing-in ceremony and cabinet

ID: 2007-022/110(02)

Date: 9-12 Dec. 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 20 photographs : col. ; 21 x 28 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Copyright : J.M. Carisse.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/110(03) - Jean Augustine on trip to Brazil, Halifax, Pan Am Games, local cultural events, Black History Month, and hosting annual Christmas dinner

Title: Jean Augustine on trip to Brazil, Halifax, Pan Am Games, local cultural events, Black History Month, and hosting annual Christmas dinner

ID: 2007-022/110(03)

Date: Dec. 2003-May 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 25 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
25 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
1 compact disk : 432 MB (338 jpegs) of graphic material

Note [generalNote]:


Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/110(04) - Photographs of Jean Augustine with celebrities, heads of state and artists for "Tell It Like It Is" project with The Win Win Picture Company

Title: Photographs of Jean Augustine with celebrities, heads of state and artists for "Tell It Like It Is" project with The Win Win Picture Company

ID: 2007-022/110(04)

Date: [before 2004?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photos of Jean Chretien, Ujjal Dosanjh, poet Maya Angelou, President of Nigeria Olusegun Obasanjo, President of Cuba Fidel Castro, President of South Africa Nelson Mandela, King of Jordan, Abdullah II, and Bishop Desmond Tutu.

Physical description: 22 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Copyright on some photos: Diana Murphy, J.M. Carisse, Serge Fournier.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/110(05) - Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for Householder website and newsletter

Title: Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for Householder website and newsletter
ID: 2007-022/110(05)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of MP Judy Sgro, MPPS Laurel Broten, Dona Cansfield, city councillors Gloria Lindsay Luby and Peter Milchzyn.

Physical description: 44 photographs: col.; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
Note [generalNote]:
Copyright on some photos: Eddie Grant.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/110(06) - Jean Augustine with Paul Martin and other politicians celebrating Easter in Orthodox Church

Title: Jean Augustine with Paul Martin and other politicians celebrating Easter in Orthodox Church
ID: 2007-022/110(06)
Date: [ca. 2004?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of MP Ruby Dhalla and MPP Laurel Broten.

Physical description: 13 photographs : col. 10 x 17.5 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/110(07) - Formal portraits of Jean Augustine in the House of Commons, posing with Paul Martin for election campaign

Title: Formal portraits of Jean Augustine in the House of Commons, posing with Paul Martin for election campaign
ID: 2007-022/110(07)
Date: [ca. 2004?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 6 photographs : col. ; 13 x 17.5 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/110(08) - Jean Augustine with local constituents and staff at community events and banquet

Title: Jean Augustine with local constituents and staff at community events and banquet
ID: 2007-022/110(08)
Date: [ca. 2004?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 14 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/110(09) - Printed of Jean Augustine with politicians at media event on Parliament Hill

Title: Printed of Jean Augustine with politicians at media event on Parliament Hill
ID: 2007-022/110(09)
Date: [ca. 2004?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Physical description: 10 prints : b&w ; 21 x 28 cm and 12.5 x 17.5 cm
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/110(10) - Jean Augustine at banquet with staff and supporters

Title: Jean Augustine at banquet with staff and supporters
ID: 2007-022/110(10)
Date: [ca. 2004?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of Natalia Snajdf, Melissa Armstrong, Yvonne [B---?], Michelle Cooper and Mary Kancer.
Physical description: 4 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/110(11) - Jean Augustine in Grenada, touring Afro-Caribbean Millennium Centre (Birmingham, England), New Walk Museum (Leicester,
England), attending meeting of Caribbean Development Bank, conference and Liberal party reception

Title: Jean Augustine in Grenada, touring Afro-Caribbean Millennium Centre (Birmingham, England), New Walk Museum (Leicester, England), attending meeting of Caribbean Development Bank, conference and Liberal party reception

ID: 2007-022/110(11)

Date: [ca. 2004?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 64 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
37 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
21 prints : b&w ; 20 x 28 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/110(12) - Jean Augustine in formal Speaker's robes, at historic plaque unveiling

Title: Jean Augustine in formal Speaker's robes, at historic plaque unveiling

ID: 2007-022/110(12)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photos of Mayor of Toronto, David Miller, former Lieutenant Governor Lincoln Alexander.

Physical description: 3 photographs : col. ; 20 x 25.5 cm and 12.5 x 17.7 cm

Note [generalNote]:

Copyright on portrait : Teckles Photo.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/110(13) - Jean Augustine in Egypt, at Liberal Party member reception, photographs of damage to vehicle

Title: Jean Augustine in Egypt, at Liberal Party member reception, photographs of damage to vehicle
ID: 2007-022/110(13)
Date: Jan. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 53 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
73 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/110(14) - Jean Augustine hosting Black History Month events, posters by PRUDE (Pride Race Unity Dignity Education) organization (St. John, NB) and multiculturalism press conference

Title: Jean Augustine hosting Black History Month events, posters by PRUDE (Pride Race Unity Dignity Education) organization (St. John, NB) and multiculturalism press conference
ID: 2007-022/110(14)
Date: [Feb. 2004?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 39 photographs : col. ; 17.5 x 12.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
Note [generalNote]:
Copyright on some photos : Dave Chan.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/110(15) - Contact sheets and formal portrait for election campaign

Title: Contact sheets and formal portrait for election campaign
ID: 2007-022/110(15)
Date: 12 Feb. 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 15 photographs : col. and b&w ; 21.5 x 28 cm and 12.5 x 17.5 cm
3 prints : col. and b&w ; 21.5 x 28 cm
1 compact disk : 22.2 MB (1 tiff) of graphic material

Note [generalNote]:

Copyright: Jean-Marc Carisse. Includes printed thumbnails with annotations.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/110(16) - Jean Augustine speaking at Library Archives Canada event and Emerging Markets conference (Calgary, AB)

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at Library Archives Canada event and Emerging Markets conference (Calgary, AB)

ID: 2007-022/110(16)

Date: 27 Feb. 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 40 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
1 compact disk : 470 MB (135 jpegs) of graphic material

Note [generalNote]:


Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/110(17) - Photo album of Racism. Stop It! video competition awards ceremony

Title: Photo album of Racism. Stop It! video competition awards ceremony

ID: 2007-022/110(17)
Date: [ca. 21 Mar. 2004] (date of creation)

Physical description: 121 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/110(18) - Photo album of African Heritage roundtable (Ottawa, ON)

Title: Photo album of African Heritage roundtable (Ottawa, ON)
ID: 2007-022/110(18)
Date: 26 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of Librarian and Archivist of Canada, Ian E. Wilson.

Physical description: 41 photographs : col. ; 21.5 x 28 cm and 10 x 15 cm
1 compact disk : 680 MB (84 jpegs) of graphic material

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/110(19) - Jean Augustine at community events, awards ceremonies, 2004 budget meeting, Forum du Centre d'Encadrement pour les jeunes filles immigrantes (Montreal, QC), speech at The Economic Club of Toronto, Black History Month Celebration (Prince George, BC) and the Araisa Conference (Fredericton, NB)

Title: Jean Augustine at community events, awards ceremonies, 2004 budget meeting, Forum du Centre d'Encadrement pour les jeunes filles immigrantes (Montreal, QC), speech at The Economic Club of Toronto, Black History Month Celebration (Prince George, BC) and the Araisa Conference (Fredericton, NB)
ID: 2007-022/110(19)
Date: Mar. 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 114 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
132 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
3 compact disks : 233.5 MB (137 jpeg)s of graphic material

Note [generalNote]:

Copyright on some photos : Pascale Meunier.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/111(01) - Photo album of Lifting Up the World With A Oneness Heart Event with Sri Chinmoy

Title: Photo album of Lifting Up the World With A Oneness Heart Event with Sri Chinmoy

ID: 2007-022/111(01)

Date: 27 Apr. 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 45 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/111(02) - Jean Augustine in Grenada, at conference and visiting with aboriginal women in Yellowknife, NWT

Title: Jean Augustine in Grenada, at conference and visiting with aboriginal women in Yellowknife, NWT

ID: 2007-022/111(02)

Date: Apr. 2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photos of MP Ethel Blondin-Andrew and several shots of African lake.

Physical description: 50 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm
48 negatives : col. ; 25 mm
1 compact disk : 1.5 MB (13 jpeg)s of graphic material
Note [generalNote]:


Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/111(03) - Photo album of Jean Augustine at Vietnamese Canadian Federation Reception

Title: Photo album of Jean Augustine at Vietnamese Canadian Federation Reception

ID: 2007-022/111(03)

Date: 4 May 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 6 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
1 compact disk : 680 MB (81 jpegs) of graphic material

Note [generalNote]:

Copyright : Denis Drever.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/111(04) - Jean Augustine a local community awards ceremonies

Title: Jean Augustine a local community awards ceremonies

ID: 2007-022/111(04)

Date: May 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 photograph : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
1 compact disk : 71.7 MB (25 jpegs) of graphic material

Publication status:

Published
**File: 2007-022/111(05) - Photographs and textual material for election campaign**

**Title:** Photographs and textual material for election campaign  
**ID:** 2007-022/111(05)  
**Date:** [before 28 June 2004] (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Includes photos of Spider Jones.

**Physical description:** 65 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm  
0.3 cm of textual material  
24 prints : 9.5 x 13 cm

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**  
- Graphic material (documentary form)  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/111(06) - Campaign staff and friends, vandalism of campaign signs**

**Title:** Campaign staff and friends, vandalism of campaign signs  
**ID:** 2007-022/111(06)  
**Date:** [before 28 June 2004] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 14 photographs : col. ; 10 x 17 cm

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**  
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/111(07) - Jean Augustine campaigning door-to-door**

**Title:** Jean Augustine campaigning door-to-door
File: 2007-022/111(08) - Jean Augustine hosting barbecue at constituency office during election campaign

Title: Jean Augustine hosting barbecue at constituency office during election campaign

ID: 2007-022/111(08)

Date: [before 28 June 2004] (date of creation)

Physical description: 24 photographs : col. 10 x 15 cm
24 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/111(09) - Jean Augustine campaigning, making speeches, participating in religious procession, charity marathon, attending event of Croatian and Korean literary societies

Title: Jean Augustine campaigning, making speeches, participating in religious procession, charity marathon, attending event of Croatian and Korean literary societies

ID: 2007-022/111(09)

Date: June 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 75 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
72 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/111(10) - Jean Augustine hosting annual summer picnic, attending Culture Fest and LAMP Community Health Centre fund raiser

Title: Jean Augustine hosting annual summer picnic, attending Culture Fest and LAMP Community Health Centre fund raiser

ID: 2007-022/111(10)

Date: July-Aug. 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 131 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
97 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/111(11) - Jean Augustine attending Taste of the Kingsway

Title: Jean Augustine attending Taste of the Kingsway

ID: 2007-022/111(11)

Date: Sept. 2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of MPP Laurel Broten.

Physical description: 10 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/111(12) - Photographs and prints of swearing-in ceremony. 24 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm. - 24 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Title: Photographs and prints of swearing-in ceremony. 24 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm. - 24 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

ID: 2007-022/111(12)

Date: 28 - 29 Sept. 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 26 prints : b&w ; 21. x 28 cm
1 compact disk : 65.3 MB (30 jpegs) of graphic material

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/111(13) - Jean Augustine at community events, banquets, awards ceremonies

Title: Jean Augustine at community events, banquets, awards ceremonies

ID: 2007-022/111(13)

Date: Oct. 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 9 photographs : col. ; 21.5 x 28 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)


Title: Jean Augustine at Canada Fund for Africa policy dialogue meeting, Liberal Party reception, meeting with Olympians and ParaOlympians on Parliament Hill, book launch for Deborah Grey, Remembrance Day ceremonies and state visit by First Lady Laura Bush
ID: 2007-022/111(14)
Date: Nov. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 23 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
1 print : 21.5 x 28 cm
1 compact disk : 87.5 MB (95 jpegs) of graphic material

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/111(15) - Jean Augustine hosting annual Christmas party
Title: Jean Augustine hosting annual Christmas party
ID: 2007-022/111(15)
Date: Dec. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 4 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/111(16) - Police procession and Jean Augustine and Mayor David Miller addressing police officers
Title: Police procession and Jean Augustine and Mayor David Miller addressing police officers
ID: 2007-022/111(16)
Date: [after 2004?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 16 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
24 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/111(17) - Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for Householder website and newsletter

Title: Photographs of public events, speeches, activities on Parliament Hill, in local constituency and overseas for Householder website and newsletter

ID: 2007-022/111(17)

Date: 2005 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of Prime Minister Paul Martin, former Lieutenant Governor Lincoln Alexander and actors Danny Glover and Tonya Lee Williams.

Physical description: 25 photographs : col. ; 21.5 x 28 cm
0.1 cm of textual material

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/111(18) - Prints of Jean Augustine at awards ceremony

Title: Prints of Jean Augustine at awards ceremony

ID: 2007-022/111(18)

Date: [ca. 2005?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 5 prints : 21.5 x 28 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/111(19) - Jean Augustine at committee meeting, posing with delegates
Title: Jean Augustine at committee meeting, posing with delegates

ID: 2007-022/111(19)

Date: [ca. 2005?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Includes photos of MP Greg Kilgour.

Physical description: 6 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/111(20) - Jean Augustine with artists, at local events, St. Kitts and Nevis Independence celebration and with Lauren Broten with church officials

Title: Jean Augustine with artists, at local events, St. Kitts and Nevis Independence celebration and with Lauren Broten with church officials

ID: 2007-022/111(20)

Date: [ca. 2005?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 9 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright : Ned Blair.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/111(21) - Jean Augustine on trip to Pakistan

Title: Jean Augustine on trip to Pakistan

ID: 2007-022/111(21)

Date: 8-13 Jan. 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 compact disk : 110 MB (359 jpegs) of graphic material
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/111(22) - Jean Augustine and Laurel Broten at event with church officials**

**Title:** Jean Augustine and Laurel Broten at event with church officials  
**ID:** 2007-022/111(22)  
**Date:** 11 Mar. 2005 or 03 Nov. 2005 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 3 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/111(23) - Jean Augustine at conference of women, event with Knights of Columbus, grand opening of bank, awards ceremonies, at outdoor event in foreign country**

**Title:** Jean Augustine at conference of women, event with Knights of Columbus, grand opening of bank, awards ceremonies, at outdoor event in foreign country  
**ID:** 2007-022/111(23)  
**Date:** Mar. 2005 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Includes photos of Senator Vivienne Poy and MP Nancy Karetak-Lindell.

**Physical description:** 45 photographs : col. ; 10 x 17 cm and 10 x 15 cm  
24 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

Title: Cabinet meeting with Prime Minister Paul Martin on Parliament Hill, with student visitors to Parliament Hill, International Women's Day breakfast, Labdara and Lithuanian 15th Anniversary and scholarship banquet

ID: 2007-022/112(01)

Date: Mar.-Apr. 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm
5 compact disks : 1680.6 MB (102 jpegs ; 2 pdfs ; 1 mpg) of graphic material

Note [generalNote]:

Copyright : Dave Chan, Wayne Gilbert

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(02) - Prints of formal portrait of Jean Augustine by Kate Greenslade, Kaibigan choir group, trip to YECSEC community orphanage (Youth Ending Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children) and conference performance (South Africa) and local speaking events

Title: Prints of formal portrait of Jean Augustine by Kate Greenslade, Kaibigan choir group, trip to YECSEC community orphanage (Youth Ending Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children) and conference performance (South Africa) and local speaking events

ID: 2007-022/112(02)

Date: May-June 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 26 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
24 negatives : col. ; 35 mm
32 prints : 21.5 x 28 cm

Publication status:

Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(03) - Jean Augustine at Caribana night event, in office with visitors

Title: Jean Augustine at Caribana night event, in office with visitors
ID: 2007-022/112(03)
Date: [ca. 31 July 2005?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of actor Tonya Lee Williams.
Physical description: 21 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(04) - Jean Augustine speaking at ceremony at Etobicoke city hall

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at ceremony at Etobicoke city hall
ID: 2007-022/112(04)
Date: July 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 3 compact disks : 411 MB (72 jpegs) of graphic material
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(05) - Jean Augustine hosting annual summer picnic, at French language training in St. Jean and in Costa Rica

Title: Jean Augustine hosting annual summer picnic, at French language training in St. Jean and in Costa Rica
ID: 2007-022/112(05)
Date: Aug. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 12 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
1 compact disk : 98 MB (86 jpegs) of graphic material

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(06) - Photographs and letter from Polyak Evhen, CUPP intern from the Ukraine

Title: Photographs and letter from Polyak Evhen, CUPP intern from the Ukraine
ID: 2007-022/112(06)
Date: Sept. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 8 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(07) - Jean Augustine on trip to Senegal

Title: Jean Augustine on trip to Senegal
ID: 2007-022/112(07)
Date: Sept. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 26 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/112(08) - Prints and photographs of Jean Augustine at Global Council of Black Women Leaders

Title: Prints and photographs of Jean Augustine at Global Council of Black Women Leaders

ID: 2007-022/112(08)

Date: Oct. 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
18 prints : b&w ; 21.5 x 28 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(09) - Prints and photographs of Jean Augustine in House of Commons, in the Jane-Finch community (Toronto, ON), at the Governor General's Performing Arts Awards reception, posing with young constituents for World Youth Day

Title: Prints and photographs of Jean Augustine in House of Commons, in the Jane-Finch community (Toronto, ON), at the Governor General's Performing Arts Awards reception, posing with young constituents for World Youth Day

ID: 2007-022/112(09)

Date: Nov. 2005 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 photograph : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm
12 prints : b&w ; 21.5 x 28 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(10) - Photo album of Jean Augustine speaking on Parliament Hill for the World Harmony Run

Title: Photo album of Jean Augustine speaking on Parliament Hill for the World Harmony Run
ID: 2007-022/112(10)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 8 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(11) - Jean Augustine at Liberal Party convention with delegates

Title: Jean Augustine at Liberal Party convention with delegates
ID: 2007-022/112(11)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 8 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(12) - Jean Augustine and MPs David Kilgour and Svend Robinson at round table discussion with international delegates

Title: Jean Augustine and MPs David Kilgour and Svend Robinson at round table discussion with international delegates
ID: 2007-022/112(12)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 22 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/112(13) - Jean Augustine exchanging gifts with delegate, posing with Justin Trudeau

Title: Jean Augustine exchanging gifts with delegate, posing with Justin Trudeau
ID: 2007-022/112(13)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 4 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
1 negative : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(14) - Jean Augustine giving speech to Liberal Party members at reception

Title: Jean Augustine giving speech to Liberal Party members at reception
ID: 2007-022/112(14)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 28 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(15) - Jean Augustine attending event where Danny Glover speaking

Title: Jean Augustine attending event where Danny Glover speaking
ID: 2007-022/112(15)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 7 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(16) - Jean Augustine at vigil with Acting British High Commissioner Julian Evans and representatives of faith groups

Title: Jean Augustine at vigil with Acting British High Commissioner Julian Evans and representatives of faith groups
ID: 2007-022/112(16)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 5 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(17) - Jean Augustine speaking at the Sri Chimoy Peace-Blossom National Concert

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at the Sri Chimoy Peace-Blossom National Concert
ID: 2007-022/112(17)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(18) - Jean Augustine attending conference in Nova Scotia, at awards ceremony for high school students

Title: Jean Augustine attending conference in Nova Scotia, at awards ceremony for high school students
ID: 2007-022/112(18)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes photos of television journalist Dwight Drummond and American social advocate Stedman Graham.

Physical description: 15 photographs: col.; 10 x 15 cm
19 negatives: col.; 35 mm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(19) - Jean Augustine presenting award at banquet for The Hunger Project

Title: Jean Augustine presenting award at banquet for The Hunger Project

ID: 2007-022/112(19)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 7 photographs: col.; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(20) - Jean Augustine with delegates from Grenada

Title: Jean Augustine with delegates from Grenada

ID: 2007-022/112(20)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 3 photographs: col.; 13 x 17.7 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(21) - Jean Augustine at banquet and reception with members of the South-Asian community

Title: Jean Augustine at banquet and reception with members of the South-Asian community
ID: 2007-022/112(21)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 9 photographs : col. ; 13 x 17.7 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(22) - Jean Augustine at Christmas dinner and tribute with friends and supporters, at Canadian Polish Congress event

Title: Jean Augustine at Christmas dinner and tribute with friends and supporters, at Canadian Polish Congress event
ID: 2007-022/112(22)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 27 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
24 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(23) - Jean Augustine at outdoor event wearing Mimico Baptist Church National Night Out Party in the Park t-shirt
Title: Jean Augustine at outdoor event wearing Mimico Baptist Church National Night Out Party in the Park t-shirt

ID: 2007-022/112(23)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 4 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(24) - Jean Augustine visiting representative of the Dominican Republic, at sculpture exhibit

Title: Jean Augustine visiting representative of the Dominican Republic, at sculpture exhibit

ID: 2007-022/112(24)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 15 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(25) - Jean Augustine at Visions of Science event, public speaking, community cultural events and community gardening

Title: Jean Augustine at Visions of Science event, public speaking, community cultural events and community gardening

ID: 2007-022/112(25)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 45 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
63 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/112(26) - Jean Augustine presenting certificate to couple celebrating fiftieth wedding anniversary**

**Title:** Jean Augustine presenting certificate to couple celebrating fiftieth wedding anniversary  
**ID:** 2007-022/112(26)  
**Date:** [before 2006?] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 5 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:  
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/112(27) - Jean Augustine at ground breaking ceremony for Central Park Lodges housing development**

**Title:** Jean Augustine at ground breaking ceremony for Central Park Lodges housing development  
**ID:** 2007-022/112(27)  
**Date:** [before 2006?] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 2 photographs : col. ; 13 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:  
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/112(28) - Jean Augustine speaking at event for mothers and infants at Manchu Wok restaurant grand opening in Etobicoke**

**Title:** Jean Augustine speaking at event for mothers and infants at Manchu Wok restaurant grand opening in Etobicoke
ID: 2007-022/112(28)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 30 photographs : col. : 10 x 17.7 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/112(29) - Jean Augustine with constituents at local Polish Day event, speaking on conference panel

Title: Jean Augustine with constituents at local Polish Day event, speaking on conference panel

ID: 2007-022/112(29)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
22 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/112(30) - Jean Augustine in group portrait of conference delegates

Title: Jean Augustine in group portrait of conference delegates

ID: 2007-022/112(30)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 20 x 30.2 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/112(31) - Jean Augustine meeting with delegates from Australia

Title: Jean Augustine meeting with delegates from Australia

ID: 2007-022/112(31)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 5 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
13 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(32) - Jean Augustine at Canada Day celebrations in local constituency

Title: Jean Augustine at Canada Day celebrations in local constituency

ID: 2007-022/112(32)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 49 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
48 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(33) - Jean Augustine participating in Canada Day celebrations in local constituency

Title: Jean Augustine participating in Canada Day celebrations in local constituency

ID: 2007-022/112(33)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 14 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(34) - Jean Augustine at local summer events, presenting cheque to the CAWL (Centre for Advancement in Work and Living)

Title: Jean Augustine at local summer events, presenting cheque to the CAWL (Centre for Advancement in Work and Living)
ID: 2007-022/112(34)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 21 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
23 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(35) - Jean Augustine presenting gift to recipient at dinner celebration

Title: Jean Augustine presenting gift to recipient at dinner celebration
ID: 2007-022/112(35)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 8 photographs : col. ; 10 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(36) - Jean Augustine presenting award certificates to students, seniors and constituents

Title: Jean Augustine presenting award certificates to students, seniors and constituents
ID: 2007-022/112(36)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 15 photographs : col. 12.5 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(37) - Jean Augustine hosting banquet in Ottawa, judging local pumpkin-carving contest, posing with visitors to Ottawa and local constituency office

Title: Jean Augustine hosting banquet in Ottawa, judging local pumpkin-carving contest, posing with visitors to Ottawa and local constituency office
ID: 2007-022/112(37)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 17 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
22 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/112(38) - Jean Augustine receiving honorary doctorate of law from the University of Toronto

Title: Jean Augustine receiving honorary doctorate of law from the University of Toronto
ID: 2007-022/112(38)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 13 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
26 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
File: 2007-022/113(01) - Jean Augustine participating in wreath-laying ceremony at Royal York Legion Cenotaph for Remembrance Day

Title: Jean Augustine participating in wreath-laying ceremony at Royal York Legion Cenotaph for Remembrance Day
ID: 2007-022/113(01)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes presentation of peacekeeping medal to James Lyons.

Physical description: 6 photographs : col. ; 10 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(02) - Jean Augustine participating in Remembrance Day activities at David Hornell School and wreath-laying ceremony at Lakeshore Legion cenotaph

Title: Jean Augustine participating in Remembrance Day activities at David Hornell School and wreath-laying ceremony at Lakeshore Legion cenotaph
ID: 2007-022/113(02)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of MPP Laurel Broten.

Physical description: 5 photographs : col. ; 10 x 17.7 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published
File: 2007-022/113(03) - Jean Augustine participating in wreath-laying ceremony at local cenotaph for Remembrance Day

Title: Jean Augustine participating in wreath-laying ceremony at local cenotaph for Remembrance Day

ID: 2007-022/113(03)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 18 photographs: col.; 10 x 15 cm
20 negatives: col.; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/113(04) - Jean Augustine hosting annual summer picnic

Title: Jean Augustine hosting annual summer picnic

ID: 2007-022/113(04)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 39 photographs: b&w; 10 x 15 cm

Note [generalNote]:
Copyright: Viktor Mitic.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/113(05) - Jean Augustine hosting annual summer picnic

Title: Jean Augustine hosting annual summer picnic
File: 2007-022/113(06) - Jean Augustine attending conference on women's issues overseas in French-speaking country, socializing with friends

Title: Jean Augustine attending conference on women's issues overseas in French-speaking country, socializing with friends
ID: 2007-022/113(06)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 51 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(07) - Jean Augustine speaking at Mimico Festival and Art By the Lake event

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at Mimico Festival and Art By the Lake event
ID: 2007-022/113(07)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 5 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

File: 2007-022/113(08) - Jean Augustine attending Mimico National Night Out event

Title: Jean Augustine attending Mimico National Night Out event
ID: 2007-022/113(08)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 10 x 17.7 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(09) - Jean Augustine speaking at Mimico Cruising Club, attending outdoor summer event

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at Mimico Cruising Club, attending outdoor summer event
ID: 2007-022/113(09)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 12 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(10) - Jean Augustine attending banquet and dance performance in celebration of Grenada

Title: Jean Augustine attending banquet and dance performance in celebration of Grenada
ID: 2007-022/113(10)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 13 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
File: 2007-022/113(11) - Jean Augustine at backyard meeting of members of the African-Canadian community

Title: Jean Augustine at backyard meeting of members of the African-Canadian community
ID: 2007-022/113(11)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 14 photographs

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(12) - Jean Augustine speaking at Etobicoke City Hall

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at Etobicoke City Hall
ID: 2007-022/113(12)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 11 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
26 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(13) - Jean Augustine speaking at celebration of honour students in local school

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at celebration of honour students in local school
ID: 2007-022/113(13)
Jean Augustine fonds

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 13 photographs : b&w ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(14) - Jean Augustine presenting awards certificate and receiving flowers at banquet held at Ellas Banquet Halls

Title: Jean Augustine presenting awards certificate and receiving flowers at banquet held at Ellas Banquet Halls
ID: 2007-022/113(14)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 8 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(15) - Jean Augustine at Etobicoke-Lakeshore town hall meeting

Title: Jean Augustine at Etobicoke-Lakeshore town hall meeting
ID: 2007-022/113(15)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 4 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/113(16) - Jean Augustine playing the piano and attending concert in church

Title: Jean Augustine playing the piano and attending concert in church
ID: 2007-022/113(16)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 21 photographs : col. ; 19.5 x 28 cm and 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(17) - Jean Augustine posing with contributors at book launch, with school groups visiting Parliament Hill

Title: Jean Augustine posing with contributors at book launch, with school groups visiting Parliament Hill
ID: 2007-022/113(17)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 5 photographs (10 images) : col. ; 21.5 x 28 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(18) - Contact sheets of Jean Augustine visiting elementary school to speak about citizenship

Title: Contact sheets of Jean Augustine visiting elementary school to speak about citizenship
ID: 2007-022/113(18)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 3 photographs (78 images) : b&w ; 21.5 x 28 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/113(19) - Amputees and victims of war from Sierra Leone**

**Title:** Amputees and victims of war from Sierra Leone

**ID:** 2007-022/113(19)

**Date:** [before 2006?] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 10 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/113(20) - Jean Augustine speaking at event with Alan Rock and David Kilgour**

**Title:** Jean Augustine speaking at event with Alan Rock and David Kilgour

**ID:** 2007-022/113(20)

**Date:** [before 2006?] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 24 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
  40 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/113(21) - Jean Augustine speaking at event for Denham Jolly**

**Title:** Jean Augustine speaking at event for Denham Jolly

**ID:** 2007-022/113(21)

**Date:** [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 11 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(22) - Photo album of official political visit to Grenada

Title: Photo album of official political visit to Grenada
ID: 2007-022/113(22)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 49 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(23) - Reception with Jean Augustine, MPs John Manley, John Nunziata and Greg Sobara

Title: Reception with Jean Augustine, MPs John Manley, John Nunziata and Greg Sobara
ID: 2007-022/113(23)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 15 photographs : b&w ; 20.5 x 28.5 cm and smaller
Note [generalNote]:
Copyright: Eric Trussler

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

Title: Jean Augustine on Parliament Hill with Canadian HIV/AIDS Clearinghouse resource booth
ID: 2007-022/113(24)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes photos of MPs Stephan Dion and Elinor Caplan.

Physical description: 19 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17.5 cm and 10 x 15 cm
13 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(25) - Jean Augustine speaking at The Learning Partnership banquet and the Asian Arts and Culture Festival

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at The Learning Partnership banquet and the Asian Arts and Culture Festival
ID: 2007-022/113(25)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 13 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(26) - Prints of Jean Augustine in formal Speakers' robes with Auditor General Sheila Fraser and MP Walter Lastewka

Title: Prints of Jean Augustine in formal Speakers' robes with Auditor General Sheila Fraser and MP Walter Lastewka
File: 2007-022/113(27) - Jean Augustine hosting event on Parliament Hill for visiting foreign dignitary and members of local African-Canadian community

Title: Jean Augustine hosting event on Parliament Hill for visiting foreign dignitary and members of local African-Canadian community

ID: 2007-022/113(27)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 5 photographs (20 images) : col. ; 21.5 x 28 cm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(28) - Photographs of painted portraits of public figures and heads of state by Viktor Mitic

Title: Photographs of painted portraits of public figures and heads of state by Viktor Mitic

ID: 2007-022/113(28)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 14 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/113(29) - Jean Augustine with delegates at CMHC (Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation) conference (Windsor, ON)

Title: Jean Augustine with delegates at CMHC (Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation) conference (Windsor, ON)

ID: 2007-022/113(29)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 6 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(30) - Jean Augustine at basketball game with Metro Toronto Police team

Title: Jean Augustine at basketball game with Metro Toronto Police team

ID: 2007-022/113(30)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes letter from photographer.

Physical description: 5 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(31) - Jean Augustine with portrait of Mary Ward, opening bank branch, at Christmas banquet of Liberal Party supporters and hosting annual Christmas dinner

Title: Jean Augustine with portrait of Mary Ward, opening bank branch, at Christmas banquet of Liberal Party supporters and hosting annual Christmas dinner
File: 2007-022/113(32) - Jean Augustine speaking at Education Now event sponsored by Oxfam

Title: Jean Augustine speaking at Education Now event sponsored by Oxfam

ID: 2007-022/113(32)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 7 photographs : col. ; 12.5 x 17 cm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(33) - Mitchell family reunion in Grenada

Title: Mitchell family reunion in Grenada

ID: 2007-022/113(33)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 19 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
26 negatives : col. ; 35 mm

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/113(34) - Jean Augustine at baptism

Title: Jean Augustine at baptism  
ID: 2007-022/113(34)  
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)  
Physical description: 6 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm  
25 negatives : col. ; 35 mm  
Publication status: Published  
Access points:  
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/113(35) - Undated photographs of Jean Augustine with politicians, foreign delegates, constituents and public figures, attending national and community events, hosting local events, speaking at conferences, community meetings cultural and social events

Title: Undated photographs of Jean Augustine with politicians, foreign delegates, constituents and public figures, attending national and community events, hosting local events, speaking at conferences, community meetings cultural and social events  
ID: 2007-022/113(35)  
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Includes photos of Jean Chretien, Paul Martin, MPS Susan Whelan, Judy Sgro, Carolyn Bennett, Alan Rock, Roy Cullen, and Bill Graham, MPP Sandra Pupatello, former mayor of Toronto Barbara Hall, Salma Siddiqui of Muslim Canadian Congress, journalists Max Keeping and Ken Shaw, actors Roger Moore and Valene Harper and businessman Denham Jolly.  
Physical description: 110 photographs : col. and b&w ; 21.5 x 28 cm and smaller  
Note [generalNote]:  
Copyright on some photos : Tom Sandler, Andre Proulx, MTRCA and Fernand R. Leclair.  
Publication status: Published  
Access points:
File: 2007-022/113(36) - Undated negatives of Jean Augustine's activities

Title: Undated negatives of Jean Augustine's activities
ID: 2007-022/113(36)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 575 negatives : col. and b&w ; 35 mm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/114(01) - Jean Augustine with Metro Toronto Police officers and Blue Jays team members at Blue Jay Rookie League events

Title: Jean Augustine with Metro Toronto Police officers and Blue Jays team members at Blue Jay Rookie League events
ID: 2007-022/114(01)
Date: [before 1993?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs : col. and b&w mounted on cardboard ; 12.5 x 17.8 cm with matte board 29.3 x 48.7 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/114(02) - Jean Augustine with three unidentified women

Title: Jean Augustine with three unidentified women
ID: 2007-022/114(02)
Date: [before 1993?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photograph : b&w mounted on cardboard ; 27.2 x 20 cm with matte board 32.3 x 25 cm
File: 2007-022/114(03) - Formal portraits of Jean Augustine

Title: Formal portraits of Jean Augustine

ID: 2007-022/114(03)

Date: [ca.1993?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 2 photographs : b&w ; 35.5 x 28 cm and 20.2 26.5 cm with matte board 26.5 x 34.2 cm

Note (generalNote):

Copyright on one photo : The Sterling Group.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/114(04) - Portrait of Jean Chretien and Aline Chretien after election as prime minister

Title: Portrait of Jean Chretien and Aline Chretien after election as prime minister

ID: 2007-022/114(04)

Date: 26 Oct. 1993 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 photograph : col. mounted on foam board ; 20.5 x 27 cm in matte 31 x 38 cm

Note (generalNote):

Autographed by Jean Chretien.

Copyright : J.M. Carisse.

Publication status:
Published

• Graphic material (documentary form)
Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/114(05) - Jean Augustine at swearing-in ceremony with Jean Chretien**

**Title:** Jean Augustine at swearing-in ceremony with Jean Chretien  
**ID:** 2007-022/114(05)  
**Date:** Dec. 1994 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 photograph : col. ; 28 x 36 cm with matte board 37 x 45 cm

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/114(06) - Prime Minister Jean Chretien riding a bicycle on street in China**

**Title:** Prime Minister Jean Chretien riding a bicycle on street in China  
**ID:** 2007-022/114(06)  
**Date:** 10 Nov. 1994 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 photograph : col. ; 20.4 x 25.5 cm with matte board 29 x 34.2 cm

**Note [generalNote]:**  
Autographed by Jean Chretien. Copyright : J.M. Carisse.

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/114(07) - Jean Augustine with delegates at the 24th Annual Board of Governors' Meeting of the Caribbean Development Bank (Belize)**

York University Archives & Special Collections (CTASC)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title: Jean Augustine with delegates at the 24th Annual Board of Governors' Meeting of the Caribbean Development Bank (Belize)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ID:</strong> 2007-022/114(07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 1995 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical description:</strong> 1 photograph : col. mounted on foam board ; 18.2 x 27 cm in matte board 28.5 x 37.4 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication status:</strong> Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access points:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Graphic material (documentary form)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: 2007-022/114(08) - Jean Augustine with delegates at the Sixth Conferencia de Esposas de Jefes de Estado y de Gobierno de las Americas/Conference of Spouses of Heads of State and Government of the Americas (La Paz, Bolivia)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Jean Augustine with delegates at the Sixth Conferencia de Esposas de Jefes de Estado y de Gobierno de las Americas/Conference of Spouses of Heads of State and Government of the Americas (La Paz, Bolivia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ID:</strong> 2007-022/114(08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 3 - 6 Dec. 1996 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical description:</strong> 1 photograph : col. ; 20 x 25.2 cm with matte board 35 x 40.4 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publication status:</strong> Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access points:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Graphic material (documentary form)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: 2007-022/114(09) - Jean Augustine with participants and politicians at MTHL International Sports Centre Announcement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Jean Augustine with participants and politicians at MTHL International Sports Centre Announcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ID:</strong> 2007-022/114(09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 7 Mar. 1997 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical description:</strong> 1 photograph : col. on foam board ; 19 x 24 cm in matte board 36.7 x 39.5 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/114(10) - Jean Augustine with supporters at swearing-in ceremony
Title: Jean Augustine with supporters at swearing-in ceremony
ID: 2007-022/114(10)
Date: 22 Aug. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photograph : col. ; 20.4 x 30.5 cm with matte board 30 x 39.4 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/114(11) - Jean Augustine posing with Pierre Eliot Trudeau
Title: Jean Augustine posing with Pierre Eliot Trudeau
ID: 2007-022/114(11)
Date: [ca. 1997?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photograph : col. ; 33 x 48 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/115(01) - Commemorative photo album from The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of China of visit of Jean Augustine and Canadian delegation
Title: Commemorative photo album from The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of China of visit of Jean Augustine and Canadian delegation
ID: 2007-022/115(01)
Date: Mar. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photo album : embossed silk binding ; 27 x33 x 2 cm
19 photographs : col. ; 17.7 x 25.4 c

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/115(02) - Jean Augustine and Prime Minister Jean Chretien on tour in Senegal
Title: Jean Augustine and Prime Minister Jean Chretien on tour in Senegal
ID: 2007-022/115(02)
Date: Nov. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photograph : col. mounted on foamboard ; 18.7 x 24.2 cm in matte 34.5 x 29 cm
Note [generalNote]:
Inscribed by Jean Chretien.

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/115(03) - Jean Augustine with delegates at conference
Title: Jean Augustine with delegates at conference
ID: 2007-022/115(03)
Date: 20 Oct. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 20.4 x 30.4 cm
Note [generalNote]:
Copyright : Marek J. Goldyn.
Publication status:
Published

Access points:

File: 2007-022/115(04) - Jean Augustine with Prime Minister Jean Chretien and Governor General Adrienne Clarkson at swearing-in ceremony
Title: Jean Augustine with Prime Minister Jean Chretien and Governor General Adrienne Clarkson at swearing-in ceremony
ID: 2007-022/115(04)
Date: 26 May 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 4 photographs : col. ; 20.4 x 25.4 cm with mattes 34.5 x 29.3 cm
Note [generalNote]:
Copyright : Diana Murphy.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

File: 2007-022/115(05) - Jean Augustine with young people at Metro Toronto Police Headquarters
Title: Jean Augustine with young people at Metro Toronto Police Headquarters
ID: 2007-022/115(05)
Date: 15 Aug. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photograph : col. ; 21 x 30.4 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/115(06) - Jean Augustine with family and friends at annual summer picnic

Title: Jean Augustine with family and friends at annual summer picnic
ID: 2007-022/115(06)
Date: 24 Aug. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photograph : col. ; 20.3 x 30.5 cm with matte 30 x 39 cm
Note [generalNote]:
Copyright : Marek J. Goldyn.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/115(07) - Jean Augustine posing with winners of Gemini awards for documentary Carry Me Home: The Story & Music of the Nathaniel Dett Chorale

Title: Jean Augustine posing with winners of Gemini awards for documentary Carry Me Home: The Story & Music of the Nathaniel Dett Chorale
ID: 2007-022/115(07)
Date: 29 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photograph : col. ; 20.4 x 25.4 cm with matte 28 x 35.4 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/115(08) - Autographed portrait of Prime Minister Jean Chretien

Title: Autographed portrait of Prime Minister Jean Chretien
ID: 2007-022/115(08)
Date: [before 2004?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photograph : col. mounted on foam board ; 19.8 x 24.2 cm on matte 30 x 35 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/115(09) - Group portrait of Members of Parliament in formal Speaker's robes

Title: Group portrait of Members of Parliament in formal Speaker's robes
ID: 2007-022/115(09)
Date: [ca. 2004?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Physical description: 1 photograph : col. ; 20.4 x 25.2 cm with matte 34.5 x 39.7 cm
Note [generalNote]:
Copyright : Teckles Photo Inc.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/115(10) - Jean Augustine posing with winners of Racism. Stop It! National Video Competition

Title: Jean Augustine posing with winners of Racism. Stop It! National Video Competition
ID: 2007-022/115(10)
Date: Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photograph : col. mounted on foam board ; 26.4 x 42 cm in matte 37 x 52 cm
**File: 2007-022/115(11) - Jean Augustine with Mrs. Nane Annan, wife of UN Secretary General Kofi Annan at UN meeting on HIV/AIDS in Ottawa**

**Title:** Jean Augustine with Mrs. Nane Annan, wife of UN Secretary General Kofi Annan at UN meeting on HIV/AIDS in Ottawa

**ID:** 2007-022/115(11)

**Date:** 9 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 photograph : col. ; 21.7 x 28 cm with matte 30.5 x 35.5 cm

**Note [generalNote]:**

Damaged

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/115(12) - Jean Augustine posing with delegates**

**Title:** Jean Augustine posing with delegates

**ID:** 2007-022/115(12)

**Date:** [before 2006?] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 photograph : col. ; 20.4 x 30.2 cm with matte 30 x 40 cm

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

• Graphic material (documentary form)
**File: 2007-022/115(13) - Jean Augustine with members of staff at banquet**

**Title:** Jean Augustine with members of staff at banquet

**ID:** 2007-022/115(13)

**Date:** [before 2006?] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 photograph : col. ; 20.2 x 30.4 cm with matte 29.5 x 40 cm

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/115(14) - Jean Augustine with members of staff at Christmas dinner**

**Title:** Jean Augustine with members of staff at Christmas dinner

**ID:** 2007-022/115(14)

**Date:** [before 2006?] (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 2 photographs : col. ; 20.2 x 30.5 cm with mattes 29.5 x 40 cm

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/115(15) - JA posing with delegates at international conference on women's issues**

**Title:** JA posing with delegates at international conference on women's issues

**ID:** 2007-022/115(15)

**Date:** [before 2006?] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Includes photos of Paul Rowe, Mary Kancer [unknown woman], Michelle Armstrong, Adam Burns, Monique Cormier.

**Physical description:** 4 photographs : col. ; 30.4 x 45 cm and 12.5 x 17.7 cm
File: 2007-022/115(16) - Jean Augustine and Sophia Leung posing with Prime Minister of Grenada Keith Mitchell and others

Title: Jean Augustine and Sophia Leung posing with Prime Minister of Grenada Keith Mitchell and others

ID: 2007-022/115(16)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 3 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm with matte 24.2 x 43.2 cm

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/115(17) - Jean Augustine greeting peace emissary Sri Chinmoy at peace concert on Parliament Hill

Title: Jean Augustine greeting peace emissary Sri Chinmoy at peace concert on Parliament Hill

ID: 2007-022/115(17)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 5 photographs : col. mounted on cardboard ; 10 x 15 cm with matte 39.5 x 44.5 cm.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/115(18) - Jean Augustine greeting delegates at African event at The Casablanca Centre (Toronto, ON)
Title: Jean Augustine greeting delegates at African event at The Casablanca Centre (Toronto, ON)
ID: 2007-022/115(18)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 28 x 35.3 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(29) - Jean's family photographs
Title: Jean's family photographs
ID: 2017-022/006(29)
Date: 1988-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 25 photographs : negatives ; 35 mm
30 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm or smaller
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(30) - Teaching photo
Title: Teaching photo
ID: 2017-022/006(30)
Date: [197-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs : col. and b&w ; 12 x 18 or smaller
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(31) - Community events: Caribbean-Canadian Literary Expo, Essence magazine, Caribbean Gala Fashion Show & Dinner, and more

Title: Community events: Caribbean-Canadian Literary Expo, Essence magazine, Caribbean Gala Fashion Show & Dinner, and more

ID: 2017-022/006(31)

Date: [200-?], 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
18 photographs: col.; 12 x 18 cm

Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
File includes photographs from the Carribean-Canadian Literary Expo, Essence magazine, and the Cuttin' Style Carribean Gala Fashion Show & Dinner. File also includes a letter from Ned Blair, former National Ethnic Press & Media Council of Canada Vice-President and 1999 Harry Jerome Community Service Award winner.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(32) - Community events: Election night, summer picnics, Christmas party

Title: Community events: Election night, summer picnics, Christmas party

ID: 2017-022/006(32)

Date: 1999, 2000, [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 20 photographs: col. and b&w; 10 x 15 cm

Language of the material:
File: 2017-022/006(33) - Community events : Heritage Singers luncheon, P.E. Trudeau, BBI conference (Dennis Kimbro, Stedman Graham)

Title: Community events : Heritage Singers luncheon, P.E. Trudeau, BBI conference (Dennis Kimbro, Stedman Graham)

ID: 2017-022/006(33)

Date: 1997, 2001, [200-?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 9 photographs : col. ; 12 x 18 cm or smaller

Language of the material: English

File: 2017-022/006(34) - McGill and University of Toronto convocation

Title: McGill and University of Toronto convocation

ID: 2017-022/006(34)

Date: 1994, 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 10 photographs : col. ; 12 x 18 cm or smaller

Language of the material: English
File: 2017-022/006(35) - Photo album : community events, awards and York University honorary degree

Title: Photo album : community events, awards and York University honorary degree
ID: 2017-022/006(35)
Date: 2011, [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 29 photographs : col. ; 12 x 18 cm or smaller
Language of the material:
English
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(36) - Queen's Golden Jubilee Award

Title: Queen's Golden Jubilee Award
ID: 2017-022/006(36)
Date: 6 Feb. 2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 4 photographs : col. ; 12 x 18 cm
Language of the material:
English
Note [generalNote]:
File includes photographs with Gordon Lightfoot, George Chuvalo, and Lieutenant Governor David Orley.

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/006(37) - Canadian Federation of St. Kitts and Nevis : Toronto : award

Title: Canadian Federation of St. Kitts and Nevis : Toronto : award
ID: 2017-022/006(37)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 8 photographs : col. ; 25 x 20 cm
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(38) - Community events

Title: Community events
ID: 2017-022/006(38)
Date: [199-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
Language of the material: English
Note [generalNote]:
File includes a photograph of Augustine on a motorcycle.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(39) - Washington : ICS

Title: Washington : ICS
File: 2017-022/006(40) - Sharon Joseph: torchbearer: Pan Am Games

Title: Sharon Joseph: torchbearer: Pan Am Games

ID: 2017-022/006(40)
Date: July 2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs: col.; 10 x 15 cm

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(41) - Community events: Board of Black Educators Teacher's Luncheon, Daughters for Life Gala Dinner

Title: Community events: Board of Black Educators Teacher's Luncheon, Daughters for Life Gala Dinner

ID: 2017-022/006(41)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs: col.; 20 x 25 cm or smaller

Language of the material:
File: 2017-022/006(42) - Thauberger : Jean : Gallery 101

Title: Thauberger : Jean : Gallery 101
ID: 2017-022/006(42)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 3 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(43) - In Grenada after Hurricane Ivan

Title: In Grenada after Hurricane Ivan
ID: 2017-022/006(43)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 25 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2017-022/006(44) - Jean Augustine entrepreneurship scholarship recipient

Title: Jean Augustine entrepreneurship scholarship recipient
ID: 2017-022/006(44)
Date: [201-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photograph : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(45) - Parliamentary robes

Title: Parliamentary robes
ID: 2017-022/006(45)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 15 photographs : col. ; 20 x 25 cm or smaller
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(46) - Community event : Jean Augustine portrait and Michael Ignatieff

Title: Community event : Jean Augustine portrait and Michael Ignatieff
ID: 2017-022/006(46)
Date: [2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 61 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Language of the material: 
   English

Publication status: 
   Published

Access points: 
   - Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/006(47) - Community events : conferences and events related to race and racism

Title: Community events : conferences and events related to race and racism

ID: 2017-022/006(47)

Date: 2004, [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content: 
   File pertains to the Centennial College Conference on Racism and Hate Crime, Consensus Conference, Urban Alliance on Race Relations dinner, and Montreal Canadian Race Relations Foundation.

Physical description: 12 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm

Language of the material: 
   English

Publication status: 
   Published

Access points: 
   - Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/006(48) - Seneca College

Title: Seneca College

ID: 2017-022/006(48)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
File: 2017-022/006(49) - With my friends to Grenada : N. Snajdr

Title: With my friends to Grenada : N. Snajdr
ID: 2017-022/006(49)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 12 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
  • Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/006(50) - Community events : awards and fundraisers

Title: Community events : awards and fundraisers
ID: 2017-022/006(50)
Date: 2011-2014, [201-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File pertains to Walter J. Maceluch (architect) at the Top 25 Immigrant Award Reception, the Planet Africa Awards with Dr. Bernice King, the Dominica Association 39th Anniversary Gala with Frances Delsol (judge), a Haiti fundraiser, and other community events. Also includes a photograph of a man in Kenya.
Physical description: 7 photographs : col. ; 12 x 18 or smaller
Language of the material:
File: 2017-022/006(51) - 10th anniversary serving the community

**Title:** 10th anniversary serving the community

**ID:** 2017-022/006(51)

**Scope and content:**

File includes a pamphlet titled “10 years serving our community”.

**Physical description:** 5 photographs : col. and b&w ; 12 x 18 cm or smaller

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Textual record (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2017-022/007(01) - Community events

**Title:** Community events

**ID:** 2017-022/007(01)

**Date:** [2004, [200-?]] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File pertains to Board members of the Canadian Race Relations Foundation, MP Peter Adams, Mitzie Hunter, Kathleen Wynn.

**Physical description:** 6 photographs : col. ; 20 x 25 cm or smaller

**Language of the material:**

English
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/007(02) - South African Women for Women Awards
Title: South African Women for Women Awards
ID: 2017-022/007(02)
Date: 10 Aug. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 18 photographs : col. ; 12 x 18 cm
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/007(03) - New Orleans
Title: New Orleans
ID: 2017-022/007(03)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 8 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm or smaller
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2017-022/007(04) - Community events

Title: Community events
ID: 2017-022/007(04)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 15 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/007(05) - Community events : Chicoutimi, La Commission des femmes PLC-QC

Title: Community events : Chicoutimi, La Commission des femmes PLC-QC
ID: 2017-022/007(05)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes photographs with Gloria Lindsay-Luby, Barbara Hall, Rev. Sanderson, and Sophia Leung.
Physical description: 6 photographs : col. ; 10 x 15 cm or smaller
Language of the material: English
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/007(06) - Cena ofrecida a los distinguidos delegados visitantes por el excelentísimo senor Presidente de la Republica Ing. Hipoliito Mejia [128/5000
Dinner offered to the distinguished visiting delegates by the Excellency Mr. President of the Republic Ing. Hipoliito Mejia]

Title: Cena ofrecida a los distinguidos delegados visitantes por el excelentísimo senor Presidente de la Republica Ing. Hipoliito Mejia [128/5000
Dinner offered to the distinguished visiting delegates by the Excellency Mr. President of the Republic Ing. Hipoliito Mejia]

ID: 2017-022/007(06)
Date: 17 Aug. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 8 photographs : col. ; 27 x 20 cm
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/007(07) - Canadian Africa Parliamentary Group

Title: Canadian Africa Parliamentary Group
ID: 2017-022/007(07)
Date: Feb. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 photograph : col. ; 26 x 20 cm
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2017-022/007(10) - Against all odds award/A.W.E.C.

Title: Against all odds award/A.W.E.C.
ID: 2017-022/007(10)
Date: 11 Oct. 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/007(11) - Hispanos en Canada : television program : fifth anniversary

Title: Hispanos en Canada : television program : fifth anniversary
ID: 2017-022/007(11)
Date: 31 Oct. 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/007(12) - Inaugural session of the national session : Democratic Republic of East Timor

Title: Inaugural session of the national session : Democratic Republic of East Timor
ID: 2017-022/007(12)
Date: 20 May 2002 (date of creation)
File: 2017-022/007(13) - Expo 98 : Canada : bid corporation : thank you letter

Title: Expo 98 : Canada : bid corporation : thank you letter
ID: 2017-022/007(13)
Date: 17 July 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/007(14) - Jean Augustine @ Highland High [school] : TDSB

Title: Jean Augustine @ Highland High [school] : TDSB
ID: 2017-022/007(14)
Date: 10 Oct. 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc (1.88 GB) : 275 photographs
Language of the material: English

Note [generalNote]:
Contact sheets printed by archivist on 5 October 2018.
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/007(15) - Dec 2004 Picture : Christmas party : Ottawa

Title: Dec 2004 Picture : Christmas party : Ottawa
ID: 2017-022/007(15)
Date: Dec. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc (177 MB) : 82 photographs
Language of the material:
English
Note [generalNote]:
Contact sheets printed by archivist on 5 October 2018.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/007(16) - South Africa imagebooks : Jean Augustine

Title: South Africa imagebooks : Jean Augustine
ID: 2017-022/007(16)
Physical description: 1 compact disc (220 MB) : 109 photographs
Language of the material:
English
Note [generalNote]:
Contact sheets printed by archivist on 5 October 2018.

Publication status:
Published
Item: 2017-022/007(31) - Paul Martin

Title: Paul Martin
ID: 2017-022/007(31)
Date: [ca. 2004?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Photograph is signed by Paul Martin.

Physical description: 1 photograph : col. ; 26 cm x 20

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/009(14) - Portrait of a Black family

Title: Portrait of a Black family
ID: 2017-022/009(14)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Photograph is signed.

Physical description: 1 photograph : col. ; 40 x 50 cm

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2017-022/011(01) - Oversize photographs

Title: Oversize photographs
ID: 2017-022/011(01)
Date: [201-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 photographs : col. ; 34 x 25 cm
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

Series: S00377 - Artwork, memorabilia and collected ephemera

Title: Artwork, memorabilia and collected ephemera
ID: S00377
Date: 1980 - 2005 (date of creation)
Date: 1960-2005, predominant 1980-2005 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Series consists of Jean Augustine's collections of artwork, portraits, posters, social activist and political buttons and pins, campaign promotional material and other three dimensional items and ephemera accumulated during her professional life. Item lists are available upon request.

Physical description: ca. 193 paintings and prints
2 photographs : b&w and col.
ca. 698 objects : buttons, flags, cups, etc.
1 DVD

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/116(01) - Health Care, dental, anti-drug campaigns and medical issues
Title: Health Care, dental, anti-drug campaigns and medical issues
ID: 2007-022/116(01)
Date: [after 1960?] (date of creation)
Physical description: ca. 47 buttons

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Object (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/117(01) - Education and literacy issues
Title: Education and literacy issues
ID: 2007-022/117(01)
Date: [after 1960?] (date of creation)
Physical description: ca. 48 buttons

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Object (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/118(01) - Political campaigns, municipal elections and legislation issues
Title: Political campaigns, municipal elections and legislation issues
ID: 2007-022/118(01)
Date: [after 1960?] (date of creation)
Physical description: ca. 67 buttons

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Object (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/119(01) - Political campaigns, municipal elections and legislation issues**

**Title:** Political campaigns, municipal elections and legislation issues  
**ID:** 2007-022/119(01)  
**Date:** [after 1960?] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** ca. 43 buttons

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:  
• Object (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/120(01) - Women's rights, Anti-racism campaigns, social activism, cultural, religious and urban community issues**

**Title:** Women's rights, Anti-racism campaigns, social activism, cultural, religious and urban community issues  
**ID:** 2007-022/120(01)  
**Date:** [after 1960?] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** ca. 155 buttons

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:  
• Object (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/121(01) - Local events, celebrations and locales**

**Title:** Local events, celebrations and locales  
**ID:** 2007-022/121(01)
Date: [after 1960?] (date of creation)

Physical description: ca. 123 buttons

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Object (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/122(01) - Commercial, popular culture, miscellaneous issues and themes

Title: Commercial, popular culture, miscellaneous issues and themes
ID: 2007-022/122(01)
Date: [after 1960?] (date of creation)
Physical description: ca. 172 buttons

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Object (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/123(01) - Election signs and promotional material from election campaigns and political life

Title: Election signs and promotional material from election campaigns and political life
ID: 2007-022/123(01)
Date: 1997-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 2 mugs
2 t-shirts
4 pens
1 apron
2 baseball caps
1 flag
3 name plates
2 audio cassettes (ca. 35 min. each)
2 compact disks (ca. 35 min. each)
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Object (documentary form)
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/124(01) - Black History Month posters and calendars
Title: Black History Month posters and calendars
ID: 2007-022/124(01)
Date: [after 1980?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 34 prints : col. ; 56 x 71.5 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/124(02) - Metro Toronto Housing Authority posters and promotion
Title: Metro Toronto Housing Authority posters and promotion
ID: 2007-022/124(02)
Date: [after 1988?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 7 prints : col. and b&w ; 45 x 60 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/124(03) - Cultural, political, social activism posters
Title: Cultural, political, social activism posters
ID: 2007-022/124(03)
Date: [after 1980?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 44 prints : col. and b&w ; 57 x 72 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/124(04) - Personal art, prints and posters

Title: Personal art, prints and posters
ID: 2007-022/124(04)
Date: [after 1960?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 17 prints : col. ; 56 x 71 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/125(01) - Inuit art prints

Title: Inuit art prints
ID: 2007-022/125(01)
Date: [after 1960?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 3 prints : col. ; 37.5 x 54 cm and 33 x 40 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/125(02) - Prints by j macdonald Henry

Title: Prints by j macdonald Henry
ID: 2007-022/125(02)
File: 2007-022/125(03) - Personal art, prints, posters and portraits

Title: Personal art, prints, posters and portraits
ID: 2007-022/125(03)
Date: [after 1964?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 20 prints : col. and b&w ; 43 x 56 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/125(04) - election campaign signs

Title: election campaign signs
ID: 2007-022/125(04)
Date: [after 1993] (date of creation)
Physical description: 3 posters : col. ; 46 x 61 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/125(05) - Over sized awards, and certificates

Title: Over sized awards, and certificates
File: 2007-022/126(01) - Over sized posters and prints

Title: Over sized posters and prints
ID: 2007-022/126(01)
Date: [after 1964?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 5 prints : col. ; 77 x 101 cm and smaller

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/126(02) - News clipping from The Etobicoke Guardian

Title: News clipping from The Etobicoke Guardian
ID: 2007-022/126(02)
Date: 27 Oct. 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 placard : col. ; 28.5 x 41 x 1 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/126(03) - True Grit by Jean Sonmor from The Toronto Sun
Title: True Grit by Jean Sonmor from The Toronto Sun

ID: 2007-022/126(03)

Date: 24 July 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 3 placards : 29 x 38.2 x 1 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/126(04) - Jean Augustine with Pierre Eliot Trudeau

Title: Jean Augustine with Pierre Eliot Trudeau

ID: 2007-022/126(04)

Date: [1997?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 placard : col. ; 27.2 x 39.2 x 1 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/126(05) - Jean Augustine with actor Sidney Poitier

Title: Jean Augustine with actor Sidney Poitier

ID: 2007-022/126(05)

Date: 1997 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 placard : col. ; 20 x 25 x 1 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/126(06) - Formal portrait of Jean Augustine

Title: Formal portrait of Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/126(06)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 placard : col. ; 41 x 50.8 x 1 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/126(07) - Canada's cultural mosaic still a work in progress by Jean Augustine from The Toronto Star

Title: Canada's cultural mosaic still a work in progress by Jean Augustine from The Toronto Star
ID: 2007-022/126(07)
Date: 23 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 placard : b&w ; 22.2 x 33.5 x 1 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/126(08) - Black History Month event in The Prince George Citizen

Title: Black History Month event in The Prince George Citizen
ID: 2007-022/126(08)
Date: 2 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 placard : col. ; 55.3 x 30 x 1 cm

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/126(09) - Helping new Canadians struggle with the System by Juliet O'Neil

Title: Helping new Canadians struggle with the System by Juliet O'Neil
ID: 2007-022/126(09)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 placard : col. ; 15 x 27.5 x 1 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/126(10) - Black History Month plaque

Title: Black History Month plaque
ID: 2007-022/126(10)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 placard : b&w ; 20.5 x 27.4 x 1 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Carter Godwin Woodson (1875-1950) plaque
ID: 2007-022/126(11)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 placard : b&w ; 21.3 x 35.2 x 1 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/126(12) - Journey to Justice film poster
Title: Journey to Justice film poster
ID: 2007-022/126(12)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 placard : col. ; 45.5 x 60.5 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/127(01) - Untitled abstract painting of mask by T. Podra
Title: Untitled abstract painting of mask by T. Podra
ID: 2007-022/127(01)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 painting : acrylic on stretched canvas ; 77 x 92 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/128(01) - Hommage a Jean Augustine by Camille Laude
Title: Hommage a Jean Augustine by Camille Laude
ID: 2007-022/128(01)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 painting : acrylic on stretched canvas ; 59 x 49 cm
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/128(02) - Portrait of Jean Augustine by Viktor Mitik

Title: Portrait of Jean Augustine by Viktor Mitik
ID: 2007-022/128(02)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 painting : oil on stretched canvas ; 60 x 50 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/128(03) - Canada's First Congress of Coloured Women Which Was Held in Halifax

Title: Canada's First Congress of Coloured Women Which Was Held in Halifax
ID: 2007-022/128(03)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 framed photograph : sepia ; 43 x 59 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)


Title: Flag Day 2001 [Portrait of Jean Augustine] by Andrea Ward
ID: 2007-022/129(01)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 painting: acrylic on stretched canvas; 44 x 54.5 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/129(02) - Maple Leaf painting with signatures by Viktor Mitic and others

Title: Maple Leaf painting with signatures by Viktor Mitic and others

ID: 2007-022/129(02)

Date: [ca. 1993?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 painting: oil on canvas; 48 x 40 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/129(03) - From Happy Hill to Parliament Hill plaque

Title: From Happy Hill to Parliament Hill plaque

ID: 2007-022/129(03)

Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 wooden plaque: 20 x 48 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Object (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/129(04) - Untitled painting of street carnival procession by cleopatrace

Title: Untitled painting of street carnival procession by cleopatrace
ID: 2007-022/129(04)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 painting : watercolour ; 47 x 57 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/130(01) - Portrait of Jean Augustine in Speaker's robes

Title: Portrait of Jean Augustine in Speaker's robes
ID: 2007-022/130(01)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 painting : oil on stretched canvas ; 73 x 102 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/131(01) - Untitled painting of train caboose by Jean Augustine

Title: Untitled painting of train caboose by Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/131(01)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 painting : oil on board ; 49.5 x 60 cm

Publication status:
Published
File: 2007-022/131(02) - Untitled painting of African tribal group

Title: Untitled painting of African tribal group
ID: 2007-022/131(02)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 painting : plaster, textiles and metal ; 77 x 66 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/132(01) - Etobicoke-Lakeshore constituency boundary map

Title: Etobicoke-Lakeshore constituency boundary map
ID: 2007-022/132(01)
Date: [ca. 1993?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 map : plastic ; 92 x 88 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Cartographic material (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/132(02) - Official Black History Month poster featuring Jean Augustine

Title: Official Black History Month poster featuring Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/132(02)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 poster (framed) : col. ; 52 x 72 cm

Publication status:
File: 2007-022/133(01) - Autographed cabinet door from Annex school

Title: Autographed cabinet door from Annex school
ID: 2007-022/133(01)
Date: [before 2006?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 door : plywood ; 44 x 77.5 x 1.8 cm
Note [generalNote]:
   Door is signed and addressed to Augustine by staff and members of community associated with community centre which was closed, despite Augustine's efforts.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Object (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/133(02) - "The Hit the Nail on the Head Award to Jean Augustine from Staff of St. Gregory"

Title: "The Hit the Nail on the Head Award to Jean Augustine from Staff of St. Gregory"
ID: 2007-022/133(02)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 plaque : wood and metal ; 26 x 40 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Object (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/134(01) - Mural portrait of Jean Augustine by Viktor Mitic
Title: Mural portrait of Jean Augustine by Viktor Mitic

ID: 2007-022/134(01)

Date: [ca. 1997?] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 painting : acrylic on stretched canvas ; 122 x 152 cm

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(02) - Unite Against Racism.ca

Title: Unite Against Racism.ca

ID: 2017-022/008(02)

Date: 2010 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 DVD

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/008(25) - Political campaigns, municipal elections, and legislation issues

Title: Political campaigns, municipal elections, and legislation issues

ID: 2017-022/008(25)

Date: 2006-2011 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Buttons pertain to Laura Albanese, Margarett Best, Michael Ignatieff, Barrack Obama, George Smitherman, David Miller, James Maloney, Stephen Harper, and “Yes/Oui”.

Physical description: 12 objects : buttons and pins
Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

Archivist pinned buttons to card stock on 21 Nov. 2018.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Object (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/008(26) - Women's rights, anti-racism, cultural, and environmental issues

Title: Women's rights, anti-racism, cultural, and environmental issues

ID: 2017-022/008(26)

Date: [between 1980-2010] (date of creation)

Physical description: 4 objects : buttons

Language of the material:

English

Note [generalNote]:

Archivist pinned buttons to card stock on 21 Nov. 2018.

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Object (documentary form)

File: 2017-022/008(27) - Locals

Title: Locals

ID: 2017-022/008(27)

Date: [after 1960?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Objects primarily pertain to Ontario, including Chatham-Kent and the Chippewas of Nawash Reserve #27.

**Physical description**: 12 objects : buttons and pins

**Language of the material**: English

**Note [generalNote]**:
Archivist pinned buttons to card stock on 21 Nov. 2018.

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**: 
- Object (documentary form)

---

**Item: 2017-022/009(05) - Toot Toot Toronto**

**Title**: Toot Toot Toronto

**ID**: 2017-022/009(05)

**Date**: [200-?] (date of creation)

**Scope and content**: 
File contains a print of artwork

**Physical description**: 1 print : poster

**Language of the material**: English

**Publication status**: Published

**Access points**: 
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**Item: 2017-022/009(06) - Moorside/Jean Cimon**

**Title**: Moorside/Jean Cimon

**ID**: 2017-022/009(06)
**Date:** [200-?] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File contains print #611 of 2300, an illustration of the Kingsmere MacKenzie King estate.

**Physical description:** 1 print : poster

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**Item: 2017-022/009(09) - Art : four men in gold**

**Title:** Art : four men in gold

**ID:** 2017-022/009(09)

**Date:** [19--?] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File contain relief print, #30 of 350, featuring the profile of four men

**Physical description:** 1 print : poster

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**Item: 2017-022/009(10) - Bradford photo gallery ‘09**

**Title:** Bradford photo gallery ‘09

**ID:** 2017-022/009(10)

**Date:** [2009?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File features Jean Augustine next to a portrait painting of a Black man. The photograph is embossed and contains artist's signature.

Physical description: 1 photograph : b&w ; 30 x 20 cm

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/009(13) - Two women grinding maize

Title: Two women grinding maize
ID: 2017-022/009(13)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File features illustration of two women grinding maize with huts in the background.

Physical description: 1 painting

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/011(06) - Henri Christophe : roi de Haiti, 1811-1820

Title: Henri Christophe : roi de Haiti, 1811-1820
ID: 2017-022/011(06)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains reproduction of painting by Richard Evans (circa 1816)

**Physical description:** 1 photograph : col. ; 27 x 42 cm

**Language of the material:**
English

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**Item: 2017-022/011(07) - International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination**

**Title:** International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination

**ID:** 2017-022/011(07)

**Date:** 6 Apr. 2014 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
File pertains to event titled “Coming Together” in Markham.

**Physical description:** 1 print : poster ; 28 x 42 cm

**Language of the material:**
English

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Graphic material (documentary form)

---

**Item: 2017-022/011(08) - 3er Encuentro de Legisladores Afrodescendientes de la Americas**

**Title:** 3er Encuentro de Legisladores Afrodescendientes de la Americas

**ID:** 2017-022/011(08)

**Date:** 28-31 Aug. 2005 (date of creation)
Item: 2017-022/011(09) - Ballet Creole : soulful messiah

Title: Ballet Creole : soulful messiah
ID: 2017-022/011(09)
Date: 29-30 Nov. 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 print : poster ; 32 x 45 cm
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/012(01) - William Hall, VC : an original stage play

Title: William Hall, VC : an original stage play
ID: 2017-022/012(01)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 print : poster ; 45 x 60 cm
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Access points:

- Graphic material (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/012(02) - Woodson and the Origins of Multiculturalism

Title: Woodson and the Origins of Multiculturalism
ID: 2017-022/012(02)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains poster produced by the Association for the Study of African American Life and History

Physical description: 1 print : poster ; 45 x 60 cm
Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Graphic material (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/012(03) - The Ontario Black History Society presents A Year of First

Title: The Ontario Black History Society presents A Year of First
ID: 2017-022/012(03)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains poster featuring Augustine.

Physical description: 1 print : poster ; 45 x 60 cm
Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published
Item: 2017-022/012(04) - Legacy : Rise of the Son : Celebrating African-Canadian Men

Title: Legacy : Rise of the Son : Celebrating African-Canadian Men
ID: 2017-022/012(04)
Date: [201-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Physical description: 1 print : poster ; 45 x 60 cm
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Graphic material (documentary form)

---

Item: 2017-022/012(05) - 2013 Annual Black History Theme : At the Crossroads of Freedom & Equality

Title: 2013 Annual Black History Theme : At the Crossroads of Freedom & Equality
ID: 2017-022/012(05)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 print : poster ; 45 x 60 cm
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: 2017-022/012(06) - Black History Month 2012: it takes a village to raise a child: community

Title: Black History Month 2012: it takes a village to raise a child: community

ID: 2017-022/012(06)

Date: 2012 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains poster featuring Augustine.

Physical description: 1 print: poster; 45 x 60 cm

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/012(07) - RCMP Operation Show & Tell: a lack back

Title: RCMP Operation Show & Tell: a lack back

ID: 2017-022/012(07)

Date: 2-5 Nov. 1995 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File pertains to an event in recognition of Nova Scotia born Black RCMP officers held at the Black Cultural Centre.

Physical description: 1 print: poster; 45 x 50 cm

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Item: 2017-022/012(08) - RCMP 2013 : musical ride

Title: RCMP 2013 : musical ride

ID: 2017-022/012(08)

Date: 2013 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 print : poster ; 45 x 60 cm

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/012(09) - Rogers cup [: Serena]

Title: Rogers cup [: Serena]

ID: 2017-022/012(09)

Date: 6-4 Aug. 2011 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains image of Serena Williams and pertains to the Rogers Cup held at York University.

Physical description: 1 print : poster ; 55 x 68 cm

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
Series: S00378 - Audiovisual material

Title: Audiovisual material

ID: S00378

Date: 1975-2005, predominant 1993-2005 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Series consists of media coverage of Jean Augustine's professional activities as a member of Parliament, cabinet minister and community advocate, including video recordings of her public appearances, as well as recordings of her appearance on radio and television. Also includes music recordings and documentaries submitted to Augustine by members of the community and some lobby groups.

Physical description: 240 videocassettes
22 DVDs
41 audio cassettes
29 compact disks

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Moving images (documentary form)
• Sound recording (documentary form)


Title: Dolemite / Rudy Ray Moore ; Xenon Entertainment Group.

ID: 2007-022/135(01)

Date: 1975 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/135(02) - Happy Birthday Dr. King ; King Center Production.
Title: Happy Birthday Dr. King ; King Center Production.
ID: 2007-022/135(02)
Date: [ca. 198-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/135(03) - Heroes : the Legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. ;American Co. ; Phillip Burton Productions.

Title: Heroes : the Legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. ;American Co. ; Phillip Burton Productions.
ID: 2007-022/135(03)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/135(04) - The King Holiday Video / Nonviolence : the building blocks of character. / Dr. Martin Luther Kin Jr. His life and Dream. / The 'I Have a Dream' Speech. / Dexter King, Yolanda King ; King Center Productions.

Title: The King Holiday Video / Nonviolence : the building blocks of character. / Dr. Martin Luther Kin Jr. His life and Dream. / The 'I Have a Dream' Speech. / Dexter King, Yolanda King ; King Center Productions.
ID: 2007-022/135(04)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/135(05) - In Remembrance of Martin / Idanha Films (Dallas, TX).

Title: In Remembrance of Martin / Idanha Films (Dallas, TX).
ID: 2007-022/135(05)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 video cassette : VHS.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Jean's Birthday / Grenada by Sybil Gibbs-Horton / Dialect by Dick Lochan.
ID: 2007-022/135(06)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/135(07) - Children Are Special MSSB Schools and The Arts / Cable Television Etobicoke.

Title: Children Are Special MSSB Schools and The Arts / Cable Television Etobicoke.
ID: 2007-022/135(07)
Date: Apr. 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette: VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Title: Women of Distinction / Brian Bobbie Productions.
ID: 2007-022/135(08)
Date: June 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette: VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/135(09) - Germany/Austria
Title: Germany/Austria
ID: 2007-022/135(09)
Date: Mar. 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette: VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/135(10) - Germany/Austria
Title: Germany/Austria
ID: 2007-022/135(10)
Date: Mar. 1988 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/136(01) - Farewell Jean Augustine St. Gregory's School

Title: Farewell Jean Augustine St. Gregory's School
ID: 2007-022/136(01)
Date: [ca. June 1988] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/136(02) - Partnerships Working Together Hon. Ed Fulton

Title: Partnerships Working Together Hon. Ed Fulton
ID: 2007-022/136(02)
Date: 18 Apr. 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/136(03) - Somalian Wedding Fall 1991

Title: Somalian Wedding Fall 1991
File: 2007-022/136(04) - Operational Potential Video

Title: Operational Potential Video

ID: 2007-022/136(04)

Date: 12 Dec. 1991 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/136(05) - SpeciaLink : The Mainstream is the Right Stream. On the Road to Mainstream Daycare

Title: SpeciaLink : The Mainstream is the Right Stream. On the Road to Mainstream Daycare

ID: 2007-022/136(05)

Date: [ca. 1992] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/136(06) - Rookie Ball Jumbotron

Title: Rookie Ball Jumbotron
ID: 2007-022/136(06)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/136(07) - Youth Speak Out Metro Toronto Housing Authority /Les Nirenberg Communications Ltd.

Title: Youth Speak Out Metro Toronto Housing Authority /Les Nirenberg Communications Ltd.
ID: 2007-022/136(07)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/136(08) - Metro Toronto Housing Authority Anti-Drug Competition 1992

Title: Metro Toronto Housing Authority Anti-Drug Competition 1992
ID: 2007-022/136(08)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/136(09) - Campaign 93 Jean Augustine Victory Celebration**

**Title:** Campaign 93 Jean Augustine Victory Celebration

**ID:** 2007-022/136(09)

**Date:** 25 Oct. 1993 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Note [generalNote]:**

1 of 3

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/136(10) - Campaign 93 Jean Augustine Victory Celebration**

**Title:** Campaign 93 Jean Augustine Victory Celebration

**ID:** 2007-022/136(10)

**Date:** 25 Oct. 1993 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Note [generalNote]:**

2 of 3

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)
File: **2007-022/137(01) - Campaign 93 Jean Augustine Victory Celebration**

**Title:** Campaign 93 Jean Augustine Victory Celebration  
**ID:** 2007-022/137(01)  
**Date:** 25 Oct. 1993 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS  
**Note [generalNote]:

3 of 3

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: **2007-022/137(02) - House of Commons Orientation 1993**

**Title:** House of Commons Orientation 1993  
**ID:** 2007-022/137(02)  
**Date:** 1993 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
• Moving images (documentary form)

---


**Title:** Voices from Cairo : The International Conference on Population and Development / United Nations Population Fund.  
**ID:** 2007-022/137(03)  
**Date:** 1994 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: January 1994 Pre-Parliament News/Ottawa Inside Out/Jean Augustine Clip/The Governor's Report/Sunday Cinema

ID: 2007-022/137(04)

Date: Jan. 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/137(05) - Between the Lines (TVO)01/13/94 / Canada AM (CTV) 01/19/94 / Ottawa Inside-Out 06/26/1994

Title: Between the Lines (TVO)01/13/94 / Canada AM (CTV) 01/19/94 / Ottawa Inside-Out 06/26/1994

ID: 2007-022/137(05)

Date: Jan.-June 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. (Etobicoke-Lakeshore) House of Commons Debates 1 videocassette : VHS.

ID: 2007-022/137(06)

Date: 17 Jan. 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/137(07) - Jean Augustine, M.P. House of Commons Coverage

Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. House of Commons Coverage

ID: 2007-022/137(07)

Date: 17 Jan. - 16 Feb. 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/137(08) - Canada AM January 19, 1994 "New MPs" Jean Augustine 1 videocassette : VHS.

Title: Canada AM January 19, 1994 "New MPs" Jean Augustine 1 videocassette : VHS.

ID: 2007-022/137(08)

Date: 19 Jan. 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. (Etobicoke-Lakeshore) House of Commons Debates
ID: 2007-022/137(09)
Date: 1-16 Feb. 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/137(10) - Race to Freedom : The Underground Railroad

Title: Race to Freedom : The Underground Railroad
ID: 2007-022/137(10)
Date: 19 Feb. 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Investment in Jobs : A Canadian Fashion Statement / Les Productions F1 for Canadian Apparel Foundation.
ID: 2007-022/138(01)
Date: Apr. 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---


Title: Managing Global Population Issues : Margaret Carley Carlson / Art Holbrook Productions for Foundation for International Training.

ID: 2007-022/138(02)

Date: June 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/138(03) - Capture the Spirit of The Awesome National Prayer Rally

Title: Capture the Spirit of The Awesome National Prayer Rally

ID: 2007-022/138(03)

Date: 1 Oct. 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/138(05) - Disappearances in Punjab / Ram Narayan ; Lorenzo Skerjanz.

Title: Disappearances in Punjab / Ram Narayan ; Lorenzo Skerjanz.
ID: 2007-022/138(05)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/138(06) - Bridge of Peace International Women's Friendship Conference for World Peace / Women's Federation for World Peace Inc

Title: Bridge of Peace International Women's Friendship Conference for World Peace / Women's Federation for World Peace Inc
ID: 2007-022/138(06)
Date: 22 Jan.-12 Mar. 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/138(07) - Jean**

**Title:** Jean  
**ID:** 2007-022/138(07)  
**Date:** [Feb. 1995?] (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**
- Moving images (documentary form)


**ID:** 2007-022/138(08)  
**Date:** 28 Mar. 1995 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**
- Moving images (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/138(09) - Jean Augustine, M.P. with Peter Miliken, M.P. / -- Rogers Ottawa Bureau.**

**Title:** Jean Augustine, M.P. with Peter Miliken, M.P. / -- Rogers Ottawa Bureau.  
**ID:** 2007-022/138(09)  
**Date:** 31 May 1995 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/138(10) - Bill Graham, M.P. with Jean Augustine / Rogers Ottawa Bureau.**

**Title:** Bill Graham, M.P. with Jean Augustine / Rogers Ottawa Bureau.

**ID:** 2007-022/138(10)

**Date:** 31 May 1995 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/139(01) - Canadian Ethnic Journalist Awards Broadcast**

**Title:** Canadian Ethnic Journalist Awards Broadcast

**ID:** 2007-022/139(01)

**Date:** 18 June 1995 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/139(02) - Black Youth Helpline Planning Conference Winnipeg, Manitoba**

**Title:** Black Youth Helpline Planning Conference Winnipeg, Manitoba
ID: 2007-022/139(02)
Date: 7-9 July 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)


Title: The Harvest of Silence The Sri Lankan Government's Drive for Peace And Its Solution for the Tamil Problem / HURT (Human Rights for Tamils).
ID: 2007-022/139(03)
Date: [ca. 9 July 1995] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Meet Our Friend : Ahmadiyya Movement in Islam Jean Augustine, M.P.
ID: 2007-022/139(04)
Date: 3 Oct. 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/139(05) - Jean Augustine Speeches

Title: Jean Augustine Speeches
ID: 2007-022/139(05)
Date: 3 Oct.-14 Dec. 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/139(06) - 5ta. Conferencia De Esposas de Jefes De Estado y de Gobierno de las Americas (Paraguay)

Title: 5ta. Conferencia De Esposas de Jefes De Estado y de Gobierno de las Americas (Paraguay)
ID: 2007-022/139(06)
Date: 16-20 Oct. 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Jean Augustine Holiday Message / Rogers Ottawa Bureau.
ID: 2007-022/139(07)
Date: 11 Dec. 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/139(08) - Rail Cycle North : Today's Waste Management Solution For Ontario's Future

Title: Rail Cycle North : Today's Waste Management Solution For Ontario's Future
ID: 2007-022/139(08)
Date: [after 1995?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/139(09) - Sacred Assembly / Native Multimedia Productions.

Title: Sacred Assembly / Native Multimedia Productions.
ID: 2007-022/139(09)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. House of Commons Interventions.
ID: 2007-022/139(10)
Date: 28 Feb. - 17 June 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/140(01) - Jane Taber's Ottawa**

Title: Jane Taber's Ottawa
ID: 2007-022/140(01)
Date: Apr. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/140(02) - Etobicoke Seniors Connecting & Communicating "Together For Each Other"**

Title: Etobicoke Seniors Connecting & Communicating "Together For Each Other"
ID: 2007-022/140(02)
Date: May 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/140(03) - ATN CRTC Demo Tape (Asian Television Network)**

Title: ATN CRTC Demo Tape (Asian Television Network)
ID: 2007-022/140(03)
Date: 13 May 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


ID: 2007-022/140(04)
Date: 22 May 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


ID: 2007-022/140(05)
Date: 22 May 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/140(06) - A Conversation with Mary Clancy and Jean Augustine / Rogers Ottawa Bureau.

Title: A Conversation with Mary Clancy and Jean Augustine / Rogers Ottawa Bureau.
ID: 2007-022/140(06)
Date: 30 May 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/140(07) - We Are The United Nations Population Fund

Title: We Are The United Nations Population Fund
ID: 2007-022/140(07)
Date: 7 June 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/140(08) - Nous Sommes Le Fonds Des Nations Unies Pour La Population

Title: Nous Sommes Le Fonds Des Nations Unies Pour La Population
ID: 2007-022/140(08)
Date: 7 June 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  - Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/140(09) - Women, Voice of the Oppressed Speech by Mrs. Maryam Rajavi, the Iranian Resistance's President-elect London / Office of the National Council of Resistance of Iran in Canada.

Title: Women, Voice of the Oppressed Speech by Mrs. Maryam Rajavi, the Iranian Resistance's President-elect London / Office of the National Council of Resistance of Iran in Canada.

ID: 2007-022/140(09)

Date: 21 June 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  - Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/140(10) - The Dark Side of Native Sovereignty / Witness with Knowlton Nash.

Title: The Dark Side of Native Sovereignty / Witness with Knowlton Nash.

ID: 2007-022/140(10)

Date: 20 Aug. 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  - Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/141(01) - House Proceedings Jean Augustine

Title: House Proceedings Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/141(01)
Date: Oct. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---


ID: 2007-022/141(02)
Date: Oct. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---


Title: The National Magazine / Canadian Broadcasting Company.
ID: 2007-022/141(03)
Date: 10 Oct. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Title: Symposium of the Organization of Islamic Conference / Islam and the West - Towards Dialogue and Understanding (Toronto, Canada).

ID: 2007-022/141(04)
Date: 12-14 Oct. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Jean Augustine, MP Holiday Message / Rogers Ottawa Bureau.

ID: 2007-022/141(05)
Date: Dec. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : KSP-30

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/141(06) - House of Commons Proceedings Interventions

Title: House of Commons Proceedings Interventions
ID: 2007-022/141(06)
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
File: **2007-022/141(07)** - *In the Public Interest: The Benefits of High Quality Child Care / Mark Ruben Productions Inc.*

**Title:** In the Public Interest: The Benefits of High Quality Child Care / Mark Ruben Productions Inc.  
**ID:** 2007-022/141(07)  
**Date:** 1997 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Moving images (documentary form)

---


**Title:** Fury For The Sound: The Women At Clayoquot / Telltale Productions, Ltd.  
**ID:** 2007-022/141(08)  
**Date:** 1997 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Moving images (documentary form)

---


**Title:** Bitter Paradise: The Sell-out of East Timor / Snapshot Productions Ltd.  
**ID:** 2007-022/141(09)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/141(10) - Submission by Philip Capobianco Honours B.A., B.Ed., M.Ed. Ontario Select Committee on Ontario in Confederation

Title: Submission by Philip Capobianco Honours B.A., B.Ed., M.Ed. Ontario Select Committee on Ontario in Confederation

ID: 2007-022/141(10)

Date: 25 Feb. 1991 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Note [generalNote]:

Sent 13 August 1997.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. with guest Tony Valeri, M.P./ Rogers Ottawa Bureau.

ID: 2007-022/141(11)

Date: 23 Oct. 1997 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published
File: 2007-022/142(01) - Stoned Hemp Nation On Trial A Documentary / Big Smoke Productions.

Title: Stoned Hemp Nation On Trial A Documentary / Big Smoke Productions.
ID: 2007-022/142(01)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Liberation and Thanksgiving Service : 1st Anniversary. / Sharpe Video-Images.
ID: 2007-022/142(02)
Date: 21 Mar. 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Note [generalNote]:
Host Pastor : Archbishop Deloris Seiveright.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/142(03) - Cambodian Demonstrators for democracy in Phnom Penh Cambodia.

Title: Cambodian Demonstrators for democracy in Phnom Penh Cambodia.
File: 2007-022/142(04) - Forum on Adolescence Reproductive Health / CPAC-TV.

Title: Forum on Adolescence Reproductive Health / CPAC-TV.

ID: 2007-022/142(04)

Date: 31 Oct. 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/142(05) - House Proceedings Interventions

Title: House Proceedings Interventions

ID: 2007-022/142(05)

Date: 1 Feb.-15 Dec. 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/142(06) - Jean Augustine, M.P. with Elinor Caplan, M.P.
Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. with Elinor Caplan, M.P.

ID: 2007-022/142(06)

Date: 2 Mar. 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/142(07) - Jean Augustine, M.P. with Hon Paul Martin, M.P.

Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. with Hon Paul Martin, M.P.

ID: 2007-022/142(07)

Date: 4 Mar. 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/142(08) - The Challenge of An Aging Society / CPAC-TV.

Title: The Challenge of An Aging Society / CPAC-TV.

ID: 2007-022/142(08)

Date: 20 Apr. 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/142(09) - Issues of World Population CAPPD's World Population Day Panel Discussion / CPAC-TV.

Title: Issues of World Population CAPPD's World Population Day Panel Discussion / CPAC-TV.
ID: 2007-022/142(09)
Date: 10 June 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/142(10) - Mission Comerant '99

Title: Mission Comerant '99
ID: 2007-022/142(10)
Date: Sept. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/143(01) - NLC Behind The Scenes

Title: NLC Behind The Scenes
ID: 2007-022/143(01)
Date: [ca. Oct. 1999] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Note [generalNote]:
Draft copy.
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: National Liberal Caucus : Behind The Scenes = Dans les coulisses du Caucus liberal national / Liberal Research Bureau.
ID: 2007-022/143(02)
Date: Oct. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/143(03) - Jean Augustine, M.P. with Gar Knutson, M.P.

Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. with Gar Knutson, M.P.
ID: 2007-022/143(03)
Date: Oct. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/143(04) - Building a Higher Quality of Life for All Canadians Speech from The Throne / Government of Canada.
**Title:** Building a Higher Quality of Life for All Canadians Speech from The Throne / Government of Canada.

**ID:** 2007-022/143(04)

**Date:** 12 Oct. 1999 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/143(05) - Jean Augustine, M.P. with Hon. Elinor Caplan, M.P.**

**Title:** Jean Augustine, M.P. with Hon. Elinor Caplan, M.P.

**ID:** 2007-022/143(05)

**Date:** 1 Dec. 1999 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/143(06) - Jean Augustine, M.P. with Hon. Herb Gray, M.P.**

**Title:** Jean Augustine, M.P. with Hon. Herb Gray, M.P.

**ID:** 2007-022/143(06)

**Date:** 9 Dec. 1999 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Moving images (documentary form)

Title: Silver Jubilee 1975-2000 Parish of Out Lady of Good Counsel Caribbean Canadian Catholic Church

ID: 2007-022/143(07)

Date: 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/143(08) - Sacred Land, Scarred Land

Title: Sacred Land, Scarred Land

ID: 2007-022/143(08)

Date: 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Global View 50 Years of Protection / 50th Anniversary of United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.

ID: 2007-022/143(09)

Date: 2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:

Title: Respect / 50th Anniversary United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.
ID: 2007-022/143(10)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/144(01) - Sudan Unity & Diversity

Title: Sudan Unity & Diversity
ID: 2007-022/144(01)
Date: Jan. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/144(02) - Consider This! / Women in Information Technology (Win IT).

Title: Consider This! / Women in Information Technology (Win IT).
ID: 2007-022/144(02)
Date: Feb. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/144(03) - Daytime Interview**

Title: Daytime Interview
ID: 2007-022/144(03)
Date: 11 Feb. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/144(04) - Jean Augustine, M.P. Question to Minister Lloyd Axworthy on Chechnya**

Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. Question to Minister Lloyd Axworthy on Chechnya
ID: 2007-022/144(04)
Date: 16 Feb. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/144(05) - Karen Kraft-Sloan, M.P. with Jean Augustine, M.P.**

Title: Karen Kraft-Sloan, M.P. with Jean Augustine, M.P.
ID: 2007-022/144(05)
Date: 28 Feb. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/144(06) - Jean Augustine, M.P. with Hon. Stephane Dion
Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. with Hon. Stephane Dion
ID: 2007-022/144(06)
Date: 1 Mar. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/144(07) - Jean Augustine, M.P. with Hon. Paul Martin
Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. with Hon. Paul Martin
ID: 2007-022/144(07)
Date: 13 Mar. 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/144(08) - Recording of Cable Studio
Title: Recording of Cable Studio

**ID:** 2007-022/144(08)

**Date:** 29 May-09 June 2000 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/144(09) - South Asian Newsweek Feature Interview with Jean Augustine, M.P. / CFMT International.**

**Title:** South Asian Newsweek Feature Interview with Jean Augustine, M.P. / CFMT International.

**ID:** 2007-022/144(09)

**Date:** 9 July 2000 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/144(10) - Health as a Bridge to Peace / Stephen Lewis Keynote Address to the Canadian Conference for International Health (Hull, QC).**

**Title:** Health as a Bridge to Peace / Stephen Lewis Keynote Address to the Canadian Conference for International Health (Hull, QC).

**ID:** 2007-022/144(10)

**Date:** 12 Nov. 2000 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

...

Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. Economic Update with Hon. Paul Martin.
ID: 2007-022/145(01)
Date: June 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: The Caribbean Pioneer Women of Canada Inc. Annual Tea Party Trinity Memorial Church Hall (Montreal) Guest Speaker Hon. Jean Augustine, M.P.
ID: 2007-022/145(02)
Date: 3 June 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. with Hon. Allan Rock, M.P.
ID: 2007-022/145(03)
Date: 11 June 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---


Title: The 6th Anniversary Applause Institute Cotillion Ball 2001 / V-Formation Productions.
ID: 2007-022/145(04)
Date: 13 Oct. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/145(05) - Minister Bradshaw's Speech OMSSA Hamilton

Title: Minister Bradshaw's Speech OMSSA Hamilton
ID: 2007-022/145(05)
Date: 23 Oct. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/145(06) - Jean Augustine, M.P. with Hon. Paul Martin

Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. with Hon. Paul Martin
ID: 2007-022/145(06)
Date: 13 Dec. 2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Three Lives : A journey Out of Darkness / Fireweed Media Productions Inc.
ID: 2007-022/145(07)
Date: [ca. 2002] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/145(08) - The Jamaican Canadian Association Its Founders, Its Legacy 40 Years of Caring and Sharing

Title: The Jamaican Canadian Association Its Founders, Its Legacy 40 Years of Caring and Sharing
ID: 2007-022/145(08)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

ID: 2007-022/145(09)
Date: 1 July 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/145(10) - 2002 Toronto Carnival Parade, Recorded by Lennie Fleary

Title: 2002 Toronto Carnival Parade, Recorded by Lennie Fleary
ID: 2007-022/145(10)
Date: [ca. Aug. 2002?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/146(01) - Don't Cut the Heart Out of Healthcare Version 2

Title: Don't Cut the Heart Out of Healthcare Version 2
ID: 2007-022/146(01)
Date: 3 Sept. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/146(02) - The Governor General's Awards in Commemoration of the Persons Case
= Le Prix du Governeur general en commemoration de l'affaire 'personne'.

Title: The Governor General's Awards in Commemoration of the Persons Case = Le Prix du
Gouverneur general en commemoration de l'affaire 'personne'.
ID: 2007-022/146(02)
Date: 18 Oct. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/146(03) - Jean Augustine, M.P.

Title: Jean Augustine, M.P.
ID: 2007-022/146(03)
Date: 25 Oct. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/146(04) - Community Report with Jean Augustine

Title: Community Report with Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/146(04)
Date: 26 Oct. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette ; BCT-30MLA
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/146(05) - Chinese Redress Story CTV National News with Steve Chao / CTV-TV.
Title: Chinese Redress Story CTV National News with Steve Chao / CTV-TV.
ID: 2007-022/146(05)
Date: 28 Oct. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/146(06) - Jean Augustine / ROGERS 22.
Title: Jean Augustine / ROGERS 22.
ID: 2007-022/146(06)
Date: 20 Nov. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/146(07) - Canada Aujourd'hui / RDI-TV.
Title: Canada Aujourd'hui / RDI-TV.
ID: 2007-022/146(07)
Date: 25 Nov. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/146(08) - CHNEWS / CHCH-TV.
Title: CHNEWS / CHCH-TV.
ID: 2007-022/146(08)
Date: 25 Nov. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/146(09) - Re : Mini-Summit / CFTO-TV.
Title: Re : Mini-Summit / CFTO-TV.
ID: 2007-022/146(09)
Date: 25 Nov. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/146(10) - Global News at Noon / CIII-TV.
Title: Global News at Noon / CIII-TV.
ID: 2007-022/146(10)
Date: 25 Nov. 2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/146(11) - CTV National News / CTV-TV.

Title: CTV National News / CTV-TV.
ID: 2007-022/146(11)
Date: 3 Dec. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/147(01) - Budget Highlights 2003

Title: Budget Highlights 2003
ID: 2007-022/147(01)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/147(02) - Passages to Canada Launch

Title: Passages to Canada Launch
**File: 2007-022/147(03) - Jim Watson Speaks with Jean Augustine about Black History Month / CHRO-TV.**

**Title:** Jim Watson Speaks with Jean Augustine about Black History Month / CHRO-TV.

**ID:** 2007-022/147(03)

**Date:** Feb. 2003 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Moving images (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/147(04) - Ms Augustine Black History Month / Saskatchewan Caribbean-Canadian Association Black History Month Banquet (Regina, SK).**

**Title:** Ms Augustine Black History Month / Saskatchewan Caribbean-Canadian Association Black History Month Banquet (Regina, SK).

**ID:** 2007-022/147(04)

**Date:** 22 Feb. 2003 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Moving images (documentary form)


ID: 2007-022/147(05)
Date: 18 Mar. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/147(06) - News / CHRO-TV ; CPAC-TV.

Title: News / CHRO-TV ; CPAC-TV.

ID: 2007-022/147(06)
Date: 2 Apr. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/147(07) - Local religious leaders meet in the shadow of Imam Solaiman's controversial comments / CBC-Newsworld.

Title: Local religious leaders meet in the shadow of Imam Solaiman's controversial comments / CBC-Newsworld.

ID: 2007-022/147(07)
Date: 8 Apr. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/147(08) - Public Record / CPAC-TV.

Title: Public Record / CPAC-TV.
ID: 2007-022/147(08)
Date: 20 Apr. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/147(09) - Free Rolling Stones Concert in Toronto / CITY-TV.

Title: Free Rolling Stones Concert in Toronto / CITY-TV.
ID: 2007-022/147(09)
Date: 20 May 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/147(10) - Re: Jean Augustine / OMNI-TV.

Title: Re: Jean Augustine / OMNI-TV.
ID: 2007-022/147(10)
Date: 31 May 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/148(01) - Cultural Sensitivity Conference / CBWFT TV.
Title: Cultural Sensitivity Conference / CBWFT TV.
ID: 2007-022/148(01)
Date: 5 June 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Title: Hon. Jean Augustine, M.P. with Hon. Susan Whelan, M.P.
ID: 2007-022/148(02)
Date: 18 June 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/148(03) - Jean Augustine, M.P. Canada Day Message
Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. Canada Day Message
ID: 2007-022/148(03)
Date: 1 July 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/148(04) - The Funeral of John C. Munro

Title: The Funeral of John C. Munro
ID: 2007-022/148(04)
Date: 23 Aug. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/148(05) - Question Period

Title: Question Period
ID: 2007-022/148(05)
Date: 29 Sept. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---


Title: Community Report Hon. Jean Augustine, M.P. with Hon. Paul Martin
Title: 2004 Racism. Stop It! 10 X Winners
ID: 2007-022/148(09)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/148(10) - Jean Augustine CP6 / CityTV.

Title: Jean Augustine CP6 / CityTV.
ID: 2007-022/148(10)
Date: 16 Jan. - 5 Feb. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/149(01) - Reply to the Speech from the Throne

Title: Reply to the Speech from the Throne
ID: 2007-022/149(01)
Date: 5 Feb. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/149(02) - Toronto Tonight Jean Augustine / Toronto 1 TV.

Title: Toronto Tonight Jean Augustine / Toronto 1 TV.
ID: 2007-022/149(02)
Date: 10 Feb. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/149(03) - APMC's Eid-ul-Adha

Title: APMC's Eid-ul-Adha
ID: 2007-022/149(03)
Date: 11 Feb. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/149(04) - Evening News / CP24-TV.

Title: Evening News / CP24-TV.
ID: 2007-022/149(04)
Date: 15 Feb. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/149(05) - OMNI Interview With The Minister / CFMT-TV.

Title: OMNI Interview With The Minister / CFMT-TV.
ID: 2007-022/149(05)
Date: 22 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/149(06) - Celebrating The Spirit of Spring with The Honourable Jean Augustine, M.P.

Title: Celebrating The Spirit of Spring with The Honourable Jean Augustine, M.P.
ID: 2007-022/149(06)
Date: 28 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/149(07) - Racism. Stop It! Video Competition / CPAC-TV.

Title: Racism. Stop It! Video Competition / CPAC-TV.
ID: 2007-022/149(07)
Date: 30 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/149(08) - Minister McLellan's announcement National Security Plan

Title: Minister McLellan's announcement National Security Plan
ID: 2007-022/149(08)
Date: 27 Apr. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Midday Newsline / CJOH-TV Ottawa.
ID: 2007-022/149(09)
Date: 5 May 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: OMNI News - Cantonese Edition
ID: 2007-022/149(10)
Date: 4 May 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: 2007-022/150(01) - Saturday Report / CBC-TV.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Saturday Report / CBC-TV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ID:</strong> 2007-022/150(01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 8 May 2004 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical description:</strong> 1 videocassette : VHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File: 2007-022/150(02) - A Woman's Worth Conference (Days Hotel, Mississauga)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> A Woman's Worth Conference (Days Hotel, Mississauga)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ID:</strong> 2007-022/150(02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 8 May 2004 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical description:</strong> 1 videocassette : VHS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Title:</strong> Hon. Jean Augustine, M.P. Canada Day Message 2004.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ID:</strong> 2007-022/150(03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date:</strong> 1 July 2004 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Title: True Canadians : The Next Generation / CBC Newsworld - Hot Type Special.
ID: 2007-022/150(04)
Date: 14 Sept. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/150(05) - House Proceedings

Title: House Proceedings
ID: 2007-022/150(05)
Date: 1 Nov. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

ID: 2007-022/150(06)
Date: [ca. Oct. 2004] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

ID: 2007-022/150(07)
Date: 11 Nov. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Title: Hon. Jean Augustine, M.P. Holiday Message 2004
ID: 2007-022/150(08)
Date: Dec. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Title: Rick Mercer's Monday Report Episode 002-012 / CBC-TV.
ID: 2007-022/150(09)
Date: [2005?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/150(10) - House Proceedings

Title: House Proceedings
ID: 2007-022/150(10)
Date: 8 Feb. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/151(01) - House Proceedings Black History Month 2005

Title: House Proceedings Black History Month 2005
ID: 2007-022/151(01)
Date: 8 Feb. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/151(02) - House Proceedings

Title: House Proceedings
ID: 2007-022/151(02)
Date: 24 Mar. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/151(03) - Etobicoke Chamber of Commerce House Proceedings

Title: Etobicoke Chamber of Commerce House Proceedings
ID: 2007-022/151(03)
Date: 12 Apr. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/151(04) - Volunteerism House Proceedings

Title: Volunteerism House Proceedings
ID: 2007-022/151(04)
Date: 19 Apr. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/151(05) - Toronto Police Chief Bill Blaire House Proceedings**

**Title:** Toronto Police Chief Bill Blaire House Proceedings  
**ID:** 2007-022/151(05)  
**Date:** 3 May 2005 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/151(06) - Grenada update status House Proceedings**

**Title:** Grenada update status House Proceedings  
**ID:** 2007-022/151(06)  
**Date:** 10 May 2005 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

---


**Title:** M.P. Report Women In Politics Hon. Jean Augustine, M.P.  
**ID:** 2007-022/151(07)  
**Date:** June 2005 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/151(08) - Environment Week House Proceedings

Title: Environment Week House Proceedings
ID: 2007-022/151(08)
Date: 7 June 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Hon. Jean Augustine, M.P. Canada Day Message
ID: 2007-022/151(09)
Date: 10 June 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/151(10) - Etobicoke-Lakeshore Summer 2005 House Proceedings

Title: Etobicoke-Lakeshore Summer 2005 House Proceedings
ID: 2007-022/151(10)
Date: 21 June 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
File: 2007-022/152(01) - The Hon. Jean Augustine 10th Anniversary of Srebenica

Title: The Hon. Jean Augustine 10th Anniversary of Srebenica
ID: 2007-022/152(01)
Date: 28 June 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

File: 2007-022/152(02) - Parallel Vision / Serbian Television Toronto Inc.

Title: Parallel Vision / Serbian Television Toronto Inc.
ID: 2007-022/152(02)
Date: 17 Sept. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS


Title: House Proceedings 3rd African Policy Dialogue HIV/AIDS.
ID: 2007-022/152(03)
Date: 26 Sept. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/152(04) - House Proceedings Etobicoke Sport Hall of Fame Hon. Jean Augustine P.C. M.P.

Title: House Proceedings Etobicoke Sport Hall of Fame Hon. Jean Augustine P.C. M.P.
ID: 2007-022/152(04)
Date: 18 Oct. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/152(05) - M.P. Reports with Hon. Jean Augustine and Guests Fred Sherman and Shukri D'Jama

Title: M.P. Reports with Hon. Jean Augustine and Guests Fred Sherman and Shukri D'Jama
ID: 2007-022/152(05)
Date: 25 Oct. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/152(06) - House Proceedings Tribute to Rosa Parks
**Title:** House Proceedings Tribute to Rosa Parks  
**ID:** 2007-022/152(06)  
**Date:** 25 Oct. 2005 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/152(07) - House Proceedings Black Canadian Studies - Multiple Lenses**

**Title:** House Proceedings Black Canadian Studies - Multiple Lenses  
**ID:** 2007-022/152(07)  
**Date:** 1 Nov. 2005 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Moving images (documentary form)

---


**Title:** Hon. Jean Augustine, M.P. 2005 Remembrance Day Message  
**ID:** 2007-022/152(08)  
**Date:** 11 Nov. 2005 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**
File: 2007-022/152(09) - House Proceedings Gun Violence

Title: House Proceedings Gun Violence
ID: 2007-022/152(09)
Date: 22 Nov. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/152(10) - House Proceedings Standing Order Farewell Statement

Title: House Proceedings Standing Order Farewell Statement
ID: 2007-022/152(10)
Date: 28 Nov. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/153(01) - House Interventions

Title: House Interventions
ID: 2007-022/153(01)
Date: [5 Apr.-14 June 2000-?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/153(02) - Caught Between Cultures**

Title: Caught Between Cultures  
ID: 2007-022/153(02)  
Date: [16 Dec. 200-?] (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/153(03) - Jean Augustine, M.P. Holiday Message**

Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. Holiday Message  
ID: 2007-022/153(03)  
Date: [Dec. 200-?] (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Hon. Jean Augustine, M.P. and Hon. Sarmite Bulte, M.P. and Andy Savoy, M.P.  
ID: 2007-022/153(04)  
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
File: 2007-022/153(05) - Hon. Jean Augustine with Hon. Anne McLellan

Title: Hon. Jean Augustine with Hon. Anne McLellan
ID: 2007-022/153(05)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/153(06) - Jean Augustine, M.P. and Eleni Balopanos, M.P.

Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. and Eleni Balopanos, M.P.
ID: 2007-022/153(06)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/153(07) - Condensed Throne Speech

Title: Condensed Throne Speech
ID: 2007-022/153(07)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/153(08) - Community Report Hon. Jean Augustine with Hon. Denis Coderre

Title: Community Report Hon. Jean Augustine with Hon. Denis Coderre
ID: 2007-022/153(08)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/153(09) - House Proceedings Jean in the House

Title: House Proceedings Jean in the House
ID: 2007-022/153(09)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/153(10) - Marlene Catterall, M.P. with Isabel Metcalfe and Jean Augustine, M.P.

Title: Marlene Catterall, M.P. with Isabel Metcalfe and Jean Augustine, M.P.
ID: 2007-022/153(10)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/154(01) - Toronto 1 J.A. Feature

Title: Toronto 1 J.A. Feature
ID: 2007-022/154(01)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/154(02) - Jean Augustine, M.P. Miscellaneous T.V.

Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. Miscellaneous T.V.
ID: 2007-022/154(02)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/154(03) - Ms. Jean Augustine The Scene

Title: Ms. Jean Augustine The Scene
ID: 2007-022/154(03)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/154(04) - Congress of Black Women "On The Community"

Title: Congress of Black Women "On The Community"
ID: 2007-022/154(04)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Publication status: Published
Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)


Title: A Reflection of Canadian Black Heritage / Ontario Black History Society.
ID: 2007-022/154(05)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Publication status: Published
Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/154(06) - Black History Month Poster Presentation

Title: Black History Month Poster Presentation
ID: 2007-022/154(06)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Publication status: Published
Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/154(07) - Speech in Halifax at Atlantic Provinces and Caribbean Conference

Title: Speech in Halifax at Atlantic Provinces and Caribbean Conference
ID: 2007-022/154(07)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/154(08) - Abou Nabe Meets Triple 'R' Commissions in Sierra Leone News Tape

Title: Abou Nabe Meets Triple 'R' Commissions in Sierra Leone News Tape
ID: 2007-022/154(08)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/154(09) - Documentary on the Visit of Mr. Abou Bacarr Nabe Vice Chairman SLRC (Canada)

Title: Documentary on the Visit of Mr. Abou Bacarr Nabe Vice Chairman SLRC (Canada)
ID: 2007-022/154(09)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/154(10) - Canada

Title: Canada
ID: 2007-022/154(10)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/155(01) - Creative Arts

Title: Creative Arts
ID: 2007-022/155(01)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/155(02) - Creative Arts

Title: Creative Arts
ID: 2007-022/155(02)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Title: Mission Grenada School Rebuild Project / HopeLink International.
ID: 2007-022/155(03)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/155(04) - Mission Grenada

Title: Mission Grenada
ID: 2007-022/155(04)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/155(05) - Grenada

Title: Grenada
ID: 2007-022/155(05)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/155(06) - Tape 1 Augustine
Title: Tape 1 Augustine
ID: 2007-022/155(06)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/155(07) - Tape 2 Augustine
Title: Tape 2 Augustine
ID: 2007-022/155(07)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/155(08) - Tape 3 Jean Augustine
Title: Tape 3 Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/155(08)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/155(09) - Tape 4 Jean Augustine
Title: Tape 4 Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/155(09)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/155(10) - Tape 5 Jean Augustine

Title: Tape 5 Jean Augustine
ID: 2007-022/155(10)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/156(01) - Town Hall Meeting

Title: Town Hall Meeting
ID: 2007-022/156(01)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/156(02) - Community Unity Alliance Scholarships

Title: Community Unity Alliance Scholarships
ID: 2007-022/156(02)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/156(03) - Charles Smith Interview
Title: Charles Smith Interview
ID: 2007-022/156(03)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/156(04) - SJC (Grenville) Presentation of Somewhere Over The Rainbow "An Adaptation of the musical The Wizard of Oz"
Title: SJC (Grenville) Presentation of Somewhere Over The Rainbow "An Adaptation of the musical The Wizard of Oz"
ID: 2007-022/156(04)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/156(05) - N.I.S. St. Vincent
Title: N.I.S. St. Vincent
ID: 2007-022/156(05)
**File: 2007-022/156(06) - Royal Building System (Abuja-Nigeria)**

*Title:* Royal Building System (Abuja-Nigeria)

*ID:* 2007-022/156(06)

*Physical description:* 1 videocassette : VHS

*Publication status:* Published

**Access points:**
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/156(07) - Thunder Bay Harbour Commission "Port Survival"**

*Title:* Thunder Bay Harbour Commission "Port Survival"

*ID:* 2007-022/156(07)

*Physical description:* 1 videocassette : VHS

*Publication status:* Published

**Access points:**
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/156(08) - Parle-Minutes / YTV.**

*Title:* Parle-Minutes / YTV.

*ID:* 2007-022/156(08)

*Physical description:* 1 videocassette : VHS
File: 2007-022/156(09) - Recording from the House of Commons Broadcasting Service

Title: Recording from the House of Commons Broadcasting Service
ID: 2007-022/156(09)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Voices : People with Disabilities Comment on Social Security Reform / Neil Squire Foundation.
ID: 2007-022/156(10)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/157(01) - National Association of Career Colleges

Title: National Association of Career Colleges
ID: 2007-022/157(01)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/157(02) - No Distance Between Us / Association of Progressive Muslims of Ontario.
Title: No Distance Between Us / Association of Progressive Muslims of Ontario.
ID: 2007-022/157(02)
Physical description: 1 videocassette (35 min.) : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/157(03) - No Distance Between Us / Association of Progressive Muslims of Ontario.
Title: No Distance Between Us / Association of Progressive Muslims of Ontario.
ID: 2007-022/157(03)
Physical description: 1 videocassette (48 min.) : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/157(04) - Canada/Us Trade Agreement Opportunity and Challenge
Title: Canada/Us Trade Agreement Opportunity and Challenge
ID: 2007-022/157(04)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/157(05) - Planet Africa Television featuring Jean Augustine and the Rotary Club of Toronto / Silvertrust Communication.

Title: Planet Africa Television featuring Jean Augustine and the Rotary Club of Toronto / Silvertrust Communication.

ID: 2007-022/157(05)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/157(06) - Raising Young Voices

Title: Raising Young Voices

ID: 2007-022/157(06)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/157(07) - WTN Compilation : P.O.V. Women ; Speaking Our Minds ; Girl Talk.

Title: WTN Compilation : P.O.V. Women ; Speaking Our Minds ; Girl Talk.

ID: 2007-022/157(07)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/157(08) - The Fur Bearers : "Shameful Scheme" / Daval Productions Inc.**

**Title:** The Fur Bearers : "Shameful Scheme" / Daval Productions Inc.

**ID:** 2007-022/157(08)

**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Moving images (documentary form)

---


**ID:** 2007-022/157(09)

**Physical description:** 1 videocassette : VHS

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-022/157(10) - Toronto Island**

**Title:** Toronto Island

**ID:** 2007-022/157(10)
File: 2007-022/158(01) - Women Entrepreneurs : Making a Difference

Title: Women Entrepreneurs : Making a Difference

ID: 2007-022/158(01)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(02) - Paying the Price : Killing the children of Iraq

Title: Paying the Price : Killing the children of Iraq

ID: 2007-022/158(02)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(03) - Timbits : Selling the GST Advantage

Title: Timbits : Selling the GST Advantage

ID: 2007-022/158(03)

Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(04) - Canada Remembers

Title: Canada Remembers
ID: 2007-022/158(04)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(05) - Slavery in Sudan Reality or Hoax?

Title: Slavery in Sudan Reality or Hoax?
ID: 2007-022/158(05)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: 1. Role Call 2. Fraser's Edge 3. Middle East, The Holy Land 4. Petra
ID: 2007-022/158(06)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(07) - Cher Quebec / Robin Canada and The Michael Faraday Band ; Green Gravel Road Publishing.

Title: Cher Quebec / Robin Canada and The Michael Faraday Band ; Green Gravel Road Publishing.
ID: 2007-022/158(07)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)


Title: Frank Fernandex Cubano Y Universal / Caribe Productions.
ID: 2007-022/158(08)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(09) - Rights Africa / A World Conference Against Racism Commemorative CD ; CCP Record Co.

Title: Rights Africa / A World Conference Against Racism Commemorative CD ; CCP Record Co.
ID: 2007-022/158(09)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(10) - Eye for an Eye / Christopher Barry ;Diamond In The Rough Song Writing.
Title: Eye for an Eye / Christopher Barry ;Diamond In The Rough Song Writing.
ID: 2007-022/158(10)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Title: Turn This World Around ; It Takes A Village. Special Recording On the Occasion of the granting of honourary Degrees To Nelson Mandela and Graca Machel Ryerson University. / Raffi, Michael Creber ; Homeland Publishing.
ID: 2007-022/158(11)
Date: 17 Nov. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published
File: 2007-022/158(12) - One Race, Many Colours / Garnet Challenger and the Connection Band.

Title: One Race, Many Colours / Garnet Challenger and the Connection Band.
ID: 2007-022/158(12)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(13) - Interview with Hon. Jean Augustine with Jemini and Mark Strong / FLOW 95.3 FM.

Title: Interview with Hon. Jean Augustine with Jemini and Mark Strong / FLOW 95.3 FM.
ID: 2007-022/158(13)
Date: 16 Feb. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(14) - Minister Augustine's interview with CBC Radio (Mifwany Davis) and the Fredericton Daily Gleaner (Mark Taylor)

Title: Minister Augustine's interview with CBC Radio (Mifwany Davis) and the Fredericton Daily Gleaner (Mark Taylor)
ID: 2007-022/158(14)
Date: 27 Mar. 2004 (date of creation)
File: 2007-022/158(15) - Sing Canada's Praises / Richard Forrest ; Star Quest Records.

Title: Sing Canada's Praises / Richard Forrest ; Star Quest Records.
ID: 2007-022/158(15)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/158(16) - No Time To Wait / Tom Dykes ; Anthony Panacci.

Title: No Time To Wait / Tom Dykes ; Anthony Panacci.
ID: 2007-022/158(16)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)


Title: An Indigo Christmas with The Nathaniel Dett Chorale / Riddle Films.
File: 2007-022/158(18) - Choral songs recorded by Lisa Joan McDonald

Title: Choral songs recorded by Lisa Joan McDonald
ID: 2007-022/158(18)
Physical description: 1 compact disc

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(01) - Speech to Dominica Association

Title: Speech to Dominica Association
ID: 2007-022/159(01)
Date: 1 Nov. 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(02) - Julie Rosengeig Interview Craig Martin - Teens Against Crack / CJEZ-FM ; Redmond Broadcasting/Communications.
Title: Julie Rosengeig Interview Craig Martin - Teens Against Crack / CJEZ-FM ; Redmond Broadcasting/Communications.

ID: 2007-022/159(02)

Date: 14 Aug. 1989 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(03) - Alexandra Park Drug Problem / Wayne McLean Show ; CFRB 1010 AM.

Title: Alexandra Park Drug Problem / Wayne McLean Show ; CFRB 1010 AM.

ID: 2007-022/159(03)

Date: 12 July 1990 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(04) - Rev. Jesse Jackson Sheraton Centre Hotel

Title: Rev. Jesse Jackson Sheraton Centre Hotel

ID: 2007-022/159(04)

Date: 17 Oct. 1991 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/159(05) - Jean Augustine Theme Song

Title: Jean Augustine Theme Song
ID: 2007-022/159(05)
Date: [ca. 1993?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(06) - Getting Involved in Global Housing and Community Development Issues and in Habitat II

Title: Getting Involved in Global Housing and Community Development Issues and in Habitat II
ID: 2007-022/159(06)
Date: [after 1993?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)


Title: Laurier : His story and celebrated speeches = Laurier : Son histoire et ses discours celebres.
ID: 2007-022/159(07)
Date: [after 1993?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(08) - Canada Sings = Le Canada Chante / Ginette Hamilton ; Patricia Lanoue ; Charlotte Lanoue.

Title: Canada Sings = Le Canada Chante / Ginette Hamilton ; Patricia Lanoue ; Charlotte Lanoue.
ID: 2007-022/159(08)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)


ID: 2007-022/159(09)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Title: Chere Quebec / Robin Canada and the Michael Faraday Band ; Green Gravel Road Publishing House.

ID: 2007-022/159(10)

Date: 1995 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Sound recording (documentary form)

---


Title: F.E.E. Launching Banquet 'Getting Ready To Go' by R. Blake / Foundation for Educational Extension.

ID: 2007-022/159(11)

Date: 20 May 1995 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Sound recording (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/159(12) - Jean Augustine, M.P. The House

Title: Jean Augustine, M.P. The House

ID: 2007-022/159(12)

Date: 30 Mar. 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
File: 2007-022/159(13) - Plamen

Title: Plamen
ID: 2007-022/159(13)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(14) - The Jean Augustine Show ; CJAD (Montreal).

Title: The Jean Augustine Show ; CJAD (Montreal).
ID: 2007-022/159(14)
Date: 17 Feb. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(15) - Radio Noon ; CBO (Ottawa).

Title: Radio Noon ; CBO (Ottawa).
ID: 2007-022/159(15)
Date: 3 Apr. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published
File: 2007-022/159(16) - An Interview with H.E. Mustafa Osman Ismail, Minister of External Relations (Sudan) / As It Happens CBC.

Title: An Interview with H.E. Mustafa Osman Ismail, Minister of External Relations (Sudan) / As It Happens CBC.

ID: 2007-022/159(16)

Date: 16 July 1998 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/159(17) - Hon. Jean Augustine Breakfast Club

Title: Hon. Jean Augustine Breakfast Club

ID: 2007-022/159(17)

Date: 12 May 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-022/159(18) - Phrases pratiques

Title: Phrases pratiques

ID: 2007-022/159(18)

Date: 14 Sept. 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 audio cassette
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(19) - Therry Meyssan Tout le monde en parle (TV5).

Title: Therry Meyssan Tout le monde en parle (TV5).
ID: 2007-022/159(19)
Date: 26-27 Mar. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(20) - Canadian Women's History Month with Jean Augustine, MP / Insight (CHIN Radio 1540 AM).

Title: Canadian Women's History Month with Jean Augustine, MP / Insight (CHIN Radio 1540 AM).
ID: 2007-022/159(20)
Date: 1 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(21) - Love In a Thunderstorm / Johnny Usry.

Title: Love In a Thunderstorm / Johnny Usry.
ID: 2007-022/159(21)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(22) - "Let The Children Dream" ; "This is My Prayer" / Ms. Jean Augustine ; Capriquarius II Music.

Title: "Let The Children Dream" ; "This is My Prayer" / Ms. Jean Augustine ; Capriquarius II Music.
ID: 2007-022/159(22)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(23) - Women in Congress #1-2

Title: Women in Congress #1-2
ID: 2007-022/159(23)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(24) - Women in Congress Program #3-4

Title: Women in Congress Program #3-4
ID: 2007-022/159(24)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(25) - Dr. Arnold Voth Euthasia

Title: Dr. Arnold Voth Euthasia
ID: 2007-022/159(25)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(26) - Dr. Wilson

Title: Dr. Wilson
ID: 2007-022/159(26)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(27) - 1. Doctors' Opinions 2. Dr. Roder and Nikken 3. Eleanor-Chronic Fatigue 4. Breakthrough In Wellness

Title: 1. Doctors' Opinions 2. Dr. Roder and Nikken 3. Eleanor-Chronic Fatigue 4. Breakthrough In Wellness
ID: 2007-022/159(27)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(28) - Critical Issues Symposium Sybil Mobley

Title: Critical Issues Symposium Sybil Mobley
ID: 2007-022/159(28)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)


ID: 2007-022/159(29)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)


ID: 2007-022/159(30)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published
Access points:

- Sound recording (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/159(31) - Jean Machine**

Title: Jean Machine  
**ID:** 2007-022/159(31)  
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:

- Sound recording (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/159(32) - Foreign Body Michael White**

Title: Foreign Body Michael White  
**ID:** 2007-022/159(32)  
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:

- Sound recording (documentary form)

**File: 2007-022/159(33) - Visions of Mercy By Clinton**

Title: Visions of Mercy By Clinton  
**ID:** 2007-022/159(33)  
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:

- Sound recording (documentary form)
File: 2007-022/159(34) - Questions

Title: Questions
ID: 2007-022/159(34)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(35) - The Prophet

Title: The Prophet
ID: 2007-022/159(35)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(36) - His Majesty's Pie

Title: His Majesty's Pie
ID: 2007-022/159(36)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(37) - Mohamed J. Joof
Title: Mohamed J. Joof
ID: 2007-022/159(37)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(38) - Untitled
Title: Untitled
ID: 2007-022/159(38)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(39) - Untitled
Title: Untitled
ID: 2007-022/159(39)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(40) - Untitled
Title: Untitled
ID: 2007-022/159(40)
F0515  Jean Augustine fonds

Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

File: 2007-022/159(41) - Untitled

Title: Untitled
ID: 2007-022/159(41)
Physical description: 1 audio cassette

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)


Title: JFCCO [Jane Finch Concerned Citizens Organization] present : The African Millennium Project Trip to Parliament Hill
ID: 2017-022/007(17)
Date: 5 Nov. 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
DVDs include keynote by the Hon. Jean Augustine, introduced by Wintson LaRose, and an interview in her office, along with a tour of Parliament.

Physical description: 2 DVDs
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)

---

**Item: 2017-022/007(18) - Martin Luther King memorial dedication : CTV news interview with Jean Augustine**

**Title:** Martin Luther King memorial dedication : CTV news interview with Jean Augustine

**ID:** 2017-022/007(18)

**Date:** 2011 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 DVD (ca. 3 min)

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)

---

**Item: 2017-022/007(19) - Toronto to Ghana**

**Title:** Toronto to Ghana

**ID:** 2017-022/007(19)

**Date:** 19 Feb. 2011 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

DVD contains slide show of photographs with Jean Augustine and others bringing bags of clothing, books, and toys to children in Ghana.

**Physical description:** 1 DVD (9 min., 10 sec.)

**Language of the material:**

English

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)
Item: 2017-022/007(20) - Gifford and Raphaelita : 50th anniversary

Title: Gifford and Raphaelita : 50th anniversary
ID: 2017-022/007(20)
Date: 3 Aug. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 compact disc
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/007(21) - ARD [Agency for Reconstruction and Development]

Title: ARD [Agency for Reconstruction and Development]
ID: 2017-022/007(21)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
DVD contains a recording of the organization's official launch in St. George's and includes remarks by Jean Augustine.

Physical description: 1 DVD
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/007(22) - Immigration and small communities (New Brunswick) : remarks by Augustine
Title: Immigration and small communities (New Brunswick) : remarks by Augustine

ID: 2017-022/007(22)

Date: [ca. 2 Nov. 2011] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
   DVD pertains to event occurring at Bratwurst, New Brunswick.

Physical description: 1 DVD (2 GB) (39 min., 25 sec.)

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
   • Moving images (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/007(23) - Dr. Jean Augustine : The Luminaries series : Planet Africa TV

Title: Dr. Jean Augustine : The Luminaries series : Planet Africa TV

ID: 2017-022/007(23)

Date: [between 2007 and 2018] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
   DVD contains an episode charting Augustine's career and impact in, and beyond, Canada.

Physical description: 1 DVD

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
   • Moving images (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/007(24) - Luminaries reel : OBHS + Planet Africa
Title: Luminaries reel : OBHS + Planet Africa

ID: 2017-022/007(24)

Date: 2010 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

DVD contains previews to episodes on Rosemarie Sadlier, Herbert Carnegie, Bernice Carnegie, Jean Augustine, Donald Oliver, and Dr. Alexander Macgregor.

Physical description: 1 DVD (ca. 4 min.)

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Moving images (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/007(25) - Dr. Jean Augustine : Fairness Commissioner

Title: Dr. Jean Augustine : Fairness Commissioner

ID: 2017-022/007(25)

Date: 15 June 2007 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

DVD contains a video biography of Jean Augustine, produced by Sandra McLean and created by Windsor Women Working with Immigrant Women.

Physical description: 1 DVD (8 min., 34 sec.)

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Moving images (documentary form)
Item: 2017-022/007(26) - American Foundation for the University of the West Indies : dinner video

Title: American Foundation for the University of the West Indies : dinner video
ID: 2017-022/007(26)
Date: 22 Jan. 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   DVD includes a biography of Augustine as a recipient of the Caribbean Luminary Award.
Physical description: 1 DVD (11 min., 47 sec.)
Language of the material:
   English
Publication status:
   Published
Access points:
   • Moving images (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/007(27) - The Honourable Dr. Jean Augustine : Order of Canada award celebration

Title: The Honourable Dr. Jean Augustine : Order of Canada award celebration
ID: 2017-022/007(27)
Date: 19 June 2010 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Recording contains speeches and artistic performances.
Physical description: 2 DVDs (ca. 2 hrs)
Language of the material:
   English
Publication status:
   Published
Access points:
Item: 2017-022/007(28) - Faith journeys : Ireland pilgrimage 2011 : Land of saints and scholars

Title: Faith journeys : Ireland pilgrimage 2011 : Land of saints and scholars
ID: 2017-022/007(28)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
DVD contains sideshow of photographs including Jean Augustine.

Physical description: 1 DVD (27 min., 19 sec.)
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/007(29) - Growing up Canadian : Rooted in the West Indies

Title: Growing up Canadian : Rooted in the West Indies
ID: 2017-022/007(29)
Date: 20-24 Feb. 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 videocassette : VHS
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
Item: 2017-022/007(30) - Global view

Title: Global view

ID: 2017-022/007(30)

Date: 1999-2000 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 videocassette (15 min.) : VHS

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(01) - Alternative dispute resolution (ADR): Negotiation processes in the Middle East

Title: Alternative dispute resolution (ADR): Negotiation processes in the Middle East

ID: 2017-022/008(01)

Date: 19 November 2007 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
CD contains pre-recorded discussion between Ambassador (retired) John McDonald; and Professor (Emeritus) John Sigler for program broadcasted on Chin Radio 97.9 FM on 22 November 2007, show number 147, titled “Negotiation processes in the Middle East: Are they in accord with the needs of the people? What happened to the Oslo Accords?” and hosted by Ernest G. Tannis.

Physical description: 1 compact disc (ca. 1 hr.)

Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)
Item: 2017-022/008(03) - Bicentenary : preview DVD

Title: Bicentenary : preview DVD
ID: 2017-022/008(03)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

DVD contains preview to the Roots of Freedom documentary.

Physical description: 1 DVD
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(04) - Bicentenary : 0210 : older? : [Roots of Freedom/Moses A. Mawa]

Title: Bicentenary : 0210 : older? : [Roots of Freedom/Moses A. Mawa]
ID: 2017-022/008(04)
Date: 2 Oct. 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(05) - Youth in Motion : Top 20

Title: Youth in Motion : Top 20
ID: 2017-022/008(05)
Date: 7 Aug. 2013 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   DVD pertains to the top twenty award recipients over the past ten years.

Physical description: 1 DVD : 22 MPG files
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Moving images (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(06) - The eighth annual Applause Institute Cotillion Ball 2003

Title: The eighth annual Applause Institute Cotillion Ball 2003
ID: 2017-022/008(06)
Date: 18 Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   DVD includes keynotes by Pamela Appelt and the Hon. Lincoln Alexander.

Physical description: 1 DVD (1 hr. 27 min., 52 sec.)
Language of the material:
   English

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Moving images (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(07) - My home and native land : personal stories of coming to Canada : episode 4

Title: My home and native land : personal stories of coming to Canada : episode 4
ID: 2017-022/008(07)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

DVD pertains to the story of Noia Negrea, Madeleine Mangos, Dr. Joanna Goncalves, and Nick Noorani.

Physical description: 1 DVD

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(08) - Demo tape: Health knowledge

Title: Demo tape: Health knowledge
ID: 2017-022/008(08)
Date: 18 Nov. 2011 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

DVD pertains to television show catered to ethnic and immigrant communities on the subject of health.

Physical description: 1 DVD

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(09) - Motiv-8 for change int'l presentation: project rise again Grenada
Title: Motiv-8 for change int'l presentation : project rise again Grenada

ID: 2017-022/008(09)

Date: 2004-2005 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Compact disc contains one textual document (a biography of Neals Chitan) and two powerpoint presentations.

Physical description: 1 compact disc

Language of the material:
English

Note [generalNote]:
Files printed by archivist on 15 October 2018.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(10) - The Government of Canada's presence in the GTA

Title: The Government of Canada's presence in the GTA

ID: 2017-022/008(10)

Date: 20 Aug. 2002 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Compact disc contains a website through html files and include label stating “for more information please contact Dennis Mills, MP. (613) 992-7771.

Physical description: 1 compact disc (6.79 MB)

Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
Item: 2017-022/008(11) - I know someone: Paul Yuzyk Award for Multiculturalism

Title: I know someone: Paul Yuzyk Award for Multiculturalism
ID: 2017-022/008(11)
Date: 10 Oct. 2014 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
DVD contains an advertisement to promote and encourage nominations for award.

Physical description: 1 DVD
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(12) - Caribbean development bank: Fighting poverty in the Caribbean

Title: Caribbean development bank: Fighting poverty in the Caribbean
ID: 2017-022/008(12)
Date: May 2001 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 DVD (640 MB)
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
Item: 2017-022/008(13) - Dennis James: Now & Then: Canadian Calypso Monarch 2001-2002

Title: Dennis James: Now & Then: Canadian Calypso Monarch 2001-2002
ID: 2017-022/008(13)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
  Compact disc contains music.

Physical description: 1 compact disc
Language of the material:
  English

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  • Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(14) - Caribana's Greatest Hits

Title: Caribana's Greatest Hits
ID: 2017-022/008(14)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
  Compact disc, produced by the Caribbean cultural Committee and the Organization of Calypso Performing Artists, contains songs performed by Connector, Kester Duncan, Sparkles, Jayson, Crooner, Yellows, Macomere Fifi, Web, Lady Scorpio, Guney, Dennis James, Mon T Hammer.

Physical description: 1 compact disc
Language of the material:
  English

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
Item: 2017-022/008(15) - Festival Fever: Caribana 40th Anniversary Soca Compilation

Title: Festival Fever: Caribana 40th Anniversary Soca Compilation
ID: 2017-022/008(15)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Compact disc, produced by the Ontario Calypso Performing Artists, features a compilation of artists to show the evolution of calypso in Canada. Artists include Rajiman, Guney, Mon-T-Hama, King Cosmos, Naki, Susan G., Bryan Thornhill, Crooner, Connector, Kempha Fields, Delee, Dynasty, Villaz, King Lion, Charlo.

Physical description: 1 compact disc
Language of the material: English

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(16) - Toronto Carnival Mix/Dr. Jay de Soca Prince

Title: Toronto Carnival Mix/Dr. Jay de Soca Prince
ID: 2017-022/008(16)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Compact disc contains music.

Physical description: 1 compact disc
Language of the material: English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(17) - Pan is Number One/Tommy Crichlow

Title: Pan is Number One/Tommy Crichlow
ID: 2017-022/008(17)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
  Compact disc contains music.

Physical description: 1 compact disc
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(18) - A lil' Sumthin SumthinNdidi Cascade

Title: A lil' Sumthin SumthinNdidi Cascade
ID: 2017-022/008(18)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
  A note to Jean Augustine is written on the compact disc.

Physical description: 1 compact disc
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(19) - The Hallelujah Chorus/Vince Cato, the Pan Majestic

Title: The Hallelujah Chorus/Vince Cato, the Pan Majestic
ID: 2017-022/008(19)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Compact disc contains music.

Physical description: 1 compact disc
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(20) - Steel Bands : The Best of Us / West Humber Collegiate Institute

Title: Steel Bands : The Best of Us / West Humber Collegiate Institute
ID: 2017-022/008(20)
Date: December 2001 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Compact disc contains music.

Physical description: 1 compact disc
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Item: 2017-022/008(21) - A Collection of Concert Highlights/The Etobicoke Community Concert Band and friends

Title: A Collection of Concert Highlights/The Etobicoke Community Concert Band and friends
ID: 2017-022/008(21)
Date: [2000?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
A note to Jean Augustine is written on the compact disc jacket.

Physical description: 1 compact disc
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(22) - Family Tribute to Rosie Douglas

Title: Family Tribute to Rosie Douglas
ID: 2017-022/008(22)
Date: [200-?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Compact disc is a DBS Radio Production.

Physical description: 1 compact disc
Language of the material:
English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(23) - A Tribute to the Indomitable Spirit of the Late Honourable Rosemary Brown (1930-2003) : In Honour of Black History month Celebration 2004

Title: A Tribute to the Indomitable Spirit of the Late Honourable Rosemary Brown (1930-2003) : In Honour of Black History month Celebration 2004

ID: 2017-022/008(23)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 compact disc

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Sound recording (documentary form)

Item: 2017-022/008(24) - Resiliency Remix : “remixing stress with creativity to build resiliency”

Title: Resiliency Remix : “remixing stress with creativity to build resiliency”

ID: 2017-022/008(24)

Date: [200-?] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Compact disc produced by the Brokeside Studio and funded by Haliburton Kawartha Pine Ridge District Health Unit.

Physical description: 1 compact disc

Language of the material:

English

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)